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PREFACE 

he Nikola Tesfa Museum is puhUsMng 'he third hook from 'he legacy of Nikola 
Tesla - his research diary writ/en in Colorado Springs. 

1M previous two boob contain worlu that hod already bun published and 
had thus bu n QCCf'ssible to the public. 

The most significant of resla's works had bun stlecled and published ill their inte
grity in the/irs! book (Nikola Tes/a: Lectures, Palents. A.rtlcles, Beograd, 1956/i" English/) 
while the most important reviews of Tesla's works and lhe appucialion of their signijiclInu 

l or world sclenct! are contained in the second book (Tributt to Tesla, Beograd, 1961). 

Tesla's manuscript (written in English), that has up to now remained unpublished 
and unknown to the public, is appearing in this book for the first time. 

Nikola Tesla did not write his diary for the public, but exclusively for his ~rsonal 

use. Obviously, he was writing it to have an insight into the course of his research and due 
to the exceptional extent of the experiments of his research in the isolated laboratory he 

had erected In 1899 on the slopes of the mountain Pikes Peak, he was probably writing it 
with the wish to leave behind some e'l'idence in case of fire or destruction of his laboratory. 

Tesla evidently did not intend to publish this diary and left it among his other notes and wri/· 
ings. It was not until the whole legacy of Hikola Tesla had been systematically eXDmined 

and put in grdq in lhe Niko/a Tesla Mweum that the manuscript of this diary was disco-,ered. 

Ub all testimonies of this kind, the diary of Nikola Tesla has the value and fascination 
of a most genuine testimony because it reveals Tes/(J's ideas in an important period of his 
research. It reveais the extraordinary enlhusiasm and ferl/Our of his inexhaustible and stri· 

kingly exploring imagination . In fact, this diary brings to light all that mlJde Tesla different 
from all ather researchers: his creative spirit which often bewildered, amazed and infuriated 

many of his contemporaries and even some .... ell·informed scientists, to whom it seemed that 
Tes/o's ideas belonged to Ihe sphere of illusion rather than to the acknowledged course of 

scienu. Tesla thus sluJred lhe fate of all exceptionally great and far·sighted explorers. 

In facl. when one carefully studies the entire work ofTesla one can see that his prin
cipal aim was 'l'try cleor: to search for the inexhaustible possibilities of dominating the forus 
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uf nature and subordinating them to human purposes thus increasing immensely the power 
Dfman and mankind in order 10 Jive more Ilumanly. All that Tes/a had done was subordilUlled 
to Ihis principal aim. All his experiments in Colorado Springs, dealt with in this-.,Jiary, had 
also been dedicated to this basic aim. Becallse of the extraordinary dimensions of his experi. 
ments, which would be unusual e.·en for present-day experimental work in this field, this 
diary is not only a valuable historical testimony but also on inexhaustible inspiration for 
furlhn researdt e~'en when some mistakes are spotted. Tesla was so ingenious and delloled 
to his indefatigable search for new knowledge that he could permit his lillie errors 10 feed 
all kinds of small-minded people who learned how to calculate we" but could neVt!T learn 
to seek lor new ways of knowledge because they didn't have a creative gift. 

Preliminary arrangements to prepare this diary for publication reqUired a lot of time, 
effort and collaborators. The Nikola Tesla Museum thanks them all and especially Ihe author 
a/the commentaries. Prof Aleksandar MarinfiC. 

By publishing this diary the Niko/a Testa Museum wishes /0 mark the llOth annj· 
versary 01 Tesla's birth, which has been celebrated all oller Ihe world, as well as to underline 
tile deep dellotion which Tesla felt towards this country where he was born. 

ikogfad, lMcember 1977 



INTRODUCTION 

In 1898 Tesla's creativity in the field of high frequencies was at its peak. From his 
initial ideas in 1890 and his first, pioneering steps. he had worked with such intensity that 
many of the inventions and discoveries which he had given the world by this time have 
remained unsurpassed to this day . Even the loss of his laboratory on Fifth Avenue in 
1895, a severe blow for him. did not hold him back for long. He soon resumed his experi· 
ments in a new laboratory, on Houston Street. continuing to make new discoveries and 
inventions applying them with unflagging energy. 

Tesla's polyphase system essentially solved the problem of generating, trammilting 
and utilization of electrical power. When he started working on high frequencies , he almost 
immediately began to perceive their vast possibilities for wireless transmission of "intel· 
ligible signals and perhaps power", He worked on the practical development of his first 
ideas of 1891- 1893 at such a rate that by 1897 he had alrt:ldy patented a system for 
wireless transmission of power and an apparatus utilizing this system. Shortly before 
this, during the ceremonial opening of the hydroelectric power plant on Niagara. at a time 
when the world was only jUl.t coming around to Tesla's polyphase system which for the 
first time in history enabled the transfer of electrical power over distance. he said : "In 
fact. progress in this field has given me fresh hope that I shall see the fulfillment of one of 
my fondest dreams; namely. the transmission of power from station to station without 
the employment of any connecting wires."(6) 

Always true to the principle that ideas must be experimentally verified. Tesla set 
about building powerful bigh-frequency generators an4 making CJlperiments in wireless 
power transmission, The Nikola Tesla Museum in Belgrade posesses a Tesla's own slide 
which confirms that the experiment described in the patent "System of transmission of 
electrical encrgy"U)) was in fact carried out before the Examiner-in-Chief of the U.S. 
Patent Office. For experimental verification of his method of wireless power transmiss ion 
"by conduction through the intervening natural medium", on the global scale Tesla needed 
.till higher voltages and more room (in the Houston Street laboratory he generated vol· 
lages of 2 to 4 MV using a high-frequency transformer with a coil diameter of 244 cm). 
so towards the end of 1898 he began looking for a site for a new laboratory, Mid- 1899 
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he finally decided on Colorado Springs. a plateau about 2000 m above 5(1: level. where 
he erected a shed large enough to house a high·frequency transformer with a (Xlii diameter 
of I S meters! 

.' .,.~ • • ••. / .< ...... _ ...... . . " ... ~ . 
. .,"'" . -~r • ,., . .. . ,., ,. ..... ~ . ' ",o' .y.-~ ...... ........ . 

... ~ J •• .,. ... ~ .... _ • . _ ~ ,. .... " / .. . .., . .. .< .'"' ........ , •• ,,,,,, ., .,~, 

FiJ. Ie. Diacr:am of an apparatus demonstratinJ transmissioo of electric power throuJh rarilicd au 
(fesla'. own slide now at the Nikola Tesla Museum, 8elarade) 

Tesla's arrival in Colorado Springs was reported in the press. According to the 
Philadelphia "Engineering Mechanics" Tesla arrived on the 18th of May 1899 (according 
to(61) he left New York on 11th May 1899), with the intention of carrying out intensive 
research in wireless telegraphy and properties of the upper atmosphere. In his article 
"The transmission of electric energy without wires" (1904(1) Tcsla writes that he came 
to Colorado Springs with the following goals: 

I. To devel op a transmitter of great power. 

2. To perfect means for individualizing and isolating the energy transmitted . 

3. To ascertain the laws of propagation of currents through the earth and the at· 
mosphere. 

Tesla had some ten years of experience with high frequency AC behind him by the 
time he moved to Colorado .Springs. In 1889, on his return from Pittsburg where he had 
been working as a consultant to Westinghouse on the development of his polyphase sy· 
stem. he began work on the construction of an alternator for generating currents at much 
higher frcquenci~s than those used in ordinary power distribution. In 1890 he filed ap
plications for two patentsUl for alternators working at over 10 kHz. One of these patents 
was in CQojunctioo with a method for achieving quiet operation of arc lamps, but this 
was in fact a fint step towards a new application of alternating currents, which soon 
became known as "Tcsla currents". Tesla's alternators were an important milestone in 
electrical engineering and were the prototypes for alternators which were used some 
quarter-century later for driving high· power radio transmitters, and later on also for 
inductive heating. (2<1) 

Soon after he had started his research in high frequencies Tesla diSCQvered there 
specific physiological action and suggested the possibility of medical applications. He did 
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a lot of work on the utilization of high frequency AC for electric lighting by means of 
rarefied gas tubes of various shapes and types. During 189L he publicized his results·in 
journa1s(l), patent applications U$) and in his famous lecture to the AlEE at Columbia 
College(41. This lecture, before a gathering of eminent electrical engineers, brought Tesla 
widespread recognition and soon made him world-famous. This success was due in good 
measure to his convincing experiments too, which included a demonstration of rarefied 
gas luminescing in a tube not connected by wires to the source of power. This was the 
first experiment demonstrating wireless power transmission, and marked the birth· of an 
idea to which Tesla was subsequently to devote a great part of his life. The De«Ssary 
powerful electric field was created between the plates of a condenser connected across 
the secondary of a high-frequency transformer, whose was connected via a series coadenser 
to a high-frequency alternator. The system worked best when tbe primary and secondary 
circuits were in resonance. Tesla also made use of the r~onant transformer with his spark 
oscillator, enabling easy and efficient generation of high-frequency AC from a DC or 
low frequency source. This oscillator was to playa key role in the development of HF 
engineering. Only a few years later it was to be found among the apparatus of practically 
every physics laboratory, under the name of the Tesla coi1(20). 

The first record of Testa's high-frequency coupled oscillatory circuit with an air
-cored transformer is to be found in Patent No. 454622 of 23 June 1891 (application filed 
25 April 1891) under tbe title "System of electric lighting", The oscillator converts low
-frequency currents into "current of very high frequency and very bigb potential", which 
lncn supplies single-terminal lamps (see Fig. 2c). Induction coil PS produces a high secoD-

No. (54,022. P&tnttd J1III1 a3, 1801. 

x,./ 

... . 

Fig. 2c. System of electric lighting 

dary voltage which charges condenser Cuntil a spark occurs across air gap Q. The discharge 
current flows through the air gap and the primary of the high-frequency induction coil P'. 
The discharge of the condenser in this case differs from the discharge through coil with 
ohmic resistance studied by Henry(22), already k.nown by that time. In Tesla's oscillator 
the energy of the high-frequency oscillations in the primary circuit is gradually transferred 
to the secondary circuit. The secondary circuit contains the distributed capacity of the 
secondary winding and the wiring and the capacity of the load, and is thus also a resonant 
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circuit. After energizing of the secondary circuit, {he remaining energy is .retuihod to the 
primary. then back to the secondary, and so on until losses reduce it sufficimtly to inter
rupt spark across a in the primary circuit. Then condenser C begins to recharge (rom 
so urce G via induction coil (transformer) PS. Oberbeck (291 published a theoretical ualysis 
of Tesla' s oscillator in 1895. 

Tesla presented much new information about his discharge oscillators and his further 
research on high frequency current:! in the lecture he gave to the lEE in London. February 
1892 which he subsequently repeated in London and then in ParisiSI. He described at 
length the construction of a type of aif<Orcd HF transfolihcl and drew attention to the 
fact that the secondary voltage cannot even approximately be cstimated from the primary! 
/secondary turns ratio. Tesla also did a lot of work on improvements of the spark: gap 
and described several designs, lOme of which ';.:ei(l subsequently attributed to other autb
ors(! "). In describing the apparatus with which be illustrated this lecture he explained 
several ways for interrupting arcs with the aid ofa powerful magnetic field; using compres
sed air; multiple air gaps in series; single or multiplc air gaps with rotating surfaces. 

He describes how the capacity in the primary and secondary circuits of the HF 
transformer should be adjusted to get the maximum performanlOi. staling that so far 
insufficient attention had been paid to this factor. He experimentally established that 
the secondary voltage could be increased by adding capacity to "compensate" the inductan
ce of the secondary (resonant transformer). 

He demonstrated several singie-poie lamps which were conno::ted to the xcoooary, 
describing the famous brush-discharge tube and expressing the opinion that it miaht find 
application in telegraphy. He noted that HF elllient readily passes through aliptJy ra
refied gas and suggested that this might be used for driving moton and lamps at consi
derable distance from the source, the high-frequency resonant transformer being an impor
tant component of such a system. 

The drawing shown in Fig. 3c dates from early on during Testa·s work with hiah 
frequencies, 1891-1892. It is taken from Tesla's original slide found in the archives of 

- . 

. . ~."'_ ~'I .. '"_ .. _ ~' ..... ~ .. ~." .. _., oI ...... r • 
• . ....... . . "". U~ .•. " / .•.. ? ' ...... A .J ._ ~ ..J • • ~..... ...,- •. , 

Fi, . Jc. Various (:OMCCl ions of H F Iratl$rormer used by Tesla in 1891-1892 
(fe~I .·i o wn slide now .t the Nikola Tesla Museum, 8ellfade) 
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the Nikola Tesla Museum in Belgrade. According to Tesla's ca pl ion these diagrams are 
" Illustrating van (.lus ways oi using highfrequency alternator in Ihe first experiment at 
Grand St reet Laboratory 189 1- 1892". It seems that Tesla made these to prove his priority 
in a patent su/tUS). Only some of these diagrams have been published in (4.6, B) , so 
that th is is an important document throwing new light on an exceptionall y fertile but 
relat ively little known period of Tesla's work . H is, for example, clear fro m these d iagrams 
that he int roduced an HF transformer in the open antenna circuit. Circui ts like thai in 
Fig. 3c-4 are to be found laler in two patents fil ed in 1897([1, 14 ) on his apparatus and 
system for wireless transmission of power (these p:Uents refer to Tesla's di srupt ive dis
charge oscillator as an alternative to the high-freq .Jency alternator). 

In February 1893 Tesla held a third lecture on high-frequency currents before the 
Franklin Institute in Philaddphia(61, and repeated it in March before the Nat ional Elect ric 
Light Association in Sl. Louis. The most significant part of thi s IcclUre is that wh ich refers 
to a system for " transmitting intelligence or perhaps power, to any distance through the 
earth or environing medium". What Tcsla descri bed he re is often taken to be t he founda

tion of radio engineering, s!!!('c it embodies principles ideas of fundamenta l importance, 
viz.: the principle of adjusting for resonance to get maximum sensi tivity and selecti ve 
reception, inductive link between the driver and the tank circui t. an antenna 'circui t in 
which the antenna appears as a capacitive loadt71). He a lso correctly noted the imporlance 
of the choice of the HF freq uency and the advantages of a continuous carrier for 
transmitti ng signals over great d istances ll1l . 

Bet ween 1893 and 1898 Tesla applied for and was granted seven America n patent s 
on his H F oscillator as a whole(2S), one on his HF transformer (26 ), and eight on various 
types of electric circuit conlrollcr1211. In a la ter article (28) Tesla reviews his work on HF 
oscillators and reports that over a period of eight years from 189 1 on he made no less 
than fifty types of oscillator powered either by DC or low-frequency AC. 

Al ong wi th his work on the improvement of his HF oscilla tors Tesla was conti
nuously exploring applications of the currents they produced . His work on the impro\'e
ment of X-ray 1!enerating apparatus is well known - he reported it in a series of a rticles 
in 1896 and 1897 (7) and in a lect ure to the New York Academ y of Scie nces 011. In :1 lecture 
before the American Electro-Therapeut ic Associat ion in Buffalo September 1898(8) he 
desc ribed applicalion~ of the !-IF osci llator for therapeutic and other purposes. The sa me 
year he took out his famous pa tent " Me thod of and apparatus for controlling mechanism 
of moving vessels or vehicles"IS91, which embodies the basic principles of telcme<:hanics 
a fi e ld which on ly began to develop several decades after Tesla's invenlion . 

On 2nd September 1897 Tesla filed patent application No. 650343, suh~equentl y 
granted- as pa tent No. 645576 of 20th March 1900(3) and patent No. 649621 of 15t h 
May 1900(I~ l. Unlike o ther radio experimenters of the ti me who worked either wilh 
damped oscillations at very high frequencies(4 Jl, Tesla investigated undam ped oscillat ions 
in thc low H F rangc. While ot hers princi pally devdopcd Hertl's apparatus with a s park-gap 
in the tank ci rcui t (Lodge, Righi, Marconi, and others) and improved I he receiver by 

• T ile second of the t"'O patent! by which Testa protected his a[lpaT3tu~ for wirc l e~s p»wr.r tran~ 
mission, known as the "S),Slenl of four luned c ircuits", is particul.l r1y impOrt1lnt in the hislOry of radio. 
I! was a subject of a long law su it bc:t"=n the Marconi Wirc,:lc~~ T c,:leg raph COllipany o f Amcri(';' 1Ino.l the 
United Slates of America alleged to h1ld used wireless o.Icvice~ th1lt infringed on Marconi's p"telll No. 1(.)712 
of 28th June 1904 . After 27 years the U.S. Supreme Coun in 19.1.1 invalidated the fundamcnt :,1 rad io 
palcnl of Marconi as containing nOlhing which wa~ nol arr~ady c,:ol1!llined in patents gr<l!llcd to Lol.lge, 
Testa and Stonet63!. 
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introducing a sensitive coherer (Sranly, Lodge, Popov. Marconi, and others). he set about 
implementing his ideas of 1892- 1893. How far he had go l in \lerifying his Ideas for wireless 
power transmission before coming to Colorado Springs may be seen from patent No . 
645516 and the diagram in Fig. Ic. 

Tcsla based his hOfCS for wirelcss power transmission on the global sca~ on the 
principLe that a gas at low pressure is an excellent conductor for high frequency currents. 
Since the limiting pressure at which the gas becomes a good conductor is higher the higher 
the voltage, he maintained that it would not be necessary to elevate a metal conductor to 

• 

an altitude!of some IS miles above sea level, but that layers of the atmosphere which could 
be good conductors could be reached by a conducto r (in fact an aerial) at much lower 
altitudes. "Expressed briefly, (cit. patent 645516) my present invention, based upon these 
c1iscoveries, consists then in producing at one point an electrical pressure of such character 
and magnitude as to cause thereby a current to traverse elevated strata of the air between 
the point of generation and a distant point at which the energy is to be received and uti· 
Iimd", Figure Ic proves that Tesla did actually carry out an experimental demonstration 
of power transmission through rarefied gas before an official of the Patent Office. From 
the patent it may be seen that the pressure in the tube was betwce,?- 120 and ISO mm Hg. 
At this pressure, and with the circuits tuned to resonance, effi~nt power transfer was 
acheivcd with a voltage of 2--4 million volts on the transmitter aerial. In the application 
Tesla also claims patent rights to another, similar method of transmission, also using the 
Earth as one conductor, and rendered conductive high layers of the atmosphere as the 
other· . 

Tesla spent about eight months in Colorado Springs. Something of his work and 
results from this period can be gleaned from articles in "American Inventor" and "Wutem 
EJectrican". For instance, it is stated that Tesla intended to carry out wireiess transmission 
of signals to Paris in ]900. An article of November 1899 reports that he was makin, rapid 
prOgiCSS with his system for wireless transmission of signals and that there was no way 
of interfering with messages sent by it. Tesla returned to New York on the 11th of Ja· 
nuary ]900(6Il), 

The diary whieb Testa kept at that time gives. detailed day-by~y description of 
his research in the period from lst June 1899 to 7th January ]900. Unlike many other 
records in the archives of the Nikola Tesla Museum in Belgrade, the Colorado Springs 
diary is continuous and orderly. Since it was not intended for publication, Testa probably 
kept it as a way of recording his research results. It could perhaps aJso have been a wety 
measure in case the laboratory should get destroyed, an eventuality by no means unljkcly 
considering the dangerous experiments he was performing with powerful discharaes. 

- SolnC days he made no entries, bul usually explained why at the beginning of the month . 

• In the latc eilhties or the last century VCf)' little was known about tbe radiation and pnlPaPtion 
or electromagnetic: waves. Followin, the publication of Hertz'S reseafChWI in 1888, which pro\lidcd con
firmation or Maxwell's dynamic theory of the electromagnetic field published in 186,(60), iCicntists letlme 
more and more convinced that clectromasnctic waves behlYed likc liabt waves, Pf'Opaptina in straiaht 
lines, This led to pessimistic conclusions abouttbc possible ranac of radio stations, which were 100II refuted 
by experiments usinl the lerial-earth ')'!item designed by Tesla in 189)(61. Tesb did not ,0 alon, with the 
, netal opinion that without wires "elClCtric:al vib.-itions" coukl only propapte in straiabt lines, beina 
convinced that thc c)obc was a ,DOd conductot through which cloctric power could be trlnsmitlcd. Hc 
also suggested that the "upper strata of the air Ire conducting" (119), and "!hal air SlrI ta It 1ICfY modaate 
altitudes, which are easily accmible. offer, to III eJtpcrimental cvidence, a perfect conductina: ~th" 
(1900)(411. It is interestinl to nOIe that Ihis mode or propalation of radio waves WIS initially consid~ 
as somethinJ different from other rnodCS(611 then to be rOlllOlten until rcoent years. In the 1950', Schum ' nn, 
Bremmer, Budden, Wl it, OaJcjs and other luthorslH 1, woddnl on the propaption or VCl'y low () to JO kHz) 
and cxtremely low (I to JOOO Hz) clectromaloctic waVe!, fo unded their treatment on essentilly the same 
principles as Tesla. 
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Accordi~ to his notes, Tesla devoted the greatest proportion of his time (~bout 
56h ) to the transmitt~r, i.e. the high-power HF generalo~, abolll 21% to developing-1'C
ceivers for small signals, about 16% to measuring the capacity of the vertical antenna, 
and about 6% to miscellaneous other research. He developed a large HF oscillator with 
three oscillatory circuits with which he generated voltages of the order of 10 million volts. 
He tried out various modifications of the reciever with one or two coherers and special 
pree~citation circuits. He made measurements of the electromagnetic radiations generated 
by natural electrical discharges, developed radio measurement methods, and worked 
on the design of modulators, shunt-fed antennas, etc. 

The last few days covered by the diary Tesla devoted to photographing the laboratory 
inside and out. He describes 63 photographs in all, most of them showing the large oscil
lator in action with mu$C$ of streamers emerging from the outer windinp of the secondary 
and the "extra coil". He probably derived special satisfaction from observing his artificial 
lightning, now a hundred times longer than the small sparks produced by his first oscil
lator in the Grand Street Laboratory in New York . By then many leading scientists had 
been experimenting with "Tesla" currents but Tesla himself was still in the vanguard 
with new and unexpected results. When he finally finished his work in Colorgdo Sprinp -he published some photographs of the oscillator in a blaze of streamers causing as much 
astonishment as had those from his famous lectures in the USA, England and France 
in 1891- 1893. The famous Gernum scientist Slaby wrote that the apparatuses of other 
radio e~perimenters were mere toys in comparison with Tesla's in Colorado Springs. 

The descriptions of tbe photographs in. the diary also include detailed explanations 
of the circuitry and the operating conditions of the oscillator. The photographs themselves 
give an impressive picture of the scale of these experiments. Tesla maintains that bright 
patches on some of the photographs wele a consequence of artificially generated fireballs. 
He also put forward a theory to explain this, still today somewhat enigmatic phenomenon. 
Research on fireballs was not envisaJcd in his Colorado Springs work plan, but belonged 
to the special experiments which, in his own words, "were of an interest, purely scientific, 
at that timc"(68l, which he carried out when he could spare the time. 

Tesla used some parts of the diary in drawing up the patent applications which he 
filed between 1899 and 1902. Keeping such notes of his work was more a less a constant 
practice; they provided him with an aide·memoire when preparing to publish his dis
coveries. 

The diary includes some descriptions of nature, mostly the surroundings of the 
laboratory and some meteorological phenomena, but only with the intention of bringing 
out certain facts of relevance to his current or planned research. 

Immediately after he finished work at Colorado Springs Tesla wrote.a long article 
entitled ' "The problem of increasing human energy" in which he onen mentions his 
results from Colorado Springs(41). In 1902 he described how he worked on this anicJehSa): 

• 
"The Century" began to press me very hard for completing the article which 1 ha'ie pro-
mised to them, and the text of this article required all my energies. I knew that the article 
would pass into history as I brought, for the first time, results before the world which 
were far beyond anything that was attempted before, either by myself or others". 

The article really did create a sensation, and was reprinted and cited many times. The 
style he uses in describing Colorado Springs research differs greatly from Ihat of the diary. 

, 
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Tesla wrote about his Colorado Springs work again in 190401. Some interesting 
data is tc be fOl.!nd in his replies before the United State!': Patent Office in 1902. in con
nection with a patent rights dispute between T=sla and Fessenden{(iS,. This document 
includes statements by Tesla's assistant Fritz Lowenstein and secretary George Scherff. 
Tesla took Lowenstein on in New York in April 1899. At the end of May that year he 
summoned him to Colorado Springs, where Lowenstein remained until the end of Sep
tember. when family matters obliged him to return to Germany. Tesla was satisfied with 
him as an assistant and asked him to return later, which he did. again becoming Tesla's 
assistant in February 1902. 

Tesla did not break off his research in the fie fd of radio after visiting Colorado 
Springs. Upon returning to New York on the 11th of January 1900(68) he took energetic 
steps to get backing for the implementation of a system of "World TeJegnl.phy". He erected 
a building and an antenna on Long Island, and started fitting oul a new laboratory. From 
his subsequent notes we learn that he intended to verify his ideas about resonance of the 
Earth's globe, referred to in a patent of 1900(42). The experiments he wanted to perform 
were not in fact carried out until the sixties of this century, when it was found that the 
Earth resonates at 8, 14 and 20 Hz.().4) Tesla predicted that the resonances would be 
at 6. 18 and 30 Hz. His preoccupation with this great idea slowed down the construction -of his overseas radio station, and when radio transmission across the Atlantic was finally 
acheived with a simpler apparatus, he had to admit that his plans included not only the 
transmission of signals over larfe distances but also an attempt to transmit power without 
wires. Commenting on Tesla's undertaking, one of the world's leading experts in this 
field, Wait(2l), has written: ... "From an historical standpoint, it is significant that the 
genius Nikola Tesla envisaged a world wide communication system using a huge spark 
gap transmitter located in Colorado Springs in 1899. A few years later he built a large 
facility in Long Island that he hoped would transmit signals to the Cornish coast of En
gland. In addition, he proposed to use a modified version of the system to distribute power 
to all points of the globe. Unfortunately, his sponsor, J. Pierpont Morgan, terminated 
his support at about this time. A factor here was Marconi's successful demonstration in 
1901 of transatlantic signal transmission using much simpler and far cheaper instrumen
tation. Nevertheless, many of Tesla's early experiments have an intriguing similarity with 
later developments in ELF communications. 

Tesla proposed that the earth itself could be set into a resonant mode at frequencies 
of the order of 10 Hz. He suggested that energy was reflected at the antipode of his Colorado 
Springs transmitter in such a manner that standing wa .... e were set up." 

In a letter to Morgan«i9) early in 1902 Tesla explained his research, in which he 
envisaged three "distinct steps to be made: I) the transmission of minute amounts of 
energy and the production of feeble effects, barely perceptible by sensitive devices; 2) the 
transmission of notable amounts of energy dispensing with the necessity of sensitive devices 
and enabling the positive operation of any kind of apparatus requiring a small amount 
of power; and 3) the transmission of power in amounts of industrial significance. With 
the completion of my present undertaking the first step will be made". For the experiments 
with transmission of large power he envisaged the construction of a plant at Niagara 
to generate about 100 million volts.{I) 

However, Teslaldid not succeed in getting the neL'essary financial backing, and after 
three years of abortive effort to finish his Long Island station he gave up his plans and 
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turned to oth.-:r Ilelds of research. He wrute sc:veraJ times about his great idea for wireless 
transmission of power, and remained convinced to his death that it would one day become 
reality. Today, when we have proof of the Earth's resonant modes (Schumann's resonan. 
ces(41), and it is known that certain wa.ves can propagate with very liule attenuation, 
so little that standing waves can be set up in the Earth-ionosphere system, we can judge 
how right Tesla was when he said that the mechanism of electromagnetic wave propagation 
in "his system" was not the same as in Hertz's system with collimated radiation. Naturally, 
Tesla could not have known that the phenomena he was talking about would only become 
pronounced at very low frequencies. because it seems he was never able to carry out tbe 
experiments which he had so brilliantly planned, as early as 1893. f61 It is gratifying that 
after so many years Tesla's name is rightfully reappearing in papers dealing with the 
propagation of radio waves and the r~naDce of the Earth(2I,H,62,7Z1.ln a recent book 
of a well known scientist (Jackson fS4 )) it is stated that "this remarkable genius clearly 
outlin~ the idea of the earth as a resonating circuit (he did not know of the ionosphere), 
estimates the lowest resonant frequency as 6 Hz (close to 6.6 Hz for a perfectly conducting 
sphere), and describes generation and detection of these waves. I thank V.L. Fitch for 
this fascinating piece of history". We believe that further studies of Tesla's writings will -reveal some interesting details of his ideas in this field. 

The publication of the Colorado Springs diary, a unique record of the work of 
a genius, means an enrichment of the scientific literature, not only in that throws light 
on a particularly interesting period of Tesla's creativity, but also as a source for the study 
of his worlc as a whole, and particularly of his part in the development of radio. It also 
facilitates the identification of many documents now at the Nikola Testa Museum in 
Belgrade which lack date or description. 

The preparation of this manuscript for publication required considerable time and 
labor in order to present its content in a form not deviating essentially from the original 
but more aoc;P5sible to study. No alterations have been made even where the original 
contains certain minor errors, sometimes also in the use of power and energy units; some 
more important calculation errors which in.fluence the conclusions drawn are also repro
duced but arc noted. A s«tion at the end of the book contains commentaries on the Diary 
with explanatory notes, and a survey of his earlier work and that of other researchers. 
For these commentaries reference was made to the large body of literature and documents 
in the archives of tbe Nikola Tesla Museum in Belgrade. 

Alt!ksandar MlUinlit 
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Colorado Springs Notes 
June 1- 30, 1899 

To ,"is 10 be added 11'10 a pplicatiOIl$ filed wit h Curtis and SOItlC otller palenl mane rs 
chiefiy foreign . 
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June I. 189'9 

The followlll& ICCms to be the best pian for const ruct; ng small banerics of v~ry 
high c..m.f. I'«lllircd f(K utilin, vacuum tube to be ~d as rcoei'lt'r in telegaphy: A! 

the cun~nt rOt excilina the tube need be only \Iery small the ball~ry can furnish a minUle 
I 

current. From previous e<perimenu about 7.c7~ Imp. i. Impiy wllicient. Approximae~ 
20.000 

dimell$ions 0( box 1,4 cu. fOOL The price will not be prohibitory. Tin c:.ps, p1up a nd 
..... bons will be readily obtainable. 

The connection of the rcoei'lt'r is 10 be as in eJ\rerim~nu in New York : Jr nec,", 'ary 
the resiseanee R] "";11 be used to suain lhe tube ellictly just 10 point 0( breal;;n, down. 
It is vcry important a~ in all oensitiw: devices 10 rar l.lsed that the dicloctric is strained 

" 

~U<:lly 10 the breaking point. 1be magr>el M is to haw: .. resistance nearly equal to the 
internal resistance of tile bl.uet)'. &0 as to JCl best Ol.ltput. The relay .... illsuit as it is Wilh 
1000 ohms rcsisl&nce. 1ho mapct must be $Iron, to blowout tube when li&htcd. This 
device i.hould by 'ICy uflsiliW! and should bruk duwn by very minute currents propllg.uod 
through the earth from II l imilarly connoctl:d OfCiIl ltor. 



Colorado Spri".~.< 

Sisnall in, 
Valuable 
Usu of 
Condenser 
Methods 

RC>Jearch 

Measurements 
etc. 

Telegraphy 

Proteclion 

Animal 
Plant 

Ter ,e'I,"'1 

Disturbances 

locating 
on deposilS 

I 
I 

June 1, 1899 

Ships 
land 
o.bles (lhi~ very much <0, 

but pa~rful apparalU. 
required). 

Ships I CoHi$jon~ l«,be,S' 

Electricity 

Ma~neti<m 

Static I EI«1 rieily 
Atmosph. 
Earth curreni, 
Salu infil.lC1K:e ele. 

Magnetic 
Non·magnetic by reficctian 

In connection wi th keentgen rays, other rays 
and d(lrk ,(1.1'1 of the jun. Mm! illlj1Orlant. 

Resist., current., e.m.f. etc. 
Intensities, lieht, heat etc. 

Meteu I 
powe, 

current 
in t e~nllors of all kinds 
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CoIo''''/v Sl'ril,g~ 

Juno: J, 11199 

Various mo(Miealioos of a principle CO"'Oo,"" m iKCunn,IJlin& mc'lIY of feeble 
impullieS recetved fl(.m ... diua""" and ul,hl.i"1 magnifoed errect ror opera.;"I' ..,.,.,ivi", 
device. Several modes or Q.lryinl OU ' I he same. generally cO<l,idered: 

Resonance 

Condenser 

! 

Com mutating currenlS lind ch~ r~ing 

Direct,n, currenls ~ b) balteri!eS 
ga~ vll~ 

US'fIJ direct CurrcnlS of high !ension 

Con'nlutating currents for 1<=13) 

Directing current., through relay I 

t ilnd char,on. 

baueric, 
v"hcs I 

I Commuta,inl currcrtts 

Uyn.mo 

I"lrinci pIe 

Dim:lin, { direcl 

Using direct currents current 

Low rrcq~ncy currentS .n field 

~I ilh frcq~"c:y 

currents in arm~turc 

hUltnll device 
ckclromalnel 
co"ckn~r, ttc. 

]7 

• 

Direct cu rrents 
in a,mllule 

• 

reIlY, fic.ld m.gnet 
dynamo. 

condenser. (IC. 



Telephony without wires. 
General observations: 

Form of 

,-" 
~""" 

Insll'umcnla 

to be UlICd 

J Olle impulse I for one telephone 
impulse. 1 ieVeral impul~ 

1 
~ral impubcs 
oQC impulse 

Static action 

Current action 

light ... , 

I 

RaYI 
Rocnlp . ,. 

Magnetic action 

Sound action 

Static machine 

Indllelion coil 

lingle 
OsQUator termin&J 

for one telephone 
impulse 

Form of 
energy 
u[cctinc 
receiver 

two termi· 

Rcaiving 
illSlrumcnu 
IUited for 
the vuious 
tnnunittillJ 
instrumcnu 

~" 
Dalleries. 

DynamOi 

1 
., 

(hi,h [rCQUCfK)') direct 

Condenser 1 
RhcQStlli~ Mach. 
Osci II at 01' 

Arrangements of circuit et<: . to be worked out . 
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lune 4, 1899 

Stati~ 

Two currents 
Iitrattion. 
repulsion 

Ma,netie 
Cath,odc ra)'l 

H~ I'l)'$ 

U,ht ray • 
Ca.lhode meeha_ 

nical action 
DclIcction by 
ma, displaa>

~" 

to be worked 

0"' 



M , 
• 

June S, 1199 

Induction metllod: results with Apparatus to be used calcul.ted from 

M _ p' s' W, V: (TIlis formul. is very probtClnAttca!) 
]2' D'S' 

---
PoWCl" in JeCOtWbry or roccivinl "ircwt 

lKIf, estimAted 4O,OOO_ 4 x 10' 

W, -

Im,ct.b 0( l ido 0( Iqlll.fC cin:uit _ lm_l2x 10' em . 

power spent in primary - 4x 10" c:rr;s assumed. 

v, 
0 

S 

--
~ 

tolal volume of wire in both eircuits _ 25 x 10' cu.cm. 

distance: from center to center of circuill (horizontAl) 

Ipccille ruistance of wires _1.7 X 10' 

TakioJ M to be the minimum 0.3 eras to affect relay, it il found th.l wilh aboye 
circuits I.ftd under such e>ondi,ioR$ .. bout I mile communiCl.tions sbollld be po$Sibie. 
Wilh cil'Cllits WOO meier1 lquare. about JO miles. From tlUs, tbe ;nJcriority oftbc indud;on 
IMthod would appe&r immense u «Impared with distu rbed charp of around and .ir 
mc:lbocL 

June 6, 1899 

Ananacmen.ts with .ingle IOfminai IIIIx: for prodUClion of powerfu l rays. 
There bcilll prkticaJly no limillo the pow« of an o5Ciliator, it is now lho problem 

to work out I. tube 50 that it can stand any d.ired pl'ONure. The tubel worked wilb in 
N_ Yotk wen: m.dc eithcr ... ith a1u mi rLium caps or without same, bul in both (\IISCI 
a limit was found JO that but I. small fraction of tbe obtaiftlblc c.m.f. W1.5 Available. If 
of glass, the bottom would break through owing 10 strcamcn, and if .n aluminium CAp 
were cmployal tberc 'NO\Ild be .pt.rDI1I 10 lhe QP. Immcn.ion in oi l b illCODYcnieru, 
likewise othu upedie-au of this kind. n.c belt """W!$ will probably be obtai ned in the 
end by IUti<: samRa 0( the ¥\IJllCfI.ble par1S of the tube. TN. id6a _ eKperlmenled 
upon in a number of _ys.. II is now prop; led to tesl the arnnaomenu illdiQ.ted bclo ... ; 

, 

0 -----~ .. " , , 
, , . ....-'1 M[IAUIC ellC (~SUII[ , 

• 
W' "SVlAI€D S(I " "- "'f[ 'e_ jEC t ) "- <, ) · ~ -• · .u · 
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In each case there would be an insulated body of capacity so arranged that the strea
mers can not manifest themselves. The capacity would be such as to bring about maximum 
rise of e.m.r. on the free terminal. 

Colorado Springs 
June 1, 1899 

Approximate estimate of a primary turn to be used in experimental station. 

L. =7t[4A(IOg,,8
a
A ~2) + 2a(IOge8: - !) - I:~(210g,,8aA +19)] 

Here A radius of circle = 25 feet = 300 inch = 300 x 2.54 = 762 cm. 

a 
" .. cable 

13" 13 
_ =-x 2.54 - 1.03cm . 

32 32 

8A ~ 5919 
a 

IOg.~8 cc
A 

_ 3.772248 x 2.3 = 8.6762 
a 

4A = 3048 2a~2.06 16A = 12,192 

L. _Tt 3048 x (8.6762 - 2)+ 2.06 x (8. 76 - 1.25) - )\ (17.3524 + 19) 
[ 

6 2 . 1.061 ] 
12,192 

last term being negligible, we have 

L.=3.1416 X (3048 X 6.6762 + 2.06 X 7.4262) = 

= 3. 1416 x (20,349.06+ 15.3)=3. 1416 x 20,364.36= 

L.= 63,976.67 em. 

or approx: 63,900 em. 

Two turns in series should be approx. 255,600 cm. 

Approximate estimate of inductance of primary loop used in experimental oscil
lator on vertical frame in New York. 

Diameter of loop = 8 feet = 244 em. 

This gives A= 122 em diam. of cable 
13 " 

=--
16 

13" 
a= 32 x 2.54= I em. nearly 

8A 
-- -976 

a 
loge -=:8:..:.A _ 2.98945 x 2.3 _ 6.875735 

a 

4A = 488 16A = 1952 
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L - 1t 4A log - 2 + 20 10" .-- - - .. - - 210n --+ 19 
[ (

SA ) ( 8A S) a' ( 8A )] 
"0 c>e o 4 16A '""'"0 

-.(488 x 4.875135 + 2 x 5.625735 -- I ,, 32.75) -
1952 

= 7t{2379.3600+ 11 .2515 - small fraction) 

=7t x 2390.6115 =3. 1416 x 2390.6115 L= 7110.34S em. 

this is a trifle mort with ends close enough 8,000 !om. 

Colorado SpringJ 
June 8, 1899 

Method and apparatus for determining self-inductances, also capacities, 
particularly suitable for determining small inductances. 

Since resistance can be neglected when the frequency of the currents is high the 
inductances can be easily compared in the following way: 

$1""0"'''0 
Of SHI' 
' ''CI'JC I M)II 

\ 

II F.~. 

,ND:J C' AfoICE 
' 0 8t: 
.. r.oSJIIf.O 

SOUIICE 
OF ~:J/I.E~l 
OF 'lfn 
,,11,'1 
FIt(OJl:"~ Y 

A standard of self·induction is provided with a sliding contact so that any number of 
turns can be inserted. Two resistances, suitable for the source of hi~h frequency current 
and the inductance to be measured, are connected in the manner of a bridge. The two 
opposite points, one movable, are connected through a telephone. When no sound is 
heard then we have the two inductances - that is, the one to be measured, and that part 
of the standard which corresponds to equilibrium or silence in the telephone-practically 
equal if the quantities arc suitably chosen. By determining inductances capacities may 
from these be easily measured. It is possible that the high frequency source might be dis
pensed with and a yt'ry suddefl discharge of a condenser passed through instead. The 
auxiliary resistance should be so determined that the resistances in the two parts through 
which the current divides are equal or nearly 50. 
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Colorado Springs 
June 9, 1899 

Consider the practicability of using a column of air or other gas as detector of dis
turbances from a distance. This would be on the principle of the Ries thermometer as 
experimented with in New York.. The arrangement of apparatus is illustrated in the diagram 
below. There is a reservoir V, preferably of polished surface, made in the manner of 
mirrors to reflect rays to center. In this reservoir is placed a resistance r of minut~ 1fUUS. 

/ 
{ I ~ _ , 
\ 

• - .. 
• • - . , 

--.--
- -. 
. .' 

• 
" 

This resistance may be conveniently 
obtained by connecting with pencil 
marks m m two terminals T and TI , 

holding a glass plate P. The mass 
must be minute so that the smallest 
amount of current would raise the 
temperature of the marks or con
ductors and thus heat the air in the 
reservoir which, expanding, would 
drive a minute column of liquid c 
conlained in tube 1 towards con
tacts a b. The liquid should be very 
light and nccd not be highly con-
ducting, barely enough to allow the 

relay R to be work.ed by battery B when contact between a and b is established. The 
resistance rl may be u~ to regulate battery strength. Tbe terminals T T\ I would prefe
rably connect in the manner I generally resort to, that is, one to the ground and the 
other to a body of some surface and elevated. Suppose air is used. we would want 
O. J 696 Ca per °C per gramme. It will be now easy to calculate how much tho air can 
be expanded per erg of energy supplied . 

(to work out) 

Colorado Springs 
June 10, 1899 

Suppose a )'ery line mercury column were prepared of resistance R, length Land 
connected to a ground and an elevated insulated conductor of capacity in the manner 
illustrated in diagranl . 

Then if a current I be passed through it the energy lost in the column and converted 
into heat will be RII waus. The current is, of course, minute and we could scarcely calcu
late on more than I erg in telegraphy being transmitted to a great distance from the trans· 
mitting station; the question is what can be done with that little amount of cnergy. 

(f the mercury be raised to a temperature I degrees above normal it will expand 
for each degree 0.0001 8 of its length hence its length will be L + Lt x O.OOOI8 = 
L(I + 0.00018/). This value is a little greater than would actually be found in a glass tube. 

I 
Suppose the tube were 10 mm. diam. and 10 meters long ; its resistance would be approx. 
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1000 ohm. Thdl RP=l000 p= 1 • taking one erg as cner,BY supplied, gives /2=-;-;;1:;;;-
10' 1010 

I 
1= 10' amp. The column in the tube would expand for Olle deBrcc 0.OOO18x 10=OJ)()IS 

meten or O.IS em or I.S mm. 

The volume of the column 
would be 0.01 x 10,000=100 cU.mm. 
or 0.1 cu.cm. Now this would weigh 
0.1 x 13.6"",1.36 gramme. The mBS'S 

0.00136 
of this would be . Now 

9.81 
to raise water 10 C we want 
41,600,000 ergs per arammc. Spe
cific beat of mercury heiDI 
0.0319 we would want 41,600,OOOx 

320 
x 10,000 == 41,600 X 32 .... about 

1,330,000 ergs.. 

VERY FIlE IEI1C.uRY COl.I,IooW 

VERY 1.01'10 

"ELAY aATTERY '" 
EARtH 

r 
~5U LA1ED 8OD'f 

0" .utGE 5l d! 'E 

, 
• 

DHTACt WADE 
Y EXPA.HDING 

COLUNH 

This shows that on the above assumptions. indication of disturbances by mercury 
column would be hardly practicable unless the column could be made much 'hinner. 

Colorado Springs 
June II, 1899 

The following method and apparatus for transmitted 
through a medium seem to be particularly telegraphy. Tho was followed 
up in New York but results were not satisfactory. Now the experiments arc to be resumed 
with apparatus as illustrated below. 

1M seneral idea is to provide a path for the passage of a current such that it will 
diminish in resistance when the current p8filOl and also such that it will be of as minute 
• mass as possible. The specific heat of the material forming the path for the current should 
also be as tmall as possible. Tho best way I have so far found is to make a mark of the 
required. thickness with a carbonstick. 50 as 
to connect two terminals through a conduc
tor of high resistance so deposited. This 
conductor r preferably connect with Olle end 
to the earth and with tho other to an elevated 
object of a 1argc surface. The conductor is 
further connected in circuit with relays and 
batteries in any way suitable, as for instancc 
in the arrangement here shown. Now when 
a feeble impulse passes it reduces the rcsi-
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stance of the carbon and r.1ore of ~he battery current can pass throuJ:l:h and so on until 
the relay is brouJ:l:ht into action. The relay Ihen, in any way suitable, breaks the current 
of the battery and a normal regime is established. The relay itself may be util ized to 
break the current or an auxiliary magnet may be employed as illustrated. The ca rbon 
mark may be connected in Ihe manner of a bridge to increase sensitiveness. 

This to be followed up. 

Colorado Springs 
June 12, 1899 

A convenient way of obtaining a conduelOi (rather a poor one) of small mass, such 
as will be instantly evaporated or disintegrated by a battery current, and one which is 
also automat ically renewed in a simple manner, is the following: 

Two terminals are fastened to an insulating plate, preferably of glass, and provision 
is made once for a film of poorly conducting substance to be deposited on the plait! thus 
bridging the terminals and establishing sufficient contact between them to allow a current 
to pass. 

The best manner to carry this idea out seems to be the following : 

In a small bottle, having a stopper with two terminals, is placed a quantity of iodine 
and the boUle is by any suitable means kept at a temperature such that the haloid is de
posited in an exceedingly fine fil!1l causing a leak of the battery current through a relay. 
A stronger current may then be passed by establishing a suitable connection with the relay 
and the film of iodine may thus be destroyed and the terminals again insulated, this pro
cess being repeated in as rapid succession as may bc desired. Thi!; film may be used in 
the detection of feeble impulses as in telegraphy through media. in which ease it is con
nected to ground and capacity. 

Colorado Springs 
June 13, 1899 

Arrangements of transmilling apparatus for telephony .at a di:Hanc:e without wires. - -
Thc most difficult part in the practical sol ution of a problem of this kind of telephony 

is to control a powerful apparatus by feeble impulses such as arc produceable by the 
hUlllan voice. 

One of the best ways is to use carbon conlal.:ts as in the microphone, but when po
werful currents either of great volume or high e.m.f. are used, as they must be in such 
cases, the problem offers great difficulties. 
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A solution which I have before described is offered in the following scheme, 
illustrated diagramatically below. 

S is a source of preferably direct current as a powerful battery or dynamo, C a 
condenser wh.ich i.s CODl'ICCtcd with a primary p and break d as usual in an oscillator. 
The break d is such that at the number of breaks resonance is obtained. 

A secondary $ is provided which is connected to the ground and an insulated body 
of capacity and elevated as shown, and normally the adjustment is such that the secon
dary with its capacity and self-induction is in resonance with the primary p. From the 
latler a shunt is made by two cont&cts c c preferably of carbon. Normally these carbons 
tquch loosely but by speaking upon funnel, 
they are harmonically pressed together and 
the primary current is diverted thus destro
yiog the resonancc and greatly diminishing 
effect in the secondary rbythmically with 
the undulations of the voice. In this manner 
very miDute variations in the contact resi
stance are made to produce great variati
ons in the intensity of the waves sent out. 
The breaks at d must be much above undu-
lations of the voice. 

Colorlldo Springs 

, 

• • 

• 

, 
• 
I 

June 14, 1899 

The following arrangement, considered before in a general way, seems to be parti
cularly suitable for telephony at a distance without wires and for such purposes where 
it is DOCcsury to effect control of a powerful apparatus by feeble impulses such as those 
produced by a human voice. 

.... """'" . PRESSI,II:E 

FUNNEL 

~Al"HRA~~/ 
~,v" 
VAL\'( 

RESEltVOlft 

EARTH 

, 

VERY R ..... IO 
BREM 

The idea is to usc an ordinary oscillator, preferably one operated from a source 
of direct currents with a break (mercury or simply an air gap) which is much higher in 
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frequency th'n the vibrations of tbe voicc. At any rate, tb(,c win be an arc"w"rthr in 
the prim.'Y of the toOOJYf''Y which will be blown out, or the rcsist.JY» -of which will be 
cnormoU$ly ioa: sed, rhythmically with the vibrations impressed by voicC"br' othCi wire. 
as the case may be. Tbc control of the arc is efiocted by _ jet of air or ott.", pi .. Will 
under pr("urc from an orifice the opening of which is contro1k:d in IOilIO conV'i'Dhnt 
way by the ~bratiODS. An arn",,:ment of such appantus is illusbated in the diq:ram 
below. the arc controlled thus heiDI in the second.ry. 1be soun:c of direct cuuelltl S 
diarps _wodens :: C.nd thedivb"acs of the ume (a very lIeat number) throuah _ bt zk 

d and primary p crk,Jim a seoood''Y 8 with the usual COIlIleCtion in telc:gtapby as I have 
introduced. 1be air or pi under PI" "URI il controUod by a diaphrqm and vam, J'. The 
outlet pipe I can be I(:IClWd up as close to the diaphragm as is Me [: fery for the but RlIWt. 
In this or a modified way _ po_wfulapparatus may be controlled by very feeble undula
tiOO'. as those of tho bvman voice. 

Colorado Spring, 
JUDO IS, 1899 

Ftnt experiments in the ltation were m'de today. 'Ibo o.m.f. of the .upply traJla. 

~o,"~m~er WU 200 volts oaly. The break on the disk, which was cltiifCD by a Crnckor Wbrr' 
motOl'. varied (rom 800-1200 per ICCOnd. 6l was found to be 800 appro";mate1y. 

Uader tN 5e couclitiom the IFro""''Y from the New York hip tension transf'OiiiWi[ 

could oaIy charae (rom 3 4 jan .nd it was impossible to obtain more ,h.n _ IwmoGic 
of tho vibration of the aecondary system of the oscillator. which required m'ny more jan. 

The second·ry was wound on a conical framework, there beiog14 turns of an avcrap 
length of 130 foct each. that is appro~mately. 

The primary was fOI jI e tI by ODe turn of cable, used in New York laboratory for 
the "!!M! ~ co"listina of 37 wires No .• 9 covered with rubber and bu ndinl Tho 
detaiIa of coDStruction are to be de mibcd later. 

Note: Sparks went over the Iiahtning aHcsten instad of goin, to the IfOUDd 
This made it peoc !sary to chanIC the conMCtiOD to the JfOund.. separatina: that of the te
condary of the oscillator from tbe around of tho IUCStcrs. By CODIlCCUilJ the IF coM .. y 
to • water pipe. aDd leaving the ground or the a"ester as before. the sparks Ct'l'cd. This 
indicttes _ bad around 00 the aJlct-ers. The lalUr work ucudin6/y well. The If'OWICI 
CODDeCtion was made by driving in a gas pipe about 12 feet deep and gammonina coke 
around it. This is the usual way as here praC\iuti. ~ 

T'bc poM. taken in thele tint experimenu was small. 1/2-3/4 H. P. ooly. Tho 
spark OD the IOCOndary was 5" IODI but rery tlUck tl1UI noisy; indicates comkSerable ca
.,-city in the secoDdary. The variation of the 1cngtb of the spark in tho bt Ik diclllot 
produce much ("b·nJO. Tbo wnthe: was very stormy. bail. Iiplning. 
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Co/ortJdo Springs 
June 16~ 1899 

Experiments were c;;ontinucd todty. A new ",ouod c;;onncct.ion was made by dig. 
gin. a hole 12 feet deep and planas:. plate of copper 20" x 20'" OD the bottom and spr 7 n. 
dins c;;ob over it apin., as customary. Water was kept constantly flowiog Upon tho Jround 
to moiJtcD it and improve the oonr,,:< lion but in _pile of this the ('(MJ1I( ... tion was _till bed 
and to a relharkable degree. It is plain that the rocky formation and dryness is RSpouible 
and I think that the many cases of dam,p done by U&htnjng here arc partially to be at
tributed to poor earth conl""CUODS. By keepiog tho water constantly mnning the resistance 
WU finally reduced. to 14 ohms bctwctG the earth plate and the water main By coDDCCting 
tho oartb plate and water main apia. tho lower end or: tho IOCOndary being connected 
to the latter, sparks would apin lIy over tho arresters. When the water main was disoon_ 
nocted they again ceased. 

The action of the waves Spt\AI1diag throUlh tho ground was lcstod by & fonn of I0:Il.

sitive device later to be described and it was found that thoro was a sbong vibration pu
sing through the ground in and around the laboratory. The device was purposely nn'en
sitive. to act an idea by comparison with fonner cxpe:aienrc 5 in this direction. It did not 
respond wben placed close to the osc:iUltor, but unconnected to ground or cCpacity, but 
responded 200 feet from the shop wben connected to the ground with Ollie terminal. It 
responded liso all along a water main, as far as it reached.. although it was connected 
to the p'ound fairly well. The actiOil. on the device was stillslrong wbm II·.IC "LiO 110 

lparlu from tho secondary terminal. ThiI is a lood in<lic:ation for the investigation of 
waves, ·tetiorwy in the pound . It .... coDclwlcd the earth n: ;da!I('C was atiO too gaeat. 
Possibly the JrOund afro. I. the pill"')' 'nd the IDCOOO''Y, more than usnii-od. by tho 
founalion of inducod C;W .. Lu.. 

1 ... 17. 1899 

M~t3 o/rubtan« bet\t"e:R grouo.d wire and water m'in showed the aut .. 
priaiaa: fact that it was 2960 ohms, .nd CYCIA after balf an hour watering it Jtill was 
2400 ohms, but lI'Cn by continuod watering it began to tall rapidly. EvidcntJy tho soil 
leb. tho water run through '5 sity and beiq exbtl"oly dry as a rule it is very difficult to 
make. lood ground conncc:tion. This may provo troublesome. Tho water will haw to 
bo kept lowinl. continuously. The high resist'DN'l explains the difficu.lty, from a few days 
Wore, of gEtting the proper vibration of the secondary. The fitst good ground was evi
dendyat tho point where the water maio fccijol the laboratory eonncc:tcd to tho biS 
main undo rgaound and this was scvcra.l hundreds offect away. lbis introduced additional 
tmsth in the aoc:ondary wire whic:h be :.mo thus too 1001 for the quartet ot tho wave as 
caJcuJatM, Tbc noarost OODf,,: .. tion to earth was as II,¥: mlrcd about 260 teet away 'nd 
C'W:D this one was doubtful. 

Metmuement of induCianCl!3 primary, secondary and mutual ilulrrcrlon. 

Readings for two primary turM in serier showed: 

1=34, (»=716, 
E 

J7 



Neglecting R2 we have wLp=O.206 and Lp= 287,OOO em approx. 

For secondary 14 tums on conical frame average length of turn 130 feet. 

E~ 57.7 

1= 12.65 

E 
-~4.57 
I 

4 
L .= 716 = 0.0056 henry approx. 

w= 716 (4r~2098 wL=4 approx. or 4 = 5,600,000 em. approx. 

R~2.12 Rl = 4.49 

Coefficient oC mutual induction, 2 • • pnmary turns In senes: 

Ep ... 6 
Ep 6 X 10' 83 00 M--- = 7 ,3 cm. 1. - 10.1 

w _ 116 wI, 716 x 10.7 

This will reduce L . Reduction estimated from 

M' ( M') L --- L 1 - _ LxO.64 
N NL 

Colorado Springs 
June 18, 1899 

Experiments were continued with the oscillator showing that proper vibration does 
not take place, evidently owing to some cause which is still to be explained. To see whether 
the trouble is due to poor induction from the primary, a coil-wound on a drum of about 
30" diam, 10" long, SOO turns apQfox. of No.26 wire, used in some experiments in New 
York - was connected to the free end of the secondary and with this coil a great rise 
was obtained, streamers about 12" long being obtained on the last free turn even with 
a small excitation of secondary. The trouble seems to be due to internal capacity. The . . 
total length of a quarter wave with coil was about 2400 feet, which agrcc~ fairly with the 
calculation from the vibration of the primary circuit. The experiments with the coil show 
strikingly the advantage of an extra coil, as I call it, already noticed in experiments in 
New York ; that is, a coil practically not inductively connected but merely used to raise 
the impressed electromotive force. 

M easurements of inductance of the secondary as used: 12 turns on tapering frame 
I 1/4" apart from center to center showed: 

Current through secondary 

10.9 

from thi s L's wa'l found = 9.500,OOO em. 

R eadings for mutual induclion: 

10.9 

E.m.f. on terminals 

74 V 

w 

7 10 

E.m.f. on primary (one turn) (oJ 

4.15 7 10 

gave 
E 

M ' = --0.00062 I-I 
I w 

0' 620,000 COl. 
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Compared with the first winding (14 turn~ far apart) the second winding was better 
because of both higher self-induction and greater mutual induction coefficient. 

Measurement of capacity of condenser in sections: 

The condenser was compared today with 1/2 mfd . standard by wirebridge and 
telephone receiver, according to the Maxwell method. There are 80 sections in the conden
ser, 40 on each side, which ean be connected by plugs as desired. 
They are: 1+21+ 22 +5 -1-10+ 10+20+30=80 
The measurements made by Mr. L. today gave 0.153 mfi per unit. 

This to be verified. 

Colorado Springs 

June 19. 1899 

Sensitive automatic device for receiving circuits in telegraphy through lbe natural 
media, purposes of tuning, etc. The device in simple form is illustrated in the diagram 
below. 

In a small glass tube t are fixed two thin wires w w of soft iron or steel carrying 
contact points of platinum c c on the top. A spool S wound with wire surrounds tube t . 
The contact points are sbaped so tbat ·the wires can deviate con-
siderably without the separation becoming too great. When the 
current passes through coil S the wires w ware separated and 
the di~tance between the contact points, c c increased. The tube 
is moderately exhausted. The dielectric between the points is 
·strained, as in sensitive powders, very nearly to the point of break
ing down by means of a battery and when the disturbance rea
ehe.s tbe circuit the dielectric gives way under the increased 
strain and the battery current passes through co~1 S separating 
tbe terminals and now breaking the battery current. It is sup
posed in trus instance that tbe contact points c ·c a~d coil S arc 
connected in series with the battery, but the ,·onnection may be , 
made in many other ways for the purpose of securing the same result - that is of 
automatically jnterrupting the current after the signal has been received. The contact 
points must be very close together and pointed. Stops p p p are provided to limit the 
movement of the wires 11' wand prevent vibration · upon each action . An additionai 
coil may be placed upon S for the purpose of adjusting the wires so the points will 
be at the required minute distance from each other, which is easily effected by gra
duating the strength of the current passing through the additional coil and an indepen
dent relay may be connected in the circuits in any couvenient way for registering the 
signals. The degree of vacuum may also be made adjustable. In the first device coil Shad 
24 layers, 94 turns per layer = 2256 turns, No. 21 wire, res. 14.7 ohms. 
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Colorado Springs 
June 20, 1899 ' '._ 

Approximate estimate of some particulars of apparatus. With DCW jan (he capacity 
wiD be about 0.174 rnfd. that is with two sets of condensers in series as usual . Assume 

lO,ooo volts on tbe supply transformer. the energy per impulse will be 

4 x IO' x O.174 . 
2 x 10. """ 34.8 watts estimated roughly. 

Suppose 1600 discharSCS through the primary per aecond, the condensers will deliver 
34.S x 1600- 5S,680 watts or & little over 74 H.P. With ten thousand volts tbey would 

74 
still deliver "4=IS.S H.P. Now the vibration of the primary will be approx;m'toly : 

2n- ~7 X 10· 2ft 2.2 22 
T - 10

' 
10' x O. 174 - 10' -v'0.7 x O.174 - 10' or lOt 

This gives n= 45,500 per ICC. about. This vibration supposes only OM primu:r tum. 

A 
Tbewave length calculated from this is &bout 4 miles or 21,1lOfeet and "40:::: 5.280 feet. 

AI each tum bas, on the aver.ac. 130 fcct we shall want to make: up the icogth of. quarter 

5280 40 bo Or O f 0 0 sod 0 0 the 0 0 0 wave 130 """ turns & ut. , I two pnmatlcs arc II In sones, capaCity rcrnalnlDg 

as before, the wave length will be doubled Ind 80 turns wilt be needed. Let i.t then be u· 
sUllkd that 80 turns are used, the self-induction of the Ie condary will be Dot far from 
16S x 1()6 em. 1be period of the 5CCOndary will then be : 

2n- j 16S x lO' 38 
TI - 10' V 10' x 9 x 10' 

assuming DO internal capacity or that it is overcome by suitable construction and only 
• ball of 30" diam. or approximately 38 CUI. radius on the free terminal of the SOCOD
dary. We have then 

T _ 164 and N _ 61 ,000 approx. 
I 107 

But this vibration will not be in harmony with the primary vibration. To effect this the _. ' -

IOIf·induction of the socondary can be estimated. We have n,rody: 

1 2n- j 38 
T- 45,500 - 1000 V 9 x lOS L. , 

where L. is the self-induction of the secondary required. 

o 10 0 

From this £.= 32 henry or £.z:3l2,SOO,ooo em. Suppose the WIre wound on the 

same spool or frame and the length to remain as before, the turns necessary can be esti· 
._.1 l'. 165 x 10' 6400 

mau;;u Irom ""' fro m which follows N2 = 12,.02 and N=110 t 
3)2 x 10' N'-' 
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In addition to the wire already on hand this would cost about S 250 b\lt with 80 turns 
only J 100 will be neo.nary. To kccp the vibration of the secondary the samc;.(bc capacity 
00 the free terminal will have to be increased. The capacity Jl(tx spry will be 
C and we have: 

I 21t -.jJ65 )( IO' 
45,000 - 1000 10' C 

from which follows C - 67.3 CIII. 

2, 
A ban of this size is not to be had. If we employ a disc we have --61.3, r = 56 em. A disc 

" could scarcely be employed except with small pressures, there .would be too much leahge. 

All these estimates assume, of course, that the distributed capacity of the secondary 
is overcome in lome way or other as by condensers in series, for instance. It is quite certain 
that the vibratioD of the secondary will be much slowoc. 

Colorado Springs 
JUDe 21, 1899 

Considerations of the various particulars of apparatus to be nsed, continued: 

The present supply uansformeo can furnish 26 H.P. 

Assume this energy consumption. that is, 26 x 7SO= 19,500 watts and 1600 breaks 
19,500 

or charges of the condensers per second. This gives per each break 1600 = 12 watts 

rougbly. Let us further suppose that an excess of power is supplied so that the secondary 
receives clear 12 watts per each discharge of the primary. This means to ay that the ca
pacity on the end of the secondary will be charged 1600 times per second to a potential p. 

pl 24 
If C be the capacity on the free end we have 12=2C (rom whieh p'l:::ztllt.C ' Assume Cto 

be a sphere 38 em. radius we have 

_~2~4~9 ,~x~I~0~"~x~2~4 
.,.=,38;:..,-P' -- 38 ' 
9 x 1011 

from this 

[240 
p - 3 )( lOS V18 - 3 )( lOS ",6.32 - 3 )( 10' )( 2.S 1 - 7'3,000 TOlts 

Approximate estimate of primary ~oltage neccssary for above output. 

To get e.rn.f. lowest value it would be necessary to connect condensers in multiptc, 
both sets. This would give a capacity of 0.114 x 4= 0.696 mfd. Calling PI the primary 
e.m.f. neccsiary for this output, we have 

, 
0.696 )( PI 

2)( 10' 

42 
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10' 
From this pf= 29 

breaks per sec.) 

and PI = 6000 volts approx. (26 H.P. CJ:pcnditure. 1600 

With this c.m.f. assume 4 ohms res. of arc. the initial current would be 1500 amp. 
throu,h the primary. From these assumptions the loss in the primary may be computed. 

Colorado Springs 
JUDe 22, 1899 

Wire for the new secondary ordered from Habirsliaw No. 10 B.& S. rubber covered; 
all in all about 11,000 feet needed (more nearly 10,500 feet). This win do for 80 turns of 
an average length of 131 feet each. 

5.26 
No, 10 am. gauge 5.26 mm. square or sq.inch 

645 
5.26 

100 feet will have : 645 X 1200 = 9.8 CU.incbes. 

The weight of this, taking 5.13 ounces per cu.inch will be 

,5"713 3 b --:- x 9.8 - .14 I s. 
16 

Aoc:ordingiy, 11,000 feet will weigh 345.4 lb$:. This will give stiDless copper in the 
sccondary than there is in the two primary turns. With secondary wire double we sball 
have 40 turns and with four wires (for quick vibration) 20 turns. The weight of copper 
should be equal and some of the No. 10 cord may be used on the first low turns. 

Some arrangements were tried aiming chiefly at prolonging the vibration in the 
primary after each break. One of these was as illustrated in tbe diagram below: 

, 

The condenser C1 was placed in shunt to the primary P. Since there was no apark 
gap in this circuit and the magnifying factor was very large, fhe resistance being minute. 
the vibration continued much longer after each break as would be the case with the ordi· 
nary connection. A very curious feature was the sharplU!S.f of tuning. This seems to be - . 
due to the fact that there arc two circuits or two separate vibrations which must locord 
exactly. The sparks were strong on terminals of tbe secondary always when. C= a Ct. 
a being a whole number (no fraction), and particularly when a-2 or 4. 

This arrangemeot was carried out in New York on one of the later type oscillato,.. 
and similar results were observed. 
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In this (orm. tberc was a loss in drcui.t p Ii.,...... this part. did not act upon the S! :OI¥bry 
in iDdllCtive m.tion to P. A modjfication con,;stod in including in circuit ~ODlO Of" more 
tu.nu of the prim.,), P or indEpendent turDS which ,aod inductively upon the L L :ond·ry. 

An arn"grunent intcndod (or tbe same purpose was also mod. It consistod or pro
viding two primaries, ODIC independent of the brca.k and merely shunted by a coDdensor, 

as illustrated. This plan was also expcrimentod with in New York and it was found that 
it is good wben tbe break number is w:ry.mudl. When the break is very rapid there is not 
much difTereoce. In making the adjustments CP' was tint tuDCd to the vibratioo or C p. 
thea tho ICCOOdary was adjU$ted. 

Thu to be follo~d up. 

ColorQl/Q Springs 
June 23, 1899 

Approximate self·induction of Reg""ting box brought from New York. to be I1sed 
• • In pnmary. 

Dimensioos : diam. of drum 12"=30.48 em. 
Length.... 18"- 45.72 •• 
Number of turns -24 

" Area inclo .. s:dd by ooe loop "442.".730 em. sq. 

From this 

L 
4nN"S 12.57 x 576 x 730 _ _ cm -

I 45.72 

"",,0.275 x 576 x 730= 115,600 em. 

. .. 115,600 . . 
From this for approXimate estJmates we may talee 24 ==4800 em per tum. This WIU 

ll' 
be too much, as turns arc far apart and thick.. After I angcvio's formula L.=,. Here 

Q total kmsth of wire is 3O.5 x 3.1416 x 24- 2300 em. approx. 
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· old. nI ' 2300' S,29O.000 
Thil WO I've uoL = .5.72 ~ 4:5.72 

L'".I1's,700 cm., remarkably close. 

Elf: tiil-Mfa with oscillator secondary 36 1/2 turns wao colUinuod. Maay modified 
am ... II .ta with auxiliary coDdenson - one of which is illustrated in tho skotch below
"ez~ hied.. All ttL 2 L .... icOy airntJCf at prolonging the vibrations in the prim.ry after ach 

bt pk aod alIo at cfT«tjog .harper tuning of the circuits. In using auxiliary condensers 
in this way circuit. are obtaiNd cootainiol no .park gap in which thCl damping ractor 
was oxucmoly UDall and tho magnifying factor very Ileat. 

.... " 6RfAK 

lD this amo .... pt the rolation 

bad to be att';=ed for the best resu1t. Or L, - ~ 

", •. ,"'" 
Ul' 

ttl CABLE 

Reson.nce was obtained with 15 jars OD each .ide, 6 turns primary. With 4 turns 
36 34 . 

prim&ry thoc would have boou rw ,aery 1 S X 16- Jars or thereabouts. On thick cable 

about 68 jan. (tor rd'ClWOO) 

Note: Sovcla1 rates of vibration 'lW'iC tried. with such urangoments. Remarkable 
wu the aberp tuning iu lOme of them, one tum of the regubting coil being sufficient to 
cotiroly de troy the effect or to produce a gteat maximum rise of piEiS.lmro. The jars broke 
doWJl frcqucody, owing to sudden rise, as the handle of the regulating coil wu turned. 

June 24. 1899 

Tho foUowioa plan of producing a conducting path of extremely low resistanco 
suitable for j: IOoating drcuits and other II'; I offen tho possibility of attaining results 
which cen Dot be fFFcJ'Cd otherwise. It is b l ,...., OD my (lbUVatiOD that by pessing through 
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a rarefied gas a discharge of sufficient intensity, preferably one or higb frequency, the 
resistance oC the gas may be so diminished that it Calls Car below that oCthe'best conductorS. 
So through just a bulb oC highly rarefied gas an immense amount of energy "may be passed 
and currents of a maximum strength. such wire, owing 
to its resistance andlmpedance. may be made to traverse gas. plan now 
is to corutitute a circuit composed of a rarefied gas column, heated by auxiliary means 
to a very higb incandescence so as to offer an inconceivably small resistance to the pas
sage of the current an~ use this column for the purpose to which it is suited. To illustrate 

, 

Colorado Springs 

the use or this idea in telegraphy. for instance the dia
gram below is shown in which S is a source of oscilla
ting currents of preferably high frequency, C a conden
ser in shunt to same, L a coiled glass tube containing 
the rarefied gas which is kept at a high degree of exci
tation. The conductor L is connected, as in my system, 
to earth and a capacity preCerably elevated. Through 
this path the currents or a distant transmitter are ma
de to pass which are of the same frequency and cause 
a. great rise oCthe e.m.r. on the tecminals of conductor L, 
which may then be utilised to affect a teceiving instru-

• ment In many ways. 
(fo follow up). 

June 25, 1899 

The following plan seems to be well adapted for magnifying minute variations 
such as arc produced by the action or a microphone, for example. Suppose that on a ro
tating or, generally speaking, moving surface of iron (polished or smooth) there is ar
ranged a brush of soft iron, stoet or at least having a surface of such magnetic materials 
whatever they be then there will be a certain amount of friction developed on the contact 
surfaces between the brush and moving surface and the brush will be dragged in the direc
tion of movement of the surface. A spring may be used to pull tbe brush back against 
the friction and to n:taintain it in a position or delicate equilibrium. Let now the brush 

- or -surface be but slightly magnetized, then the friction between the magnetic surfaces 
will be enormously increased and the brush will be pulled forward with great force. A small 

variation in the magnetization of the 
surface will thus make great changes in 
the force exerted upon the brush, and 
the movements of the latter may be utili-

o sed for any purpose, as for instancc in 
8 loud speaking telephones, or in perfec

46 

ting a "wireless telephone" or such pur
poses. A simple form of apparatus is illu
strated below: A is a rapidly rotating 



cylinder with a. polisbcd iron surface, if not all of iron; b is a small bar or brush bearing 
upon the cylinder aDd lIS() of soft iron. Thisligbt plate or bar is held in a baIanoed position 
by dirreiCntial spring 4 41 $0 as to bear ligbtly on the cylinder A. S is a solenoid energized 
through battery B in series witb a microphone M. By speaking upon tbe latter the bar b 
will be vibrated back &lid forth and the movements of the bar may control any other 
apparatus. (or illS'ln!')"! a valve or other microphone. 

June 26. 1899 

In following up an old idea of separating gaSCQus mixtures by the aplication to 
them of an excessively high electromotive for", the followina apparatus is to be adopted 
with a DeW osallltor. 

, 

Note: in this apparatus it will be prererable to use a form of oscillator with mercury 
break supplied (rom a source of direct current, so that the [Qrrt: on T will be mostlyyni
-diroctional. Any other generator dewloping the necessary e.m.f. should, however, ac
complish the same resulL 

Three tubes 'I 'I I, (assuming only three wiU be Deeded) are slipped one into the 
oth«. being beld apart by insulatiDg plugs II b c. In these plugs arc fastened outlet tubes 
ABC to lead the several separated gases away to rescrvoin into which they may be com
pressed.. It is therefore to be understood that there is the desired degrcc of suction on 
the outlet pipes, or else the mixture: is forced under desired pressure through a tube t 
serving to let in the mixture. The high teosion terminll T is led in through an insulatinl 
plu8 P fastcocd into the larJCSt tube II' The particles of the gas coming in contact with 
the active icrmil18.1 are thrown away with great force and atCI projected at different distances 
'CX'Ordiq to their size and weia:ht. bydroaen farther theD most others. The latter element, 
if it be present, will therefore pass through tube A, that i. mostly, the heavier and larJCf 
molecules through the other tubes. By re:passina the gases drawn off througb the apparatus 
apin, any degtcc of purification or separatioD is obtained. 
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Colorado Springs 

June 27, 1899 

Arrangements of apparatus in telegraphy through the natural media aimina at 
exclusion of manager, in accordance with method experimented with in New York. This 
is not quite so good as the method used with condenser of commutating individual im
pulses, but gnat safety can be secured nevertheless. The idea was to provide more than 
one synchronized circuit and to make the receiver dependent in its operation on more 
then one such circuiL Experiments have shown that a great degree of safety is reached 
with two circuits. I think with three it is almost impossible to disturb the reoeiver when 
the vibrations have no common harmonics very near to the fundamental tones. Several 
arrangements experimented with are illustrated below. These arc to be followed up. 

, 

, 

,. 

I'1IIMARY THROUGH 
_C"HlGH 
FREQUENCY 
DlSCtWtOl;S 
ARE PASSED 

" 

t,;-. ___ ~. <,,! '-'""_ 

1 , 

r" AOJUSTA81.f RES. 
., 

Figs. I ., 2. and 3. illustrate some arrangements of apparatus on the sending atation by 
fuMns of which two vibrations of different pitch arc obtained. A peater number is omit· 
ted for the sake of simplicity. In case I. are provided two sending circuits which should 
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be some distance apart and which are energized alternately by Cischarging condcnms 
of suitable capacity through the corresponding primaries. In Figures 2. and 3. ODC sending 
circuit is arranged so thai its period is altered by inserting some inductance as in 2., or 
by shorH;ircuiting a part of the circuit periodically, by means of an automatic device. 
It is not necHS3 ty to USC such a device; however, arraDscments of this kind will be later 
illustrated. On the receiving station two synchronized circuits responding to the vibrations 
- each to one - of the sender. The receiver R responds only when both circuits [ and II 
affect sensitive devices Q Q, . The diagrams are self-explanatory. 

ColorQdo Springs 
JUDe 28, 1899 

Approximate estimate of the secondary with 20 turns on tapering frame, before 
referred to, from data of the secondary with 36 turns on tbe same frame. In tbe latter 
tbe wires 3 notches apart, in tbe fonner 7 notches. 

Roughly, the capacity of tbe secondary witb 20 turns will be, if C be tbat of the 
secondary with 36 turns: 

2036020105 
C - - x- c- c-- c-- C-- C 

I 36 7 252 84 42 21 

and the self-induction L, of the secondary with 20 turns compared with L - that of the 
..,....,ndary with 36 turns, will be 

L _ (20)1 )( 36 )( 3 L_(1-)l x~7 L- 675 L 
I 36 20 x 7 9 35 2835 

Now L- 383 x lOS 

C - 1200 em. 

Therefore 
5 

CI -- x 1200 - 190cm. 
21 

and 
383 x 675 

L , - x IOs _9 x lO'c8I. From 
2835 

this 

T 27t~ 290 9 x 10' 107 
-W 9 x lOS x 10' - 10

' 
approx. as period of sec. system (roughly) and 

n _ 10' - 93,458 
107 

per sec. Now the length of wire for 20 turns, about 139 feet per , 
tum, will bc'39'x 20 feet. This gives ).=11,120 feet or '4=2780 feet and this would 

oorn:spond to n- 90,OOO approx. 

Adding a ball of 38 cm. capacity would give a total capacity 

.j328~ 18.11 V 290_17 approx. 

bcoce by adding a ball the secondary vibration will be reduced by a ratio of: 
17 . 

18. 11 ont 
17 

will be 18.11 x 93,460 :0:;: 88,000 approx. 1ltis would be too quick a vibration to best suit 

the apparatus as then we would have only 4 jars on each side of the primary . 
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With the additional coil of 1500 em. capacity added in series wi~h sec\)ndary 0:1. 

free terminal, the capacity would be 1500+290= 1790. that is about 6 tiIDC$ as much as 

before. 11Ic vibf'ation will then be slower ..; 6=2.5 approl[. times slower, about 37,400 per 
sec. This II ctter sa.ilfli. 

Colorado Springs 
June 29, 1899 

The first good trial of a new wound secondary with 36 tums was made today. The 
wire was No. 10 cord, the turns being wound in r:w;ry third groove. The distance of wires 
is approx. I 7/ 8". 

Vibration under the conditions of the first experiments : Approximate self·induction 
of secondary about 5 x 107 em. Additional coil connected to free ond of secondary. the 
coil having 240 turns, spoo16 fcct long, 2 feet diam. Estimated self-induction of roil roughly 
10' em. 

A = 2900 "I.em. 

Nc:::::240 turns 

1_ 2900 x 24()l x 4n: _ 576 x 29 x 100x 12-S7 _ 

183 183 

I c::::: 183 em. = ll40 x 10"= 114 x 10' for rough approx.imatioD _ 107 

The wave length should be (ignoring capacity) : 

4 x [5280 (sec)+ 1440 (spool)]=4 x 6720- 26,880 feet or about 5 miles. 

To Pc this wave length the primary vibration should actually be 187,000: 5-
= 37,400 per sec. (same number before found). 

The capacity Cp in primary to be found: 

I _ 2n: ...jLC _ 17x 104 X Cp _ 2n: 7 x C, 
37,400 1000 p 'J 1()9 1()3 10 

I 2n ". - 10' 1000 
c-'--, __ x 0.84 vep, ...jCp- _ or 0 .5 approx. 
374 10) 2n: x O.84 x 374 1975 

Cp - 0.7mfd 
Q7 d233 

Ibis would require jars=233 jars with two primary tums in multiple an 4 
0.003 

or about 58 jars total with two primaries in series. As so many jars were not available evi
dently only a higher vibration was obtainable. This explains why first results unsatisfactory. 

Arrangements of apparatus experimented with in carrying out condenser method. 
(Thjs for C urtis application) 

, 
, 

• 
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Colorado Spring3 

June 30, 1899 

Simple formulas to be used in rough estimates of the quantities frequently wanted. 

In formula 
2n 

T = - J Le. L is in henry but 
10' 

usually is wanted in em. We may 

therefore usc 

.' 

2n . 1-T1 - _v Leor 
101 x 10l X vlO 

approx. when L IS In em. 

2 
T1-- JLC C in mfd. 

10' 

From we have 
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rl X IOt4 
C - . .. . . . ... • . • 

4L 

Introducing jars for C we have C=nxO.OO3 

rl x lOll 
therefore n_ 12L 

Introducing again ). in miles in place of T 1 

. . . . . . . -. . . . 

T. be:ng - ). we have: 
187,000 

314 . 1 
1 - ../LC or, smce usually - IS needed 

104 4 

(2) 

(3) 

1 93.5 -- ..jLC . . . . . . . . . . . . (4) 
4 104 

Observations made in experiments with oscillators, 36 J /2 rtIrns and additiooaJ. coil: 

The additional coil is, as observed in the New York apparatus, an excellent h&ll.QS 

of obtaining exq:s.sive electromotive force. But it is peculiar that to properly develop the 
independent vibration of such a coil its momentum should be very gteat with R$pcct to 
the impressed vibration. When such & relation exists the free vibration asserts itself easily 
and prominently. But when the impressed vibration is very large and the coil's own mo
mentum small, tho free vibration can not assert itself readily. It is exactly as in mechanics. 
A pendulum with great momentum relative to the impressed momentum swings rigorously 
through its own period but when impressed momentum is very large relatively it is bam
pcrod, for then the impressed dominatcs more or less. This I look upon as distinct from 

the magnifying factor which depends on p~. 
It was evident that in such excitation of the additional coil there should be. for the 

best result. three vibrations falling together: that of the coil, that of the secondary and 
that of the combined system. In view of the above it is of advantage to place inductance 
between the secondary and additional coil to free th~ lauer, when impressed vibration is 
too powerful to allow the intended vibration of tbe coil to take place readily. 

From experiments it further appeared as though it would be of advantage to have 
_ so~ self-induction in the primary spark gap. This is to be ascertained. The use of conden

sers in series with the s.upply secondary is sometimes of advantage but little so when the 
vibration of the secondary is in resonance with the primary. Then there is less short circuiting 
of the secondary of lhe supply transformer and sparks are loud and sharp. 
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Colorado Springs Notes 
July 1-31, 1899 

To this to be added two applications filed with Curtis and other patent matters, 
mostly foreign. 
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ColoradD Springs 
July I. 1899 

Various ways of connecting apparatw when applying condenser Method of Mag. 
nirying effects. The charging or discharging of tbe condenser is controlled by the effects 
transmitted through tbe media and the condenser discharges arc passed through the 
primary of tbe oscillatory transformer. The diagrams below show various arrangements 
with the instruments in the secondary of the transformer. 

r---------~'-o--'. 
, 

, 

, 

,---- ---r-=':::-- '--t-<' ... 

, , 

• 

In these arrangements the primary is Dot shown. The same is assumed to be con· 
nectcd in the circuit in any way but so that the charging or discharging of the condenser 

• 
is controlled by a sensitive device affected by the feeble effects which are to be magnified. 
In the above -dia·pms S is the secondary of oscillatory transformer. B banery to strain 
sensitive device in secondary; A ' sensitive device. R fine relay (magnetic); C condenser 
in I~ndary. The primary circuit which is not shown includes : a sensitive device, batteTY. 
condenser and make-and-break device. This method with two :sensitive devices is very 
good. 
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CoforDdo Spr;ngs 

Considerations regarding best conditions of workins apparatus in experimental 
station particularly with reference to stationary waves in the ground which will be invuti· 
pted. 

FirsllUJ1lmption on which to base ca1culations of other elements is made by deciding 

on the wave length of the disturbances. This in well designed apparatus d~terrnjnes : 

or length of secondary wound up. The self·induction of the wire is also given by deciding 
On the dimensions and form of coil hence I... and A arc given. For the best working of 
the 5CCOodary we should have the capacity 00 end or free terminal just counteracting the 

L 
self·induction of the secondary. This will be the ase when C, - • . Since the 

R:+plL! 
I 

resistance should be negligible we have C. - r L.' Now p is given by assuming A. 

Hence from above equation C, is given. Furthermore, to set best results tho same 
~ I 

relation between p, Lp and Cp must aJso be preserved 50 that Cp= • Cp aDd Lp 
pZLp 

bejDI the eapacity and inductance of primary. From these considerations foUows a rela-
. I I I 

lion between C'I CPI 1.... Lp. Namely, C, = 2 and as pl= we have C.- -
P L, C,L, L, I 

_ L.C!.. or otherwise expressed. I...C. - L,Cp ••• •• • •• • • I . 4 C
p 

L, 
This applies to a simple case. as the ODe here illustrated which was ODe of the 

earliest arranaementl. 
The scheme of connections ilIustratod in Fig. I. hu the disadvantage that the pri

mary discharje current p'ss~s tbrooch the Iw:ak hC~. tho resistance of the latter bejng 
larae. the oscillations are quickly damped and lhere is besides a larae cUllcnt throup the 
breaJc which makes good operation of the l&tter difficu1t To proloDg oscillatioD in pri-

t 

c. t. t, 
p 
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mary and increas! economy one of the schemes before considered may be resorted to. 
One ofthcsc is illustrated in Fig. 2. which follows: in this arrangement the currents through 
tbe break device arc much smaller and the oscillations started by the- operation of break 

'. , , 

'. 

, . 

in circuit LpCp continue much longer. We can now determine the magnitude of eurrents. 

i , i2• Capacity Cp = Lp from foregoing or approximately CD- I as before, 
R;+yL! p2 4 . .J-' "~I • . '1 ~+p ~ 

neglectlDg resistance. We bave then -:- _ ~ or, since tbe first term is negli-
• • 

. . I) pL, . pI., F .c. I ' glbk 10 numerator, we have - = or ') - i . rom uuS re atlon it is evident 
; Rp R, 

thai, other difficulties or disadvantages not considering the arrangement as illustrated 
in Fig. 2. should be superior to that in Fig. I. It secures two chief advantages : 
I) less current through the break and more through the primary and 2) longer and better 
O$CiIlation in circuit including primary bec'we it is easy to constitute sucb a system without 
break with an extremely small resistance or frictional waste. 

Fig. 3. itlustratcs an arrangement similar to that shown in Fig. 2. but with a con
deruer in each branch. The same considerations made in regard to Fig. 2. hold good for 
this and in both cases, if there is to be resonance and best conditions attained, the circuit 
including the break should have the same period and be in phase with primary circuit 
LpCp and secondary I.C •. Referring to Fig. 2. as the simpler, this is the cue when the 

, 

• , 
'. 

C , 
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relation between C I alld self·induction in this circuit is such that they annul each other 
at that frequency. 

Fig. .. - a further modification shows the system with inductance L J in circuit. 
To satisfy above conditions we must have 

C- L I 
I-R~ +rL~' 

R. being the resistance including the arc. Since in most cases, even with the arc 
included, R, will be negligible against pL., we have again 

1 
C,---;-::-

plLI 

From all the above considerations we get a general relation between the constants of 
all the three circuits which is eJl:pn :srd by: 

, 

I 1 1 - -CaL, C,L, CIL , 

o r C,L. - C,L, - C.L. 

...... • 

. . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . II. 

' . '. 
<:> 

We have seen from the pleceding that of the quantities consid.red P was given by 
arbitrary selection of the wave length, L. ncoessarily by the wire and design of 5OCOndary 
and, lastly, C, as following from the two ploceding quantities. One more quantity is. 
however, siven by practical cons.iderations and that is CI " Namely, this capacity CI must 
be sufficient to tako up the entire enelgy of the tramformer, if all things arc ri,htly pro
portioned. Now let P' be the e.m.f. on the secondary of the supply transformer. then there 

r 1 c 
will be stored each time in condenser C, a quantity of energy 2 I and if this value 

be taken for the averasc energy stored each time and if. furthCllllore, the frequeocy of the 
make and break be PI' that is PI "",4nn, n being number of charges per second, or 

n= PI then 
4" 

M is here the to1&l power of the transformer expended and exp' sed in watts, P' 
the pressure of secondary (avcrasc as defined) and PI as before stated the frequency of 
the break. The quantity C, thus being given in each case, these remain still to be 
detetnuncd: Lp, LI and Cpo 
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Now it is c\'ident that when the relation between PI' Lp and Cp exists, which is 
here implied, the CUIiCiit passes through the system as. if there would be no inductanc:er _ 

hence insofar as the circuit ioc1uding the break, C1 and L, is concerned the system Lp Cp 

will comport itself as if it cOnsisted of a short wire of inappreciable resistance, the primary 
being generally made of stout short conductor - therefore, in estimating the quantities 
of the circuit C. L. b the compound system Lp Cp may be neglected since it will have 
little inftuence upon the period under the conditions assumed, and we may then put 

1 
C1 .... when rcsistaooes arc, as always before. negligible. 

p'L, 
Since C1 is known we can determine L. because 

1 1 l"J)'1 
L t - - -

)'2C1 18n:M 8n:Mp2 
p )"lpl 

Presently then aU the quantities arc known for determininB the constants of circuit 
1,. Cp from the two equations; 

L" C,=Lo C, } ........ .. III. 
LpCp=~ C1 

July 3, 1899 

[n experiments with the ICCOndary as last described. fairly good resonance was 
obtained with 15 jars on each side of the primary. A length of wire No.10--170 feet -
was covered with intense str.mers. The capacity - total- was 7.SxO.CXU-O.0225 mfd. 
Lp was approximately estimated 36x 7 x 104 cm. (six primary turns in series). From this 

4.836 .. 1 . .. 
T= OS as calculated. This &1ves " __ -=20,700 per sec. approx. With this Vlbra-

1 . T , 
tion). was nearly 9 miles or "'4"",,2.25 miles. Actually, there was only one mile ofsecon-

dary wire but owing to the larse capacity (distributed) in the secoodary the vibration was 
much slower than should be inferred from the length of wire. We may estimate the ideal 
capacity. which associated with the inductana= of the secoodary would give a vibration of 
the above frequency. Sioce there was resonancc we have: 

4.836 2n: 15 x 10' 
T- Hi' - I()-I V 10' C. 

Taking the inductance of the secondary as beiOS 5xl07 cm. and from this 

23.34 
c.- 20,000 -roughly 

1 
1000 mfd. more exactly 0.0012 mfd. or 1080 cm. 

But we may approximately estimate capacity in another way takiog the wires in 
. A 

pairs as a condenser. This would gave C.= x 40, there being 40 pairs since there 
4xd 
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arc 40 turns wire. Now A _ surface of half wire : 131 feet. about 4000 cm. lona; balf cir
cumfcnmoe about 0.4 COl. gives ..4= 1600 cm. sq. The distance of wire! d wu- 5 em. From 

1600 
this : C.= 40 x "", 1040 em. appioL (probably Itridentally close.) 

4n x S 

wt night tbe 50,000 volts transfOi Plet: brousht from New York broke down. This 
happened upon coonocting to the lower end of ~ ICcondary a condenser coihposed of 
two adjustable brass plates of 20" diam., ooe being connected to the ground, the other 
to the secondlry. The plates w~ about 5" apart. The experiment was Ril cHod with the 
transfonner after repairinJ it and a1l was fouod in sood order. 

Experiments were now continued with the ICCOlldary of 40 turns wire No. 10 just 
one mile long. In connection. with this secondary a coil was used wound on a drum 2 feet 
in djam. and 6 feet lOllS, with wire No. 10 (cord), there being 260 turtts. ApproK. estim.te 
of capacity after a previous aimi1ar estimate: 6 feet- 6 x I21EZ72"- 72x 2.S4_ I83 CID. 
Half circumference of wire 0.4 ClD. Area=.(83 x 0.4- 74 sq.em. (about)- a, disllOc- of 

wires about I cm.-tl. This would give roughly tho capKity Cj'- a _ 74 for oDO.-ir 
4nd 4n 

of wires; there being 260 pairs, total capacity would be according to this. 260 x 74 _ 1532cm. 
4x 

= C, (for coil). Now, the C&ptcity in the secondary was previously found lOBO CD1. HCOQC 

tho total C&pllcity of the s)'ltem would be 1080+ 1532- 2612 CDI.""C' . This, of course, 
Jives only an idea and the dcccrmination in this manner is far from beina exact. Consider 
what the period would be with the car-city IOd secondary .nd coil toaetber u a whole. 
Since the coil will have ol1ly about 12,000,000 Ctn. the inductaON" of tho socondary will 
be the chief ,overniog factor. Taking this at 5 X 10

' 
em. we would have a total induct·.,...., 

5x 101 x 12 x l06 or (SO+12) x l06-62 x 10' crn. This would Ji~ 

2 n /62 x 10' 2612 2n r =--n.;:; 
T _ 10)" IO" x 9 x lOS - 3 x 10' V 164.944-

271: )( 406 2549.68 849.9 850 85 
- - - or --

3 X 101 3 X 107 107 10
' 

10' 

and n=-IJ,800 roughly. To Ihu 1M prlmory 10 be od}lulU for first appro~mate trials.. 
Now the primary hu ,iI turns. Since one tum is apprOK. 7 x 1()4 cm. 'NO may put: 

8S. T . 2n /36 x 7 x 1O"C 
1()6 ""iQi V 10' • 

From this a roush idea or the capacity in primary may be gained. We aet Cp - 0.0717mfd. 
0.0717 

roughly. Taking capacity of one jar= 0.OO3 mfd. we would want total - 24 jars 
0.003 

apprOK. or 48 jan on each side of primary. This vibration would be impractic:able 
under the plccot coftditions as the traasfolulCf could not cbargo this number of jan. 
Althouah for SllJIlOMTY wa,I'S in ground it would be desirable to usc sucb a low Creq!J6"":Y 
the vibration will havo to be quickened. An octave would require only 12 jan 011 each 
side. This was triod and results Wl're good a1though the octave vibration had only 1,4 of 
the energy u the fundamental would have had. To gct the true vibration we sh·n waDt 
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~t~.:-J':" 

at Ips. 8 tu,1U in the primary with pi ,-nt traDlfordiet to keep the C&Plcity in the primary 

within the limits given by the output oftranslormei . This would then give 48 X!! _ 21 

jars oneech lide. While thil might do,ltill for best wnditioDS Dot more than 16 jars should 
be "sed on each lide of primary. This just tales the tnn,fOrmer to full capacity within 
safe limits. 

Conclusion: U~d IJbout 10 turllS ill tM primary. 

ct)/o,oJo Sp,ings 
July., 1899 

Ob3erUltions 1PUUk last flight. They were luch as not to be easily fora:otten, for more 
tb.n one reason. First of all a magnificent li,bt wasa 

10-12 thousand 
The l1u • bing was ~~~ even Di,ht when the Itorm had abated 
1S-20 discharges per minute were witnessed. Some of tbc discharges WCie of a wonderful 
brilljaocy and sbowed often 10 or twice as many branc:bes. They also appeared frequently 
Ihlcker on the bottom than on top .. C·n this be s01 Perhaps it was only due to the fac:t 
,h., the portion. close to the &roun.d. was acaror to the "blen«. The .torm began to be 
pateptible at a dist·OC'C as it jpCW dark aM continuoUlly ilx:uaud. An instrument (ro
taDllI "cobueI") was connec:ted. to sround aDd a plate above &rouM. as in my plan of 
tPki'aphy, .nd a condeDJcr was usod to m,."ifY tho effcda: transmitted throuab the 
IfOUDd. Thil method of magnifyiD,lOCUrcI much better results and will be d,vribed in 
detail in many modificatioos. luud it in invtltiptiDl properties of I..eDard and R.oontgcn 
")'1 with excellent r ' ulb. The relay was not adjusted very acnsitive1y but it bepn to 
play. nevertboleas. when the storm was alii! at a diat· ..... of about 80-100 miles, that is 
judaina the di.t.nce from tbe velocity of lOund. As the storm JOt nearer the adjustment 
had to be rendered Ies$ and less sens.itiw until tho limit of the strength of the sprini was 
rc ICW. but even tbcn it played at evety discbarJC. An ordinary beU was connected to 
earth and elevated UiUlinaJ .nd often it allO responded. A .mall .park pp was bridged 
by a bript .park when tho JjJbtnina oc:cuilod in the ociahbourbood. By hoJwna the hands 
&CrOll the pp a Hock was felt iooicatina the strenatb of the amcut paning between 
the around aDd the iuulated plate. ' AI the stonn receded the most interesting and valuable 
observation was mule It happened this way ; the instrument was apin adjusted 10 as 
to be more acositivc and to respond f"CI,wly to a'Cry ditcbuJe which was seen or beard. 
It did 10 for a while. when it stopped. It was thought that the liahtDina was now too far 
and it may have boon about SO miles away. All of a sudden the imtrumel1t btgan alain 
to play. continuously increasing in strength, aJthouih the .torm was mavins away rapidly. 
After some timo, the iddic:atioDi apin C"ud but balf &II hour later the instrument be,1O 
to fOCOId ... in. Whon it once DlOI'e t't:I ...... the adjustmcot was rendered more delicate. in 
Cact 'WtiY considerably 50, still the instrument fai5od, to respond. but half an bour or SO 
it apin besu to play and DOW the .priDa w~_tigh~CDCd on the relay ~ much and Itil 

.it ipdAted the diwharp. By this time the .torm had moved away far out of sight. Byl 
i Idjustins the jnstrument and settinS it apin 10 as to be very sensitive. after SODlc time 
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it again began to play periodically. The storm was now at a distance greater than 200 miles 
at least. Later in the evening repeatedly the instrument played and ceasCd.H? play in inter· 
vals nearly of half an hour although most of the horizon was clear by that time. . 

This was a wonderful and most interesting experience from the scientific point of 
view. It showed clearly the existence of stationary wan-s, for how could the observations 
be otherwise eltplained? How can these waves be stationary unless reflected and where 
can they be rcftccted from unless from the point where they started? It would be difficult 
to believe that they were reflected from the opposite point of the Earth's surface, though 
it may be possible. But I rather think they are reflected from tbe point of the cloud where 
the conducting path began; in this case the point where the lightning struck the ground 
would be a It is now certain that they can be produced with an oscillator 

(This is 0/ immoue importanu) 

Measurement of inductance of oscillator secondary 36 1/2 turns on taiX" ing frame 
repeatedly referred to. The approximate dimensions and form of same arc indicated in 

, 
~. 

,,. 

, .. 
• 

the sketch. On the base it was about 51 feet and the sides were inclined at an anale of 45°. 
The sides were formed of light lattice work Dotched for the reception of the wires. The 
6rst tum of the secondary began some distance from the ground so that the average turn 
was smaller than it ought to have been. judging from dimensions, that is nearly 145 feet. 
Nevertheless more wire was actually coiled up owing to the fact that there was some loss 
in the corners, and the wire not being perfectly straight added still further to the length 
so that 6 coils of wire were rolled up, their lengths being : 1000+ 1000+ 1005 + )002+ 
+762+ 546=5315 feet total. No. JO B. &: S. wire. Deducting ends left pve very nearly 
5280 feet or a mile = 1610 meters approx. The wire was wound on by the help of a stand 
rolled on the floor and supporting the reel. The resistance of the wire was 5.55 ohms. 
The readings were as follows : 

, 
., 
• , 

motor £ 

2115 212 
2100 211 
2120 211 

£ - ... 34.25 
I 

1 

6.2 
6.16 
6.16 

gives L= 38Z6 x 10'4 em. or 0.03826 bemy. 
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from this average 
values were 

1-6.17 
£-211.33 
(.,)=883.42 



With 40 turns placed at same distance we may take approximate inductance to be 
about 42 x 10' em. Note : It was before assumed Sx 107 but the turns were a trifte closer. 

Readings were taken today with the synchronous 8 pole motor to ascertain (I) as 
closely as possible for future measureOK:nts with followin, results : 

Time 

5.35 
5.40 

5.50 
6.10 

6.20 

6.25 

Speed 
generator (to pole) 

1700 

1700 

1730 

I7J0 

1705 

/117 

Spcod motor 

2155 
2165 
2160 
2150 
2170 
2150 

Speed 
reduced gen. 

1724 

1732 

1728 

1720 

1736 

/720 

Speed of generator 00 station was taken by Mr. L. and on motor in expo station by 
myself. The readings on generator were more liable to be underestimated. GedCrai resu1ts 
show that high values obtained on acnerator agice mil with values obtained on motor. 
The latter can go a little faster without load. This I have observed with sucb motors before. 
The reason for this may be found in the fact that the generator fluctuates about a ocrtain 
avetage value. a gicater momentum is impacted to the motor wben the speed of the gene
rator is abort tban wben ~Iow that value. This wiD result in the motor making a few 
more revolutions tben would strictly foDow from the average value. Or. the countu
~CCbomotive force is out of phase giving higher e.m.f. 00 motor then on generator, thus 
cbanging amount of positive or negative slip. Taking average from three evident1y best 
rpdings we let on genetator 1719. on motor 1722 wlUcb _&ices fairly. Accordingly. with 
tlIU 8eMrator (I) wiD be generaUy 2n x 29xS- 911 01', for ordinary estimates (1)- 900. 
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Colorado Springs 
Iuly S. 1899 

From older notes: 

Consider generation of hydrogen for balloons in the ordinary way: 

From this : 

H ~I 
S ~32 

o -16 
Zn =65 

98 (H1SO.)+65 (Zn)=2H in Ibs. Now weight of hydrogen 0.00561 Ibs. per cubic foot. 
2 

for flUing 10 ft baJlooD we wouJd want 523X"3=3SO cu. feet hydrogen, namely capacity 

of )0 foot balloon would be 523 feet but it ought to be filled only to about 2/3. This quan
tity of hydrogen will weigh about 3SO x O.OO56I=1.96 Ibs. 

Result: We want 100 Ibs H2S04 ) 

65 .. Zn 
to fill balloon of 
only 10 feet diam. 

Now consider and compare process which some years ago occurred to me and which 
consists in decomposing a hydrocarbon as by an electric CUrTent beating a wire to incan
desa:nce. To get a rough idea take, for instance, a hydrocarbon of the general composition 
c"H4 (not to speak of combinations richer still in hydrogen). In such a combination we 
have for the quantity of hydrogen contained in it an extremely small weight. For instance. 

from (C - 12} 28 units of weight total we get 4 unity of weight hydrogen. much more 
H _ 1 

than possible in former method. In case therefore a very small weight is essentially requirod 
this method is most excellent. Now as to electrolytic generation: I amp.-hour gives 37.3 mil· 

37.300 x 2.2 
ligram of hydrogen. Joooamp.-hours 10' Ibs .• 0.00561 Ibs per cu. foot gives 

1.2 cu. feet per 1000 amp.-hours! Ridiculously small! 

Colorado Springs 
July 6, 1899 

On a previous occasion the capacity of a coil was estimated by considering it as 
a series of parallel conductors and in this manner a tolerably close estimate was obtained. 
Applying this to the secondary of 40 turns we would have: 

C- 0.01206 
d 

log -, 
from a practical formula . wires . f d - distance between) . 

l r - d,ameter of 
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This giVei C in miaofarad per I km .• 8cxx>rdin,g to the authority. Here the Icngtk 
of wire total is 5280 feet rouAhly or 5280 X 12 X 2S4-.160.934 em. Taken as a pair..2.f 

. . 160.934 
coDducton this would live length 2 =80,467 em. 

Now -"-_ 4.23 _ 4230 _33.3 
, 0. 127 124 

d 
10&-_ 1.522444 , 

from these data we would have pee I km. in microfarad · 

10" 
d- _ 4.23cm. 

6 

01" ,._ . _ 0.127cm. 
2 

C _ 0.01206 _ 0.00792 mfd. per tm. 
I 1.522444 

Now the agth of the pair of parallel wires as IUPPO 5 Old would be 80,467 CIll. or 
0.80467 tm. or for the secoDdaty the capacity would be C-=O.80467 X C1)( 2. double 
since both sides mllSt be counted. or C= O.OO792 x 2xO.80467-0.01S84xO.80467= 
=0.012746 mfd. or 9 X IO'xO.012746= 1274.6 x 9,.., II ,47J.4 cm. Evidently this is not 
applicable. the cap,city could be at the utmost JOOO--..4OOO em. judgi", from the vibration 
of the m:ondary. 

Colorado Springs 
July 7, 1899 

GmuaJ conclusions arrived at after all these and previous cxpericnoes with electrical 
oscillators of this kind. It is important as a rule and sometimes imperative to overcome 
distributed capacity. [n large machines it also becomes necessary to overcome the too 
Stcat self-induction since it prevents obtaining a very high frequency which is generalIy of 
IIeat advantage. The high e.m.f. being for the chief purposes aimed at - that is power 
tnnsmissioo and transmission of intelligible messages to any point of the globe - ea
scn.ti&lly D~CCWry. it is important to ascertain the best manner to obtain iL As has been 
already stated this result may be reached in two ways radically different - either by a high 
ratio · of transformation or by resonant risc. For power transmission it seems that ultima
tely the fonner method must prevail, but where a small amount of energy is needed the 
latter method is unquestionably the better and simpler of the two. By placing the secon
dary in a very close inductive relation to the primuy, the self-induction is diminished so 
that the scJf-induction in a highly economical machine or this kind would not seem to be 
&n impediment in the way of obtaining a very higb frequency, at Jeast not one which 
could Dot be more or less o"ercome by scientific design of the machine. But the distributed 
capacity is a troublesome clement in such a machine and all the more so as the e.rn.f. 
increases. When the pressure reach~ a few million volts almost all the energY is taken in 

, 
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charging the condenser or capacity distributed along the wirt:. The difficulty becomes 
greater still when It is realized that in an economical machine the lUCRS must be close 
together. which increases the drawbacks resulting from the distributclt -capaclty. Now 
one way of reducins the internal capacity is to place between the turns, and in .J~rk.J with 
them, condensers of proper capacity, but this is not always practicable. This will be Im~, 
colUilkud more in detail. By such means eM full rise of pressure on the termin.! or ter
minals of the secondary may be obtaiDed, which is impossible with distributed C&plcity 
of any magnitude. Very often only a .rDatl rise at tbe terminals can be obtaiood as all 
the remains "inside". Now as to obtainina the required pressure 

to place a secondary 
of 

J have preferable when a very high c.m.!. is desired. More for purpo' , I 
of telegraphy to any point of the s10be which is one of the obj«t'J. I conclude that : 1) ratio 
of transformation should be as large as practicable with Rferenoe to the pleocding ; 2) mag-

o 

nifying factor of coil 'S IITp: 8, possible ; 3) minimum internal capacity; 4) hi h self·in-

duction in coil for sluup luning. Experiences up to present indicate flat s iral 
in sections as best suitable. -, 

Rough estimate of period of vibration to be adopted with Westinghouse 
transformer 40,000 - 60,000 volts. 

Required: that only one tum of primary be "m b«ausc of I) high ratio of trans
formation to be attained and 2) facility of regulation with the Regulating coil brought from 
New York. Now the total output of W.E. Transformer will be, say, 50 H.P. (though the 
machine may be strained to many times that output). From this follows the number of 

I 
jars which it will be possible to usc. We have SO X 7SO - 2'" x 60.00(PX300 XC, assuming 

now ISO cycles per second, a little more than is likely to be the case. From this follows 
75 x !O} 75 .. ha the 0 C _ .... farad or In centimeters we would ve capaCity 

36 x 10' x 3 x 102 36 x 3 x lO' 
of condenser which the transformer will be able to charge witho:Jt considering resonant 
conditions or other causes which may enable the transformer to charge many more jars 

9 x 75 x 1011 9 x 75 x 10· . ' - c= _ = C= 62,500 cm. total . Now taking the capa.caty 
108 x 10' 108 

62,500 
_.of.one jar as 0.003 mfd . or 2700 em. this would give only 2700 

625 . 
27 = 23 Jars total, 

or in two series 46 jars on each side of primary. The capacity of new jars will be probably 
0.0025 and a correspondingly greater number may be taken. With 40,000 volts we would 

36 
be able to take 16 x 23= nearly 52 jars lOlal or 104 on each side. Assuming 60,000 volts 

and say 48 of new jars on each side this would give capacity in the primary most suitable 
to the transformer 24 x O.0025=O.06 mrd. and the inductance of the primary beinl say 

2Tt 7 X 104 12.874 
7 x 11)'1 cm. The period T would be = l()l 10' X 0.06 - 1()6 and n.",77.660 per 

second. 
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Colorado Springs 
July 8, 1899 

Furthn conclusions relative to the best working conditions and constructional fea
tures of such oscillators derived from observations made in these and previous experiments. 
Beginning with the primary, the capacity should, as slated before, be best adapted to the 
generator which supplies the energy. This comiderat.ion is, however, of great importance 
only when the oscillator is a large machine and the object is to utilize the energy supplied 
rrom the source in the most economical manner. This is the case particularly when the 
oscillator is designed to take up the ~nliu output of the generator, U may be in the present 
instance. But generally, when the oscillator is on a supply circuit distributing light and 
power the choice 0!.5apacity is unrestricted by such considerations. In most cases the 
advantages secured by using & y%y high frequency '0; so prQnounrt4 that tho prjmaI)' 
circuit will have to be designed with this feature in view. The resist·nce of tho primary 
circuit sbould be in any event as small as it is practica~e to mak~ it. I also think that 
generaUy, the inductance should be as small as practicable for that frequency which is 
supposed to be arbitrarily selected beforehand. When. however, the bleak number is com
paratively small, that is, much smaller than the number of froe vibrations, it is of great 
advanta8C to have the inductance great in order to give a greater momentum to the circuit 
and to thus enable it to vibrate longer after each br~k. But if the break number is of 
a frequency comparable with that of the free vibrations, the inductance should be as small 
as possible for however small it be, tbe circuit will gener&lly vibrate Ions enoush. One 
more reason why the~iiin~dr.u~ctan;;;'~coi;.~h~o~ur.ild not be large in ,uch a QlSC is that. in the primary, 

it is un-c: ClSary to railC the pressure by ma.k..ing P: ~ Jarp. Nee nerily thiJ factor 

will be largo in a well designed circUit, but should be s.o chicfiy owing to an extremely 
small resistance and not owing to a high self~induction. By making the inductance smaller 
a greater capacity may be used and this will give a greater output, a featuTC whieh is somc~ 
times of importance. Of course, as the capacity becomes large the difficulties in the make 
and break device increasc, but with a properly designed mercury break the 5e difficulties 
are in large measure overcome. I conclude from the above facts that the best way to con~ 
struet a primary in such a machine is to use thin sheet of copper or at any rate a stranded 
cable. I have settJed upon using copper sheet in the smaller machines sinoe lona: ago, this 
giving the best rcsulL By using sheet a very small inductance is obtained and more length 
or conductor can be wound on for same frequency, at the same time the opportunity for 
radiation is excellent and tbe construction is simple ,00 cheep. For the same section 
sheets heaL.myrlr leu than cable and the difference in this respect is SO marked that I have -been tempted to believe that thore is a special reason for it, not yet satisfactorily explained. 
The QCluailenglh of the primary conductor, relative to that length which is obtained by 
dividing the velocity of light by In, II being the number of vibrations of the primary per 
second - is of little importance since the primary is generally but a very small fraction 
of that length, but I believe to have observed that it is preferable, in a slight degree, to 
make the conductor of such a length that, if I be this length and II the frequency, 2 Knl 
should"", lI, the velocity of light, and K and noc '=-== <Ii' 
At least tIDs seems to hold good in made very long, :-: 
ascenaining whether there is truth in this idea which was arrived at by considering the 
ideal conditions or such a vibrating circuit. In this abstract case I should be rigorously 
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equal to that MIl W1Z_e icngtb whkh is obtaiood by computation from the WIIocity of liahL 
In pra.cti<:e it is invariably observed . 

it~ 
1 • « and "p'0ty is 

tb.! of light and ofton collsiderably smaller. It is to be rtatod th •• for • DWDbcr of iE ' IODI 

it is of advantage, whatever be the a.ctiW }cqth of the prim.ry conductor. to arraqe it 
10 that it is sytnIMtriad with respect to the condenser and the make 'nd-br F k do-lice, 
one of the chief objects beiDa to sect'"' tho mnjmum diffea"'- e oC potential OD tho tCllni
n.I, of the condenser. This coDiidcratioD. Jcld! to tho adoption of at 
in 6Uiu. the primary p:oerally joinillJ the outer ooetjnp while the iDDel' ODeS arc 

- by t&c break device. 

Ctn.".,. now III 1M rxo,dry quito different CODIidcratiOOl apply. Fmt, we must 
decide wbctber the I8CODduy high ek(bomotive force is to be obt'ined u:duaivdy or 
murely by tnn"nnn'tion u in ~ WD'" L i cial transformers with iron core, Or noL 
lD the first C'te obviously lilll.llar ru1es of ecollOmic design as CoDowed in omin"y trans-
COl" Cd_ will have to be l'OIPII""ft:d Tho lOCoM'''' wiD haw: to be.9'ecwI in the dell lit 

will . an economical machine aDd 
ooc by mutual J4 7 criOB 

will be (:ODJidcrably roduccd. But it is at OBOe 10£4'. that in & machine as here chiefly COil

aidercd for the purposes foUowed from the outset. the con"-:tioo bet", ocn tho prim,,, 
and Ie coM'" can DeVLL bo u dOlO u in ordiDary tnefouDUS, and tboconnn:tioo must 
be an tho lea intimate U the pi P!Joe on tho ecoooJ'" is iN"¥?! d since the witet must 

nrily be pi""*' at • Ii I rtor md'nce (rom ' reb othEr. From this it foUowa 'b" in 
of tho Ii ip.orod O'Ml if'tho 

lOr< dilUtly u tho froe vibratioa of the 
co,..;.. in the d I Eip.. tho c;:anlul adj .. ,..·'!n! 

b: '~iI H obviously impaative. It JOCI without sayin, that P: should be AI 1arg'C AI pol 

sible in all But heft; is wb I re we find in 
practice, a not psily o"cawme. Both tho 
inductance and cap'city &row rapidly as tuma ar'C added, so much ao that vecy JOOD it 
it fo.md the ~ "'" ' O"f' !.III., The c:bicf c1nw-
back is, u IiU ~ itca:tho ..... ·ri but ,lao the iDductance 
though in. k " I' degicc. While the inductance in ..... I";n sencc hu a In.,. Rlde:miDi 
feature and is It«"HOry, y«, it It,ndl in the way of obtaining a very high f'reqUODC}' 
in • large mechiDC: 10 act a high c:lrctromotive foaeo we must have many turnJ or 
turns of &leal length and this mUDS lleat inductance and this apiD enwis tho draw~ 
backs of Ilow .011011. Thus, in • tar., machine we oncounter those difficuitiOi which 
ll'"OQt ua in tho d :dp. of too large • bridao. for jnp'DQC, difficulties whkh ar'C buM on 
the .. cay propc.tica of matter ud seemiu.&ly insuJ: nable. Make a wire rope of twice the 
,ec:tion and it will not be able to carry a looser pi«lO of its own. since the weight is;o(olC· .... 
in the nrne proportion as the IOCtiOD and tho strain per unit oftbo latter remains the .. me , 
Fortnn'tcJy for us in electrical machiaery. of this kind at least. this limit is immensely 
remote owiOS to tho wondorful propettia of this &&eat. Still tho difficulties : ,)<XtUotorec:i 
00 'ooount or the capacity and ioduct'oco. and equally 00 aocounl of tho iosulation artI 

such as will require j)ut deal of persisteDt oIlort to be effoctive1y dooe away with in .b I 10 
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OIeillaton, if the results ai"MOd at a.ro to be ·chie .... ed in a thorol,lJbly prN"tka1 m.nner. 
Much ·tt. ltion will be devoted to this part of the problem in perfecting the mlcbjnot 
which a.ro Deco. mry for the 1&(' urut carrying out of the projects of tnnsmittiDl power 
u wdJ u effectiDg commuDi<:ation with any point irrespoc:tive of dist."....., But the ma
chiDCS for tk C lwo purposes will rig'" "Irily differ in design. ,illOe in ODe au - the 
&rat - a Jlcat amount of enetlY is imperative. while in the other only a higb electromotive 
foroo .00 imn''''InJ,C rate or mDIMtIttlTJ' O"'V' tlrllP«J1 b reqJdred. The two most promising 
tines of dcvelopuoClDt are evidently ~two: either to obtain the ron ' I'ry electromotive 
(Olee iq I lCoond·ry a1ooc, or in an not affected ioductiYCly by the 
primary or eveD by tbC ICcooaar) but merely by the latter, the rise of pressu~ 
heiDI due to 1bc lauer method. bas been fouoo tQ be by far 

I!!o 
cclyany 

in the future, 

Rocogniziol .. 
be applied in pnwcr traasmi"ion coa.tt:mplilod, but thia will be ... F ~idcd 

of the dctermiood Icnath and to join themal1 in serieI throuJh collden..,,,~uf the PfOIl Ll 

capacity. By this !llCians the Jleatelt possible length of conductor may be utilized by a 
given freq"ency Ind phood in aood inductive con=::tion with tho pOlNlry. Thootetiully 
it is possible to entirely do away with the 
and to we an 
u 'fII'ClI u Tbo wave a 
will be 1b 2 ClJactly that which follows from tho velocity 01 propaption of Ii&bL 

Variou.s _rr8AFmf ,nts expailTi(nted with for the PWP(lS' of .tudyjq effect 
of diminiVted inductance of .ocondary. 

,. ,. , 

In Diagram 1. one part oftbc sooondary was used u prim'ry, this part being ,hunted 
by the prim.ry condenser; in 2. a few turns of the secQndary, those remote rrom the pri· 
mary, were wound opposite; in 3, _ series of condcmcrs capable of standing tbe entire 
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pressure of the secondary were used to shunt the same; in 4. a larger part of 5eCOodary 
inductance was counteracted by a condenser; in 5. the entire secondary inductance was 
counteracted by a condenser; in 6. the inductance of the secondary was reduce3 by placing 

, 
,. 

tbe turns far apart; in 7. inductance was counteracted by a series of condensers inserted 
between the turns and also distributed capacity was reduced and in 8. (not shown) static 
scrceening was resorted to. 

Colorado Springs 
July 9, 1899 

To ascertain to what extent the distributed capacity of secondary wire No. 10 was 
responsible for the small spark length obtained on the free terminal and to further study 
this capacity effect, wire No. 31 is to be wound on the secondary frame. For these experi· 
menu the present transformer brought from New York is to be used - which can charge 
just , .bout 16 jars, as now operated, on each side of the primary, this giving primary ca· 
·pacity = 8 jars or 8xO.OO3 = 0.024 mfd. Since L with connections (I primary turn) is 

7 x 104 7 
L - 10

9 
... 10' henry, the period of the system to be adopted for new experimental 

coil of this wire will be: 

70 

,,1168 - 12.9 

68 : 2 

2400 : 24 
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6.28 x 13 82 
or T approx. _ _-":~ 

10' 10' 

This would give n = IO,OOO,OOO : 82= 122,000 per second. 

180 

160 

From this again we get A= 186 : 122= 1.524 miles, or length ofsccondary roughly = 

• = 4" = 0.38 miles or wire length :0 2000 feet approx. When two primary turns in 

series are to be used we shall have • • - or length of wife = 4000 feet . 
4 

This to follow up. 

The effects of distributed capacity in some experiments with the socondaries consti
tuted of wire No. 10 (or cord) were so striking that it seemed worth while to carry on fome 
investigations with very thin wire and consequently very small capacity in the secondary. 
It was decided to use wire No. 31 in these experiments. The diameter of this wire was 

I 
only of that of wire or cord No. to hence the capacity of the new secondary, 

11.4 
I 

assuming all other things to (eaWn the same, would be only of the capacity of the 
11.4 

old secoDdary. The capacity of the new coil would be, however, red.uoed. 01" inCteascd in 
proportion to the length of the Dew wire relatively to the old and would be furthermore 
regulated by the distance of the turru. It wu resolved to adopt 122,000 per 5CCODd (see 
note before) in the primary as compared with 21,000 per second with the old socondary 
which was obwncd with IS jars on each side of the primary. For this vibration (122,000) 
the length of the new secondary should be about 2000 feet, this being the (eDith of a quarter 
waVe. Callinl DOW the distance between the turns of the new coil d, its capacity as compared 
with that of old secondary of a length of S280 feet would be: 

I 20 d 
C. = x _ x- C. C being capacity of old secondary and d. the distance of 

(1.4 SJ d. 
d 

turns in same. We may call - =D a number which will modify the capacity aCf»rding 
d, 

to the distance of the turns, and we then have the capacity of the 

20 

. I 
new cod C. - X 

11.4 

X 5)X DC. Now L being tbe inductance of old coil and L1 that of the new, we have, 

disregardinl effect of the smaller diameter of wire for the present, L.=(~rDL for 

the inductance will evidently be changed in accordance with the same number D. This 
relation follows from the fact that 2000 feet of new secondary with 143 feet averase length 

2000 
of tum give 143 = 14 turns or nearly so, and there were 36 turns in old secondary, the 

length being preserved the same in both coils. From this it follows that the new system 
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will vibrate with a period T= ? which will be ' (14)1 iO DJ times" the period of V 36. Sl x 11.4 
14 (T 

the old system, or 36 0 V 30 or 0.070 times. From this we may calculate D. 

Tbc old primary system was 21,000 per sccond. the new "122,000 per second, hence 
we have 0.07 D x 21,000= I 22,000 or 0 _ 83. This means to say that without any additional 

capacity on the free termiD&l the turns would have to be put :\t • distance only ~ that 
83 

of the (OIUM secondary. This would Dot be reaJj7.lbic because the sparks would pass 
betwccn the turns. C.pacity must be. therefore. added on the frcc terminal. Calling this 

capacity c .nd the old C. the total capacity on the new (:Oil would be C' """ 20 DC +c 
11.4 )( 53 

and the inductance would be L' , =La-(;:r DL. Heooc, for estimating D and c we have 

the equation; 

I 2~,j(14)'D38 X I"(20 X I200D) I 
122 x lO) - 10l j6 10' 11.4 )( 53 +c 9 )( 10' 

L - 38 )( IO' j Old 
C - 1200 coil 

=..:.1-::-_ 14 y"D"(40=D"+'"""c"') or 108 x 10' -v'D(40D+c) 
122x2n 36 )( 3 )( I~ 3416n 

. 11,664)(101 

Taking here now 0 "", 1 we get: approx: - IO,OOO_ (40+c) or c= roughly 
1166 x 1()4 

10,000 em. for same distIDC;:C of wires in oew c:oil as in old. 

It was of interest to determine the period of thCI combined primary and secondary 
,ystem of the experimental oscillator and the foUowing method was adopted. A coil wound 
witb thin wire. turns separated by. Itring to reduce distributed capacity, was placed at 
a distance of a few feet from the vibrating system and so that it was about equally affected 
by the primary and Ie condary. One end of the coil was connected to earth aad the otber 
end was left free. An idea was already obtained bc:forchand as to the frequency which 
was likely to be found but more wire was wound on the coil to enable the adjustment 
to be effected by taking off tWllS. Turns were then taken from the lower end of the coil 
until· . mn..imum of spark length from free telUUnai was obtained. The coil then gave 
a spark 5" long. This took place when there were 1140 feet of wire on the coil, this length 

I res. of coil 38.4 ohms 
being found by measurement of resistance 

ccs. of 12 fect 0 .405 ohms 

Neglecting the capacity of the coil this length should be _~ or the quarter ofa wave 
4 

Ic~h . Of course. it was less but it was surmised that it would not be very much less. The 
total length of wave was then A=456O feeL From this would follow 

186,000 x 5280 
n= 4560 = 215,370 per second. 
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Now the capacity in the primary circuit was ten new jars 00 each side, this making 
125 

a five jars total or S x O.0025 = 0.012S mfd. or 10' mfd. From this the period of the system 

ought to have been 

N = ioductancc of secondary 
L s:z jnductanoe of primary 
M - mutual inductance 

M' 
But on a previous occasion 1 - was found to be nearly 0.6 so tbat 

NL 
2n /12S . 7 

~ - 10' " IO' x 0 .6 x L Taki ng now L - 7 x 1()4 cm. or 10' henry we havc 

2n fl2S 6 7 he 
T_ I()3VI()4 x IO x 10' - IO'V42xI2S-

2 'It • ' 5250 72.46 x 2'ft 4SS 
- V - - approx. 

10' 10' 10' 

. 10' 
and from this would follow n,- - 219,800 per lCICOod. This is fairly close within 

455 
the limits of ordinary ert'On of mcasule"'cut and obs!tvation. 

On tho bases of abow estimate of n, we may also dctea ",jnc the inductlDcc of primary 
cables or cable u modified by the in8uence of the secondary unoe wc have the equatiOD 

125 L' h·ob · L' ( 10')2 I IO' I 
1()4 WI gIVCI - 21,S37 x 2~ X 12S-18S,S37 x IOS X 125 

L ' _ 10' _ 1 henry or 109 10' 
- - 43,11' c-. 

2319 x l()'4 x lOS 23,190 23,190 2319 

lbis is Dot far from the truth .ioco 

7 X 1000 x 0.6- 10,000 x O.6-41,OOO em. 

Estimate of capacity of a large coil (seroodary) by Lord Kelvin'. fonnula for con
KS 

centric cable, to sco how far it is applicable to a coil. Kelvin givea C= , . HereS 
r 

4'1trlog -
r 

i. tho .wf&QC of inner copper conductor. r' radius of ioaido hole of conduc;tOr outside 
of cable, ,. radius of copper cooduetor inside (Diag. 1.). Assumina DOW. cablo wound up 
baving" turns at a distlDcc d. each turn may be. considetod u baving. conductor on either 
.ide at distance d. If we draw a circle of radius tI aro-
und the conductor and imagine the inner surface roq
ductina, we have the cap'city of.uch • system accor
ding to above formula. Now io the cue of. coil of 
this idee' IUrfaeo we utilize only a small part which is 
approximately, wben d it very lac", compared to 

2 rTC r r _ _ 
• hed d' 
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Now if there are n turns there will be (n- I) such systems as illustrated. in Diagram 2. 
Taking air as insulation and neglecting the effect of the small thickness of other dielectric, 

. ~ r 
we would then have the total capacity: CI = d X (n-I) X d. Now SI =27trl, I 

47t'rlog -, 
being the length of one turn. The values calculated out in this particular case of a secondary 
of 37 turns {36 1/2+eonnecting wires = approx. 37 turns} are as follows: 

n=37 Substituting these values we have: 

C
I 

_ 3600 x 36 __ ..:9..:x:,:3:c6:.:0c::0.,...., 
4 Tt x 1.525 x 4.2 1t" x 1.525 x 4.2 

r= 0.125 cm. 32,400 - -
d= 4.2 em. 3.1416x 1.525x4.2 

32,400 32,400 
K=I - -4.79Ix4.2 20. J 2 

1= 143 feet= 4360 em. C
I 

_ approximately _ 32,400 _ 1620 cm. 
20 

d 
-- 33.5, , 

d 
log -_ 1.525045 , 

This is not far from the value found. It shows that an approximate estimate may be made 
in this manner. 

Colorado Springs 
July 10, 1899 

The following consideration conveys an idea of the drawbacks of distributed capa
city in the secondary. Suppose the total capacity of 12 such large turns would be 1200 cm. 
as may be frequently the case, or tOO cm. per one turn and now let us ask to what potential 
this condenser may be chargod - assuming further the energy to be carried away for 
the performance of work - by expending I H.P. In this case we would havt' 

1000 p2 
9>< 1011 X 2 2n=750 watts. Here P is the potential, n the number of vibrations per 

seconsl· _. " 

In our case n may be 20,000 and then we may put 

750_40,000 x IOOOPl _ 2pl 
9><1011 x 2 9xlO" 

0' 

pl _ 9>< IO"x750 _9>< lO'x375 - 3375x 10" or 
2 

P - 100 ../3375 - nearly 5800 volts. 

This shows that by only r.harging the internal capacity to the insignificant pressure 
of S800 volts we would bave to expend I H.P. Of course. normally the power is small 
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although the -capacity is charged up to a much higher potential, but the colL!ideration 
shows why with a large distributed capacity a very high pressure can not be obtained. on 
the frcc terminal. All the electrical movement set up in the coil is taken up to fill the con· 
denser and lillie appears on the frce end. This drawback increases, of course, with the 
frequency and still more with the e.m.f. 

]n accordance with the preceding, an experimental coil of No. 31 wire (No. 30 not 
being on hand) was wound on the secondary frame. In the fint experiment 14 1/2 turns 
were coiled up. The results were disappoi.nting and for some time mystifying. Thr~ induced 
e.m.f. ought to have been 14 1/2 times the primary less 40% of total as before stated, but 
it did not seem so. Finally it was reoognizcd that, as the capacity of the new secondary 
was very small, the free vibration of the coil was very high bence no good result could be 
obtained. The capacity in the primary was now reduced until to all evidence resonance 
was obtained, but tbe results were much inferior to what might have been expected, pro-

bably because pL was small owing to large resistance. One of the reasons was, however, 
R 

that the capacity in the primary was too small to allow a considerable amount of energy 
to be transmiued upon tbe secondary. To better the conditions, one of the balls of 30" 
diam . was connected to the free terminal; this allowed a greater number of jars in the 
primary to be used but the capacity of 38.1 cm. was by far too small to secure the best 
condition of worlring. The resonating condition in secondary was secured with approxi· 
mately 7 jan on each side of the primary and when the ball was connected with about 
14 jan. 

The capacity of the secondary was e$timated to be 4Ocm. and tbe inductance approx 

15 
15 x 10' cm.- 10' henry. 

Note: In these estimates I consider not the actual distributed capacity. but an ideal 
capacity associated with the coil. 

This gave period of secondary roughly: 

27t~IO 40 27t / 600 207t .,;- 21t 4 
T - 101 10, xg:x IlV-IO' 'V 9 - 3 x I0' 6 - 3 x IO' x 2. 5 -

4.9 x 1t 15.4 -- -3 x l0' 3xl()6 
or about 

1 
719=-5=-''- 10' - T. 

From this n = 195,000 per second. This vibration was far above that of the primary 
circuit working under favorable conditions, that is with the full number of jars. As the 
thin secondary did not yield any satisfactory results a coil was now associated with it. 
It was one used in some experiments before, having 260 turns of cord No. 10 (okonite) 
wound on a drum 2 feet in diam. and 6 feet long. The total length of wire was 1560 feet 
and the capacity of the coil (as above) 1530 cm. This coil was connected. to the free terminal 
of the secondary and the free end of the coil was placed Vertically on the top of the same 
and in the prolongation of its axis. Fairly good resonant rise was obtained on the free 
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end, the.tt 7 men being 2 1/2-3 feet long. The primary clrwit had 9 jan on each .ide, 
this siviD14.S x O.OO3= O.OI3S mfd. primalY capacity and as the inductance of the primary 

7 x l0' 2n: 
was 10' H the period of the prim.,y was about 10' and 11- 160,000 per accond. 

, 1.16 
Acx:ordio.c to this 4' .bowd have bu f! about 4 miles or 1531 feet. Assumjo, 

the coil and the secondary of 14 1/2 tlUllS vibratod together as one. A would have b 7 7 n 

4 (2OCIO+ I S60)= 4 x 3560 fed aDd ~"'3S60feet. But tbeexperimcotdisprowd this and abo-

, 
wed clearly that the coil vibrated alone. the secondary merely exciting it, since the '4 on pri-

mary ba'p I was 1531 feet. whilethc.pool h.d 1560 feet. very nearly theUTDC. For bestroswts 
I«: ~onda.ry ,bowd have bocn tuned to the same period as that of the coil. Conclusion of 
uperimnltl willi tJrbt wlru wu: reswts must be inferior as free vibration is important. 

In usiDl wirc No. 30 in the experiments proposod instead of wire No. 10 in the 
present secondary, we abln have to consider the foDowiag: the largest Dumber of jars 
would be 154 on ncb side of the prim.ry .nd with OM primary tlUn whicb it is advanta
geous to use on Iccount of flcility of adjustment. We would have, as beforo found, 

n - 43,SOO approx. 

The wave length will be: 

186,000 _4.2 
43,500 

Thus Cp ) prim,ry capecity and 
I.,. indoctlnne aro liKN. 

miles of ~_l 
4 

mile roughly. 

Now No. 30 wire has diam. 0.01 } 
10.. •• 0.1 

Suppose the same number of turDI as 

" 
before, wound on the IOCODdary frame and pI,ced at twice the distance, the distributed 

capacity will be Dot far from + x fo or ~ of that of the old secondary. The inductlnce 

of tbe new coil - neglecting effect of small dj&meter of No. 30 wire - wiD be ODCI bltf 

of the old. beoce the new system will vibrate ~ 20 x 2 - J4iJ - 6.3 tirnes quicker thIn the 
old S:COODdary system. Since tbe old .ystem vibrated 21,000 per !IOC. the DCW will vibrate 
6.3 times that or 132,000 times per $OCOnd, this number being _ no We sbould now, for 
the best suitable: condWons, ma.ke the DeW ,yawn vibrate only about 1/3 that number 
since this would be approximately the vibration of the primary system, as above stated. 
Now taking the capacity of tbe old secondary 1200 em., that of the new wowd be only 
1200 • 
20 = 60 em.; we would have, therefore, to briOl the pitch down to make the capaaty 

9 tlIMs as large or 9 x 60=S40 em. or we would have to put about 480 em. on the freo 
terminal of the DCW coil. 

Further consideration in usiIl8 a new secondary of No. 30 wire. The length of I mile 

of this wire will have a resistance on the basis of9.7 feet per ohm from tables 5280= S44 
9.7 
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ohms approx. To Jet a rouab idea mhow tho coil might 'WOrk suppose ,hat OIl the primary 
tI. re would be 40,000 volts 1M that .hue were 36 tums of sccon.dary, then then: woukl 
be .bCl)lwtW=ally all e..m.r. OD. the tumi.· .. of Ie cond''Y 4O.000 x 36- I.-440.000 volll aDd, 
ciodUdinl with rcfW',W.1C to mutual iDdoctana:: 40"/.. we would have 1.444,OOOx O.6.:c: 
= 864,000 volts imp .. I cd or iodiN 7 d e.m.r. Suppa': DOW we h.d a capacity of..qo em. 
Oft tho free tumiD&! as before estim·ted, tho cbarp: stored. in this c:ooden,.... would be: 

Coulombs 864,000 x 480 - 7 -;-;;;,- per oae dtar,e end there briD, 
or : 9 x lOti 

amp. -IOC. 43,.soo x 2- 87,OOO""''P per -"ood and takio.g a tbt.orctical an we 

864,000 x 480 x 87,000 86 X 87 x 48 The 
WOtlld have 0''''' "amp. nearly. cuneat in tho 

9 x I • 9 x to" 
secondary would be quite large for the sm.n IOCtion of the wire. Suppa re 
SO H.P., a:p""IIcd we may say roushlY: £.i.= SO x 7SO=37,SOO watts. With the 
above prcn\lRl YI'C would have: 864.000 x ia=37.soo or 1..=0.043 amp. only. In this 

431 1849 )( S44 
"'se the C')o"1Y km per IWxtd would. be S44 x 10'= 10' - I watt approx. 

T'he lou in thiJ cue, in spite of the pcat amount of cr Hgy tran.sfOIlUOO, 
would be ridiculously ,mel! owing to the Ilcat e.m.f. despite comparatively high resistence 
of the V oondaJy. But this only SCCWSIO, ror S44 ohms would be elI.bCioely amall l'C,jst'na: 

ror- aucb. c.m.r. The theA 61 •• 1 "56 abol'C CO""i.lcaod is hardly ""Ijable, it would require 
an iWII£DSe amount or CQUaY. 

Additioaal coil usod before in IODIC t"r :&inkllts. .ISO in trials with a secondary 

or No. 31 wire. 

APP'DXlmDt~ iNJlK:tlPfCe Df coil 

Data: diam. 2 rcct=24""",,61 cm.=d 

" " Area _ _ d 2 _ - x 3121 - 2922 tq.cm. 
4 4 

Icogth 71"= 71 x 2S4= approx. 180 cw. 

From tbis L- 41f N2 A. _ 12.57 x 2602 x 2922 N_ 260 turns, this gives 
I 180 

_ ... _0.0139 H 

Period or primary was bd'orc fouod 
I 

16 x loi-

1 21f .J13 900 000 
16 x 10" - 1C)l • I~ C 
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From this a rough idea of the cap.u:ity of the coil may be had, resonance being obt.erved , 
when the primary had T= · - - as above. From above equation we find 

16 >.: 10" 

c-='O= 142,336 
mfd. or in cm. 

c _9 x IO' x 10 _ 9 >: 10' 
"-:-~~=-:-- 63 ,2 cm. 

142.336 142.336 

This is a much smaller value than would be expected from previous approximate estimates. 
The correctness of the value found depends, among other things, chiefly on the correct 
determination of the period, for resonance might have been also obtained with a lower 
or upper harmonic, but this is not very likely to be the case as the vibration was very 
intense. There were approximately 5000 volts on primary turn. Resistance of coil was 
1.56 ohm. From this w= 2Tt X 16x 10"= 1,004,800 or 106 approx; wL=0.OI4 x 106= 

=14,000, ~~ _ 14,000 = 8910 as factor for magnifying e.m.f. impressed; .,cry larce. 
R 1.56 

Colorado Springs 
luly 11. 1899 

Some considerations on the use of "eXira coils", As has been already pointed out 
an excellent way of obtaining excessive electromotive forees and great spark lengths is 
to pass the current from a terminal of an oscillating source into such a coil, properly con
structed and proportioned, and having preferably a conducting body - best a sphere -
connected to the free terminal. In free air the highest economy is obtained with a well 
polished sphere, but for the greatest spark length - if this be the chief object - no capacity 
on the free terminal should be used. but all the wire should be carefully insulated so tbat -
streamers can not form except on the very end of the wire which as a rule should be pointed. 
This, however, is n~t always true. When the apparatus delivers a notablcamount of c:nergy 
the curvature of the end of wire or terminal attached to it should be such that the streamer 
breaks out only when the pressure at the terminal is n~ar th~ maximum. Otherwise, very 

-often, when a finely pointed terminal is employed the streamer begins to break out already 
at a time when the e.m.f. has a small value and this reduces, of course, the spark length 
and power of the discharge. By careful experimentation and selection of terminal the most 
powerful spark display is easily secured which the particular apparatus used is capable 
of giving. When the conditions are such that for the most powerful discharge a terminal 
of some, relatively small, curvature is needed. the curvature of the terminal can be beforc:
hand calculated so that the discharge will break out at any point of the wave desired, 
when the e.m.f. at the terminal has reached any predetermined value. The greater the 
curvature of the terminal the smaller an electromotive force is required to enable die 
discharge to break out into the air. In fact, {he curvature 01 the terminal may serve as 
an indication of the value-01 tne' e.m.r. tKe apparatus is developing and it is often conve-
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nicut to dekrmine the e.m.f. approximately by observing how largt a sphere will just pre
vent the streamers from breaking out. and for sucb purposes I have found it useful to 
provide the laboratory with such metaJlic spheres of different sizes up to 30" diam. It is 
of course necessary to guard in such experiments against errors which might be caused 
by any modification of the constants of the vibrating circuit through the addition to the 
system of a body of some capacity. The latter should be such as to insure the maximum 
rise of the pressure. Witb apparatus of inadequate power the pressure may be very mucb 
diminished by the addition of C&p'city merely be "ause there is not enough energy available 
10 charge the same to the fuU pressure. It is a notable observation that these "extra coils" 
witb one of the terminals free, enable the obtainment of practically any e.m.r. the limits 
being so far remote, that I would not hesitate in undcrtaldq to produce sparkS orthousands 
of feet in length in this manner. Owing to this feature I dpcct that this method of raising 
the e.m.f. with an open coil will be recognized later as a material and beautiful advance 
in the art. No such pressures - even in the remotest de,,! e, can be obtained witb resona
ting circuits otherwise constituted with two l.euninals forming a closed path. It is also a 
fact that the highest pressure, at a free terminal, is obtained in that form of such apparatus 
in whicb one of tbe teubina1s is connected to the ground. But such "extra coils" with one 
terminal free may also be used with ordinary tcansfonners and by using ODe such coil 
on each of the terminals of tbe transformer, practically any spark: length may be reached. 
Of course, it is desirable that the frequency of the currents should be high, as with the 
common frequencies of supply circuits the lengths of the wires in the coils become too great. 
In the diagrams below the two typical arrangements with such an "extra coil" or coils 
arc iIIustratod in which Diagram 1. illustrates their usc with ~ transformer, 
which may have an iron core or not. and Diagram 2. shows. connection u 

SofO),OlllY 

10 " III.o.NSfORI4!II 

, . 

[ USC it in my induction coil. As has been stated on a previous occasion 
in connection with to enable a considerable rise of pressure to take place 
in a circuit. tbe same must be tolerably free from inductive influences of other ciccujls. 
It follows from this that, although with a secondary in loos~ connection with a primary 
a very high preSSl,lre is obtainable, yet the pressure will never be as high as when an "extra 
coil" not in inductive connection with the primary is employed to raise the pressure, because 
the secondary always reacts upon the primary thus dampening the vibration, while the 
"extra coil" does not react in such a manner, the rise of pressure being simply due to the 

ractor pL . 
R 
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The object of the considerations whK:h foUow is to establish simple re'·t;oDS I)ctween 
the quantities which ate known or adopted beforehand. SO as to enable the experimenter 
to construct such coils without previous lria.ls. 

Celliq; Eo the imprc cd c.m.f. aDd E the P Flate" ps .. "" with ref'ercaoo to the 
free let ... inal_ 'bat is the m.nimum prcs."re.p tho prlO4nct mas "S"", L lhc inductanc:c 

of the Matta coil" and R its I, jstaPO" we have the known relation E= pL E __ ObvioUilu • R - , 

tbe maximum rise .... iII take place wbca the period of the excited. system or "ox.tra coil" 
iJ tho "lDCl U that of the oscillarinl .)'Item impr I'ina the mow 'Mint, fot although tho 
rosuIu obtained with a lower or upper harmonic, and palti",l.rly the Cut .. ta. may be 
IOOo.:'jnw:s 10 re",uhb)e., as to be mistaken Cor cffotts of the true vibration. they are 
ncvertbck u aiwaysinfcrior.and I as. rule try the fint upper and IIndertooes to be lUte 

or the ran't. wbell thcaCl exists any doubt ia this fCIIpact. In ordiaary pI-rico tho &rat 
ckment whicb is given will be the frcqUCDCY. b 7 .. ;e the wave lmath must be UlUM;d 

as the first fixed quantity. Bllt as has be- E\ a1:rady mmct 011. aaotbet """"'ion. in an ap
paratuS "'dgned to give the MSI IE ,It the actual ioqtIt of the wire ......... Id be that which 

is obtaiocd. on the basil of .. ftlocity of propqatioIl ., equal to th,. olligbL I ba ... alt dy 
rem.rked. before that this il gcDCrally not true. tho .,... .. 1 Ioqth of wire b =;nl always 
.ma1ktr than the theoretical ~ .00 [ propene to put tel ...... d,ta derived from many 
experiments with coil. wonnd with diffaent wiRS and varying io lim" from which it will 
be poiftiblo to alwaY' obtain, Wombaoct, with any particular wile. j ..... l·tioa. aDd lize of 

de;: 04ent OD tLu ,M odw:r particvl'a of thiI kjnd, cliff ... nt ia IpIY;,1 caT. Such 

the length of tho wire is the djstributed carl-ity and I lball pi potly 'UPPOID, tbat by 
propel design it is 10 roduced, that the ICJl8Ih of wire is very r: rly equal to the 'MoitJtictl 
Imatb, or the IenJth of ODC quarter or thowa"" .. computed flom the veloQty of Iipt.1n 
tbia calC dim, if I betbe ..... ph ofwirc in the "extra coil"", .M l. tbia lftWlI: 11th. tho IE"ilh 

of the wire will be such that I=-~. Now &inee l.-~. wI: b6 II is tho frequcncy and 
4 • 

2,.. 
or"'" - l.. This is the simplest caM:. Tbc 

p , 
11- • we haWl l.=-

2>t P 
furt .... awore 

p 

2" 
period of the excitinE as well as will be 

where C is the capacity in farad} 
and L the inductance in henry 

of eacb of the 
.. e:ltra coils" 

I I P or 11 ___ --; 
T lTr;..JLC 211: 

I I 
or p - 01' LC--

.,jLC P' 

'This condition, as is well blown, must be fulfilled. whatever be the Ieqth of the 
wire. to enable the mnjmum rise of pi' " ure to take pI'cc, and also, p must be the same 
number for both sysJcms, obviously. Now evideatly in designing the apparatus, in any 
cale. the apcrUncntcr will know apprO:l;m.tcly what e.m.!. be would wish to ICIClINo 
and consequently he will bavean ideA how much difTercnce ofpiwsure he will baWl hetWE Elf 
the turns" and this will pve him again an idea how be must pl·ce the windings mOlt ad-
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of ......... " :, de .. -d ...... 00 the kiM of WDC'" ' ;' 

will exist .cw'-ia maximum pi LI'JrC,. Gnmted DOW the d;-nw:tu orthc c:oil to hom lie c
ted is sc"kd upoo. it wiD be at ODCC ICC n tbet, .. "mini tams arc woo,,", 011 ""eil • 
D_nee is obtaiocd. the iDdwUnce of the coil end the cal 
bo maUCh e. II more twLi are WOILnd oa tho d.um II ., number will be propGItH.*'ez 
to the Ienath or the coil. tkilOt""orc to ibc IoaJlb of tbc wire,» d tho iade_, ..... wiD .. 
popoation-te - OIl the ODe band. to the square oftbco tU.ld or h )1: 'it 11 to tho ... ,. 
of'the IE 11th oftbo ~ and OIl tbe o«her hend, it will be mb dLIy ..... ew: '" 10 tile 
~ortbo"O'll , I ' '-ChU,h;", "«I'is!i ..... · ,piopoitK·41·Deto ....... oI ... 

-- the iDd" ,.- _ tbe who~ wiD be: pioportiooatc to the ratio !", DC to I thet if -~""'" ~. I ' 

to -f. tho jnd ... ,_pco 01 tbe coil, .. "ne UlUiD1l0 are "_d-' 011,. will po= _ ......... 
of the wire. ADd 10 wiD de ... e L""'" om:io: 
aMrOl'tbc'.Ji*:.C IU ',"hi.! 

wi! be inlW 'y U 'T. nd the IatcIb of the coil # taly .. T. lu .. tile; I ' •• z 

popc:w:tiorete to T . H I ' '. we an CXJH- 1 

bur J caJ .• y) ia 1 liM of 'end 'f., B ' it alIovld be n, .... dd.'.'aI' d 7 in die .. , .. 1_'" 

LC 1 . . . .,- .- ..... ·alaad - r,C.·'lll"t) e !In-' 'd withtbecolloDLl4iI:'~tca ·el'uA8Dttt.~ 

"'I L .ity. III '*H, *. dore,. we ihoaId maR the CIIp'c;ty oa the filL 7 Ii 7 1 .,~, b:: 
ill compariJoa with 1be dhbMI'aJ car I Sty of the roil, 01' it "'I it, be • 1 
the coil in other w.y;.. u by m.mtfn« the coil with • CODdl F lIS ia abtcb. )., - 01' ill 

any other way. bot 10 that the djstn"butcd a-ptcity 11101 be ".lectnl. II L tie d ip oC 

the coil is much liimplifcd, for t' • ODO of the COIlStI.Db. preferably C. ca:a be, .dopled: 
beforehand end the other coast ' D ! caknhlcd. It WI"D be in auch "·'r b ln to .... &rat 

,. 

- . 
COHO£NS(Jt5 WII'H , 
Sf"ltOl/>lG Gll'EAT 
'RESSVItE 

10_ .... _ 

ph 3 LYre ofthc tea ... ' 's ofthc coil is awso'Ji,m.tely bowD.. A praetica1 way ~.. ( .. os, 
to adopt. CODSIructioa beforeauglP 31M , I(l('Lriq: a 
of the P'lciftl of CODt\;L $ "1 in 1!lia with the turDs oftheu 7, d II itw:loly Clio,! f 
0110 oftbccom4ents, e ' iq first a value for the otbcrcoDdant, WhO , 
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convenient of the two. I have also found it practicable in some cases to avail myself of 
lome methods of tuning allowing exact observations as to the rise of . pressure in the 
excited circuit. and to tune a small number of turns first to a much higher liarmonic and, 
after completing this adjustment, to calculate the dimensions of the coil for the funda
mental vibrations from the experimental data secured. But in most cases such resources 
are not readily available and an approximate idea must be gained in other ways. There 
are a number of different considerations which, when followed out in connection with 
the preceding, will lead to the establishment of simple relations between the quantities 
primarily adopted and will enable an experimenter to construct such a coil to suit source. 
without previous e.xperim~nt and some of these I propose to consider on other occasions. 
Presently I shall indicate a way which. in some cases to which the calculated data were 
applied, has given satisfactory results. 

I 
The ideal capacity C which should satisfy thecquation LC=- is always a function 

p' 
of the distributed capacity C, and furthermore a linear function, so that C= KjC .. where 
K, is a constant, the value of which is to be deducted from the results of many varied 
experimen~ carried on to this end. But this capacity C1 is, as bas been found in many ex~ 
periments with coils of widely different dimensions, directly pro~rtionate to the length 
of wire and to the diameter of the same and furtheiihore to the' diameter of the drum. 
The latter will be understood when it is considered that the greater the diameter of the 
drum the greater is the potential difference between the turns and, consequently. the greater 
is the amount of the energy stored in the coil with a given length and diameter of the wire. 
Finally the quantity C, is inversely proportionate to the distance of the turns T . As to 
the dielectric constant it is only then important to consider when the turns are quite close 
togef.her so that the entire space between the turns is filled with the dielectric. When the 
turns are far apart this constant may be taken= 1. From this it follows that the capacity C 

interpreted as above may be expressed by the following equation: C=K Dd I when 
T x 9 X 1011 

the dielectric constant can be neglected. Here D is the diameter of the drum. d diameter 
of the wire, I lengtb of wire, 'f the distance between the turns. C is the "ideal" capacity 

I 
which will satisfy equation LC=- expressed in farads. The constant K is determined 

p' 
by practical experiments. When the turns are very close the dielectric constant must be 
introduced and C will be multiplied with the latter quantity. Now the inductance of the 

4nANl 
extra coil to be constructed is L= 9 henry. Here A= area of coil in em. square, 

II x 10 

" N=-number of turns. and II length of ceil in em. Now A="4 Dl. II raN (T+d). Hence 

4rc; . ;D1Nl 1t2D~ N 
the inductance will be L= = Z"",:,,,,,, 

N(,+d) I()' (,+<1) 10' 
henry. Taking these values 

for Land C we have, with reference to 
1 nlDlN diD 

above, -= X K or 
pI ('f+d) 10' Tx9xlOIl 

(T+d)T.>c 9 x 1020 

p l= 7[lD l dINK-

Since in the preceding the diameter of the drum is assumed, from practical conside
rations it will be convenient to find the number of turm. N. The quantities D and T arc, 
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of course. ;nter .. -onncctcd since by assuming D and deciding on the Pf( I,UrCI to be obtained 
bd'orehand, l' is practically given. The diameter of the wire will in most cases also be selcc1,i 
beforehand so that then merely N is to be determined to satisfy the condition of resonance: 
for any frequency specified. Now J:::Z'KDN hence substitutinl this we have from above : 

1 1 (1'+d)1' x 9 x 1()lO 2 (1' + d)T x 9 x 1020 d f 
p - or p - an rom this we let 

Tt1[)3dNxDNK 'Kl[)4dNlK 

N2 _ (T + tI) l' X 9 x 10IG or N _ 3 x 1010 "";(1' + I) T . . .. • •• . 
wtrdp2K Dlp"";xlK..[d 

This formula may serve to give an approximate K1ea of how many turns are to be 
wound on in cas: s when the length of the wire. owing to the capacity in the excited circuit, . ( . is smaller tben"4 or respectively smaller than 2" if the circuit is not ODC of the kind il· 

lusttated in diagrams above - that is, one in which the potential on one terminal is many 
times higher th&n 00 the other, but an ordinary circuit, in which there is a symmetrical 

rise and fall of pressure at both tbe terminab). but thecquatiOD usumcnha~, tbe die

Icctric constant, is= 1 or nearly so. 

From a number of experiments the value for K with wire No. 10 as used in prcceding 

experiments was found to be nearly _ ~~ . Introducing; this value in cquationfor Nand 

747 x 10' .,jT(T+d) 
reducing the coastant qu,ntitics we find N- 1 • 

D p d 
To sec how close this formula will give the value of N in a special case take, for in

staooc. the SfICOOdary with 40 turns experimented with bd'orc. [n this particular case we 
have the following data : 
diameter of coil, average, 40 feet=480"- 1220 cm. approx. 

D = I220 cm. ; Dl= I488 x 101 ; -r- 5 cm.; d= 0.2S4 CID. 

Relonancc in secondary from previous tests took place with the primary period being 
4.836 . ... 

T = 10' ,this was also the secondary penod and from this n -=20,700 approxlRl&tely and 

this gives p .... 13O,OOO very nearly. On the basis of these data we would have: 

- ~_747 x lO' /T(1'+d) _ 747 x 10' 15 x 5.254 
Dlp " d 1488 x l(}l x J3 x lO"" 0.2S4 

_ 747 x 10
1 v' 103.4 _ 747 x 1()2 x 10.16 

1488 x 13 1?344 

747 x 1016 758,952 3"" - - - .7..... turns 
1?344 1?344 

This comes indeed very close, the turns being actually 40 for the condition of re
son. nce as experimentally shown. 

This will be followed up. 
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Colorado Springs 
July' _!l, 1199 

Sclf-iDductioa coil for <:endED .... mdhod in coa.juac(ion with eseill,ha, traDlf'ofhn, 
AdapWt to Tbomu docIcwork lad ooa& nC(c 1/2 mfd. rnn OQ bInd (ODe of the tAO 

.".I! cxwvL-RH'S). Cnpadly"YCD. 1/2 mfet... b .. 5" .ISO aiU:U: wi- .1 of dor1 Actt bc Dill 

..... mati ... contact bPS 180 ftdb tunrs about 20 .. aUDute. TbiI"ycs weaks 180)( 20 - 60 
- , V 60 

pc.- r rood. HCR at e Hob m.ke .M bleak we bal'C • waw iD the coadcnscr. ,ad tuaiD, 

I"ftIMAIIY 01' 
O$CllL lU"5F. 

-

"'''.--01"" with CJ5ciJiators. 'I'm:!. to meke .-cbe Dumber of boah 

2xg T __ Lx-
10' 2 

I I 21't T-----T.:" 
II 60 10l 

I 
Lx-

2 

F h- L_h 10' -2000 -_1" _ 1'0 tom t '5 ..... • 
144 _ 560 

This W(>U1d .of. be r . 
I 

lizeble with .. coa.densr.r of 2mfd. TIP r ,cCorc • laaZLi condoa.-

... or qukhr break T-Cen,,}, - will \'J.Dration always t.b piece throup. tho hiah ro-

4L 4 
si,,'noeof"iSitiwedcvicel _>Rl Take L- l he:ory,weha¥IC >I(2,8XI0'>* 

C I 

...... , lOOO R. TIIiI .... IVY > 
.nn stiD take pI.OC. 

2 X 10' 
shows ,h., although rc ;stann:: ml.y be vcay large, vibration 
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Colorado Springs 
July 13. 1899 

CofllideratiODS ICprdina working of oscillator without lpark in accondary. Thil 
is a considerable advantage because of economy and also facility of exact Iynchronous 
adjttt;tmenL Wbm. spark: used the latter djfficult as capacity is ch.ngrd by varyiog distaDCCI 

of teumna", also beeawe spark establishe5 short circuit temporarily. In 1C'k:.aJ, the 
prOC' 35 is "ery complicated and the tuning only partially IUOC' nru!. But using spark 
allo/WI obtaiDins of gr ' st sudden"'CS' ~d usinl short wave leopbs. 1bc shortnc I1 of waves 
giv", high e.m.f. and. thcref'ore, pC8.t effect at distance. Without spark it is difficult to 
obtain high c.m.f. with mort wa.~s. Long waves on the other hand are Jess absorbed and 
aUow exact tuning. FoUowiq plan SCCDlI to offer perticu1ar ad.'V6DtalCl tbat •• 
work well in NeW York oscillator. 

l 

R 

c 

S is the ICCOndary of oscillator. To this is connected a coil L with capacity Ct . Tbe 
ICCOndary is shunted by a condenser C C. This conden' I r can be of latse sphetw when 
practicable. No spa.rk should 10 over the spheres C C aDd . tree" ........ hould be paccl'Cntcci. 
Now the adjustment may be such that system L C1 iI any upper harmonic. In this system 

~ should be u large 8S possible. The free vibrations of L C1 can be transmitted upon 

oarth through condenser C C. 

". 

Colorado Springs 
July 14, 1899 

Further considerations in regard to producing most effective mOVemeDt without 
spark gap in accondary. 2) A way which was experimented with in New York about a year 
and a half ago and worked exceedingly well and also later with boat, was to produce a 
very quick primary vibration and induce currents in secondary of a few turns which bu 
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ODO of its ends to earth and the other connected to Ii large capacity. Con.nectiODS we~ 
as illustrated. ---

Fig. I) supply direct current 220 volL Mercury break 1600 per second. The secondary 
Sl with small condenser C and spark gap d, primary P 2-3 turns. 

'" J" 

, , , , 

'C-___ _ _____ / 

,. 

, • 

" 

1 
Fig. 2) supply circuit about 600 V; small condenseI$ C C, "2 mfd. cach, I tum 

primary. Both of the arrangements worked well, that illustrated in 2) more economical 
but waves longer. 

3). Another way (and seemingly best) is to provide a secondary which CODsists 
of a number of elements comprising condenser and coil each of a high frequency of vibra
(j.on and all joined in series. The primary vibration sbould be quick conespoDdina to 
that of each of the elements of the secondary. In this manner any e.m.f. may be secured • 
. the secondary may be of any length yet it will vibrate quick. 

(To be followed up). 
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Colorado !;pri.orgs 
July IS. 1899 

Some arrangements in telegraphy involving the Dynamo principle (first brou,ht 
to Page some years ago). Present apparatus built two years 8g0 in New York, worked 
very well. Consider which tbe best of the following modifications : [n cue I. sensitive 

•• , , 
,. 

, 
• -

device a with battery around field F. In armature circuit independently a recefver Rand 
battery BI • The receiver may be a relay, and in addition, to insure grealer sensitiveness 
another sensitive device as a, may be joined in convenient manner in the armature circuit. 
In case 2. the urnature and field circuits arc joined in series and battery and receiver 
are in shunt to both. also sensitive device a. In both cases the sensitive device may be also 
in series with the field or field and armature though arrangements I and 2 seem preferable. 
[n arrangement 3. a shunt dynamo is shown, the sensitive circuit being also in shunt 
to the te&minals of the dynamo. In addition, to regulate excitation of dynamo a shunt 
of rugh self~ind . is placed around the sensitive device a. Such a sbunt may also be used 
with good effect in Fig. 2. 

•• 
, 

, , , 
, 

, • , 

Fig. 4 illustrates one of the dispositions with an alternate and - preferably - high 
frequency dynamo. The letters arc self-explanatory. The sensitive device a l may be omitted. 
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Colorado Springs 
July 16. 1899 

In order to produce the greatest possible movement of electricity through a region 
of the earth in accordance with the plan involving use of a single terminal oscillator. 
as bcrc experimented with. it is desirable to obta.in in some way a larF Cl.plcity on the 
free telmina!. This is connected with difficulty as spheres get to be too large with moderate 
tensioDs and when the tensions go into the millions, streamer'S can not be easily overcome. 
The streamer'S involve loss of prcssure just as leaks would on a water pipe which is closed 

} at one end. Large capacity is obtainable in a number of ways of which somo are: 

I) a coil wound for maximum capacity (internal). The turns arc so disposed that 
between the adjacent turns of layers there exists a gteat difference of potential, as mueh 
as the insulation can stand. Tbis is best done by following plan illustrated in Fi,. I in 

, 

,.-;: 000000000 

000000 00 

o 000 0 0 0 0 0 

000000000 

000000000 

00000000 

which there exists bctwoen each two turos one half of the total difference of piWlure 
wruch is active on the terminals of the coil. But other arrangements may be followed as. 
for instance, illustrated in Fig. 2. or similar dispositions may be made so that there sball 
be the pcatest possible diffCiWCC of P« 'sure between the adjacent layers. Or the capacity 
may be increased by a conducting coating over the insulation of the wire, which coating 
may be connected suitably so to secure the maximum storago of energy in the coil; 

2) A valuable way of proviwng capacity is to employ a vessel in which the gas is 
more or leu rarefied. The clcctrodcs loading in ahould be of wire gauze and present a larp: 
surface but throughout of small radius of curvature. Such a way of obtaining Iarp: capacity 
L.fiDd very good in telegraphy in connection with receivers and their circuits. Hydrogen 
seems to be better than other gases to employ in the rarefied vessel. 

3) Capacity may be also provided. by storage batteries or voltameters or liquid 
condensers. 

4) Another way i, by local condensers arranged on cod of wire noar tbe free te,mjpat. 
This is illustrated in annexed diagrams. In Fig. 1. and 2. two of the many arrangements 
are shown. In Fig. I .• condenser is placed at the free end of the secondary S of the oscil
lator, the other end being connected to earth. One coating is direc:tly connocted to the end 
of the secondary, tbat is to b, the other coating to a point 0 which has a suitable differencc 
of potential with CC$pect to h. By tbe opa.tion of the oscillator energy is stored in the 
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condenv.r C. whkh energy must aU be s~pplied through the secondary. thus proc!uc:ina 
• large mO-t"Cment in and out of the earth. A modified arrangement is shoWD. in Diagram 2. 

, 

" ..... 
r---W W- l 
I . ' I __ _ J 

, , 
I 
I 
I 

p ' 

An are may be maintained on the places marked x. Proper rules of tuninl are obsened 
to secure best result. 

Colorado Springs 
1uly 17, 1899 

Sorno arranaements of apparatus experimented with. Modifications of fOll1lU plln. , 

, . 

• 

Hero relay is placed in series with sensitivo device but in ICCOadary. In this way 
relay is not affected by break. The charge of condenser may be rcptatcd by varying L 
or by resistances in series witb L or witb S. 
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, 
, 

• '= 
, 

The relay is affected by the break in this disposition but the action was good in some 
instances; probably secondary S was more effcctive in breaking through the sensitive 
device D. 

, 

• 

0' 

This disposition is simple and secures good results but one disadvantage bas been 
found in the short circuit of the secondary through the condenser, which is DC¢( ssarily 
too large for the high teosion socondary since it fits the primary P. The above defect is 
reduced largely by the introduction of regulable self·induction L, or similarly a resistance 
is used instead of L. In all these dispositions of apparatus the effect upon the sensitive 
device is rendered accumulative. 

Colorado Springs 
July 18, 1899 

Other arrang:ments of apparatus experimented with. 
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In this sc~ the excitation of the condenser and therefore also of the sensitive 
device Q was regulated by an adjustable self~induction and additional battery 8

1
, Th:~_ 

battery B can be in tbe same or opposite direction working through the device Q. The for. 
Dler was apparently preferable. 

, 

, 

, 

Of these two connections the first wa, advantageous .. the battery was not 
working except when the sC"sitive device was excited. 

, 

• , 
• 

This was • plan (3) similar to one previously experimented with. only the battery 8 
was placed so as to be able to charge the condenser. 

, , 

• 

To determrne excitation of sensitive device to the point of breaking down a self
-induction coil L (very high) was placed around it (4). This coil was also tried witb con
DClCtiODS changed as indicated by dotted lines. 

Here again (5) a part of secondary was used as primary. The arrangement worked 
WC'JI probably because as in some instances previously the secondary was open and the 
rise of pressure considerable upon a small excitation of device o. This is suitable for a 
device of great resistance. 
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July 19, 1899 
.. -

Somo limplc dispositions in the practical uses of apparatus as now avail.ble. 

O. 

N O 

• 

The COONXctlOtlS in thCI osciUator as DOW manufactured are as &bown in fint .ketch. 
In this way the I.pparatus is used as a sender. The C00tItC ... tiODS are now by .. throw of 
.. switch changed in such .. way that all can be used in Itceiviq tho MInge. One of tho 
aimplcst connections is sbown in the (eUawing sketch. The relay R should have .mall self
-induction. By battery B, the excitation of device a is regulated For facility of adjUltIDODt 
• resist'O(;O , is also iaaertcd. The awitch is to be worked out in detail. 

,. 

• 
• 

In Uling the .nethod of excitins the dcvicc a by mcana of OICillatiq traDsfOfih H 
tho <XJDltructiOD of .. spocial apparatus may be obviated by winding the prim.ry diloc:tly 
upon the relay so that the relay itself is tbo transformer. This is Ichem'lically indicated 
in the sketches in wbich the letteta indicate the same, In the fint the battery should bo all 

open circuit. in the latter .. closed circuit type. 
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Iuly 20, 1899· .. -

GaIvanometa from Colorado eon. let up 011. k ud plate ,M four rubber luppot:1I. 
I d plate SO It.. R.csi."D('A'! rou&h1y 2530 ohms. Tho .fUamco.t is very abort:. vibration 
quick, altogether not best quality but possible suitable for approximate determinations 
of ratios and resist-nee IIW'Uieow::nt otc. 

,. 

I dry cell 1.43 volt 

1_ • _ -:;-;=--:I:-.4:;:3"x:-:2::60-:30::::----:-::::-
10000+ 2530 x 100 2630 x 10.000 + 2530 x 100 

, 2630 

• . - 1.43 x 263 

2,655,300 
this gave 13.5 deflection. 

... 

100 
1- I or 

2530 

... , 

10 1_ x 
253 

,. " .. 

1.43 x 263 376.09 - . 
2,655,300 67,179,090 ' 

this pve U.S dcgroos of 'C" ..... hence K for one degaw cullent 

! 

-",,; 

.,,' 

376.09 I I 
K - - - -=-,.,..,-:-:-::- approx. WJIJ do to#' IlR 

67,119,090 x 13.S 67.179,090 x 13.S 2,411 .. 438 

- -. 376.09 

lItlnvl-.d. 

To tat proportionality OD ..... Ie the plvaoometer was CQolM'lCfod across 1000 ohm'. 
This ' pvc • deftect.ioo of 98" on IC'k Tbc cu.rreo.ts computed wwe in both a u : I .. 

---;;;10""7:,;1;-,6.,,,7;- . •. . . . ---; • This showed the n+'OP'lty of lIlCielS'DI fins! of i ' adml by plaaDI ....... 
100,961.9 

f'nrtbcr. For "",U deDcctioDJ proportioaality quite risorous. 
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Colorado Springs 
July 21, 1899 

Various arrangements with two sensitive deviccs for the purpose of increasiol 
efficiency of receivers in telegraphy. Also for directing currents. 

Two sensitive devices. disposed as indicated and so constituted that they break down 
or respond easier to impulses of one direction than to those of the other, allow the com~ 
mutation of ,alternating currents. For this purpose a device may be employed, described 
before, cons;sting of a glas~ tube and two metallic plugs. the glass tube being about half 
filled with nickel chips or fillings of other metal. [0 Fig. I. it is supposed that tbe devices 
001 have this quality which may be given, for instance. by a batttry in e4lIch circuit as 
shown in Fig. 2. In both sketches I} and 2) a relay R R is shown having ooe of its le.gs 
in one of the circuits and the other leg or coil in the second circuit. In trua manner the 
impulses coming, for instance. from a distance as in telegraphy can be made to exercise 
an accumulative effect. The alternating impulses arc led in through k'rminp1s t t. 

,. , ,. , 
• • • 

, 
• 0, 

• 
• 

, • • 
, • 

, 

------- -- - -- ---

Fig. 3. illustrates one of the connections · of apparatus experimented with with 
good success , The method of excitation and magnification by means of an oscillating 
transformer is used and the relay and secondary were connected either as shown in the 
plain lines or in the modification indicated by the Botted lines. The letters have the salJlC 
meaning as in previous instances. [n Diagram 4. similar connections are shown. merely the 
IClf·induction coil L has been done away with and secondary S adjusted accordingly. 
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Figs. 5.-8. show apin modified dispositions. Fia. 5. : the condenser is in the bridge 
and tbe legs oftbe receiver are placed one in each of the two circuits. In Fig. 6. the conde'nsu 
il pl.ced around a battery which is graduated by a resistance (Dot shown) so that the 
secondary S stra.in! the devices a at to the poiDt desired. Fig. 1. sbows • similar plan with 
the sec:o~dary in shunt to one of the sensitive devices and in Fig. 8. two sensitive devices 
one in one and tbe other in the second circuit of which each COntaiDS • condenser and 
its own primary. 

'--c:'"':r-r-
,. 

• 

, , ~,-~,:::.... 
• 

•• 
" " 

Fig. 9. shows a plan followed. in numerous variations and which is capable of excel
lent results. 

Fia. 10. again shows a form of connections which worb extremely WCU. It i, lui
table for usc in connection with single terminal oscillators. 1be capacity or elevated teimiRaI 
may be at C and also at Ct. Both cases result sood. 
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July 22, 1899 

Further mode" of conmr';DI apparatus with two I: rsiti'lft: dm';"4 COl' k'r .. _phy 
,nd such puipoal, L. A (:()QQCC(ioo as in .hleh showed. quite zrtiuKtorJ' i ,dta. The SCQ._ 

lim- 1* 3, was pcohebly due to tho fact that tho Iceo .... ".,. was open .. in a pnMous m
st'nco, Several plan' of workina: with two or more dC'ric: , in multiple _ae ell ui" cntod 
with. The idea was to introduce". ' tc:r" RIgUlarity ,nd reduce If Ji .......... oCtbc path throuab 
•• , . 

, 

the sensitivc apparatu.t. Some arrange:meots worked wclJ. f~r i,!!bnce the ODe iUUltratod 
in sketch :2. In 3. both devices a and 0. were shuntod. by .. high self-induction L. tho induc
tive and ohmic resistenoc of which was regulated 10 tbat devi<::es a aJ would brak down 
at tho 'lightest disturbe'P'l The ('CIuJu were fair but DOt better than before obtain tt with 
other dispos1tioDS. The relay was placed in a Dumber of ways. but rcsuJ" when it was in 
the IOCODdu), S. 

•• 

In Diagram 4. the arno mode of connwtion was omployod. oaJy .. btuor)' .nd roJay 
'WCid placed in the bridge. The employn","t ofthc .pecial battery B1 allowed lOme adjust
menu to be made Dot practicable in Diagram 3. Generally, battery B, was diCfCiencially 
CODacctcd with respect to battery B. 

,. ,---c:::' r- - •• • , 
, 

' -
. .....; 
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• 

Diagram 5. again l.hows a form of connections slightly modified, two batcrics being 
• 

t'sed in series to strain the sensitive devices a GI _ Results about the same. .-
In Diagram 6. the connection! were as p~viously shown in Diagram I. only the 

rel&y was plared in the KC.Ot\dary S . This worked ~xull~,.tly. 

I.D. Fi.t.- 1. the. u :me oon:Mlwons 'Were: ro\ainod omy a rugh seU-induction was eon
DCCtcd around the dcvicca and regulated 10 that devioes were rendered very sensitive. 

Fig. 8. shOW! an arrangement to be nsed in conitection with plucnt oscillator emplo
yed. as sender. The switching connectiollS arc to be simplified. The oscillator with mercury 
break and ita induction coil work. much belle' than interrupten dr:ven by clock.· 
work and smaU special coils. Important . 

, •• 
-" , 

• • • • 
' -j 

, • , 
• 

• " • 
~"IN I fAN , 

• -
'The employment of the mercury break particularly makes the apparatus efficient, 

probably bcc.use of perfect relularity of workj~ whicb can Dot be secured by spring 
contacts or bnuhcs. The efficiency is also in .. measure due to the small resistance of 
prim.ry circuit fxnuso of the large copper sectiOD. and ,ood mercury contact. It is hiJhly 
important that in prcced.iD., disposition.s of apparntus the break is of high frequency, the 
coDdenaet large and best iasulatod and ~ conversion in coil elflelml. 

Co!ortJdo Springs 
July 23, 1899 

In investigating the propagation through the media, and more particularly through 
the ground. of the e1cctrica.1 disturbances produced by the experimental oscillator, as 
well as tbose caused by liJhtniDg discharge, to which work a few hOUR were so far devoted 
every day, a form. of sensitive device used in some e~pcriments iD New York was adopted, 

- ' . 
•• 

as the best suitable fot these purposes. Thi~ device, and the manner of preparing it. it is 
In one form it comprised a glass tube 3/8" inside diameter 
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having two brass plugs fittcd in its ends. The plugs had their inner surfaces highly polished 
and the distance between them was frem 1/8"-1/2". The tube is illu:;trat~ in Diagram 1. 
in which a is the glass tube and b b l the plugs of metal with narrow projections C C 1 for 
support and contact, respectively. The space betwcea the plugs was filled about 1/3 full 
with coafSC chips of nickel. These chips were made by a milling tool or puoch so as to 
be as much as possible equal in size and shape, this being of considerable importance for 
the good performance of the instrument. The plug b had a small reamed (tapering) hole h 
in the center extending to some distance into tho plug so as to enable its being pl.cod 
on a small arbor fitting into the hole and rotated by clockwork at a uniform rate of speed. 
In some caus when the working of tbe d:vice was excellent the speed was 16 revolutions 
per minute. But often the instrument W&!l rotated very much faster in which case it was 

merely necessary to increase the e.m.£. of the battery which was used to strain the device 
to the point of breaking down, A beautiful feature of this kind of device is that by regula
ting the speed its sensitiveness may be regulated at will and in this respect it is preferable 
to similar devices which are stationary, tbe contact after being established being broken 
by tapping, The device act& exactly like a cell of selenium, its resistance diminishing when 
the disturbances reach it, being automalically incre'Stwi in consequence of rotation and 
IC'paration of the chips when the disturbances cease to affect the I,tter. The rotation of 
the device replaces here the property of recovery which the sctenitJm possesses. otherwise 
the similarity is complete. To insure a quite satisfactory working and permanent state I 
prepare this form of device in the following manner: 

The glass tube, plugs and the chips to be "sed are first thoroughly cleaned with pure 
absolute alcohol and dried. Next, one of the plugs, as b, is slipped into one end of the 
gltiS tube and the required amount of chips is put in the other. plug bL being finally inserted 
closing the tube nearly helillctica.lIy, but not quite so. Now the device is placed upon a 
cylinder of meta] with a hole in the center, to allow the small part of one of the plugs b 
or bJ to slip in, with some space between, and permit the plug to rest upon and in good 
contact with the upper surface of the metal cylinder which is then slowly heated, as by 
being placed upon an electrica1 stove or a plate supported above an alcohol lamp, When 
the lower plug is brought to the required temperature, sealing wax is run around t,he rim 
projecting for this purpose, beyond the glass tube. The metal cylinder is now aRowed 
to cool down slowly until the scaling wax is in some degree solidified when the instrument 
is turned over and placed with tbe other plug on tht' cylinder and the operation of sealing 
the joint between glass and plug repeated. During this preparation the chips arc of course 
at an elevated temperature and a1l moisture is expelled so that, when the instrument js 
ready, a thoroughly dry atmosphere exists within the same, this being essential for good 
performance. The atmosphere is, howevtr, at a pressure slight1y below that of tbe sur
youMing air, When the device is carefully prepared it works remarkably well, and in 
comparative tests showed itself superior to this kind of device of the form ordinarily advo
cated, During a few days I carried on tests of this kind which brought out the good qualities 
of this kind of instrument. In one instance two of them were compared with a third device 
of the ordinary form in which the sensitive grains were immersed in an atmosphere consi
derably rarefied and contact was broken with a tapper. In all three instruments the grains 
of nickel were of the same size and shape. One of the terminals of each of the devices was 
connected to a ground wire, while the other terminals were each joined to a piece of wire 
extending to a small height, these pieces or wire being the sam( in all particulars. All the 
three devices were strained as far as was practicable by batteries so as to be at the point 
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of breaking down and tlCnsitive to a high degree. Although the picces of wire oxtending 
into the air were only of a I~ngth of a few feet. all tbe instruments recorded the disCharges 
of lightning up to about 30 miles as the storm moved away. At this point it was fouod 
nw ·;sary to set the instrument with the "tapper" 10 that it was atill more lCositive when 
it res~nded but in an irregular manner, while the othcc two devices continued to record 
regularly up to a distance of about fifty miles when the disturbanoes ..... sod. probably 
owing to the cessation of the storm. I infcrrod from these cxperiments. carried on for some 
timc with tbe view of selecting and adopting the best form of such a device. that when 
the particles of metal are rotated they arc, as it were, suspended in the air and in this 
condition morc susceptible to the inOuence of the disturbances than when they arc kept 
stationary. It seems. however, that when rotated, the particles arc not so liable to stick 
togctbcc and cause irregularity of action such as ob5ervablc in the ordinary form of such 
a device. As to the amount of chips, if more are put in the instrument must bo rotated at 
a higher speed or else the battery straining the dielectric mwt be we·ker. Through this 
kind of instrument much stronger CUHonts can be paSSC'4 without dam.ging it and making 
it further nn6t for work. Another form of such instrument particularly suitable for expcrij 
mentation is illustrated in Diagram 2. It consisted of a brass plug b with a fibre tube -

" •• 

into which was fitted another brass or metal plug hi which was held in place by a fibre 
washer 11 and metal nut n. In other devices of similar construction the space between the 
plugs was adjustable. This form of instrument was particularly suitable for testing the 
properties of sensitive grains g. Before testing the grains and the instrument as well were 
thoroughly dried. To get an idea of the resistance of such devices when in either statc, 
excited or not, the resistance of many was measurod under varying conditions. A fair 
idea is conveyed by saying that, unexcited, they measured more than 1,000,000 obms 
whilc the resistance would sink down to 300 or even 50 ohms or still less when excited. 
When highly sensitive they would respond to sound waves at a considerable distance. 

Ex/U,~ents with o$cillator 35 turns in $econdtuy on tapering frame No. 10 
B. &: S. wire. 

This is the first test of the Westinghouse transformer installed a few days ago. It 
was tried yesterday evening but only for a short time to merely get an idea how it wiD 
behave. The c.m.f. used was 7SOO volts or less. Today a pressure of 15.000 volts on the 
secondary was used. Best resonating action was obtained with one primary tum and a few 
turns in the regulating coil. The spark gaps were as long as obtainable in the box. that is, 
about 7 turns of the screw on each side, possibly an inch or so. An approximate estimate 

75 
places the primary inductances at 15,000 cm. or Lp= 10' H. The primary capacity was 

88 jars in each of the sets in series. The capacity of one jar being approximately 0.0035 mfd. 
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The total capacity Cp is = O.IS4 mfd. From this calculated, and neglecting as in most cues 
214 

before the reaction of the secondary, we get T= 10
7 

or n=46,730 per second. 

Obst'rvatloas: A spark gap being established between the froc terminal of the secon
dary and an earthed wire, strong atreamers were »Cen on the latt~'. This shows very rigorous 
action and demonstrates that the potential of the neighbouring parts of the ground must 
be considerably affected. Very $Irong sparks on lightning arresters as the secondary di
scharge is playing over the gap. This is ocrtainly extraordinary as the ground is nowexcel
lent on tne secondary. The arc, horizontally passing about 32" long is very powerful, thick 
and givinEj a vivid light, the noise is deafening. The arc passes sometimes on a downward 
course. Is;it attraction or due to surgings of the air in consequence of violent explosions'! 
When large balls JO" diam. are placwt in the gap the spark length is nevertheless aman. 
This shows the secondary can not supply the great amount of energy nocessery for charging 
the large balls to full pressure. This may be due simply to the imperfect inductive con
nection with the primary or to the small amount of power now available from the supply 
transformers, as there are only two of them, and the Westinghouse transfonner works 
only at 1/4 of the normal pressure. This would mean roughly 1/16 of its total perform'nce. 
On some points of the balls small streamers are observed; must be due to Toughness or 
points on the places. The balls will have to be gone over and all the surface polished up. 
It would be impossible for streamers to break out from balls of suctt size unless the pres
sure is a few millions of volts, which cannot be the case at pr*nt.,A curious feature is to 
see the sparks deviate and rollow wooden beams or planks plaocd: nearby. [ rather think. 
this is merely due to an effect of tbe currents of air which are prevented from circulating 
freely on the side of the plank or beam. ,The intensity of the vibration in the primary is 
evidenced by sparks passing between the turns or the regulating self-induction coil in the 
primary. Between the beginning and end or the coil, although only a few of the turns are 
inserted, the sparks are sometimes 3" long. This shows a very high e.m.f. on the prim''Y 
and I almost think there must be a mistake as to the pitch estimated which, judging from 
these sparks, would seen to be much higher. 1bis is to be investiptod closer. Exporimeu
lation shows that it is very decidedly better to adopt one tum of primary iDlt~ .d of two 
and if a lower frequency is desired rather to increase the primary capaaty. With one tum 
the explosions are more violent and the regulation is much more convcnienL In these 
experiments the jars do not seem to be much strained, which indicates well. At times 
sparks will break through inside of the secondary between the turns and 
to the ground. The sparks arc very strong from small wires attached. to the 
rree end of the secondary more 10 than from thick wiccs. When a coil was connected 
to the free secondary end the vibration could not be well established, evidently the coil 
was "out of tune" and by its capacity and inductance interrered with the froc vibration 
or the secondary. The sparks went from the gap-box to the ground though the box was 
well insulated; there is danger of inftaming the building by this or by the secondary sparks 
following the wooden structure. The experiments were continued with 7500 volts as yester
day but the work.ing was unsatisfactory. This showed finally that yesterday ODC of the jan 
in one set was bad and there was only one set acting. the olhcr set being sbort circuited; 
tll.atis why an e.m.f. of 7500 volts was sufficient yesterday. The Westinghouse trausformer 
gains in e.m.f. as jars are put on, the maximum rise seems still remote, this argues well 
for the economy of the transformer. The iocandcsocnt lamps are all destroyed iu conse
quence of the intense secondary vibration, the filaments being broken by electrostatic 
attraction towards the glass. Lamps were spoiled at a distance of 40 lUI from the secondary 
free terminal! This action is likely to give trouble in future experiments. A curious obser
vation is that all horses shy. It is due to sound or possibly to CUI lent action through the 
ground to which horses are highly sensitive either owing to greater susceptibility of the 
nerves or perhaps only because of the iron shoe establishing good ground conncc;tion. 
I am not quite certain that the secondary vibration is fundamental although for a lower 
or higher tone it is too powerful. The external gaps used in some trials seem to improve 
the action somewhat in rendering the discharges of the primary more sudden. If time 
should permit the vibration will be investigated by a rotating mirror to be prepared. 
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Colo,ado Springs 
1uly 24. 1899 

£X~'itMnls with tbe s~condary 35 II/'ll.! were continued today. [n. connection with 
the sec.onduy an "extra coil" was "Sect The same was before dcscribod having 260 turns 
on a drv.m 2 feet in diam. of cord No. 10. The inductance of the: coil as before found was 

. 0_' 000 139 "- ~- '1 . apprOXlma ...... y 13.900, em. or 1()4 u .. Dry. HI" COl was connected wltb the lower end 

to the free terminal of the secondary wbil~ the upper end was left free. a few feet of wire 
extendios into the air. ResoolOoc. as evidenced by .. treamers (maximum) on free end of 
coil, was obtained exactly as in a previously recorded experiment with 9 jars in each set 
of the primary condonsers. or slightly 1c:ss, at any rate 8-9 jars caused the largest display 
of the streamers on the free end. The streamen were only three feet long as the energy 
from the supply circuit was limited. the intention beinS to first study the peculiarities and 
behaviour of the transformers before t·kina them to tbeil full output. A simplc computa
tion showed that the resonant fiSC on the free end was chiefly. if not whoUy, due to (he 
rise in the coil itself, the free vibration of tbe .econdary beiDS comparatively of small 
mOlDcDt. To study the harmonics the capacity in the primary circuit was doubled but the 
effect, as expcctc:d, was very small. Now the capacity in primary was again doubled, it 
being expected that the st..reamers would be of considerable power under these conditions. 
This was the first UndcnOBC and it should have been fairly strons- But singularly nothing 
to speak of was Doted altboush the adjustments were carefully BODe throush apin and 
again. It was thousht that owiDa to Ii. very .mall arc in the primary the oscillation did 
not readily establish itself but this was Dot hi&hly probable though such has takeD place 
in experiments which I m'de before.. The arc was ncal'trily smal! as the capacily wu 
very tarID in the primary. Tho tnniDS was 'VOrf .. harp with twice the capacity in primary 
so that .. ' little variation in the self·inductioD regulatins coil made the sbeamers change 
very considerably. [expe:t that it was .h·rper .till with four times the primary capacity 
so that. after all, the resonant condition may have been missed. This miaht have been 
the case easily as aU the varialion from no streamers to their trUJXimlllPl would have lakeD 
pI'ce by ,oing through only ODe fU'U/~r of OM tlU7l. and possibly Iu.t, of tbe regulating 
coil. ThiI ahaipnes.l of tuning noted here and in previous instances in lome arrangements 
apin impresses mc with the value of such dispositions in telegraphy, when it is of great 
importaooe to isolate monses It seems possi~k: to IOCUl'C in.uch or similar ways an almost 
absolute privacy. The experiments with only two circuits .how this sufficiently. Continuing 
the experiments ODC of the balls of 30" diameter was connected to the free end of the coil 
and now the resonating condition was 5CCUred with 23 jan on each side of the primary. _ . . 
SummiD.l 'Up the results the vibration with coil alone. without ball, with 9 jars on each 

9 
.ide of primary was, approximately, taking the primary capacity equal to "2 x 0.003-

_0027_0.0135 mfd. 
2 

2 I 7 h ~945 
T1 _ l()l \10.0135 x l~ - lOS 10'-

_ 2n "';94.5- 2n 9.72 - 61.0416 
107 101 101 

or apprOl!:. -
10' 

61 

and n=l64.000 per second. 
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Now when the ball was attached the primary capacity was 

23 x 0.003 _ 0.069 _ 0.0345 mfd. 
2 2 

and the period 

2x I 7 21t" /2415 
Tl was - 10] V 0.0345 x 10;'" ''OJ" V 109 -

~2::-~"2 21t 2ltx15.S4 97.6 d 102460 Tz - -.-: v 41.5- x - an n- • 
107 101 107 101 pec sec. I 

The ball slows the vibration of the Luil very much down. From a selies of observation 
with capacities of varying value useful estimates may be made and the quantities of moment 
calculated. This mode of proceeding seems to offer features of considerable value in experi
mentation and it will be followed up. A curious observation in these experiments was that 
maximum rise was obtained always with the regulating coil practically all out. 

How is this to be explained? 

Experiments with the secondary 35 turns were resumed. The probable causes of the . -
curious phenomenon that maximum resonant rise (on the coil ' attached to the terminal 
of the secondary, as before described) took place whrn the self-induction regulating coil 
was practically all cut out - were considered. Evidently when the coil was cut out there 
was more energy available for the excitation of the primary turn and therefore the secon
dary was more strongly energized, this giving a higher electromotive force on its terminal~. 
Owing to this tbe impressed e,m.r. on the coil attached to the free terminal of secondary 
was greater and therefoce the coil was more strongly excited. Assuming then that the 
secondary free vibration did not take place, this explanation would be acceptable but 
for one thing: the maximum rise on the coil with 260 turns did not occur, when all the turns 
of the primary .regulating coil were cut out, but at a point when there remained still a few 
turns in series with the primacy. The phenomenon must be therefore interpreted differently. 
To all appearances the secondary free vibration djd occur, and there was a certain inductance 
in the primary which gave the highest e.m.f. on the excited coil on the free terminal of 
secondary. But now the latter was in fairly close inductive relation with the primary hence 
its own vibration was more or less modified by that of the primary. In altering the primary 
vibration. that of the secondary must have been, therefore. correspondingly altered. 
Now, the secondary excited the coil with 260 turns and. to insure the maximum rise on 
the free terminal of the coil, the secondary vibration ought to have been of exactly the 

. sa..me pitch as the free vibration of the coil. From this it is plainly seen that if the primary 
vibration was such as to favour a rise in the secondary of the pressure at the free terminal 
then the impressed e.rn.f. on the coil with 260 turns was greater; but this evidently, judging 
from the actually observed results, took place when the secondary vibration was "out 
of tune", more or less with tbe free vibration of the coil. Thus it happened that by raising 
the secondary e.m.f. up to a certain point there was an increased resonant risc on the excited 
coil. But when. by further cutting out turns of the regulating primary coil, the secondary 
vibration was modified more and more and brought "out of tunc" with the free vibration 
of the coil excited by tbe secondary, the resonant rise on the terminals of the excited coil 
was diminished. Now. with a certain small number of turns of the regulating coil still 
included in the primary, the relation between these opposing elements determining the 
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resonant rise was such as to insure the tIWlimum. I have no doubt that this is the COllect 

explanation of the phenomenon observed. At first I thought that the ienglh of the primary 
might have something to do with it, as I have observed before something to this efrcCt, 
but now I must reject this view as improbable. From the preceding it is now quite evident 
that in cases when the free vibration of the secondary can wert itself, the primary capacity 
and self-induction has to be such that lIl8.llimum e.m.f. is obtained on the secondary -
then the excited coil must be such as to vibrate in accord with the secondary or (inasmuch 
as the secondary vibration is affected by the primary) the free vibration of the excited coil 
must be the same as that of the combined primary and secondary system. When the vibra
tion in the secondary is exactly the same as the free vibration of the excited coil the maxi
mum rise will be obtained on the coil, in any event, but for tbe best result the secondary 
must also be tuned to the primary so that greatest impressed e.m.f. is secured on the coil. 

In cases when the secondary is in such intimate inductive connection with the pri
mary then the latter condition nctd not be considered and it is only neceuary to adjust 
the coil io that it will have the urne period as the oscillation in the secolldary. In fact, 
I believe this will be, in the end, the best condition in practice for, if the transformer be 
efficient, the connection between the primary and secondary must be a very close one. 
In such a case the higb impressed e .m.f. on the excited coil will be obtai~ed <wly by tran
sformation and not by resonant risco 

A gratifying observation was made today which was the following : the water pipe 
to which the secondary lower end was connected. and which conve~d the curreots to 
tbe ground, was disconnected from the secondary and the latter connected to a separate 
ground plate at a distance from all other ground connections. Everything was carefully 
examined to be quite SUR that there was no other ground connection in the seconct.ry. 
Nevertheless, when the secondary discharge was made to play, slrong sptUlu went eotIII

mIOwiy (J'~r 1M lightning arusu,s. There was no other possible way to explain the oc
curence of these sparks than to assume that the vibration was propagated through the 
ground and following the ground wire at another place leaped into the line! This is certainly 
extraordinary for it shows more and more clearly that the earth behaves simply as an 
ordinary conductor and that it will be possible, with powerful apparatus, to produce the 
stationary waves which I have already observed in the displays of atmospheric electricity. 
The mere observation of the sparks speaks well for the power of the apparatus used and 
c1earty shows that it is competent to carry tl' a great distance even as it is when used as 
a transmitter in telegraphy. Assume even that the pressure would diminish as the square 
of the distance from the source, still the performance would be remarkable. Such an as
sumption' seems to be justified when we consider that the density of the current passing 
over the earth'.s surface will diminish as the square of the distance from the center of the 
disturbance and comequently, the effective pressure at least, ought to diminish corres
pondingly. Now, in the experimenh above described the distance between point 0, where 
tbe lower end of the secondary was grounded to point b, where the sparks jumped from 
tbe ground to the line or vice versa, was 60 fect . Hence on the above assumption we can 
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E x' 
make the ratio -=- • where x will be in feet. At the lowest estimate E was 10000 '1olb 

e 601 I 
• 
I 

and Msuming an ordinary instrument be used as a receiver, requiring ofa volt_e 
10,000 

10,000 
between c and d, we would have r - 6()l x 1 - 36x 1010 or 600,000 feet or x-II. 

10,000 
miles nearly_ But by making the distance between c and d much 8lcater the tr&aamissioD 
radius may be greally extended. 

Capacity of s«oNltuy 3:5 '''''11$ UMd in preuding experimOlu. 

The average length of onc turD may be put at approximately 135.1 feet=4120 em. 
The wire is No. 10 B. 4: S. diam-O.IOZ" =0.26 em. Surface of wire in sq. em. -11' x 0.26 x 
x4120x3S=1fx37.SOO em. approx.. The capacity was compared. with that of 1/2 mfd. 
standard condenser and was found to be C- 3600 em. This measurement was I expe:t 
correct within 1/2 %. 

Note: The measurement was made by connecting the cable with one end, or with 
both ends to the source, the other lenninal of which was connected to the earth. Result 
was the SQm~. 

Now it is of interest to compare tbe value found by measurement with that which 

the cable would have when stretched ouL lIS capacity would then be C t ,"", I con-
I 

210&. -

sidered as a cylinder remote (rom the ground. Taking the values as above 

4120)(25 4120)(35 2060 x 35 2060)(35 

C, ---"='=:'10 - 210&.31,100 - 10&.31,100 - 4.50106)( 2.3 -
2108. 0. 13 

... :!060 x 35 _ 6~65 em. 
10.35244 

If we consider the cable in its capacity with reference to the eartb or 
I 

, 

conducting 

plane its capacity would then be C2= 2 d · Sinoe we have found the measured 
2 lo&. -, 

value we may find from it the distance d; ~ have 
4120 x 35 

3600- fcom which 
2d 

2 lo&. - , - " . 
2d 4120 x 35 . . 

Jo@.- - _ 20.3 and thiS gives 
r 2)( 3600 

log 3..!! _ 20.3 _ 8.82601, 
r 2.3 

2d 
hence - - 61,000,000 em. , 

d _ 61,000,000)( 13 _ 670,000 )( 13 _ 610,000 )( 6.5 _ 67,000 x 65 _.4.550 meten! 
2 100 2 

The result only shows that the cable measures much more when straight and at lome 
distance from the ground si nce d comes our so large. 
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It may be of further inteiest to compare the cnpacity as found with C&p£cities which 
would be obtained jf the surface of the cable were converted into the surface of a disc 
or sphere. for instance. TakinJ first the latter and calling its radius r' we have 41tr'1._1t37,500 

37,500 .j37,5oo 193.65 
and r'l s=: 4 ,r' - 2 - 2 -96.815 em. and this should be tbe theore-

tical capacity C1 of the sphere. Taking now a disk of radius R, its capacity C1 would be 
2R 

C1 - . Now on the above assumption of an equal surface we would have21tRl=w37,500 

" 273.86 
RI_ 18,750 and R=VI8,750_I36.93 em. Hence C1- -87.2 em. This is still sma. 

" lIer than the capacity of a sphere of the same surface. Suppose now the IUrface of the cable 
were: converted into sm.1I spherical lurfa' 7 7 of a diameter equal to that of the cable and 
inquire what capacity would be obtained in this manner with the given surface. The surface 
of ODC of the small sphercs bciDJ41tr2 and callina their number II we have 41t,.,1_w x 37,500 
and 

37,500 37,500 ...,..:3",7;:,5",OO,,=- _ 37,500 _ 5S4 734-n 
11 - 41'2 -4xO.131-4xO.0169 0,0676 ' 

The t01a1 capacity Cl of aU these smaU spheres, ncgiocting mutua] &awning action, 
will be 11 times the capacity of one of the spheres and since tht. latter is=0.13 we would 
have lotal capacity ·Cl -SS4,734xO.13-71,1l5 aa.! A very larp value iodccd, which 
would have been stillgr ... ter if the diameter of the Ipheres would have been lmaller. These 
primitive considerations show that to gel the largest possible C&Plcity with a given surface 
we must use the latter in the form of minute surfaces of the smallest possible curvature. 
nus makes it obvious why exhausted bulbs Ihow under certain conditions IUch compara
tively larae c:apacjty. And this explains the virtue of bulbs when mod in telegraphy for 
the purpose of supplanting a large elevated plate or wire I ... ding to a Ilc&t height. Such 
a bulb or tube, particularly when filled. with lIydrogm, is (u I have found) very effective 
and I look to a valuable use in tbe future of such rarefied vessels in connection with tele
graphy througb the media or the like. The &leatest capacity with a given surface will, 
of course, be obtained with Ipheres of the smallest possible diameter, u the Ipbeiw of 
hydrogen. The next best form to give to the surface would be a cylinder of great length 
and minute diameter. The above considerations make it plain why thin wires have such 
a comparatively large capacity. Taking two such wires of tbe same length L and diame
len 3 and 3" we would have their capacities as 

L L 
--"'-:-: ' --"'--;:-: 

2L 2L 
2Jo&'T 210ler , 

or as 
2L 2L 

10&.-: 10&. - . 
8, 8 

2L 2L 
Now suppose, for the sake of illustration. that - were= 10, and -_1000, tben 

8 3, 
I I I 

the above capacities would be u . or as - • I ]n other words, mak~ 
2.3 x 3 . 2.3 x I 3 . . 

ing the diameter of one:: wire 100 times as great as that of another, but keeping the 
length of the wires the same, the capacity of the thick wire 01' cylinder would be only three 
times that of tbe thin ooc. 
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Coioratlo Springs 
Jufy 25. 1899 

Experiments with the suondo,y of .35 turns continued. The secondary was tuned 
alone and more carefully. the result being that maximum rise of pressure was obtained 
with on~ turn of Jh~ primary. the two cables being connected in multiple. and 78 jars on 
each side of the primary. When best action was obtained there were a few turns in the 
regulating coil in series with the primary cables. the total self-induction in the primary 

85 
being estimated to be 4 = 85.000 em. or 10' henry. 

The capacity in primary was: I 16 old jars=O.OO334 x 16= 0.05344 
62 new .. 10"/0 wger-0.OO36x62=O.2232. 

0.2766 
Total = 2 =0.1383 mId. 

This would give period of the system: 

21t~ 85 21.54 
Tp _ IO}O.I.383 x 1()6 - 1()6 and n - 46.425 per. sec. 

It is of interest to find what value for the inductanc:t' of the ~ndary will be obtained by 
2tt r.-= 

substitutios iu the equation for the secondary T.= 10l -.JI... C •• the value for C. found 

by measurement before recorded. Since T. must be=Tp we have 

C. _ 3600 cm. 

2x I 85 2 ~ I 3600 . 
or IOlVO.1383xlQi - !Ol V L• x 9 x lD-' and from thIS: 

L _ 9xI0$ x O.1383x 85 _ 0.1383x765 _ 0.1383 x 85hen or 
• 3600 10' 36,000 4000 ry 

L _ 109 x O.1383 x 85 _ 138,300x85 - 2,939,000 cm. 
• 4 >( 10) 4 

only! 

While this estimate is not correct in principle it shows, nevertb~less. that the capacity 
measured in a state of rest is not that which ~nters as an element of the vibration. It was 
thought from this result that the secondary might have responded to the first octave and 
the two primary cables were joined in series., but results proved inrerior. 

It is possible that wben the primary cabl~ were connected in series. owing to the 
less satisfactory working of the spark sap. the e.m.£. on the secondary was smaller than 
it ought to have been if both the primary and secondary vibrated at tho same rate. Fur
thermore. it should be borne in mind that when the cables were in series and the vibration 
in primary reduced to half the number per second. the induced e.m.f. in the secondary 
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cums could have been only about one half of that in the first experiment. If in the latter 
experiment with the primaries in series the true note of the &iCCOndary was struck then, 
assuming the capacity to be 3600 cm. or thereabouts, the inductance of the secondary IS" 

modified by the primary would have been still only 4 x 2,939,000= 1l,165,000 cm. II is, 
therefore, probable that the capacity which enters as an element of the secondary vibration 
is much srz:taller than that which is found by measurement, which is as might be expected, 
sinc:c: the cable can not be fully charged and discharged at each alternation, as is evident 
from the constants. 

ObserWltions during the experiments today. When the secondary worked very well 
the spark was very noisy and nearly an inch thick, jUdging by the eye. and about 3 feet 
long. The sparks passed all the time over the lightning arresters as the secondary discharge 
was playing and, at times, for a short interval they were extremely vivid and thick. This 
seemed to occur chiefly when the secondary arc became louder and roaring, this indicating 
a better working of the arc and a higher e.m.f. for a given length of the path through the 
ground. The sparks on the arrester's arc, as is now established beyond any doubt, are 
due to the propagation to the ground through the earth wire, and it is now plain that 
although they take place when the oscillation is slow, they are 
more easily produced with a quicker oscillation. Perhaps the 
higher harmonics enter prominently into their formation. The 
secondary arc was adjusted to a length of 31", then the sparks 
on the arresters were very violent. It was thought that, if the 5 

vibration was propagated through the earth wire and caused the 
sparks on the arresters in this way. by adding capacity to the 
earth wire the action on the atlesters would be (ncleased. Accor
dingly, a sphere of 12" diam. s was connected to the wire as l 
shown in diagram and, indeed. the play on the arresters was 

, 

intensified. By now reducing the gap still a few inches the display on the arresters seemed 
to increase further. When the secondary discharge was permitted to pass continuously 
for about 5 minutes the fuse on the supply circuit primary gave way showing that energy 
was taken at a rate of about 20 H.P. This also indicated that the connection between the 
primary and secondary of the oscillator was fairly close and that the secondary was ca
pable of taking up considerable energy. When two external gaps were .used in series. with 
gaps in box, less energy waS taken from the supply circuit, this indicating that the arc 
in primary short-circuited the secondary of W.T. to some extent. 

Colorado Springs 
July 26. 1899 

Investigating vibrations of "additional" or "ex.tra coil": Crom observations before 
made it would appear, as I believe it has been stated already, that when the impressed 
electromotive force was increased, in other words, when the movement in the secondary 
was made greater, the free vibration of the extra coil did not readily assert itself. At least 
this has been noted in a Dumber of experiments with the object ofaSO"ftain..ing this. A comp-
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lete analogy is afforded in mechanics. In order that free vibration may take place. and 
readily, thero must be a loose connection with the: pan impu:wng the movernenL This 
truth is obviow. Considerations of this kind led to experimentation with an arrangelhent. 
u iUustrated in the sketch below: 10 this the connection with the 5CCOndary S impressing 

5 

5 - 5f:COMJo\It'f IMf'RESSjHG MO'I£MENt 
C ' ~l COIL FOfl LOOSENING COHNt:Cltotol 
C · CON. 10 8e 5£1 IN MOVEMENT 
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the movement was loosened. SO to speale. by the in!!i(ltion between it and the coil C to 
be excited another coil c which wu acneraUy adjusted to suit the conditions. This amoun
ted to the same as increasing tbe momentum of coil C and rendering it more prepond~ 
rating and capable of freely asserting itselr. These experiences lead to a rule long recog
nized, that development of the osciUator must be in two directions: either in the ditec:tion 
of obL&ioing a high impressed electromotive force by transformation ratio, when the 
connection between the secondary and primary is rigid; or obtainibg a high e.m.f. by an 
excited extra coil in loose connection not reacting inductively. 

July 21, 1899 

Experiments were made today with spark gaps constituted as indicated in the 
sketch below: The idea. in this scheme wu to make gaps in the box, which varied from 

• 

a very small to a great length owing to tho movement of the break wheel B. very small 
and the gaps a and b very large, so large that the discharge could break through only 
when the gaps in the box were at their minimum length. Thus the loss in tbe box itself 
was greally reduced and owin& to tbe great velocity of separation of the electrodes, a greater 
suddenness of disruption was obtained. This was, of course, certain since the gaps in the 
box could Dot be bridged except for a sbon interval since gaps a and b took up the e.m .f. 
Thus the velocity of separation was the greater the smaller (in length) the arcs in the box 
were made. The adjustment of their length was effected by merely varying the length of 
gaps a and b. ]n these experiments spheres of various sizes were used to constitute the ad· 
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ditional &aPS a a.nd b and it was observed that un~ the induction coil be capable of giving 
a large current, spheres of considerable size we.e not the best to employ in the usual &(

raagement of apparatus. The .... "on was that the arc was formed with difficulty, hence 
it h·d to be made shorter, but when the cullent broke throup, the resistance of the small 
arc was very low and the secondary of the induction coil was short circuited too much. 
This may Dot be always true. By using additional gaps the primary was closed during a 
shorter interval of lime and also the seoondary was less short-circuited . The latter was 

an advantage but the fonner was decidedly a disadvantage bt ... usc the primary circuit 
c.ould Dot vibrate very long. The energy taken from the supply transformer or coil was, 
of course, smaller. All the resu lts obtained in tbesc experiments seem to indicate, c.ontrary 
to fOimer opinions, that a higher economy is obtainable with one gap that with a Iwater 
number. This olnevatioD was, bo'Wcou, made before in the New York apparatus. Finally, 
two PPS in series were adopted as c.onvcnient and giving greater velocity of separation. 
But the best results were obtained. with two electrodes in the form of toothed disks rotated 
i.n oPPOllte directions. The apparatus in this form was more troublesome to run but worked. 
decidedly better. In this form also an improvement was practicable, which [ bave since 
adopted in some form of mercwy breaks, and that was to make the Dwnbcr of teeth on 
each disk such that the total number of tbe makes and brws was the product of both 
tbe numbers. In this form a small number of teeth w·, found sufficient for a great number 
of breaks and the arc could not follow from one to an adjacent tooth. 

Colon'do Springs 
July 28, 1899 

1bc foUowing arrangement was found particularly cflicicnt in applyjn, the method 
of magnifying the effects of feeble disturbances by means of a c.ondenser. Two instruments 
were fixed up in tbe manner indicated in diagram. A similar plan of conacctions was 
used before only the sensitive device A' was differently placed, as it was found to dilad
vantage. The sensitive dcviCC$ A and A' were prepared as described on a previous ()CX:Ision 
and showed, unexcited. a resistance of over 1,000,000 ohms., but when excited the resistance 
fell in both almost exactly to lifty ohms. Later, instead of tbe device A' another was emplo-

( AIR CAl'ot.cllY 
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yed of a higher resistance when in the excited state and the coil P S was replaced by one 
with more turns in the ~condary. As finally adopted the secondary Shad 160 turns in 
each layer and 32 layers making 5120 turns. The relay R had a resistance of 998 ohms, 
wire No. 36. The primary P had SO turns of lamp cord No. 20. The self· induction coil L 
bad 1900 turns of wire No. 20. All coils were wound on spools 4" diarn., . " long with 
wooden core I 1/4" in center. The condenser C and J /2 rnfd. Battery B: 8 cells 11 .1 volts; 
Battery 8'; 4 cells about 5.7 volts. Speed of rotation of the devices A and A' was about 
24 per minute. The break b was 72 per second. The break wheel and arbors of devices 
A A' being driven by clockwork. The break whell has 180 teeth, a small very thin platinium 
brush bearing on it. The devices readily responded when four persons joining hands would 
shunt the device A'. In one instance tbe devices recorded effects of lightning discharges 
fully 500 mil~s away, judging from the periodical action of the discharges as the rtorm 
moved away. 

Colorado Springs 
July 29, 1899 

As has been observed before, in order thaI the free vibration of a.n excited coil may 
predominate it is necessary to make the momentum of the coil very I ...... relatively to 
the impressed vibration. With the object of bettering the conditions favorable for the 
free vibration, a new coil was wound on same drum 2 fcct in di·m. and 6 feet long. This 
coil had, instead of 260 turns as before, about SOO turns of cord No. 20. Its induct.noe 
was therefore nearly 4 times that of the old coil or about 40 million centimeters roulbly. 
The coil was connoctcd to the free end of the secondary and resonanco was obs!. 'led 
with 32 jars on each side, there being on each side two tanks in series. .0 that the: tot&1 
capacity was only" jars in the primary, Takinl the capacity of one jar at 0.00334 mfd. 
tbe tota1 primary capacity was 4xO.OO334=0.01336 mfd. The primary turns were in series. 

4 x 7x10" 28 
so that the primary inductance was Lp= 10' - UP henry. This would give the 

period of the system approximately : 

21t I 28 21t _, 21t 1.21S 
Tp - 10) \10.01336 x la' - 10' vO.037408 - 10' xO.1934_ 10' 

or _ - 82,300 approx. 

First the Wt:!tinghousc transformer was connected to give 15,000 volts, but later 
it was made to give 22,500 volts. The capacity in the primary was evidently too small 
for the best working of the transformer and the arc schort-circuited the secondary consi
derably. this causing a great deal of energy to be drawn from the supply circuit. This is 
always the case when the primary arc does not work well. To insure the best working 
conditions the transformer should first be able to charge tbe condensers and the rate of 
energy de1ivcry of the latter into the primary of the oscillator should be just a linle greater 
than the rate ofenergy supply by the fceding transformer. Then the arc is loud and sharp 
and there is no short circuit on the secondary of the latter transformer as the currents 
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over tbc gap arc of very high frequency and the low frequency current of supply - or 
if it be a direct current - can not follow. The system then works economically and the 
economy is much "cater than might be supposed judging from the unavoidable losses 
in the arc. As the capacity was too small a flomlng arc often formed in tbe box, a sure 
sign of bad workin., the curious feature being that the arc was of a decidedly red color. 
This may be due to the alumina which was formed aJ the break wheel was of aluminium. 
M was CJlpoctcd, the use of two additional gaps improved the working of the apparatus, 
reducing the trouble due to the short·circuiting of tbe Westinghouse transformer. It was 
obsecved that when the gaps wert" made 10 large that the arc did not break through, a 
lamp on the supply circuit near the condensers - about 6 feet from the same - would 
bripten up. I am not quite sure that this was due to resonant rise in the Westinghouse 
transfolluer, for it may ha'Ve been due simply to elcctrOttatic action from tbejars, as I have 
observed a similar effect before. When the electrostatic influence is strong the gas in the 
bulb is excited, tbe discharge passing through the sarno though, of course, it is Dot visible 
on 8Q;()unt of the intc'JOst light of the filamenL Particles are thrown off and against tbe 
carbon and the same is, on the one hand boated to a higher temperature while on the other 
band. owing to the hotter environing medium it can not give the heat away so fast as 
normally - hence it brightens up. Possibly also a small part of the current of supply 
passes through the excited pi and slightly more energy is drawn from the mains. It was 
evidenl that, as was expected, the free vibration of the coil took place more readily than 
bc:Co~ when the coil with 260 turns was used, owing to the larger momentum as before 
explaiacd. The Itreamers were larger than with the old coil but not quite 10 large as it 
'WU IUrmiaed they 'Would be. Partiatly btceuse of this fact, and partially also be:aute 
not enough energy could be supplied from the Westinghouse trUlsfOlUiOr to the primary, 
owing to tbe small primary capacity, it was decided to change the connection so as to 
JICt the next lower or fundamental tone in tbe primary. this being in all probability the 
true Dote of tho coil. The capacity in the primary was made 32jars on each side in multiple, 
meking: tbe total capacity 16 x O.OO334- 0.05284 mfd. 

The primary 'Vibration wu now just an octave lower than before but the results 
prO't'ed inferior to those first obtained. 1bere was now only one thing possible and that 
is, that the tone was right after all. in the first experiment, but the results were not quite 
satisfactory because the primary capacity was too small, thus unfavorable for the best 
working of the Westinghouse transformer. Accordingly, the same 'Vibration was agaiD 
secured in the primary but this time by using a capacity four times larger and reduciDg 
the inductance to one fourth, which was done by putting the two primaries in multiple. 
Now. indeed, the results were satisfactory, for the Westinghouse transformer cou.1d supply 
much moro energy, practically four times as much as before. The streamers were now 
much stronger. extending to a distance of 6 1/2 feet from the top of tbe coil and they 
were abundant and thick. I can not understand wby they ,bould be of such a tk~ply rtd 
color. Those in New York DC'YCr were such. Perhaps it is due to the smaller atmospheric 
pressure in this locality. Their movement, and darting about is also much quicker and 
more explosion like. At times a big cluster of them wouJd form and spatter irregularly 
in all directions. Sometimes it apoared as if a ball would form above the coil, but this 
may have been only an optical effect caused by many streamers passing from various 
points in different directions. Many times sparks passed from the top of the coil to the 
point where the lower end of the coil was connected to the secondary "free" terminal. 
These sparks wtrt 8'-9' long. 
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N~III coruJenurs proposd: old. ones being inadequate to stand the strain beyond 
15,000 volts on two dielectrics, it would be necessary to resort to four sets when using 
higher pressure and this would make condenser boxes too bulky. It is now proposed 
to use new bottles of lead glass (Bethesda Mineral Water). These are, as nearly AS ea.n be 
ascertained, twice or rather more than twice thicker than the old bottles. The c;:omparison 
of capacities was made today for tbis purpose. The new bottles were filled up to 10" from 
the bottom and immersed in .. tin tank. The old bottles were filled up to 9" from the bot· 
tom and immersed in a tank. A solution was prepared from rock salt as concentrated as 
practicable and care was taken that the liquid was at equal height outside and inside. 
The readings were: 

N~w ooule: Old bott/~: 

Volt Deft. Average : Volt Deft. Average: 

180 6.5 Deft. Volt 180 9 trifle less Deft. Volt 
181 6.5+tri8e 6.5 181 182 9 much less 9 182 
179 6.5 180 9 trifle less 

Now : 

Weight of old bottle d 17 
measure --

Weight of new boule 21 

From this result the thickness of the walls was first estimated. This not affording a sure 
test, some bottles were broken and the average showed that new bottles were twice as 
thick AS old ooes. 

Capacity 

Capacity 

of new bottle 
from measurement before made was 

of old boule 

65 
as -. 

90 

Taking for comparison specific inductive capacity of old bottle glass J, we have 
65 : 90 = 0.722. Now, for the same glass, the capacity of a new jar would have been 
0.722 X 2= 1.444 times that of old, hence the new glass has 44.4% higher specific inductive 
capacity.]t is still not certain, in view of unequal size, whether 2J or 20 or possibly 

only 18 will go in tank. Taking 18 to be the lowest figure for new bottles in one tank then 
New lank 65 18 8 
_. will be as - X - - or about - . For 20 bottles in the new tank this ratio 
Old taole 90 16 10 

9 
will"bc nearly -, for 25 jars nearly 1.11. In the least favorable case, the first. we shall 

10 
be able to transform at least 60% more energy than with the old jars; in the best case 2.22 
times as much as before. This is good. 
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Colorado Sprillgs 
lu1y 30, 1899 

FlITtMr MRnatiotu in experiments with coil .sao ttutu before dncribed. In tNle 
expelimcnts two external gaps ".ue used in 'Mition to the ,gaps in tho box. In being in 
serles.o that tho total length of the spark pp varied from 2 l/S" minimum to about 
S" maximum. The two outside gaps were of a 6xed length. 1" Mch, while the PPS io the 
spark box varied rythmiC&lly with the rotation of tbe disk. Tho coil WA$ coDDCCted .s 
shown in Diagram I. to the free end of the secondary, the lowest points ofthc coil being 
about 6 fect from the ground. Resonance waS obtained with 7 taaks of Cl.plcity on each 
.ide of the primary. As it was thought that the ta.ok:s might pelooptibty djfTcr in capacity 
Diagram 1. is Idded showing their position. 'IDe primary Clplcity total was from approx. 
0.04336 - 0.0498 mfd., acoording to connections. The effects observed were in mlny waya 
interesting. The streamers produced on top of the t;OiI weco generaUy seven feet and some 
times eiabt feet long, thick and violently dartlDg about. They did not seem so red as those 

,. 
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produood before under SImilar conditions. Very often stronl brilliant sparks would pus 
from top to bottom of the coil . The remarkable feature of the sparks was that thoy would 
go in a curve, almost a semicircle, as if they would start out originaJly in another djrection 
aud then be deflected to the lower end of the t;Oil. Certainly they t;Ould have rea.ched the 
lower end by a route shorter by 40 or W/o. During the display it was observed that 110 
$par/u pused over the Jigh/tUng QTrutn'.J. Thi. was aD iodication thl' only a comparatively 
smalt electromotive force per unit Icnath of ground was set up, too small to brid. tbe 
gaps on the arresters. In order to see whether the coil would respond to the next fuDdamcotal 
tone the primary <:abIes were joined in series, this making the frequency of the primary 
oscillations just one half. The coil did respoDd but tbe effect. was, as anticipated. smaIl, 
about ooe quarter. Presently one of the large balls. 30" djam, with a wire of some 20 f'tlct 
was connected to the top end of tbe t;Oil. The self-induction coil heing adjusted, very 
strong streamers were now obtained showing that the ball had reduced the period of the 
coil considerably. But the vibration oftbet;Oi\ with the ball was still too fast for the primary 
and another ball, 30" djam. was connected in multiple with the first. By again adjusting 
the regulating t;OiI good resonating action was obtained.. The sparks and streamers were 
now stronger, the former passing sometimes to tbe top of the second'ry, a dishna: of 
about 8 I f2 feet in a straight line. But owing to their curved path the sparks were actually 
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much longer. The sparks passed sometimes als<> to the ground from a kiLk in the wire 
connectir'" the top of the coil with the balls. the distance of these sparks .i.n a straight tiae 
was 103". The sparks were much fuller, thicker and louder with the bans then without 
them, they were particula.r1y strong and bright when passing from top to bottom of the 
coil. It was plain that much longer sparks could be obtained with mor~ turns in the cxtra 
coil as then the capacity on the end could be reduced. But the experiments also showed 
that tbe amount of electrical movement in the coil was not very great owing to the small 
St'dion of the wire, for when an a.rc was established between two large balls it ceased to 
pass ~ soon as tbey were separated a distance of abou, 1 foot. The streamers were visible 
and sometimes strong on the wires leading to the ball~ and particularly on the wire leading 
from the top of the coil but stilt the sparks failed to bridge the gap. This showed that there 
was not enough energy available to charge the balls to a sufficiently high potential while. 
of-course, the passage of the sparks was rendered more difficult owing to the large radius 
of the curvature. The density ought to be inversely as the radius of the curvature, hence 
the density on the wire leading to the ball is much greater than on the ball itself, in other 
words, which really means the same, the ball is charged to a lower potential than the wire. 
This seems to me a somewhat novel view to take. Without much thought I wouJd at ODCe 
assume that the pressure on the ball and on the wire is the sa~, but it must be sreater 
on the wire since it can leak out from the same while it does noi from the ball . 

The thin wire, or any projection or surface of small curvature becomes thus equivaJent 
to a small hole or leak in a pipe or reservoir containing a fluid under pressure and it is 
plain that such surfaces of small curvature will greatly diminish the maximum pressure 
obtainable in an oscillating cirCUit. It is very important, as I have often noted, in order to 
insure the high efr:ciency of the apparatus. to make provisions for overcoming the formation 
of the streamers and to this subject a great deal of attention has been already devoted. 
In signalling to a distance. the formation of a streamer on tbe transmitter impairs very 
materially its effectiveness SO that the signals sometimes do Dot go more than a quarter 
of the distance or even less just on this aCC<lunt. By using a body of considerable surface. 
which should be spherical or a cylinder with hemispherical ends better results are obtained 
than with a wire leading to a height alone, not so much because of the increased capacity. 
but generally only because there is less opportunity for a leak and the system is more 
economical in producing an electrical vibration in the ground. A large sphere or surface, 
provided it is not too large as to interfere with the vibration of the transmitting system is 
better than a small one for the same reasons. 

I have. however, observed long ago in this connection that when the transmitting 
system is formed by conductors of a considerable mass of melDJ a greater suddenness, 

- Of.a greater rate of variation per unit time is obtained and the transmitter is more effective 
in producing disturbances at a distance. One obvious cause of this is that usually in such 

a casc P: is larger than if the conductors are not of great mass. but as far as I ha'YC been 

able to judge, the chief reason is that an electromotive force, acting upon a circuit SO 
constituted, must give rise to a much greater current, in the first moment when in any 
manner, as by the passage of a spark, a great and very sudden variation in the eleCtromotive 
force acting in the system is produced. I make a distinction between these two effects. 
One raises the pressure gradually. the other is responsible for the great suddenness. Thus, 
a mass of metal of minute electrical resistance behaves towards a sudden manifestation 
of electrical pressure much in the same manner as a mass of metal of great inertia behaves 
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towards A sudden prcuure Clllsed by A blow. In both cases there is an increue of the 
" pressurc or force. When in the experiments, pre i cDdy described, a small wire was Attached 

to one of the balls, tbe other ball being left as before, the sparka p'ssed readily between 
them at A distaDee of 6 1/2-7 feet . 

Nevertbeless although the sparks wen: very brilliant IOd to All Appearance highly 
effective, M lparlu very visible on the arresters when the discharge wu playing. Evidently, 
the electromotive force developed per unit length of ground. was small despite tbe po'NeT 
of the sparks. Upon thinking over the C&"SC1 of tbe absence of the sparks on the arresteR, 
it was soon recognized that in tbe cooocQjon as used only a comp&r&tiveiy slow vibration 
was transmitted upon the ground, the secondary effecti~ly preventing the Upper harmonies, 
which would have been competent to produce tbe sparks, from pessing through the cround. 
Tbc connection as first used, which is illustrated in Diagram 3. was DOW cbanJCd, into the 
ODC shown in Diagram 4. Although the coil was now excited by A small impressed c.m.f. 

, 

, 

the sparks betwccn the balls were nevertheless quite strong relcbiDS more than 2 1/2 feet. 
This showed. that there was &1so An ioouc c d e.m.f. coopelating with tbe: imprc m do e.m.f. 
io the coil to brins about the great rise. D iagram 4. suggested the connectiog oftbe lower 
end of the excited coil to any other point of the iCCOndary thus regulating the impressed 
e.m.f. at will. Again, in the connection as shown in Diagram 4., there were no Ipa,kI on 
the arresters, for the reason pointed out. But when the connection illustrated in Diagram S. 
was made, they appeared and bee arne stronger when conductor c was constituted by a very 
heavy cable. This was to be expected from the above. It demonstrated tbe obvious fact 
tbat short waves arc more effective giving higher e.m.f. per unit of Length in the ground. 
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N~ Indue/imI coil (or apparatus involving method of magnifying the effects by means 
of a. «mdellRl' cicsigned. for the purpose of investigating: the propagatloll ofwau-.r through 
the &round and telegraphy. .-

A quick vibrating system wa.a constituted comprisilll a ball of 30" diam. aad a stout 
cable. The period of vibration of this s)'Item was found to be, by reson·nce method, 
240.000 per second. It was excited by sparka p',,;q through a gap of about 7 feet. or 
less, from a wire connected to the top end of a coil excited by tbe:: secondary as last descri
bed. It was hoped thlt statiolW'Y waves miJbt be produced by this apparatus as it 
seemed powerful enough. It was desirable to have an induction coil the secondery system 
of which would vibrate: with tbe same period if possible. and a coil was wound on spool 
the dimensions of which are indicated. in diagram. Now the system being 240,000=11, 
this gives the wave length 

:k- 186,000 _0.775 
240,000 

.,__ ' :::0.-::77'-'.5 
ml~ or-- -

2 2 
mileo 

or 2000 feet apprOI. The average length of one secondary turn is a little over 4 .5" , this 
will therefore require a little O"".'er SOOO turas. Now it is desired to uSe tbe 1/2 mfd. condenser . -
on band for the primary of the coil. The primary must have the same period, hence we 
have to find the inductance of primary 

1 1 2x n~n< -_ - YLp )(0.5, 
24)( 1()4 I()J n 

•• 

( 
1 )])( 2-L,,-'000 «:ai. 

480n 

The coil &etualy wound for the above object has 32 layers, 160 turns per layer in tbe ~ , . 
coodary. This makes the length of the secondary very neartY="2. The prunary has SO 

turn.s = II. Calculatin8 inductance we have : lensth of spool: 3.75"= 9.525 cm. Area-
28.3)( 2500 

= 28.3 sq.cm., from this Lp_ 9.525 x 1.251-Lp-'3~ em. Very nearly the value 

required. 

Note: It will be better, of C::OUI"Se, to adopt plan used in New York: and design coil 
with a lot of copper. 
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~Observ4lions 0/ reS4lUUft rue on Westinghousl: transformer. 

In order to observe the rise, the spark gap ordinarily "sed was made SO large that 
tbe secondary discharge could Dot brcalc through and the voltage on the primary, when 
throwing in the switch, was observed. Several values of primary capacity were experimented 
with. The diagram below indicates the position of the set of condensers on the right side 
looked at from tbe center of the building towards the eDtrance. On each side of the primary 
there were then 1 sets in series. the connections in one instaDoe 
being indicated in diagram. In each old tank there were 16 jars, l 

the capacity of eacbjar beingO.OO334mfd. In each new tank there 
were 16 jan, capacity of each jar 10% more, being 0.00367 mfd. 
With tanJcs a and b off we have, calling C. total capacity: 

0' 

122 _ _ + ~_--'C. __ 

C. (0.00334+0.00367) 16 0.00367 x 16 x 3 

C. _ 0.00493 _ 0.03424 mfd. 
0.144 

. 

• " . , 

~. ~. , ,. 

~. "'. ,. , -
. 

"'J ". 
TANio: ,. 

With this capacity on tbe secondary of the Westinghouse transformer the rise on 
the primary, as obeervcd by Weston voltmeter, was from 102 to 122 volts. With tank b on 
C IIIch side .dded, the total capacity being C2• we have: 

I 2 2 I I 
-- + - + C, (0.00334+ 2 x 0.00367) 16 0.00367 x 48 0.08544 0.088 

IUd from this C1 -O.04336 mfd. [n this case the rise was from 102 to 126 volts. With tank a 
still added on each side to the preceding, the value C, of capacity in the secondary was 
0.0498 mfd. and the rise in this instance was from 102 to 130 volts. 

Note: In aU c;ascs when the switch was thrown il!.. the pressure rose higher at first 
end then settled down to the values recorded which are once morc given in the results 
summed up: 

Capacity in mfd. 
in secondary W.T. 

0.03424 
0.04336 
0.0498 
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on primary Westing. Trans. . . 
Voltage initial Voltage res. 

102 
102 
102 

122 
126 
130 



Colorado Springs 
July. 31, 1899 

Proposu condenser from MQlfliOif Waler quart bottles 

Comparative test with sample bottles showed as follows : 

DeD. 7 bottles Maniton average three readings 

" two old bottles .. .. .. 
20.66 
19.7 I degrees on 

scale 

: '. ~. 

- ' 

T- o I 4h'_. 

I 
.~~ 

'I<ICI(NESS 01' , · WA~L 'lti ..:::': 

" j 
• , 
· • r-._4J, 
l-

In the first case the e.m.f. was 164 voks 
167 .. .. .. second .. .. " " 

a ,. 
• =. • ~" • ;~ -a - ' . ..! • ,- .L 

AVEllJr.c.E , ' H ICKNI!SS 
01' WAU Yt; 

, -
.1.. •• 

'i. r -L--

I average values 
of three readings 

19,7 20.66 
One new bottle deB.. - 7 . One old bottle deft.. 2 . Reduced to the same voltage 

one of the new bott1es would have 
20.66 

given x 
7 

19.7 --

167 21 ___ 3 
164 7 

approx. This gives a 

ratio of capacity of one old bottle to new 
2 19.7 
3 - 6 = 3.30 or approximately 

• 

new bottle 
.::;,;-;'~'- capacity- O.l . 
old bottle 

Now· we may have in one tank 39 new bottles whereas only 16 of the old bottles could 
go in. This will give the capacity of the new tank to that of tbe old as 

39xO.3 _ 11.7 - 0.731. 
16 16 

Now mean diam. of cylindrical part of old jar outside = 4.5625". Now mean diam. of 
cylindrical new bottle jar outside= 3.125". Allowanoc for upper part on old jar 1 1/2" 
taken of same d iam. as cylindrical or nearly cylindrical part. 

Similar allowanoc for new bottle 8/3". 
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These figures tioyld giv~ : 

n "4 x 4.56251 +7C x 4.5625 (8.5 + 1.5) 
50.829 -

~ x 3. 125~+7C x 3.125 (6+ 8/3) 
4 

- • Surface of new bottle 29.525 

Now a fair idea of the thicknesses of the walls in the two bottles may be obtained 
by ta,king their weight. Measured repeatedly and changing the bottles many times it was 

! Weight of new bottle 24 3 
founll that was= - - -. Taking into consideration the sur-

Weight of old bottle 32 4 
faces as calculated before this would give 

Thid::ncss of new bottle 

Thickness of old bottlc 

50.829 x 24 152.487 I 3 I' 
- - - . on y. 

29.525 x 32 118. 1 

Since the thickness ratio is much greater as found in this way the determination 
of the thickness by weight as above is not practicable without making allowanoes. The glass 
is evidently uneven, much more so in the old bottles than in the new. In the fo'rmer parti-

. -
cuJarly the bottom is heavy which vitiates the result inferred from the weight of the bottles. 
Many bottles were broken and it was 'SO"'nained that the average thickness of new bottles 
was three times that of the old. It was quite certain at any rate, that the weak~st spot on 
the new bottle was fully three tidies tho thickness of the weakest spot on the old. This 
was the most important thing to "cel lain for the boules give way at the weakest place. 
Now since the capacity of the old bottle in relation to that of the new is found by measu-

50.829 
rcment to be I : 0.3 approx. and the surfaces are as 29.525 we can get an idea of the 

specific inductive capacity of the latter with respect to that of the former. The new bottle 
would have for the &arne thickness. tha.t is one third of the actual. 0.9 instead of 0.3 and 

50.829 
fOT the same surface it would have 29.525 x 0.9 OT 1.55 times tbe capacity of the old. both 

things considered. so that the 3JJecific inducti~ copadlY of the glass in the new bottle must 
be something like 55% greater than that of the glass in tbe old bottle. 

Vichy wa/~r syphon bOllles tested witb the object of using them in the proposed 
new condensers. Dimensions: 3.8" outside diam. 
The glass is from 1/4" to 1/4"+1 /64" thick, .-ery uaifonn. 

_ . " . 
Height available 6 1/2" 

Mean diam. 
Compared with Mantion water bottles: 

Mean warn. 

Vichy 3.5" 

Maniton 3" 

Thickness of Vichy 17 Vichy surface 3.57C X6.5 23 
>:- . Now = = -

Thickness or Maniton 7 Maniton surface 3.125 7C x 8 25 

approx. Now the deflection - average of three readings was with same e.m.f. 
Denection Vichy 4.3 
Ocf . = -. The capacities are in this ratio and the test shows that, white the 

Icc. Manlton 9 
Vichy bottles would make excellent condensers. the capacity for two sets in series as 
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desired would be too :o;maU. The re'son is tbat the waH is uDDeOfsslnly tbici:. If it wele 
convenient to use only one set of condensen nothing better could be desired. It having boen 
practically decided. to adopt the Maniton bottles. tests were made to see bo~·much pressure 
these bottles would stand safely. Accordingly 7 of these bottles with wall rather welker 
than Dormal. hardly 1/8" thick, were placed in a tank with tbe other bottles. The concen
trated salt solution reached to a point a.bout 3" from the top. Paraffin oil was poured to 
nearly tbe top. First 7500 volts were turned on, tben the tension was raised up to 15,000 
volts and the bottles withstood. The· e.m.f. was tben raised. to 22.500 volts when the bottles 
bepn to give way. three ~ing broken after some time. The conclusion was that two sets 
of bottles in series would :!vithstand quite safely at least 30,000 volts. The Slass is r~a/ly 
excell~nl . These tests were made with 144 cycles per second. A curious observation was 
that when one bottle gave way others followed. this being due to the violent oscillations 
caused or else to the concussion upon explosion. 

Approximtlle tkterminallon. of secondary modified in construction for tbe 
purpose of overcoming the drawbacks of dLrlribuud capacity . 

• 

. -
As before rcmarked. on. number of oocasions. ODC or the chief difficulties encoun-

tered in tbe opelation of a large oscillator is the distributed. capacity. owing to which the 
efficicncy of the machine - iu transmitting an electrical movemeDt to the environing 
mcc1ia - i, greatly impaired. The distributed c:apacity becomes particularly hurtful when 
the turns. are of Iarlte diameter or when, geoeraJly stated. there is • Bleat difference of 
potcDti&l between portions of the wire not f&r apart. The adjacent portion of the wire actJ 
like a condeoxr in which eDCTJY is stored at each alternation. and the amount of this 
stored. eoergy is proportionate to the square of the dirrerence of potential existing between 
the portiODS of the wire constituting the coDdenser. Now most of thil movement of electri
city, occasioned by this distributed capacity. takes place within the coil and does not. 
unless in a very small part. appear in the external circuit. Since the movement in the latter 
circuit is tbe chief object, the charging aud discharging of the condensers fOll1led by the 
turns of tbe coil is mostly lost for the purpose for which the machine is desigoed.. In • 
properly designed oscillator of this kind an tbe movement prochlNd in tbe coil should 
be propagated to tbe CJl.tcrnal circuit, but this condition can never be rigorously realized. 

, , . 
, 

, , , 

The object of the design which will be presently considered is to approach this degree 
of perfection as nearly as practicable. Referring to Diagram I. illustrating a 5CCOodary 
as here used, the object of which is to produoc the greatest possible movement of "eleetri-
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city" rrom E iato C aDd vice versa, it will be seen that the succ:eeding turns form ~mall 
condensers c. c, c, in which a local movement takes place which is not transmitted tbroueb 
tbe entire wire. Such a coil S with considerable distributed capacity will, therefore, not 
be cf1icient in producing disturbaoces such as I contemplate using for a number of purposes. 
The distributed capacity is particularly hurtful whcn it is desired to produce & very high 
potential at C and, as this is generally the case, it is important to adopt. construction and 
observe working conditions such as will reduce the evil to the minimum. I have in similar 
inst·nces attained the object more or less by constructing a secoodary in parts 
connected in series through condensers, and) a secondary to suit tbe prescot apparatw 
designed on tbis plan is now to be considc~ed . In order to explain better how such 
colldedsen in series act in reducing tbe cffect of distributed capacity, as pointed out before. 
refcrrocc is made to Diagram 2. which shows turns or portions oUbe secondary connected 
through condensers C •• C1• C1. Suppose there would be II such parts as t joined in series 
and let C, be the total capacity of the coil or secondary S, then the capacity of tbe turns 

or portion t would be S. But DOW, if there be on the ends of this portion t condcnxn: 

" C •• nd c; it i, plain that the distribution of electricity along tbe portion t will .be greatly 
modified by the presencc of these condensers and, if their capacity be very nt'Dch gleatcr 
than that of the wirc t, almost all of the electricity will reside on the coatings of the con
densers. hence there will be very little local actiOD in the portiOD t, and most oftbe electrical 
movement created in the wire will be transmitted aloDg the enOre length of the same 
from. E to C and vice ver$&. The maehioc will then act more efficicotly &ad will be much 
more mitable for the transmission of coergy through the terminals E and C for whatever 
porpoK the energy be inteaded aDd in whatever manner it be used. It should be stated 
that in the partiQdar Corm of oscillator u here illustrated. tbe lowcr turns ofportions which 
arc closer to the euth. aod therefore at a. lower potential, are Dot nearly as hurtful as tbe 

,. 

, -FJ <, <, 

, 
-

upper ones, or to put it more generally, those which are farther away from the earth con
OCt:tiOD and closer to the free terminal. The latter are, namely. at a much higher potential 
and the.e exists gt;oerally a greater difference of potential between portions of wire of 
the same length when the rCSOD&nt rise is considerable; as the energy stored in the distri
buted condensers is proportionate, as before stated, to the square of tbe difference of 
the pressure betwccn adjacent portions. it is, as a rule, of advantage to make the upper 
turns of smaller diameter or to put them farther apart. But in certain instances this very 
drawback can be turned into an advantage and by placing a fcw of the turns near terminal C 
as close together as practicable a greater electrical movement may be produced in the 
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lower turnJl or those nearer to the earth connection and the effect exerted at di"stan~ may 
thUs be increased, though I preter not to resort to this means as a better result is obtainable 
in other ways. Coming now to the consideration of the secondary to be modified in the 
manner proposed let Diagram 3. illustrate the arrangement as contemplated in the present 
instance, a condenser C being placed between each succeeding turn of secondary S. I shall 

, 

make a rough estimate on the basis of one primary turn and the maximum primary capa
city available, which is SOjars on each side giving a total capacity of 40jars or 40 x 0.0036= 
= 0.144 mfd. approx., there being two sets in series. This would giVe n=50,000 pcr second 
roughly. Assume we work with 30,000 volts from the Westinghouse transformer and 
retain, as at present, 35 turns of the secondary. In this case, considering the distance of 
the secondary turns and their decreasing diameter, the induced e.m.f. in the secondary 
will be much smaller than might be inferred from the ratio of transformation which will 
be 35 :1; with reference to measurements of mutual inductance made before, with a se
condary wound on the same frame. it may be estimated at 18 times the primary e.m.f., 
that is, the induced e.m.f. in the secondary may be assumed to be 18x30,OOO-SOO,000 
volts nearly. Taking the number of breaks at 1200 pcr second as used in some of the pre
ceding experiments with the apparatus, and assuming the charge of condensers always 
effected at an average pressure, say 6/ 10 of 30,000 or 18,000 volts, the energy stored in 

18J x 1()6 0.144 
the condensers per setond and delivered in the primary will be ~ 2 X l()ll X 

X 1200 watts or 28,000 watts, that is nearly 38 H.P. will be taken by the apparatus under 
these conditions. This is, of course, only an approximate estimate. We may now, on this 
basis, estimate the current through the Westinghouse transrormer's secondary, which will 

750),. 38 285 
berou~hlyestimated - "'" of an ampere, or with losses etc., say one 

30,000 300 
ampere. The performance will thus be still much below the maximum output of the traos
Tormer as it can deliver I amp. at 60,000 volts pressure and continuously and, I have DO 
doubt, much more, as so rar not the slightest increase or temperature has been noted 
after prolonged working. Assume then the current through the supply secondary to be 
one ampere, the current through the primary of the oscillator will be increased by the factor 

t; apprOI. Here L_ 1 ~, and p=6 n, roughly = 3 x 10~. R is difficult to estimate since 

the primary circuit includes the arc over the spark gap. 1 have adopted a method for de
termining the resistance of the arc with fair accuracy and this will be the subject of a later 
consideration. The resistance of the primary cables in multiple is entirely negligible, there 
being in each 37 wires, No.9. Taking 1265 feet per ohm, the resistance of about 160 feet 
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160 
of such two cables would be ..,,0.0017 ohm only. Not considering the resistance 

1265 x 74 
Lp 

of the arc the factor R would be enormous, 

be" 7 x 10' 3x 1M 21 x 10' 
mg - x U- _ . -1l.3S3! 

I~ 17 17 
10' 

While. of course, such a condition can not be realized in practice we may appro8(Jh this 
value mOTC or less by doing away with the arc in the primary as, for instance, in the form 
of an oscillator with mercury breaks, whicb I have devised to work with low tension so 
that the arc practical1y does not occur. Or & condenser may be placed in shunt to the 
primary as bas been already considered on a previous occasion. By experience I know 
that the initial currents in the primary reach c::ertainly several thollsand amperes showing 
by this that the resistance of the arc can not be great. For the present I shall assume that 
it is 18 ohms so that if the condensers are, as supposed above, charged to 18,000 volts 
during ordinary performance, the initial current would be about 1000 amperes in the pri
mary decreasing logarithmically. With this maximum in the primary, the loss in tbis 
circuit will not be unduly great. Now the secondary condensers should be of a capacity 
to carry the secondary current at the frequency used. Calling now e the e.m.f. induced in 
the secondary per turn, c the capacity of one of the secondary condensers as before. we 
will have the current through the turn i=e c (0), (0) being here 3x 105 as before assumed. 

500,000 
Now the e.m.f •• taking it on the average, will be per tum of secondary e= 35 = 15,000 

volts approximately, and on tbe preceding assumption of 1000 amp. maximum in the 
1000 

primary tum, the largest value we may asSIgn to i would be 1= 35 =30 amperes, 

roughly, and this would give 

30 30 
c= 15000 x 3 x 10' = -04-0-5 '--x ""I 0'"" 

3x9xlOU 

farad or 45 x 10' = 
30,000 

5 c:6OOI) ~m. 

We would thus require a capacity of about 8000 em. in each of the condensers to 
carry the secondary current in the oscillator. But this is really too bigh an estimate and it 
is quite certain tbat a smaller capacity would do. Since a jar has a capacity of O.OOJ6x 
x9x 10'=3240 em., two jars would be amply sufficient and possibly also one jar between 
each turn-of the secondary. Taking it on this basis, the total capacity of the secondary 

2 x 3240 
would be =185 cm. approx., while the measured capacity was 3600 cm. The 

" 35 
effects of distributed capacity would thus be reduced by the use of secondary condensers 
to about 5%. These secondary condensers will, of course, bave to be so constructed. as to 
withstand Dot so much the strain on tbe dielectric - for this they will support easily -
but the sparking over the condenser coating. Let the spark length on the secondary be, 
say, 12 feet and suppose we had 36 secondary condensers, then on the average they ought 
to be able to prevent sparking when the pressure on each is such as to cause a spark of 

12xI2 ". . .. 
a length of 36 =4. There will not be mucb dIfficulty encountered ID thIS respect. 
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if tbe condensers are properly designed. The virtue of condensers used in suc& • maDnot 
is well esta.blisbed and I think it resides in the fact that when they are used tbe charge does 
not distribute itself along the wire. but accumulates on the COAtings of tilt condensers 
thus reducing the efrect of mutual electrostatic induction of the adjacent or DCar positions 
of the wire. to a large extent, and reducing in this manner the amount of energy stored 
in the coil itself. It now remains to consider the capacity on tbe end of the secondary which 
is "free". This capacity ought to be so large that it can take up all the current of the se. 
condary at the frequency used. Or, to put it otherwise, it .hould bo able to .tore al1 the 
energy the seconda.ry is able to give. There is, however, another consideration which 
must be made in case the secondary is capable of free vibration, and that is that the ca. 
pacity on the cod should be so determined as to secure resonance with tbe primary. As 
regards this capacity there are then three relations to be borne in mind when deciding 
upon this and they are: 

; c - . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I) 
• E", 

Watts in 
C £2f>,) 2 W 

secoa.darv W _ . or C - • · 2) 
'J 2 0 E1 f>,) 

Lp ep - CO L. or c. _ =L,,:C-"'L • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 3) 
L. 

E 

L. 
C. 

secondary e.m.f. 
.. frequency 

indu~ I in primary 
capacity -. 
inductance secondary 

This to follow up. 



Colorado Springs Notes 
August 1-31, 1899 

For want of time following items, partly worked out. have been omitted: 

Aug. 4. General observations of electrical phenomena here with particular-reference 
to stationary waves. 

Aug. 6. Experiments with stationary waves on water pipe. Note: Distance from 
groundplate to End of oWo exoctly SSO feel. 

Aug. 31. Patent matter worktd 00: 
1) Production of stationary waves and use of same in general 
2) DistributioD of universal time 01:: 5 ;rvatories etc. 
3) Indication of directioll for .hlps etc. 
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Colorado Springs 
Aug. I, 1899 

VariolU D~rWJlions. In the course of these experiments and particularly during 
the past month a number of highly interesting observations have been made which will 
be presently dwelt upon. 

First of all one is struck by noting the extraordinary purity of the atmosphere which 
is best evident from the clearness and sharpness of outlines of objects at great distanoes. 
In' low regions, especialy where moisture is in excess, the outlines of objects become more 
or less indistind and confuse at distances of but a very few miles while here at many times 
such distances the outlines appear perfectly clear and sharp. When a train is moving up 
Pike's Peak it is very often quite easy to distinguish not ooly the engine and cars but even 
the windows and wheels of the same perfectly, although the distance from the experimental 
station is from 10---12 miles. Quite frequently also the house on top of Pike's Peak can 
be c1early seen with the naked eye. The ranges of mountains 100---1 SO miles away or more 
can be perceived perfectly. A range at a distance of about SO miles can be seen plainly 
even at night when the sky is clear. It is wonderful how at times immense objects appear 
dwarfed. while small objects as borses, carriages or men assume unnatural gigantil; di-

• mensloos. 
Pike's Peak Range appears at times so close and so ridiculously small, that anyone 

not knowing the reality would be apt to fire a modern rifle at some object on the mountain
side believing it to be within shot, Nor is this statement exaggerated much as it seems so. 
At other times again Pike's Peak appears far remote and its height much beyond what 
would seem natural. The arc lamps at the foot of the mountains five to seven miles away 
or more shioe with a brillianl;y as thouah they were only as many blocks from the observer 
and under certain conditions an ordinary incandescent lamp of 16 c.p. seems to Jive out 
u much liaht. judging from a distance. as ordinarily an arc light does. [t appears also as 
big as the latter. This penetration of the light is due to the wonderful purity and extreme 
dryness of the atmosphere_ 

The moonlight is of a power baffling description. 1 have been told that the best 
photographs of the mountains ha\le been obtained bymoonlightand I do net doubt it. 
Exposures of half an hour ought to give cLear photographs revealing all details although 
the exposures are as I am told from I 1/2 to 2 hours. I have nowhere seen such a light. 
Italy is famous for moonliaht nights but in my estimation that country can not even com
pare with Colorado. I think this extraordinary brightness of the moonlight is chiefly 
due to the absence of moisture. for there are many places. as in Central America, which 
are located much hiaher and yet the moonlight. I am told. is not so intense and I can see 
DO other reasonfor"this except the presence of more vapour in those places. It is not a merc 
saying, but literally true, that during full moon in these parts it is "as light as day", Objects 
can be clearly perceived at distances of many miles and one can easily recognize a friend 
or familiar object at a distance of something like a quarter mile if not more, The shadows 
cast by the moonlight are extraordinarily black and sharp. They suggest the Crockes' 
shadows noled in vacuum bulbs and on this account the moonlight is particularly interesting 
and suggesting thought and stimulating the imaginative powers. The shadows of the 
clouds on the plains and mountains are quite dark and dearly defined and it is interesting 
to behold the patches as they speed over the ground. When the moon is absent and the 
nights clear thc number of stars visible and their brilliancy is amazing and the sky presents 
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a truly wondcrful sight. The twinkling of the stan is very pronounced. they seem to move 
in orbits ofas much as ten or fifteen of their own diameters across. A~ times ooe observes 
a star burst out into great brilliancy. This is probably due to the remonl of an iavisible 
cloud or of a layer of air at a great altitude containing some kind of particles which cut 
off a large portion of the light. One sees shooting sars quite frequcntly, also colortd 
rings around the moon, gcncrally in tbe advanocd hours of the night, at times when the 
air is slightly misty. As this happens generally durins very cold nishts J believe the colored 
rings are due to minute crystals of ice. 

0rving to the extraordinary purity and dryness of the atmosphere the sounds penetrate' 
to asto.1ishing distances. This is particularly true of IrJgh notes as nearly as I can judge. 
Certain conditions, entirely exocptional, concur at times aDd produce effects of thia kind 
which are startling. A bell will ring in the city several mUes away, and it would s~ ~m as 
though the bell would be before the ';ery door of the laboratory. Durin, ocrtain niahu 
when slocpSess J have beea astonished to hear the t·lk of people in the streets and sonnds 
of this kiod in a large radius &round the dwelling Dot to SF C 7k of the griadin, of the whe
els. the rolling of wagons, the puffing of the cn,ioes etc. which arc pcroeptib~ in such 
a CI,', and with painfulloundness tbough comina from distances inacldibly ji :' '. These 
phenomena arc so striking that they can not be satisfacto,rily.!xplaioed by any plausible 
hypothesis and I am led to believc that possibly the strong elcctrificatioD. of the air. which 
is often noted, and to an extraordinary degtCC, may be more or less responsible for their 
cxqlrencc. 

The dryness of tbe atmosphere, which is atilt further enhanced by tbe low prmure, 
is such that wood or otber material is m,de what ia called. kiln~ry insidc of a few boon • 
• nd is 1"C1ldtred an insulator far more pcrl"oct than wood is ordinarily. The nails 00 the 
bands and toes dry out to such aD extent that they bu pi' off "cry easily, in fact ODe has 
to be careful in trimming them, I found the claws of a cat as brittle as glass. The skin on 
tbe hands dries out and cracks up and is apt to form deep sores particularly if. as often 
in experimentation, one has to wash the haods frequcntly. 1be bair gets pe«eptibly thinoer 
owing to the drying out. Colorado is not a good country for hair. This may be of interest 
to people with a tendency towards baldDCSI. People even .. eay sick do not cough .nd 

expectorate evidently owing to the dryness of the atmosphere. One does not penpire as 
the sweat is immediately evaporated. It is curious how quick the body gets dry when 
a bath is takcn. Still more this is Doted when the body is rubbed with alcohol. TMU ob
ICT'VatioDS arc Dot often made, unfortunately. as the opportwlitics for comfort are not 
such as one might desire. 

, In many respects one is disappointed with the aspect of the country itself although 
h is far famed. I think it very uoioterestinl and C'\'CD the celebrated Pike's Peak is insipi
Bcant. Most of the country is barren, practically a desert, with little vegetable and animal 
life in places. Prairie dogs are about the only animals one can sec on the plains. One rarely 
sees a bird and the country must be a tedious one to live in for anyone witb tastes for 
hunting and fishing. But as much as the country is devoid of interest and beauty, so much 
and far more, is the sky beautiful. The si&hts oDC sec 5 here in the heavens are such that 
DO pen can cver describe. The cloud formations are tbe most marvelous sights that one c:an 
see anywhere. The iridescent colors are to my judgement incomparably more vivid and 
intense than in the Alps. Every possible shade of eolor may be seen the red. and white 
preponderating. The phenomcna accompanying the sunrise and sunset arc often such 
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that ODe is at the point of not believing his own eyes. At times large portions of the ~kr 
asswne a deep red almost blood-red color. so inte~ tha.t SUpelStitiOUS people .might 
will be frightcDCd when first seeing it as by some other altogether unusual manifesta.tion 
in the heavens. Sometimes, particu1arly in the forenoon, huge ma.sses of what appea.rs 
to be SDOW are seen ftoating in the air and they are so real and tangible, SO sharply defined, 
that it is difficult to believe tbem to be composed merely of vapor. The purity and dryness 
of the atmosphere explains to a degree the sha.rpness of definition of the boundaries of 
tlwz formations of mist, but it is quite possible that some other causes as electrification 
of the particles coope,atc in rendering them so COD.pact as tbey appear to be. Of course, 
the purer the: air, the I,eater is the difference between the region filled by cloud and that 
surrounding it as regards the ("ssage of light rays, and the boundaries oftbe cloud appea.r 
sharper and quasi-solid much on this account. The whiteD( a .00 purity of these m&$ses 
ofcioud i. such that one bas the idea that nothing, not even an angel, could come in contact 
with it without soiling it. Very often when the sun is setting, a considerable portion oftbe 
sky above the mountain range presentJ the sight of an immense furnace with white-hot 
molten metal. It is absolutely impossible to look at the melting away clouds without being 
blinded,.o vivid is the light. On a few oa:asions I have seen tbe mountains covered with a 
white silvery veil most bc:a.utiful to see, an unusual occurenoe aOO caused b~ fine mistlike 
rain in tbe mountain region. 'The intensity of the light on dvV' occasions Was really won
derful. What was remarked before of the shadows of the moon is. and to a much 
grc&ter deglCx. true of those thrown by the SUD. They are inkblack .nd sharply 
outlioed. The sb'dows on the plain Ind mountains thrown by the clouds appear like bi8 
patches of inking b'acknotl hurrying along tbe ground. Particularly interestins are shadows 
thrown across the Iky re&emblinl often large dark streamers. or those which under certain 
c:oDditions are formed and are visible lib dark columns extended from the ground to the 
sky. 1U Ie 1ba40WI seem to be best visible in tbe middle of tbe af\ernoon or. little later 
when the sun in fairly dowo and 00 days when it bas been extremely hot and sultry in the 
forenoon and the clouds are formed quickly and are of greater density th'n usual. 

A very curious phenomenon is the rapid formation and disappearance 
of the clouds. One can watch them continuously forming and disappea.ring rapidly and ODe 
merely oo:"»1s to tum away for a few moments when be may see that the aspect bas changed, 
aew douds having repl,ced those he saw before. On many OCNIsiol1$., just after sunset, 
I ba.ve seen seemingly dense. wbite clouds appear as by ench'ntment below the mountain 
peake , So quiclc.ly did these clouds or mist form that their appearance was much like the 
projedion of an image on the screen. The wonderful beauty of the cloud formations as 
.seen here is, however. enhanced not only by tbe incredible sharpness of the outlines and 
vividness of ,color but also by their accidental arrangement and forms they assume. Not 
unfrcquently one can ICC clouds resembling all kinds of known objects, this adding much 
to the enjoyment one finds in observing them. In fact I have scarcely ever watched the 
clouds here without noting among the shapes resembling some or otber familiar object . 
It is probably owing to the peculiar character of the clouds here that phenomena of this 
kind may be almost daily observed whereas in other parts they are very rarc. Very often 
I have seen low on the horizon what appeared to be immense fields of ioe as a sea frozen 
in the midst of. storm but so wonderfully real that it would be impossible to give an idea 
of it by a description however vivid. At other times there appeared ranges of mountains 
whicb one could not distinguisb from the actual, on the horizon or the wide ocean, with its 
deep green, or dark blue, or black waters stretching out as far as the eye could re.ch. 
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Nor was this an ordinary resemblance which ene could banish (rom the mind by a small 
effort of will, but was rather of nature of those visions or hallucinations which make it 
necessary for one to pinch himself to fully realize that his senses have been deceivioa him. 
More than once 1 have seen this ocean dotted with arcen islands or populated with alit· 
teriRI icebergs or sailins vessels or even steamers not less real to tbe eye because tbey 
were formations of mere mist or cloud. 

Almost every evening. after sunset, and when the sky is clear, tbe horizon towards 
the plains becomes peculiarly tinged with colors of surprising vi.vidness. all the colors 
of the rainbow being represented;. the strata higher above the horizon beginning with 
red and passing through all nuahces, the lowest strata finishing with blue. violet and 
black. As it grows darker the black line rises continuously above the horizon. This pheno
menon illustrates in an interesting manner how the sun's rays are deviating from the 
straight course and are beiDS continuously detlected downwards to the more dense strata 
of the atmosphere. Among the seemingly infinite variety of clouds there are four typical 
(orms resularly observable which are of surpassing beauty. They are: 

1) Red clouds. which are seen very frequently in the early morning hours at sunrise 
and. though less frequently, in the evening when owing to a greater RCrcentage of moisture 
the clouds are denser, more like rain clouds . They reach an intensitrof color equal to that 
of a ruby of the "pigeonbJood" species. They are particularly beautiful when appearing 
in detached masses. 

2) Whiu clouds which are seen chiefly in the forenoon or in the early part of tbe 
afternoon though not SO orten. The whiteness and purity of these clouds and their sbarpDCSS 
of contoun which has been already referred to makes them a unique sight. It would he 
difficult to offer to the eye a greater treat than it finds in the contemplatioD ofthesc m,n-, 
of mist, geoctally ft:>&ting in big detachecllumps in the blue sky. I note that these clouds 
are seen generally after a short rain when the wind, springing up suddenly, clean tbe 
sky, leaving oDly a few large and separate masses of vapor. 

3) Clouds presenting the appearance of immense lumps of gold. These are iridescent 
clouds witnessed chiefly at sunset. Tbey present a striking sight, particularly when they are 
small and detached. from each other and the sun's rays can penetrate tbem more freely 
thus heightening at times to a degree really incredible the intensity of the iridescence. 
Their color is absolutely like that of gold and the similarity is rendered complete by the 
forms they assume which are those of gold nuggets found in nature, but generally they 
pass from pure yellow to a reddish yellow of the kind peculiar to gold found in QCrtain 
countries or generally gold containing a small percentage of copper. A feature of these 
most beautiful clouds is that they persist in their iridescence but a very short while. Usually 
they·iast only from five to ten minutes and often even not so long, although the yellow 
color may generally persist on tbeedges for as much as halfan hour,more so in tbe morning 
than in the evening hours. 

4) Clouds resembling lumps of incandescent metal. These clouds are most wonderful 
to bebold and the intensity of the light emitted by them is such that it baffles description. 
I have never before seen anything of this kind in the Alps or elsewhere. One can see all 
nuances of color exhibited by heated metal or coal, from dull red to blinding white incan
descence such as is seen in silver furnaces known in German as the "Silberblict". But 
most generally these clouds present the appearance of lumps of glowing coal surpassing, 
if anything, the latter in brilliancy and intensity of color and the sense of sight is still more 
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completely deceived by the gradual burning away of the glowing mass offering to the eye 
tbe spectacle of a mass of charcoal which is being qu.:ckly consumed in a furnace .with 
• very strong draught. How can the intensity of the light emitted by these clouds be explai
ned? They throw out at times .. light which to the eye is as intense and blinding as that of 
the IUD'S disle itself, yct. tbey present a surface many hundred times greater than that of 
the suo's disJc. Is it not possible that in this intense iridesceace, DOt to say incandesccoc;:e, 
we sec DOt only a phenomenon of reftoctioo and refraction of tbe rays of light but also, 
at least partially, of conversion of dark radiations of the sun into such which cause in our 
eye the sensatiOIl of light? Or, if Dot exactly this, might it no~ be possible that the dark 
rays being absorbed in the mist in some way or other reduce ,'lhe absorption of the light 
rays and render the process of refloction and refraction of the latter more economical? 
I can not recollect any experiments carried on with the object of asocrtaining the inftucnce 
of tempcaature OD these proces~. A hot glass lens ought to be more efficient in letting 
the light rays through than a cold one. BUI. reasoning in the same strain, it would appear 
that redcctioo from a surface ought to be impaired by heating the latter. Furthermore 
[ sbauld think that it can Dot be indifferent for these two processes at what temperature 
the body reflecting or refracting the rays is maintained, at least one must infer so from the 
acocpted theories according to which the dark and luminous radiations morely differ 
in their wave lengths but are otherwise identical. The most plausible view on the above 
phenomenon still seems to me that first expressed, according to which invisible radiations 
arc partially converted into luminous rays or radiations tbus supplying the additional 
light which it is diffic:ult to account for otherwise. It is not impossible that a phenomenon 
similar to Ouorcsocnoc might be produced by heat rays falling upon the particles of mist 
thus heightening tbe light effect or there may be caused, by the dark rays, a dc.oomposition 
or falliDX apart of the vapor particles (as Tyndall demonstrated) - and this proocss may 
be accomplDied by some evolution of light. Certainly tbe particles. capable of producing 
such vivid iridei<:enct must be very minute, much smaller than ordinary particles compo· 
sing the clouds and their form can not be but a passing one as is evidenced by the rapid 
disappearance and reappearance of clouds already mentioned. These four types of cloud, 
which can be observed here almost daily and which in purity, bdlliancy and depth of color 
and sharpness of outlines surpass by far such clouds noted in other parts, constitute the 
chief attractions of the incomparable beauty of this sky. These phenomena would be more 
appreciated if they were more rare, but the fact is that for most people they loose a large 
portion of their charm by forcing themselves upon the eye too frequently. We arc used to 
speak of "Sunny Italy" but compared with Colorado that country might be almost likened 
to foggy England. They tell me that there arc scarcely 10--20 days in a year, on the average, 
when the sun does not shine and even this estimate is rather exaggerated. Since my ar
rival here about the middle of May, with the exception of a. few passing thunderstorms, 
the days were clear with just enough clouds in the sky to break the monotony of the blue. 

No wonder that consumptives and generally people in feeble health are getting aD 
here so well. The purity of the air. the altitude. which compels exercise of the lungs to be 
continuously and unconsciously practised owing to the lesser density of the air and smaller 
J)CiCeotage of oxygen (about 20% less than at sea level), the dryness of the air which is 
altogether exceptional, all these causes may cooperate more or less efficiently in improving 
the condition of the patients, but I believe that the chief cause ofbctterment is to be found 
in the profuse and cheering sunlight. Whether the light produces a specific germicidal 
effect is a matter of conjecture as yet, as far as I know. I learned bere that experiments 
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had been carried 00 to ascntain whether there are any RoentgeD. rays emitted by tbe 
sun or prcduced in other ways by the sun's rays but the results were negative. Similar 
experiments, I am told, were conducted for a long period on Pike's Peak butono action on 
a photographic film, which was the means of these investigations, was noted. at least 
not such as might be attributed to Roentgen rays. I think thoulh that rays of this kind. 
must be ultimately demonstrated to exist in the radiations of tbe Sun as well &$ of most 
other sourCCIIS of intense light and heat. It is possible that such rays are, in a ltJ(uure. 
active in. arresting the process of decay ClusM by the bacillus. I oonclude that, since the 
bacillus of tuberculosis is an. organism developed under exclusion of light.. such rays of 
short wave length. made by any means to penetrate the tissues and reach the affected. 
parts of the same, must needs be inimical to the development of tbe microbes not used. 
to such rays. Though this conclusion might Dot prove true, still there is a good foundation 
for it, and 1 am hopeful that with the apparatus I am now perfecting for other purposes 
as well as this, it will ·be possible to produce Roentgen rays of gleat intensity which will 
furnish the long sought for means of suocc:s.sfutly combatina these dreaded dek*ses of the 
internal organs. Whatever be the cause of the marvelous improvement noted in patients 
it is a fact that most people afflicted with these ailments, and often pronounced beyond 
medical help, recover and a:et soon soeminaly quite well here. A short while aao I was 
induced by a friend to go to a dinner he gave in my hODor where tinet a number of more 
or less interesting people. The conversation during the entire eveniDg was an animated. 
one and the entertainment highly enjoyable. Everybody seemed to be in high spirits and 

excellent health. But my pleasure was spoiled. in the cod when I Iearaed before parting, 
with painful a~t::)Rishment. from a friend who is a very skilled and competent physician, 
that of the two dozen people I met scarcely ODe individual hid more then Ol)e whole IUDI 
left,the majority of them being in fact "much farther gooc" as be said, so that they woWd 
infallibly die in a very short time iftbey wouJd leave here. I SOOD Icamcd that there were 
thousands of consumptives in the place, about tbe only healthful people being coachman, 
and I concluded that while this climate is certainly in a wonderful degree hcalthful and in
vigorating, only two kinds of people should come here: Those who Iul~ the consumption 
and those 'Who want 10 gel it. That the sun's Haht and beat exercise a highly benelicial 
effect on these sick people may be inferred with cel wnty from its effect upon people who 
are quite well. It is curious to note how agreeable and indispensable the sunshine beco"'s 
here after a while. Even healthful people become sad and unstrung wben the sky sets 
clouded and dark. I have however. observed such an effect before but it is quite natural 
that it should be so here where the sun shines constantly day after day. I do Dot suppose 
that in London or even in New York, where the weather is comparatively fair much at
tention is paid as to whether the sky is clear or clouded, but here every laborer laments 
whir. the sun does not shine. Despite the beautiful spectacle offered by the parting sun 
one feels sad when its disk sinks behind the moun.Wns and one is thoroughly glad to see 
it rise again. These feelings are experienced. of course. everywhere. but somehow tbey are 
of greater intensity here than elsewhere. Considering the eleva.tion, the small density and 
exceptional purity and extreme dryness of the air, the scantiness of the vegetation and 
particularly the scarcity or protecting timber, the vastness of the practically desert prairies 
over which the wind can sweep unimpeded, tbe geographical ·position of the country 
and other causes and conditions determining the character of the climate it is Dot dif· 
ficult to guess the general nature of the weather in Colorado. Nevertheless it is a surprise 
to learn that the climate is mild in an extraordinary degree, the storms coming but seldom 
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and lasting one or two days at the most. the snow remaining scarcely over more than thirty~ 
-six bours on the ground . 

In fact Colorado people seem to be particularly proud of their winter climate. rex
pressed to a friend my delight at the wonderfully 6nc and bracing weather we had so far, 
but he astonished me by saying: 'lhis is not a fair opportunity to judge. To form a COllect 

opinion ortbe qualities of this climate you must come here in wintertime". I could scarcely 
conceive how it could be possibly finer and more agreeable then so far experienced. I expect 
to get data as to the pressure, temperature. moisture etc. The pressure at present is about 
24" average, considerably less than at sea level but, owing to the bracing air, one does Dot 
fecI much the effect of the rarefaction of the atmosphere except when performin. some 
physical work, when one gets quickly out of breatb. The humidity must be extremely 
small otherwise one would feci both the heat and cold much more. The mean temperature 
prC$Cntly at noon is about 80° in the ,bade but in sWlShioe it is difTclent. [ believe the 
good people here are more or less inclined to find tbe days in summer cooler than they 
are in reality, and they seem also to prefer to be silent about cold snaps which occasionally 
come in wintertime. But from some indiscreet persons I have 1earocd that the thermometer 
was at times very near 40" below zero and in the plain sunshine of summer it is apt to be 
"way up" as my informants told me. I feci sure it can not be far from ISO". The power of 

. -
the sun's rays on certain days when the atmosphere is particularly calm. dry and pure, 
is such as to positively surpass beHef. The waterpipe passing for some distance across the 
field to the laboratory being partly uncovered the beat was as a rule so fierce that tbe 
water came out boiling and steaming like in a Russian bath. It would be impossible to 
hold the hand in it, even fOT a few moments. for it would at once cause a severe pain. 
One day, about five o'clock in the afternoon, tbe rays fell through the open door on a 
high tension transformer which I bad brought from New York and, before anybody could 
notice it.. melted out a1l the insulation, rendering the apparatus completely useless. I ob
served the danger a few days before and warned. the assistants to watch the machine, but 
unfortunately on that day the usual precautions were omitted. Soveral barrels filled with 
concentrated salt solution were placed. outside of the laboratory, and the pressure in them 
rose every day as in a steam boiler, and a few of them were damagedl· When the cock was 
opened the water squi rled. out to a great distance across the field and it was thought 
advisable in order to avoid bunting and damage, to leave a small o~ning in the barrels 
for the escape of the steam. The most astonishing experience of this kind was, however, 
the heating of a wooden ball covered with 1. _lroil. which was supported above the roof, to 
a point it was decmed unsafe to expose it to the sun's rays. It emitted a deno;e vapor actually 
like smoke, and the tinfoil crumbled awayl This exccs'iive heating seemed to take place 
suddenly ...... l p::lieve that it occurs when, owing to the removal of a layer of impule air, 
a particularly clear path is opened for the sun's rays, which then pass through the pure 
medium witbout mucb loss. Often I have felt a scorching pain on the check or neck to 
come on sudd~nly when working in sunshine, and I can only explain it with the above 
assumption. But the most interesting of all are the electrical observations which will be 
described presently. 
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Co/OTado Springs 
Aug. 2. 18!19 

New induction coil for portable apparatus, designed for investigation outside con
tained in box. CondeItS~r method. Particulars : Secondary wound wit" wire No . 30, 32 layers 
plus one layer with thick cord. Turps ' ISO per layer. Total number of turns 5670. Least 
turD 1.2S X 1t= ? Jongest turn · 3.Sn= ? average 2.12S X1t- 6.615·· or 11 em. approx. 
for average length of one turn. Resistance of secondary 375 ohm. The dimensions 
of spool are as in sketch below. 

• • • 
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The ava}lable length of coil 4" - 1/4 
for two fibre flanges 1= 3.75". The primary 
50 turns as a coil before wound cord 
No. 20. Res = O.SI ohm. The length of ave_ 
rage turn 10.6" = 26.93 cm. Total length of 
wire in primary 53O"=c:-1346.2 cm. 

In connection with this there is to be 
used : a condenser to be adjusted, a charging 
coil experimental like wire to be adjusted to 
the condenser and brear. a Thomas clockwork 
with wheel 180 teeth for break, the arbor 
carrying also a sensitive device so that same 
clockwork will serve for break and first sen-
sitive device. A second sensitive device in 

secondary of oscillating transformer ddven by another Thomas clockwork. This latter 
Deed Dot be used when sc:lf~xciting process with condenser employed. Relay brought 
from New York 996 ohms or thereabouts. This final. 

Mantion hottleJ to be used compared with Champagn~ bott/~s. The latter would 
seem to be better suited . The tests showed as follows : Comparing 2 bottles of each Jcind 
fiJled as far as practicable and placed in tank with rock salt solution as in previous instances 
charged to ~m~ potential 356 "o/Is approximately, the average of four readings was for: 
Maniton bottles 13° defL for Champagne bottles 9.5" defl. 

. . Capacity of Maniton 130 
TIus gives: = -;;"~ 

Capacity or Champagne 9 S 

Weight of Maniton 23 
Itow by taking weight : - =-

Wei ght 01 Champagne 36 

These figures give a slight advantage to glass in Champagne bottle. but the latter 
was larger than the Maniton about 1/4" outside and contained a trifle ov~r one quart. 
FUrthermore, there is the usual hollow bottom (to deceive customers) and this increased 
the surface in the Champagne bottle. In view of this the conclusion is that the glass is 
not greatly different in respect to dielectric qualities in both the bottles. The Champagne 
bottle would unquestionably break down first because of hollow bottom. as it would be 
difficu lt to exclude the air. It would also be difficult to get the required number of such 
bottles in this quiet town. Thi!> compels use of Maniton. 
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Considtr tbe following case: A condenser is connected in series with another to 
a generator of high tension . A circuit making and breaking device is arranged in a brHige 
between the condelller5 as illustrated in diagram. When the circuit is closed through this 

9lttAK 
O£VICf 

device the condenser included in the circuit of the senerator is charged to the full potential, 
but when the device breaks the current path. the charge is distributed over the two con
densers. Such an arransement with two condensers has certain valuable features in con
nection with oscillators, particularly wben tbey are worked from a generator·of very high 
and constant e.m.f. The condenser included in the generator circuit prevents mort circuiting 
of the generator in case of defective action of the make and break device and the amount 
of energy drawn from the $Ourcc is limited to a quantity which can be exactly determined. 
beforehand. The arrangement is sometimes of value also with alternate current generators. 
The condenser C1 then performs tbe function of a reducing valve on a reservoir such as 
is 11sed in connection with a distribution s)'$tem of some gas under great pressure. 8y means 
of such an arrangement an oscillator may be worked safely from a generator of any e.m.f . 
and at any desired prCJSure. In the case as iIIwtrated tbe total cap-city is 

C - C1 Cz 
C1 +Cz 

and the energy stored by one charge in tbe system is 

~ Pl C, C1 

2 C, + C1 

Now P - p, + Pl 

1 1 I 1 I 1 C. C1 - pIC, +- P1C1-- P 
2 2 2 C. + Cl 

and 

and from tliis p,C1 - PZ C1 

PCl PC, 
P, - ; Pl -

C,+Cz C.+Cl 

.nd 

· . . . I) 

· . .. 2) 

· . .. 3) 

Suppose the process be such that C, first be charged to full pressure P and then 
d isconnected and charge distributed over tbe two condensers, Cz being the condenser 
belonging to the oscillator, whereas C, is the regulating condenser, then since 

and 

is the pressure on condenser C1 wbich it was the object to find . 
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Colorado Springs 

ModifialliolU of apparatus. involving colllkruu method of magnifying effects. 
experimented with "Self-exciting" process. 

In this special mcdification of condenser method. an effect prcduced. upon the 
sensitive device is rendered accumulative not only as in some other modifications, but more 
so by a process comparable to the self~xcitation of a dynamo. Thus much feebler initial 
effects are made sufficient to cause the sensitive device to break down and the receiver to 
be operated. This process accomplished II •• his manner will cerWnly have many valuable 
uses. A few arrangements which have been experimented with arc recorded below. They 
arc self-explanatory. The lettering makes Diagram I . fully clear with reference to previous 

.. 

• 
~.r~ _ , 

diagrams of this kind. a is the sensitive device, d a make and break devicc, C a condenser P 
the primary and S the secondary of oscillatory transformer. B a battery and L an inductance 
suitably adjusted. The sensitive relay usually employod may be in the circuit containing 
battery B, inductance L, and tbe devices d and a; or. it may be in tbe circuit ofsocondary 
S and device a in which case this circuit will contain an additional battery. There will 
also be in the circuits tbe usual adjustable rcsi~tances to adjust the instruments and insure 
the best action. From the diagram it will be easily seen that when the device a is at first 
very slightly affected, the condenser is charged more and the secondary currents become 
more strongly excited. in their turn. the device and so on, until tbe device breaks down and 
diminishes sufficiently in resistance so dut the relay is operated. This method has been 

, 

found excellent and will have besides telegraphy many valuable uses since by its means 
effects, too feeble to be rCQOrded in other ways, may be rendered sufficiently strong to 
cause the operation of any suitable device. A number of modified arrangements as have 
been experimented will now be recorded. Referring to diagrams which follow in Fig. 2. 
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&D alTanaemcnt idcutical with that in Fig. J. is ,hown, only the relay itself is made to be 
the transfonr.er by being suitably proportioned to the breaJc and condenser and having 
on top of primary windings P P a secondary S S wound with fine wire and contairihrg 
a battery B' as shown. The secondary excites the sensitivc device a until it breaks down 
when tbe relay is operated. This arrangement is not tbe most preferable to employ as 
better results will be obtained with an independent transfoTlflC1 and relay, but it has the 
features of compa.ctDc$s and simplicity. It can be, however, still further umplifiod by doing 
away with inductance L . 

w • , , 

• • 

The batteries B and B' may be con.....-tM to cooperate in their acts upon $CQ.Sitive 
device a or to oppose each other. The former seems preferable. The condenser should be 

• 

of lture capacity. In Diagram 3. the form of connectjons is illustrated which was found 
IDO$1. convenient for experimentation. An independent sensitivc relay is used and adjustable 
dCld resistances, and ,. in primary and secondary circu.its. The inductance L is also m.do 
adjustable and so is aLso break device d though this is not iadicatod in the diagrAm. In 

, 
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• , • 
, 
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Fig. 4. again plan is shown which is suitabie when, instead of a sensitive device &$ has 
been described before and which is "sed on the propertid of minute conducting Irains, 
a minute gap Q is employed. This special device comprises two points alDJ.Q.st in contact 
and in an atmosphere or medium the insulating properties of which are impaired to such 
an extent that it brCjlks down readily upon a slight increase of the electrical pressure. 
The additional adjustable inductance L. serves to bridge the gap and allow normally 
& small current to pass and to charge condenser C, to strain sufficiently device Q . The 
relay R may be otherwise placed . Finally, in Diagr. S. & modification is shown with an 
additional induction coil P'S', 8 " and d', the latter device making and brealdng the circuit 
and straining device Q by currents generated in secondary S'. The diagram is otherwise 
self-explanatory. The relay may be, as stated before, otherwise inserted. 

Colorodo Springs 
Aug. S, 1899 

Experinunts with cotuiellMr m~tnod of magnifying ~lluts contillU~d. More of the 
modifications described: In Diagram I. a resistance, preferably. induCtive, is placed around 

," 

, • 
+ ... 

sensitive device a for the purpose of regulating the charge of condenser C and thereby 
determining the degree of excitation of device Q' in secondary circuit of transformer. The 
adjustable resistance r serves to regulate strain exerted upon device Q by battery B. The 
terminals or plates p p' are placed in suitable locations of medium or media, one in the 
air, the other in the ground generally. Otherwise the diagram explains itself. 

, " ; 
---o+~---_ 

L-_ __ __________ -J __ ~ 

rn Diagram 2. the second sensitive device is omitted and the secondary S is con· 
nected around sensitive device Q . Other accessories, as adjustable resistances. arc likewise 
omitted for sake of clearness. 
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In Diagam. 3" again the coil L is made the secondary of another coil which is sup
plied from primary oscillating transformer P S, the latter being controlled in its Perfor
mance by sensitive deviee Q. 

, 
." s" 1\ 

, 

In Diagram 4. a similar arrangement is illustrated as shown on a previous occasion, 
tbe secondary S being connected around sensitive"device Q and containing another sensitive 
device, relay and battery, other accessories being omitted for reasons above given. 

Colorado Springs 

Aug. 6, 1899 

Exp~rimenls with Cond~nser method of magnifying effects. More of the arrangements 
expcrimente4" with described : 

•• • ,-~H-o------, 
, . ,. 
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The three diagrams shown illustrate arrangements as variously canied out in· a form 
of portable apparatus referred to before. Referring to Fig. I . the sensitive device a was 

one consisting of a small glass tube and two metalic plugs, the tube being ,(Olated by a 
Thomas Clockwork. Coarse nickel chips prepared as before described. were used in the 
tube. An improvement was effected by cleaning the chips first with dilute acid and alkaline 
solution and dcstillod water and a1cohol at the last . In ODe apparatus the plugs were 1/8" 
apart, tube 1/4" diam. half filled. Condenser 1/2 mfd. one of the small ones before used. 
L , S, P and d were as described on another oa:asion. The results w~,~ good. In Diagram 2. 
the same devices were uStd in a slightly different way as will be plain from the diagram. 
The receiver R was put in series with device a so as not to be affected. much by operation 
of break devi<:e d. This seemed better, results are very satisfactory. In Diagram 3. the: 
improvement was carried still further the same devices being again used. The delicately 
balanced lever of receiver R was very little affected by the sudden action of the break, 
the pull was steady in consequence and a better adjustment was possible. The results were 
now most satisfactory. One cell of LeclencM dry being quite sufficient. 

Erid p t:'e of statioauy w .... es water pipe 

CDiorado Springs 
Aug. 7. 1899 

Some djspositions of apparatus experimented. with in which the secondary of an 
oscillating transformer was used to excite the sensitive device have shown results vastly 
better and it ICCms that the: increased sensitiveness is due partially at least, to the ract 
that ooc: terminal of tbe secondary connected to a sensitive device (which unexcited has 
a resistance of about 100,000 obms or more) is practically open and that therefore by the 
slightest disturbance. bigh pressure can freely manifest itself and break: doWD the insu
lation oftbe device. To investigate further the capacity or such arrangements a great Dum
ber were tried or which some rollow: One or the earlier arrangements was as illustrated 

, , 

• • 
< , C> ' , 

• • 

in 1. In this case tbe secondary S was closed by the condenser C 100 large ror it, and the 
seIf-iDduction (very luae) L was inserted to overcome this defect and (or other reasons (2). 
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The next arrangement adopted was as shown in 3. In this case the terminal of secondary, 
or respectively its continuation up to t was open or insulated - at least practically so.and 
the apparatus was more 5CDsitive when the secondary bad a great number of turns, it was 
better to place battery B and receiver R between the other end of secondary and the cor
responding terminal of the condenser. but when the secondary did not have as many turns 
the apparatus generally worked better with battery and relay placed as shown in 3. as 

,. , , 
• 

• , 
• , , , 

• 
, 

• , , 
• 

. -
they caused a certain rise - by their capacity and self-induction - of the electrical pres-
sure on terminal I of sensitive device. 

A modification of Fig. 2. is shown in Fig. 4. In this Clse the self-induction L was 
replaced by !"Clay R R which bad one of its legs or coils inserted in each of the two branches 
oftbecircuit lading from the condenser as illustrated. As the relay had a very high winding 
aod high resistance nearly 1000 ohms, this left the secondary practically opened and free 
to work on- sensitive device a. 

, . 

• 

- . 

, 

• , 

• 

, 

It was obServed in some experiments that a sensitive device becomes more responsive 
to feeble disturbances when, instead of being excited by direct connection to a source, 
it is strained from a source from some distance. In some instances the apparatus was 
affected and the relay responded to a small ben from a great distance. It is probable that 
the increased sensitiveness is due to a certain freedom or looseness of the grains of nickel 
which were used and which does not exist to such extent by direct connection to a battery. 
These observations led to investigating the capacities of some such arrangements typically 
illustrated in Diagram S in which the device is excited by induction . 
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Colorado SprtlJ8$ 

Aug. 8, J899 

Other ways of connecting apparatus when using open acting secondary for exciting 
sensitive device. 

As in some previous experiments the fine relay R was affected by the break d. the 
relay with an adjusted high ohmic or inductive resistance J was placed in a special brancb 
circuit (I.) It being found, furthermore, that when the sensitive device is very delicately 
adjusted, it often would not loose the excitation quickly enough by rotation (when a r~ 
lating cylinder as often expelimented with before was used), but it would always loose 
the excitation by breaking the battery circuit - the disposition illustn'td in 2. was adopted 
in which the relay R was made to break the battery circuit by opening contact c which 
was fixed similarly to that of an ordinary bell or blltur with a fine spring so that the relay 
could complete the contact underneath (not shown) working the printing apparatus or 
otber appliance. 

The under contact was, however, dispensed with by connecting around contact c 
a circuit of .,~ry high resistance including another fine relay which was brought into action 
whenever the lever of relay R was pulled toward the core. 

Instead of using the clockwork with break before referred to, an ordinary magnetic 
circuit breaker with contact was employed to operate the primary P and to generate then~by 
the currents in secondary S for excitation of device: G. This simple arrangement is shown in 
Diagram 3. To provide for excitation of condenser and consequently of sensitive device 
up to the point desired various plans WCre investigated of which some follow here : - -. 

,. ---,----' • 
, • , 

, , , • 
, 

0, 

• ,--J---1------' • • 
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In Fia . .c. for instance, the resistance of device III unexcited beina practically inl1nite 
an other battC'cy 8 1 with iClf-inductioD coil II was pieced around tbe condenser to excite 
the same and by the action of secondary S also sensitive device D • 

•• • 

, 

, 
• 

Again in Fig. 5. around the ends of the primary P was connected a Battery BI in 
series with buzur b and adjusted self-induction II. The latter was 10 graduated that the 
induced currents in S would strain the device III to the point of breaking down. StilJ another 
such plan was tried by placing a separate circuit comprisinl coil PI BatteI)' BI and butur b 
at a suitable distance of secondary S, such that the preparatory excitation of device D was 
effected . 

ColOl'ado Springs 
Aug. 9, 1899 

Other dispositions of apparatus experimented with. One of the plans before described 
was modified in the manner illustrated in I., the battery 8 1 which effected the preparatory 
excitation being placed as indicated SO as to work: through the primary P and conjointly 
with main battery B. 

,. >. 

• 
, 

, "'" , c>" 

• • " • 

Fig. 2. illustrates a disposition similar to one experimented with before, only in 
series with buzzer b and auxiliary exciting battery B,. a primary which was adjustable 
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(PI) Was ust'(\. This arrangement was modified to the one illustrated in Diagr&m 3. The 
intention being to usc the same break for both primaries P and PI' Neither of the plaru 
(2 and 3) seemed capable of such results as were readily obtained in some prrnous dispo
sitions. These experiments showed that the proper way was to modify plan 3 into one 
illustrated in 4 . 

•. ,----,-------, 

, 

• • 

[n this case a break device with two contacts is provided which make and brule 
simultaneously both the main primary P and auxiliary primary cOil PI' In auxiliary cir
cuit PI' for purpose of adjustment. a resistance, or I dead or inductive is included. 

Colomdo Sp,ings 
Aug. to, 1899 

Further modifications of apparatus experimented with . 

.. ,. 
• 

< I 
, 

, , 
< , 

<, 

• 
• • • 

An arrangement as illustrated in 1. was made to sec whether excitation (preparatory) 
could be conveniently effected by shunting around break d a circuit including very high 
graduated self-induction I. with battery B.o This worlced. fairly well. 

To avoid certain disadvantages in previous similar forms of apparatus - as the 
permanent closure of condenser - a number of modifications based on the use of two 
condenser was resorted to and experimented with, some ofwbich are illustrated in diagrams 
following. 
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10 Diagratp 2. two condensers C and C. are placed in series., one of them being 
shunted by graduated self-induction I and battery BI • The other condenser C, beina larger, 
allows t.bo current from battery Bto pass through break and coil I when device a is cxcited. 
Not very good.. A modi6cd plan is illustrated in 3. In this case the auxiliary battery 8

1 

charges the two condensers C and C. in series, whereupon onc of tbem is discharacd 
through the break d. This is fair. 

-. 
'" • " , 

, 
< 

< <, 

• • 

" 
In 4. the battcry (main) is so placed that a biSh c.m.f. is charging the condenser yet 

current throujh the sensitive device is small. 

Colorado Springs 
Aug. II, 1899 

MM",~DIWII 0/ aIpOCilY of the tu'w conMIUUS prepared from Manitor! 
Woter bottles. 

With the exception of three tanks in which bottles with green glass were used aU 
the remaining bottles were of dJJ,rk glass. The test did not show much difference between 
the two kinds of glass and all the tanks separately measured were fOIlQd to be, after proper 
ruling in of the solution, of tbe same capacity or very nearly 10. All tbe bonles were first 
connected in quantity .00 the capacity compared with that of ) /2 mfd. standa.r4 condenser. 
Tbc dc:fkctions were almost exactly as 36 : 44, 36· for the 1/2 mfd. aod 44D fer the bottles. 

II 
The capacity of all the latter was tbcrcfore 18- 0.611 mfd. This would give for one bottle, 

sioce there were 576 bottles, tbe average value of 18 ~ 1576 =O.OOl06mfd. or 0.00106 X 

x 9 X JO'-955"c.. AI there arc 36 bottles in each of the tanks we get for ooc tank 
36xO.OOl06= 0.03816mfd. or 36x955= 34,380cm. As each side has 8 tanks the capacity 
of each side wouJd be 0.03816x8= O.30528 mfd. or 175,00t0 em. and when, as mostly 

the case, the two sides are in series the total primary capacity will be O.~ll - 0.15275mH. 

or O.IS2lS x 9xI0' - 137,475 c& When workins with one primary turn. 1.kinS the 

._~ f ' 7 luu'M't'nce 0 pnmary as henry we get 
10' 

2n / 7 2.054 
T_ 10' \10. 15275 x lOS - 10' and n _ 48,100 per sec. 
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Other modifications of signalling apparatus experimented with •. 

Several ways of providing for initial excitation when using oscillatory transformer 
principle are illustrated in diagrams which follow: . . -

, , 

, 
c>' 

, , , , 

• 
, , 

In tbe: first diagram the excitation is provided through auxiliary battery 8, the strength 
4)( which is regulated by adjustable resistance (ioductive or ohmiC) ,.. The two batteries 

. -
B. B, are so connected that they join in straining device D . 

In Diagram 2. an inductive resistance ve"y high is conoccted around device D and 
coils I, 11 are also employed to prevent the secondary S being closed and potential dimini
shed through comparatively larae condenser C. The inductance I and also II I) are adjusted. 

,.,----., 

• 

, , 

, 

• 

Again in Sketch 3. is shown a plan convenient to usc when tbe secondary is wound 
in one single layer on a drum. A part of the secondary is made to serve asa primary throuah 
which condenser C, loaded to the desired point by battery 8. (graduated by resistalM'# ,.) 
is made to discharge. [n this manner it is easy to adjust the action of the secondary on 
device D. 

In Diagram 4, is illustrated & simple way experimented with before which secures 
good results. This to follow up. 
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CoJortulo Springs 

AUI. 12. 1899 

Further modificatons in signalling apparatus. 

Figs. I. and 2. show ways of securing initial excitation by means of very high iod~ 
tanoc .2 connected as shown . 

•• , . 

• 

Diagrams 3. and 4. illustrate similar plans of conn E c:tion. In tbe fonner the battery B 
is in the main circuit. in tbe latter in a shunt to device Q. 

, , . • 

• 
, ~-~.~-

, 
• 

In Figs. 5. and 6. other modified connections are shown. In S. an auxiliary sccobdary 
SI with battery and relay is oonncctrd aTound device a wbieh is excited by main scoondary S. 
In 6. a similar connection is used with a bll'T7er b 
to excite device a through secondary S . 

• 

'+ 
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Figs. 7.,8. and 9. I\pin illustrate otMr &rrangcmC!lts in which two batterie. were 
employed, one gcncra1Jy to secure initial excitation. 

,. 
• , 

• 

'---____ ""'-' _~ _ _ __ -'tC_. ' ~--' 

, E- - - ---·-
, • 

•• ..I 
• 

• • 

• < 
-----1 , 

C,/orado Springs 
Aug. 13, 1899 

bpelimcnts with oscillator 35-351/2 turns. Tension on Westinghouse Transrormu 
15,000---22,500 volts. Supply transformers connected 100 volts. 

I primary turn, all jars tension 15.000 volts, effects would indicate capacity too 
small. 

To aR:ertain this the connection was changed to 2 primary twns in series and 1/4 
capacity (2 tanks). The capacity was now varied but resonance effects moderate. All 
experiments sbow clearly too much capacity and comparatively little self-induction in 
secondary. There is a larse movement in the wire, but pressure can not appear on end as 
it would in the absence of capacity. 

By addinS capacity on one end better results indicate that this view is true. 

One oftlle balls 38 cm. on end results much better, sparks on arresters much strongcr. 

Two balls connected - effects still stronger. sparks livelier on arresters but the tension 
still too small. Needs much more capacity on the end to overcome internal capacity di· 
stributed along cable. 
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Now again changed to one turn as oscillation much better. The extra coil was added 
and adjustment of capacity made. Best results with 3 2/3 tanks capaci"tx.,pn each side. 
An empty tank placed on top of the coil for capacity. The effects with 22,500 volts on 
W.T. remarkable. The streamers very rich red, quickly darting up to 9 feet long. Many 
brilliant sparks would jump up to a 10 foot distance. 

Colorado Springs 
Aug. 14. 1899 

The following arrangements with two sensitive devices wcre the subject of consi
deration and experiment today: 

This disposition (I.) though it worked fairly had the disadvantage that adiminishing 
of resistance of device a was not very effective in increasing the charge of the condenser, 
but by making the secondary and relay circuit of very high inductance and resistance 
this defect was to a degree remedied. --

, ,---;:::'::J-- -C:::::: 

, 

, 

By changing connection to tbe one indicated in the second diagram the condenser 
was stronger aod more effectively charged upon the falling of the resistance of either of 
the devices 11 a •. 

• , , 
• 

The conclusion arrived at from many experiments with two devices. which seem 
to indicate that two such sensitive devices are better than a single one as regards sensiti
veness, was that tbe devices should be arranged as in Sketch 3 so that a change in ooe 
will produce a change in tbe other which in return shawd rcaCl upon the first and so on. 
This general scheme is to be further considered. 
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Other arrangements of apparatus with open secondary for exciting sensitive devic:c:. 

In this plan (4.) the secondary S is connected to the termina1s of sensitive device a 
through a small condenser CCI' A very small condenser is sufficient to cause the excitation. 

,. • , , 

+. 
, 

• 

This is a modified arrangement (5.) there being only onc condenser and besides 
a wry high self-induction around device a to provide for initial excitation when device a is 
originally of practically infinite resistance. The relay R may be placed around device D 

instead of self-induction t. 

In the diagram below (6.) is shown a manner of connecting apparatus to a circuit 
LI C. which is adjusted to be in synchronism with the primary vibrations of the oscillator 
aod excites device D. 

•. ,.-, 
<, 

, 

• 

Again in Diagram 7. a special synchronised circuit is dODe away with, the secondary 
itself beinS adjusted to the primary vibratioDS. The plan adopted in New York: apparatus 
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of winding sooondary and primary on a large drum (8.) serving at the same time as table 
is bert. Tuning is easy, apparatus cheap, a large amount or COppel maY .be easily placed 
in the synchronized circuit . 

,. 

•• , 

Colorado Springs 
Aug. IS, Ig99 

Change or secondary of oscillator to adapt it to the jars. 

Capacity for one tank 36 bottles 0.03816 mrd. Two sets of tlnks, 8 in each, live in 
series a total capacity of 4 tanks that is 0.15264 mfd. 

From this 
2.054 

T :IC 10' approJ[ . and n- 48,700 or nearly .9,000. 

, 
This gives A = 3.8 miles, or for 4 - 5016 feet. 

Now resonance of present secondary 5280 feet was obtained. with total capacity or 
6 tanh instead of • . Reducing the figures for length we shou1d have for smaller length a 

. . . (5280)' .. capaCity larger In proportion , or 1.11 that IS IDStead of 4 tanks we should have 
5016 

had 4.44 for 5280 reet. 
The rcquired length for 6 tanks capacity. This length would be 

~4.:4 x 5280 _ ~:!~ x 5280 _ 4677 reet. 

5280 present length) 
46TI 

. _.. to take off 603 feet . 
rcqwrcu II 

With this length the oscillator will require same capacity as eJ[tra coil and good 
results may be cJ[pected. 
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Colorado Springs 

Aug. 16, 1899 

Owing to high aclf-ind. of 5CCOnd."Y of W.T. and large ratio oftransformatioD aDd 
also great inductive drop in supply transformers (whicb arc poor) of inadequate capacity 

desirable to work with two circuits as adopted in small size oscillators with mercury break. 
Various advaotaaes are: there:by secured chief of which : double break number, smaller 
resistance jn gaps and iocreased capacity of W.T. for chargiog condensen:. Connections 
may be: as i1Iustrated in [ and II. 

. ""-. 
WillE 

" . 

Ml OOlE 
WillE 

I 

This conoe:tioo shows well with ,mati oscillators provided the short circuil of ~
condary of supply transformer avoided.. 

Colorado Springs 
Aug. 17, 1899 

In the workiog of transformer as before i1tustra.tcd I. or II. tbe short circuit of se
condary is an ioconvcnience which is overcome by baving a few teeth at a good distance, 
but this diminishes tbe number of breaks which it is practicable: to secure. Another way 
is to adopt a process also SUC(Nsful with sma.1l oscillators - of charging tbe condenser, 
ned disconnecting the same aDd finally discharaing. But this has also the disadvantase 
of reducing the number of breaks. 
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Plan here illustrated seems free of these objections: 

, 

• GA,. ,.1110«111 

" , , 
He. 

" 'OOLI!: WIllE 
c.ENERAUV 

R(GlILAlOR 

[AIIIIiED lOA" 1'~ 1".tJIV " 

, 

SoECOHQAAV OUll 
C""AO 'V 

~ECOH~AY OF 
OSCIL LATOR 

Here the short-circuit is avoided by the usc of self·inductions L\ and y which must 
be well insulated to stand high tensions. A $jng/~ self·induction inserted in tbe middle 
wire may also be used with like effect. 

ColoradiJ Springs 

Aug. 18, 1899 

The best result with apparatus at command, that is, 3 supply transformers, West. 
Tr. and condensers newly constructed. is obtained by employing two dielectrics giving total 
capacity of condensers equal to that of four tanks . This allows working with 22,500 "Volts 
safely. 

The results will probably be the same with 4.5,000 volts connection and. dielectrics 
but then capacity is only one tank and sparks in primary are longer and more difficult 
to control. 

With connection illustrated before (Diagr. J or 11) it is also practicable to work 
··with 45,000 volts total by connecting the tanks on each side in a series so tbat capacity of 
each of the two alternately working circuits is equal to that of two tanlc.s . That is 
2xO.03816= O.07632 mfd. 

With on~ primary turn this gives 

21't ..J 7 21t I 1.4553 
T - IOl O.07632x 10'-IO'VO.0 .53424 - lOS 

and n=68,710 adding lOX for mutual induction. now smaller because smaller Dumber 
of turns in secondary (29), we have 

(
68,700] 

n= 6900 = 75,600 say n= 76,OOO and ).. = 2.45 miles 
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Colorado Springs 

Aug. 19. 1899 

Previow experiments showed in a number of cases 8000 results with connection 
and quantities as indicated : 

Capacity in primary circuit 6 tanks on each side; I tum primary about 3/4 of self
-ind regulator. 

:It IUII IIS ......, 

, 
: , ,' (1/ 

" 
I UR NS GAl' 

EX I" ... tOit 
, 

From reaction of capacity on secondary of W. Transformer it was probable that 
more capacity was required. but the transformer was overloaded when more tanks were 
joined. 

With 22.500 volt connection the overload was very marked and lampt'would go 
down 50%. When the connection was changed to 15.000 volts the lamps instead of falling 
would go up some 35% - 40%. No other change in capacity or otherwise was made and 
this showed that effect not merely due to an interaction and self-induction and capacity 
but that the e.m.f. was also a determining factor. 

With the first connection effects were brilliant. sparks in gap 8- 11 feet according 
to cbarae and adjwtmcnt. Above considerations led to changing to two turns primary. 
Capacity first I 1/2 tanks on each side. e.m.f. on trarlsformer 22,SOO V would go up pos
sibly 25%. Capacity was gradually increased to 3 2/3 tanks on each side when with Regu
lator all out the effects were best. The rise of e.m.f. about 35 40%. The sparks were 
curiously fierce, no direction seemingly. darting pass terminal I. 

(Here fire started on coil). 

Colorado Springs 
Aug. 20, 1899 

Exp. with oscillator secondary 29 turns continued to ascertain free vibration more 
exactly. Connection 2 seri" on each side. 4 dielectrics, total capacity I tank. Tension aD 

Westinghouse Transformer 30,000 volts approx. Spark gaps outside about 3" each. inside 
one turn. Results on the whole less satisfactory showing clearly that difficulties increase 
as tension becomes gteater. Middle box on one side broke down, sparks following through 
the mahogany frame to a screw and jumping rrom this a distance of 4". This can be only 

d 
... . 15,000 1 

ue to rapId VIbration and suddenness as tension on that box only vo ts. There 
2 

are some doubts as to the distribution of e.m.f. in condensers in se,j~s when vibration 
• 

takes place. Strong (probably inductive) drop on supply ci rcuit (exceptionally so). 
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Obsern.ioa: When lamps increase strongest on supply circuit then spark will not 
jump over the saps. showing that then e.m.f. on secondary of W.T. smallest: 

t 

III IS . 

Connection was changed. to tbat indicated in skelch for tbe purpose of avoidinl 
effect of short circuit of secondary of W. T. through primary arc. Absorbed energy was 
sreal. Sparks on switch serious. Lamps would go up very much when arc wpuld break 
through. But general results not satisfactory. The condensers directly on W.TS. take strong 
current. 

Colorlldo Springs 
Aug. 21. 1899 

Other experimeots with oscillator secondary 29 turns. Simply spark gap. Con~ 
ncetios used : 

,. SEC. Ol' 1111 

ONE 10 ... 

""" 
, SEC. OF III. T. 

r>o 

PRI~.RV 

Plan illustrated in first diagram was adopted to obtain double number of breaks 
with same disk and securing other advantages. Also to better utilize W. Transformer. 
It was found that when one side on it worked remarkably well, sparks about 4 fect . The 
tcnsion on each half of transformer being 11,000 volts approx. when both parts on 
interaction hurtful. The chief drawback being sho rt ci rcuiting of secondary. The arc 
was snappy and loud indicating short circuit and rapid vibration through wire W. The 
secondary discharge was thick but spark not long about 3 fect. All tanks were in on 
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either- side aoo.tbe transformer charged them full when separate. When both parv OD 

evidently the secondary of W. T. was overloaded. 

In arrangement iIIwtrated in 2 short circuiting was largely overcome but the short 
circuit of secondary of W. T. remained the same. The results were similar no matter 
in what direction both primaries were connected. The Il(cdsity of overcoming short 
circuit in both arrangements be- ame soon more and more important. 

To improve - arrangement illustrated in Diag. 3. was nsed. It proved itself more 
ccoDomie&l but the amount of ene.gy was limited. The hurtful short circuit was entirely 
obviated and the lamps were less affected. 

,. 

Colorado Springs 

~£LF»fO . 
IIEGUl 

HC. OFWT 

_ ':.;EC. GAP'~_ 

Aug. 22, 1899 

Arrangements for telegraphy tried. In these the chief point was to keep ODC eod of 
$CCOodary spool open so to allow full rise of pressure on this cod. The seositive device, 
ODC of the before described, excited fully resistance 12 ohms approx. Not excited OYer 
100,000 ohms. 

, 
, ,----

• 

r-----' 
,---~' 

, , 
• , 

• , 

• 
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In Diagram L first experimented with, a disadvantage was found to cxist : namely, 
the receivcr R was operated through the break device d. This inconvenienqc was -done away 
with in arrangement illustrated in Fit. 2. which allowed more sensitive-adjustlhent of 
Relay R and the apparatus worked better. Capacity of condenser was varied up to 20 mfd. 
with changing success. Best results seemingly with small capacities up to 1 mfd. Secondary 
about 4,000 turns, primary Lamp cord No. 10 turns 28. The apparatus responded freely 
to small pocket coil at a distance of several feet with M capacity attached and 110 adjtul", 

circuit. Consequently will So at Sleat distance. 

In these arrangements, as in the previous ones involving the same principle, the 
effect on the sensitive device is accumulative and a difficulty arises that namely the sensitive 
device will not readily de·scnsitive. By inserting large resistaooe r in circuit with receiver R 
this effect upon the latter is largely reduced as the current through rcoc:iver and device 
is:kept to a minimum. By adjusting speed of rotation of sensitive device the inconvenience 
is also overcome. 

Colorado Springs 
Aug. 23, 1899 

Experiments with new extra coil placed in center of primary. The spool 15" diam., 
12 foct high, 160 turns in all. 120 turns wound close together in the adjacent grooves and 
40 turns the upper ones at three times th&t distance. that is, two empty grooves between 
each two tums. Breaks on two sides alternately approx;matelly 2.400 bhaks per sec. 
On top (free end) ball of 38 cm. capacity. Reson.DC¥: was obtained with 5 2/3 tanks on 

each side. one turn primary, self·induction in box 4 turns. Gaps were' '/16 on eACh side 
plus gaps in box 2 tums. Tuning remarkably exact, 1/8 turn of self-ind . box reducing the 
effect very much. When exactly 4 lums in box. sometimes streamer 8 foot tong would 
shoot oul from a defective spot on wicc. The ball on top reduced streamer capacity and 
prevented streamers from coming out all along the top turn as usual. The spark gaps work 
extremely well. loud explosive character iodicating good vibra.tioo. Such sparks are always 
noted when secondary well tuned. The system worked economically, the lamps in supply 
circuit not falling at all. The earth connection now was taken off and oscillator of same 
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pericci - (the secondary 29 tlUllS conn( ctcd). Both had DOW same period. the secoodary 
and the extra coil. 00 first throw of switch a spark darted to roof above from the ball 
and the cord caught fire. Fortunately, it was extinguished before doing damage. 

This .rodent showed. that better provisions against such an accident have to be 
made. The roof to be fixed with a guard of wire puze which would prevent the wood 
from e&tchin! fire throup sparks darting up. As it was dangerous to work further without 
guard aga.inst such an ·cc:ident another ball 38 cm. supported on high was cooDCCted to 
earth and. placed at varying dista""fl from tbe ball on the end ofthc extra coil. The sparks 
jumped from the upper tum of tbe coil to the Earthed ball and sparks of seven feet were 
easily obtaiocd.. It was evident that the distaDOC could be much increased but this was 
deemed hazardous. As it was the sparks of seven feet were probably the longest obtained 
from such large balls or swfaces of such small curvatuTC. 

The connection of the primary circuit was now changed. two turns being used in 
aeries. This reduced the pericd to one balf and. it was thought that this would respond 
to the fundamental Dote of both secondary and extra coil. Experiments were disappointing 
for tbe display was not remarkable. the sparks were up to four feet long but much thicbr 
and. whiter. I believe that tbe true vibration was not struck but skipped.. As time pressed. . -
further experiments with the view of ascertaining the fundamental note were postponed 
and the first connection with one primary turn again made. Both balls were now connected 
in multiple to top or the coil and to the upper rod of a spark gap. the lower rod being 
earthed. There was DO danaer of setting fire in this way. 'The display was remarkably noisy. 
The spark. wele up to 14 feet long •• napping quick.-explosive and very white. Sometimes 
ItrumeiS would shoot out fully 11 feet. Often several sparks at once. No particular direc:.
tion in stn"kin,. The capacity in the prim.ry circuit was varted. up to 8 tanks on each side. 
Always striking effects. The Jfouod wire b.d no capacity and no sparks were 5eCn on ar
resters bullH/ore, with only one ball and 110 3trtlUfte'3, sparks of 5/16" were drawn f,om 
wate, pipe III distant ,oom. 

Colo,ado Spring3 
Aug. 24, 1899 

Experiments with new extra coil and oscill. secondary 29 turns continued. 

The ball on top was disconnected and a bare copper wire run around the upper 
rim of the coil to produce streamers. Capacity in primary circuit on each side was 5 2/3 
tanks with 4 turns self-induction box in. It was not advisable to work because by tbe 
throw of switch some streamers would dart up to the roof a distance of 12-13 feet. The 
other baIl used in previous experiments was plaoed at a distanoe of II feet from coil aad 
also it was unconnected - except that it had a wire of about 8 feet hanging from it -the 
sparks would fly to it from the rim of tbe coil. 

A curiow feature is tbat the streamers arc very sudden, explosive_ This is due pro
bably to tbe suddenness of the brealc:. Occasionally an unusually 10Dg streamer would 
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sboot out. This probably owing to r::sonancc of break or temporarily short circuit oYer 
break, probably the former Cl.U$e respoosib~. Desirable either synchronous break as 
worked in New York, or a ve,y ,apid one. The speed of motor is to be increased to double 
for this purpose. 

Coil was disconnected from the oscillator and connected to the ground. The period 
corresponded to that of the primary with 7 tanb 00 each side, no self-induction. 5 2/3 
tanks, 4 turns, aod 4 tanks and 9 turns. Thus 3 tanks ma.de only a differeoce of S turns 
on iClf. box. With four tanks tuning wonderfully close. twice it was missed before finally 
located. 

(The roof of building was fixed today, cords done away with) 

Colorado Springs 
Aug. 2!i. 1899 

Experiments continued with exlia coil on wooden frame 12 feet high, 6 feet diam., 
160 turns No. 10 wire. A bare copper wire was supported on top, the wire forming a circle 
Dot closed of about 8 feet diam. Another copper wire was supported 4 feet below and at 
a distaooc of about 13 feet, all around the diamctc:r of circle beiDg approximately 34 fect. 
Thi. circle (also not closed) was connected to ground. Vuy powerful streamers WCie 
produced sometimes extending tbe full distance betweeo the wire circles, but still they 
.bowed tendcocy upward in spite gf presence of ground circle. Often sparks would pass 
in curved paths bethecn the two cirCles. During the display no sparks 00 arresters, small 
sparks in adjacent room from water pipe. Capacity on each side from S 2/3-7 tanks. 
Lonps streamers with former value. The circle of 8 feet warn. was then taken down and 
another ooc about 10 feet pl.ced on top of coil. Streamers now showed some tendcoey 
to pass to grounded circle. Sparks to the latter more frequent and brilliant. No play on 
arresters and small sparks in adjacent room as before. 

One of the balls was now connected to the ground but a1thougb sparks of eleven 
feet jumped to same 110 sparks on arresters. The vibration was evidently slow, that pcatai
ning to extra coil and harmonia in eartb wire from ball did 1101 preponderatio.ly appear. 

Colorado Spring3 
Aug. 26, 1899 

Experiments with oscillator 5COOodary 29 turns and extra coil last dC$Cribed oootinucd. 

The alternate motor was put 00 200 V with s.elf-ind. coil in series. latter regulated 
so that motor could drive disk of break with twice the speed, that is 4200, the speed of 
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motor being approximately 2100. This gave, since diu.: had 20 teeth and two alternately 
4200 x 20 x 2 

working breaks, 60 = 2800 breaks per second. 

WIRE CIRC~E 

,~, 

OSCIU . 
2USECONil 

E JURA COIL 

", .. 
GllOUND 

C otI~ECTIDN 

In the first trials connections were made as in sketch. The spark. gap betwocn wire 
circle on top of extra coil and ball supported was 8 feet. 

Sparks passed readily and the display on al lesters was remarkable. Thick arcs joined 
the arrester contacts on both lines and jumped also through one of the choJcing coils. 
This was the strongest effect so far on arresters. 

A chokiog coil was now inserted in grouod cooTJC"1'rtioo to see whether by lengthen
ing the period of the earth wire the sparks on the arresters wouJd be diminished. This 
coil was 34" diarn. wound with one layer wire No. 16, thick rubber insulation (layer 10" 
high) SO turns. This coil did not weaken the effect much probably because frequently sparks 
would jump betweeo the turns. Otherwise it was surmised that the vibration of the secon
dary itself with the extra coil migbt be responsible for most oftbe e.m.f. generated betwccn 
the ground and Iioe. Singularly, despite this stroog effect as evident from arresters but 
very small sparks were drawn from water pipe in adjacent room, this seemingly indicating 
that in this experiment the earth acted as a ncdal region. 

The conclusion from these first experiments as to the efficiency of the break was that 
double number of breaks decIdedly better. Nor did it short circuit tbe transformer more 
because of the increased number, but on the cootrary less as rar as could be judged. from 
tbe lamps on the supply circuit which went up as the switch was thrown in. 

It was evident, furthermore, that the large circle of wire which was before sup
ported above the secondary and grounded, strongly interfered with the action on arresters 
tNxause it allowed local vibration which W&$ oot effectively transferred to the ground and 
the air. 
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To decide surely whether, and to what cxtcnt the long waves were respOnsiblc tor 
the difTeTcnce of pressurc evident on thc plates of aHcsters, the sccondaty and extra coil 
were connected as in sketch. [n this connection only long waves could be effc:ctive1y trans
mitted upon the ground. [t would have been desirable in this and previous experiment as 
well to take off the wire circle and substitute a ball on top of the extra coil but this being 
inconvenient the circle was left. As the extra coil had now only a small initial pn:SSlUC the 
e.m.f. obtainable in the spark gap was much smaller and the pp was reduced. therefore 

SI"AAI< 
~. 

4 fEET 

to 4 feet at which distance sparks readily jumped. The play on an esters - though weaker 
- took place nevertheless, this important result showing that waves 3 4 miles lon8 C6uld 
prcduce these e.m.f. sufficient to cause the sparks to pass betwccn the pl&tes of the ar
resters. Now it is important to consider: is the earth a nodAl region or the clest of a wave 
(that is, the region immediately adjacent to point of attachment of secondary to ground). 
[f a n( dal region then the e.m.f. set up at the small wstance of 60 feet separating the point 
of attachment and the ground of lightning arresters was only a small part of the total 
e.m.f. But if a crest then the e.m.f. set up and causing sparks was nearly tbe total e.m.f. 
prcduced by the apparatus. Ifa nedal region near the point ofatt2.Chment of the seconde.ry, 
then at a distance of about 4000 feet there mwt be a strong effect, but if a crest, then at 
that distance there would be no effect. This is to be decided by further observa.tions. The 
connection was now changed to that indicated. It was thought that both vibrations wou1d 
cooperate and prcduce a stronger effect. but it was at once evident that so long as streamers 
(which were about IO feet) formed on top of the extra coil the effect must be smaller, 
since all energy came from the secondary and the streamers cawed loss. A condenser 
ought to be used instead of a gap to make such an arrangement most economical. Al
though owing to nodol point the length of spark in adjustable gap was small, the display 
was strong on arresters, but not nearly as strong as when the extra coil was entirely left 
off. In the latter case the action was very rigorous so that often flames would form on 
arresters showing short circuit of dynamo. Also the other choking coil would break. through. 
Evidently then the extra coil did not in this instance prove useful in intensifying vibration 
contemplated. 

Experiments continued: extra coil was now lowered 2 fect nearer to ground, distance 
now being about 4 tect from floor and 5 feet from grour.d. 
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Capacity 5 2/3 tanks on each side in primary. The transformer (W. Co.) works very 
well (22,500 volts). The lamps go up 35 40% when the arc does not break through, the 
gap being made large for this purpose, and when the arc breaks through they still rise 

.. ---"'~ 2""~EXTR'" COIL 

slightly above normal. The gaps outside 1 1/4" each approx. Inside I 1/2-2 turDS. Stre
amers prcduced were still more powerful being made so owing to approach of secondary. 
They would dart out to a distance of 12 feet sometimes. 

ImpoTtDIII. Strong arcing on anesters, although no 'park would pass to the ball 
"sed before. which was plaoed at a distance of about 9 feet. Could the sparks be prcduced 
by static induction upon wire through the air and not chiefly by conduction through earth? 
To test this a coil 50 turns referred. to before was inserted in the ground wire of the lightning 
arresters. It was expectecl that it would weaken discharge across., but did not probably 
because the current was small acd the choking action likewise for tbis reason . 

· ll Nt: • LINE 

000 000 
.tJI~ES1ERS 

00 DO 
... 

To see whetber there is some current passing through the earth wire to the line. 
another coil was placed in inductive relation to the ground wire coil and strong sparks 
3/8" were obtained on former. Sparks. lively 3/8" approx .• were also obtained from coil P. 
Note: Sparks to ball sometimes, at other times streamers wouJd dart past tbe ball. The 
streamers horizontal when sudden. when switch was held longer they would waver. In 
last experiments only half of wire circle on top of spool was used. 
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Colorado Sprlngl 
Aug. 27, 1899 

Older pLans expeiimen.kd with and mcdified a.rnngements of apparatus for wireless 
telegraphy further considcr«1. 

These CODfltctions used to relieYe the sensiti¥e device from the strain of the battery 
atler excitation. The DCa ssity of doing this leads to the reconsideration of an old plan 
experimented with in New York which consists of placing the sensitive device between 

, 

condensers in circuit SO that each time only O~ CUlient impulse can pass through the 
device. This is illustrated. in a aeDeT&1 way in the little diagram below. The battery 
strains the device Il tbrough the condensers C C1 but when. upon the device Q becoming 
excited. the conc1enscn are suddenly charged the current impulse caused by the charging 
automatically stops. It is then necessary to reverse the mains. or discharae the condensers 
to make the apparatus ready for a second operation. This plan anows use of very high 
pressure on the sens.i:'ive device which should be of great rcs.istanc:e. 

Plan in last diagram illustrated consists of raising. by means of inductances JlI • 

condenser C and break device d. tbe e.m.f. of baterry B so far as DCcderl to bring the device 
a to the point of nearly breaking down. The quantities should for a better re~u1t be adjusted 
as usual. Both relay coils R R and inductances III are placed symmetrically . 

. .----+-~ , 
• • • • 

TO 8#lTlERY 
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Colorado Springs 
Aug. 28, 1899 

Elpcriments with oscillator. secondary 29 t . in series witb extra coil before used 
(160 t) were continued. tcday and. showed the following: 

Capacity in primary being from S 2/3 8 f'nks on each side, varied to obr:cve 
shifting of nodal point, play on arrester'S and behaviour of streamers 'nd spark discbaraes. 

A half circle of bare wire on top of extra coil was left and in addition a WSCr half 
circle of bare copper wire (No. 14) was supported on wooden strips 4 feet below the former 
half circle. Both the bare wires were CODnec1ed to the free end of aD extra spool. Tho lower 
half circle was 9 1/2 feet away from a circle of the same bare wire which was supported. on 
oscillator secondary frame and formed tbe terminal of the 5CCOodary. AburuJ'nt sparks 
and streamen were produced.. Tbc play on .. uesters was also olmn'Cd at each throw 
of the switch. 1be rain and lightning were just beginning. Magnilioent intense white light 
witnessed below Pike's Peale, something very unusual. It resembled a white hot sHver 
furnace. The lightning on the mountains was very frequent and the discharges of unusual 
brilliancy. Twice a curious phenomenon was noted.. Lightning striking io one part of the 
mountains from cloud to torth, there was seen in another part a few miles away from a 
high pnlk a lightning discharge which to all appeareDCCS came from the Peak to the cloud. 
'The d ischarge was much thicker at tbe root and branched out towards the sky ss-nering 
itself in many branches and disapr< aring in fine streams. Tbc astonishing phenomenon was 
witnessed a second time and subsequently, thouab there was much untedainty about 
the direction in tbe latter cases; a few times a similar discharge took place from other 
peaks. Is it possible for & discharge to go from Earth to cloud? As far as the visual impres~ 
sion is concerned there can be no doubt. The discharge in. all cases followed. a prCf'Mins 
lightning discharge in another :region. and apparently from cloud to earth. Perhaps it 
can. be tho effect of an intense vibration started by tbe first discharse which results in 
another discbtrgc towards an oppositely cbarged. cloud. The clouds were unusual in 
configuration and grouping. A large portion of the sky was quite clear. The wind at times 
was very strong. An instrument by its constant play indicated strona e1ech ical disturbances 
throuJh the earth, even wben there was no display of lightning as far AS could be sccn 
or heald. 

After some time the experiments were continued and presently it was observed that 
the usual sparking on the at I esters wu no longe, to bt seen when the switcb was thrown in. 
The only change made was to take tbe upper half circle off leaving only tbe lower ODt. 

This gave a smaller streamer surface and consequent1y longer streamers. The display was 
fine. In order to sec whether the upper half circle of bare wire was responsible for SpAdes 
on .nesters the wire was replaced but still no result. Then it was thought that other causes 
for the sparks not appearin8 were responsible and everything that could have the slightest 
bearing upon this was investigated. Still nothing was anived at. The sparks did oot appear 
DO matter what change was made in the adjustment of the: vibratory circuits. What couJd 
be the cause? The only explanation at present is that the roof was rendered slightly conduc~ 

ting (although there was little rain in this locality) and that this produced the change. 
ImporlOllt to FuuJ out. Observation: The lightning lighted. two houses about two mBes 
away. 
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Colorado Springs 
Aua. 29, 1899 

Experiments W(:rc made: with iEiC(iving apparatus comprisina an oscillator witb 
mercury break and two devices of the kind before described. The oscillator was of a later 

2000 
pattern, mercury break by 2000 rev. per minute pve 60 x 24=800 breaks per sooond, 

there being 24 teeth in the pulley. lbe condenser in the instrument was I mfd. approxi· 
mately. The instrument was used as a sender and the experiments were intended to test 
its efficiency as a receiving apparatus. Accordina1y. the connections were made as in 
sketch, the method of magnifying by oscillatina transformer being made use of to increase 
sensitivcness. As far as practicable all connoctions and parts of instrument were used 

. , 

• , 
• 

, 

The oonnec:ti : as of primary circuit including break Icmaining the same, only. battetyB. 
(1-4 cells dry O.K .) and sensitive device a beina inserted instead of a generator. In the 
high tension secondary were connected. a receiver R (relay), telephone T, ba.ttery B, and 
another similar sensitive device al . The motor was driven from a small direct current 
generator which in turn was driven by the alternate current motor usually employed to 
drive the break disk of the large oscillator. This apparatus was extremely effective, merely 
the addition of small capacity on a was sufficient to make the receiver respond. Evidently 
this effectiveness is due to the efficiency oCthe oscillating transformer and excellent working 
and high frequency of the mercury break . 

Experiments were continued. for a short while witb oscillator and extra coil. The 
frame oftlle secondary was repaired and a board for connections of the transformers put 
in place and other work took most of the day, it being late when the investigation was 
resuR'led.. A nettina of wire gauze (iron) had been placed around the opening of the roof 
to diminish danger of inflaming the building. But on the first throw of the switch the 
streamers and sparks daned against the netting a distance of about 12 feet and sparks 
were seen to go from netling on to the wooden structure of the roof. It was advisable 
to stop work and the roof was removed. Now the ball on top of tbe extra coil was con· 
nectod to the latter by a wire No. /0, 40 feet long, very heavily insulated with tape 0'Vet 

the rubber covering. One turn on the outside and nearly another complete one in the inside 
were made and the end of the wire connected to the ball. The latter could not be lifted 
up and the experiment was tried with the ball in place. The streamers now appeared on 
the ball copiously when the current was turned on, their tendency being to go straight up 
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into the a.ir:The longest were only about 4 feet as it was deemed unsafe to strain the ap-. . 
paratus higher until further-provisious for safe working were made. The lightning ar.resters 
y.ere observed but 110 sptUking. This showed that the absence of sparks was not due to 
rain or moisture as was oonduded yesterday, since the weather was very warm and dry. 

Colorado Springs 
Aug. 30, 1899 

Experiments were resumed with resonating coil to be used in connection with receiv
ing apparatus. The coil was wound a week before on a drum 2S 1/4" d:am. of bicycle 
hoops and a thin. board, the idea cali ied out before in New York being followed to make 
the drum with cod serve, at the same time, as a table for instruments. The drum was 3 1/2 
feet high, only partially wound on upper part. 1lle wire was ordinary magnet wire No. 20, 
516 turns. The self-induction was approximately calculated from the fQllowing data: 
diameter of dram 2.5 1/4'" or 64 cm.; length of wound part 20" or SO.8 fml· 

41t 1t at
,,2 d t n 2 _~6~4'_x::..:5~J~6,-' 

L _- x - x - - -0.02 henry 
10 4 I I 50.8 

approx. 

Ta:killg n approximatciy 50,000 per second it was close enough fOl" the purpose to 

assume p=300.000. 
Tht resistance of wire being 34 ohms we had 

Lp 300,000 x 2 
Ii- 3400 -177 fairly f:O'H' 

TIle coil was now tuned with oscillator in response to a somewhat higher note with 
smafi capacity on free terminal. the other being connectod to the water pipe. Sparks of 
3/4" were obtained while from the water pipe alone a very minute spark, scarcely percep
tible. could be obtained. Induction from primary beiDg carefully eliminated. the spad::s 
were still 3/8" long and white. 

Colorado Springs 
Aug. 31, 1899 

Experiments were continued with the extra coil and secondary conditions as before. 
The ball in the center was connected ag.ain to the top of coil and elevated a little above 
the roof. the latter being opened as wide as possible. The experiments were begun in the 
afternoon while the Sun was very bright. Scarcely any streamers from tbe ball could be 
seen but occasionally sparks would go to the roof from the center wire leading to the ball. 
The distance was 12 feet. There was a pronounced tendency in the sparks to ll.y to the roof 
which might have been due to dampness of the latter owing to rain the day before. During 
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the few trials wbicb wer~ cut ~hort ~use of the danger threatening from the sparles. 
the lightning arresters were observed but no spark was noted. In the roren~n the mains 
were tested. and it was found that onc of them was fairly grouDded which to some extent 
also made the other defective. This probably was the reason why the sparks no longer 
appeared on the &llcsters. 

A number of curious observations were made during the trials with the elevated ball . 
A fly was seen to light on the top of the ball and when the switch was thrown in the iosect 
disappeared evidently thrown ofT with great force. Another such insect alighted on the 
under part of the ball, and the current being thrown in just about at the moment when 
the fly slarted ofT, the fiy was seen to faU from a distance of about one foot from the ban 
straight down to the floor, evidently killed in the Jligbt. Still more curious it was to see 
a moth at a distance of fully eleven feet from ball, near to tbe wooden frame fan straight 
down as the switch was thrown in. The strongly electrified ba1l evidently exercises a strong 
attraction on a small insect which is drawn towards it every time the ball is electrified. 
This was repeatedly tried. 

An observation less amusing but more useful was that when the ball .with its circuit 
were well tuned and no streamers appeared, owing to good insulation of Ic.eding cable -
- there was a decided tendency to break the jars in the prinupy. EVidently, when there 
are no streamers the vibration is effected with lesser loss and hence there is a great rise 
of e.m.f. reacting upon the primary. This at least appears the most plausible reason for 
the phenomenon observed. 

Light seems to interfere decidedly with the stre&mcrs from ball and wire and it is 
aJso unmistakably noted that tbe noise of tbe discharge is Iesscocd when the sunlight faJI5 
upon tbe apparatus. 

Spark: pps were established in a number of ways as by conZlecting both coil and 
secondary to ground and each to one of the balls and establishing a spark: gap between 
the latter. 

Finally the ball was again connected as before and elevated, a point being first 
plaoed on top to facilitate formation of streamers. ]t was curious to observe that the stream
ers were carried away horizontally, and eventually blown out by the wind. The reso
nating action was strong but the length of the streamers could not be estimated. 
From the leading cable the discharge would sometimes leap to a distance of at least 10 
fect. The action of the wind suggests the idea of preventing the formation of wasteful 
streamers by a current of air. 

• 
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Colorado Springs Notes 
Sept. 1-30, 1899 

The following items, partly worked out, omitted for want of time: 
• 

Sept. 9. Experiments to be made with st. waves. Exact distaooc measured to point 
from ground plate 1938 n. 

Sept. 10. Completed text on ways of producing electric oscillations for witelcss 
tclcphooiDg etc. by a) insulation impairmcot b) Mange of prcuure c) condenser shunt. 

Sept. 30. Completed text on a) gass battery b) voltameter as detector 

From 1-30, Sept. Method of increasioa rn&gnifyiog factor of res. circuits by cooliGJ. 
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ColorodC Springs 

Sept. I, 1899 

Various ways of connecting instruments on receiving station experimented 
with and considered as to their merits: 

Diagram I . illustrates one of the earlier dispositions involving the principle. before 
described, of exciting by means of energy stored in the condenser. This principle has proved 
itself highly effective as it secures self-excitation and great magnification of an initial 
feeblo effect. In Fig. I the defect is tha~ no initial excitation of the condenser is provided 
for. · which makes it difficult to employ a sensitive device of 'Very high resistance which. 
for other reasons. is desirable. This fault is overcome in Fig. 2. by providing an additional 
battery B1 for charging initially the condenser and thereby exciting device 0 to the point 
of breaking down. Still in the latter diagram there is the inconvenience that the relay is 
traversed by a pulsating current during the time when device a is not excited. 

, , 
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The improvement illustrated in Diagram 3. d:>c:s away with this drawback and this 
makes it possible to adjust the relay much better. Still the relay by its self-induction is 
apt to interfere with the vibration of the tuned secondary s. This consideration led to the 
modification illustrated in Diagram 4. 
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In this case the battery was plaoed either near sensitive device a, as shown, ot' in 
series with the other end of secondary s and the rest of the apparatus. 

To work best, however, it was recognized, tbat: there should be DO capaaty to speak 
of on ,the Cree end of tbe secondary which is conn! • ted to the sensitive device, and 00. the 
other end of the sensitive device there should be as much capacity as practicable. Various 
other considerations finally led to the adoption of the connection shown in Fig. 5 as the 
best suited so Car. 

, 

• 

, 

In this plan all the advantages $0 rar aimod at are successfully rea1izwt. The secondary 
is/ree on one end towards device a and the potential rise can freely take place; the earth 
and air connections are both very advantageously situated.; the condenser is excited exactly 
to the degree desired by adjusting resistance r. The vibration oC the secondary is not sen
siblyaffected by attaching the air line and capacity C', and the current through the relay 
is made small by opposing batteries B and Blo 

Colorado Springs 
Sept. 2, 1899 

The plan of connections of the receiving apparatus, which was last described, 
was modified as shown in tho present diagram. The battery BI instead. of being in 
branch including resistance r was included in the other branch circuit containing tbe 
condenser. Furthermore the batteries B aod Bl were disposed in a number of ways 
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a.od graduated with rcfeieuce to each other to study tbe best conditions of working witb 
the plan. Tbe device G was here chieOy straiD(d through the induced currents in ·s.Jbe 
strength of these beiDa sraduated by adjustina resistance T. Tberefore the strain by the 
batteries tbotnselvcs w .. insipificant. Now these batteries were connected. either so u 

• 

to rdd together in charaing the cor.denser when device G was diminished in resistance, 
or they \lie" mule to oppose each other. In the former case a small diminution of tbe 
resistance of G tended to prcducc a cbange in the same sc:nse -00 the apparatus possessed 
the feature of self-excitation. while in the latter instance when device felt in resistance. 
the condenser charge was diminished and the c;xcitation ceased. automatically. This secured. 
small current through the sensitive device. Any condition could however be readily secured. 
gradu·tinl- the batteries. 

Colora/k Springs 
Sept. 3, 1899 

Experiments were resumed with oscillator the connection being as illustrated in 
d ·agram. 

The extra coil and secondary were both connfdtd to ground and on top of each 
& ball was pJaced of 38 COl. capacity. On extra coil, to facilitate the pumping of the spark 
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• 
and thereby enable the balls to be placed at great distance, a wire was fast~ocd to lhc ball. 
The spark gap being about 8 feet. As both oscillator secondary and extra_~iI vibrated 

8A.1.l llC.oto 

.0" 

OSCl l l . 

the same pericd but were displaced in 
pbase sparks passed readily and the vibra. 
tion was that due to each separately. tbe 
barmonics being practically prevcnted to 
pus to earth. 

An experimental coil was then fas· 
tened. to the water pipe with one end and 
the adjustment for tbe same period was 
made. The coil was so placed as to exclude 
any inductive effect from the vibratingsys· 
tern so that the vibration in tbe coil was 
due only to that transmitted tbroush the 
water pipe. 1bc wire on tbe coil was pre
viously wound upon a drum approxi-
mately 25 1/4 incN;s in diameter, there 
being 516 turns ~ wire No. 21. res. 

4S ohms all wound in a sio&le layer. This coil pvc on the: free end - with induction from 
vibrating system aiding the vibratioD - a spark of 3/4" ; with the induction eliminated 
tbe spark was fuJly 3/8" long. The spark on the water pipe itself wa.s scaroely visibie, 
say 1/64" long, so tbat tbe coil increased the pressure many times. 

Now it was of importance to increase the magnifying factor ~ and for the purpote 

of investigating the best conditions the Arne wire was wound on a form 22 1/2" diam .• 
1" wide. 1 1/2" deep. 18 layers were made tbcrc being 28 turns in each. The self·induction 

was now nearly 20 times gleater, and as tbe resistance was the Ame ~ was to bcmuch 

greater. It was feared though that the effect of distributed capacity which was largely 
increased would be detrimental to the rise of potential on the end. This proved to be the: 
case so that it appears apin imperative to overcome: also in the receiving circuit the distri
buted capacity. Various ways are now to be: experimented upon with this object in view. 

Colorado Sprint", 
Sept. 4, 1899 

Experimental coil wound on frame made of bicycle hoop 2S 1/4" diam .• 16 layers. 
28 turns in each. 448 turns total, self-inductioD about 1/2 henry. This coil was wound very 
close to study effect of distributed capa.city. It was connccted for pwposcs of tuuiDa to 
water pipe on one eod the other being ieft free. From free end and water pipe short wires 
were run to a spark gap. The sparking distance was observed from free end to body of 
uperimenter, next from watermain to bcdy, next between the two wires and finally with 
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body of experimenter Connected to free end, the spule between the same points. As it 
was sure that the vibration of coil was too slow for tbe impressed vibration of a~ 
proximately 50,000, wire was gradually taken off. 

Number Longest spark Lonpt spark Longest spark Longest spark Obser-
of turns from free end from water- between the between the vation 
o n coil to body of maio·end to two ends of two eads of 

experimenter body of coil without coil with ca-
experimenter capacity pacity of ex-

perimenter 
on frccend 

I. II. III. IV. V. VI. 

I/S" 5/64" SOIroely .aroeIy 
visible visibLe 

420 I/S"+d 5/64" " " 392 I/S" +d 5/64" " " 
364 3/16" 3/16" " " 336 3/16" +d 3/16" small spark .mall bcighter 

spark 

308 I/S" 3/ 16" .. spark IaTFI' 
294 5/32" 5/32" " livelier spark 

280 I/S" I /S" .. .. 
266 3/32" 3/32" " " 

Iodications up to present confirm detrimental effect of capacity. A coil was DOW 

.dded io 'nies. This coil was ODe nsed often in New York end was WouM on. drum 
JO" diam. There werc about ISO turns total length of wire 1125 feet . To this added the 
266 turns of experimental coil giving length of 6.5 feet per tum mede leogth 2100 feet for 
expo coil or total 3225 feet. This was very /lear qwuter wave length as it ought to be. Now 
results were 

I. 

266+lSO 

Exp. oddilioNJ/ 
ooU 

II. 

7/16" 

Ill. 

3/ 32" 

IV. V. Obscrv. 

3/32" 3/32" lively 

Experiments were now continued with cxperimental coil alone and showed 

152 

224 
196 
168 

I/S" I/S" 1= d 

3/32" bright 1/16" .. 
1/16" 1/16" I.., d 
1/16" 1/ 16" " 

small 
spark 

" .. 

small spark Obscrv. 
livelier 'The distributed 

.. .. 
practically the same. 

capacity unmi5-
takably prevents 
rise 00 end. 
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To observe better the end of coil which was before conncrtcd to earth (or water pipe) 
was now connected to a wire run from one turn of s«:ondary, that is from the turn which 
was nearest to earth col)Dcction of secondary. The connoction was in the pre, .. ious expcri~ 

, UI'; COIl 

BALl 

,. 

... , 
"'." ~ 

ments as illustrated in ODe, then it was .-blnsed to tbe connrction shown in 2. Nothing 
was, in principle, chlnsed by this connr. ... tion. only. higher e.m.f. (initial) was obtained 
and the tuning was made easier. This ] have fouod to be an excellent way to &dopt in 
tuning coils. The results were as follows: 

I. 

168 

140 

112 

98 
84 

70 
56 

42 

28 

19 

II. 

3/4" 

3/4" 

5/8" 

5/8" 
5/8" 

5/8" 
3/4" 

3/4" 

3/4" 

3/4" 

III. 

3/4" 

7/8" 

I " 

7/8" 
I" 

I" 
3/4" 

7/S" 

7/8" 

IV. 

very small 
spark 
1/16" 

stronger 

" 
" 

" .. 
much 

stronger 
S/16 lively 

V. 

sma11 spark 
livelier 

.. 

.. 

.. .. 

.. .. 
muoh 

stronger 
5/16 still 
livelier 

3/4" almost nothing small spark 
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Observ. 

When the wire W&$ 

taken off down to 
19 tums there was 
no spark between 
the reds even at 
a distanoc of 1/64" 
but when the hind 
was approached to 
free end of coil, 
sparks would be 
drawn 3/4" long 
and then spark 
would jump be
tween the rods. 
This obvious and 
easily explained.. 



The general conclusions already arrived at before were still further confirmed by· 
these experiments. 

They were : 1) distributed capacity must be done away with at a,nypricc; 2)tbc wire 
should have one quarter of wave length ; 3) the last plan of tuning is the best; 4) bannOnK:s 
appt1lr prominently even under tbe conditions of these experia»eDts (in tbe expeaimrntal 
coil the greatest spark between both ends of the coil was obtained wben the wire was 200 

I 
feet long. this was just 16 of the lenght of w-ondary); S) it is most important to tune 

sccond&ry and extra ooil so that they are of the same period exactly, to avoid beats. 

Colortu/Q Springl 
Sept. S, 1899 

Experimental coil freshly wound on old drum 4 ft . high. Wire No. IS aDd a lINn 

part of No. 20 covered with wu. 

Tum, 

Plan of COON: _ lions : 
1461 No. lSI 

49 No. 20 
Total 

SI6 

UI'· 
COil 

• • "'OJ US''''.lf" 
SI'AII It 0/11' 

~ 
"" O U OIIr 

' URN Of' SECONOAIIY 

Thc1:Oitb·d nearly 1/4 wave length Ind the response was at onc;c good. a 6" .park 
being obtained. from the free end, also between both ends of coil. The spark. would have 
been probably loager but this was the limit to which the gap could be adjusted. 

Mea.suriag carefully the spark length to body of experimenter it was found that 
from the oscillator eDd (connection being made to 3d turn) the spark was I l/S" 1001, 

while from the frcc end of the coil the spark was S" laos giving more than" tinEZ the 
former value. 

As it was thought that the bcdy of experimenter was of too large a capacity and 
affected therefore the vibration of the experimental coil - diminishing the poteotiai. 
wbile it did not sensibly affect the powerful oscillator - a ball was fastened. to an iosulating 
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stand and spark length tried in this way. With a ball of 4" <liam. the spark from the oscil. 
lator end was 1/2" wbile from the free end of the eJ:p. coil it was "". A still smailer ca. 
pac:ity was DOW "W in the belief that perhaps the"" ball was too large but tt.e experiments 
sbowtd a contrary result. It was thought that the wave Ien&th being estimated from that 
of the oscillator and extra coil must be 100000r tbaa that oftbc wire OD eIptrimental coil. 
1bjs led. to oonsideration of certain advantages of long waves allowing a gi ' 't leaBth of 
wire to be wound up on the expefimentalcoil, this incc .. tain instances OYetbalancins the 
advantages of tbe larser map,ifying factor which tbe short WI.'VeS offer. 

The connection Wtl,S now made to the sccoDd aDd then again to tbe first turn of 
oscillator secondary and,' as even in this case the effects were inconveniently strong, coo' 
ncction was made to the water pipe to diminish imprnsed e.m.f. But even now the stream, 
ers would go over tbe spark gap. Several balls were now eIperimented with. Rt1ults 
were as follows: 

Turns expo Spark from Spark from Spark between Ban 
coil oscill. end free end terminals <liam. 

SI6 3/S" I 1/2" 3 3/S" " no ball 
SI6 I /S" 3/S" SIS" C- IS" 
SI6 3/16" 9/16" I 1/2" S" 
SI6 S/ 16"' IS/ 16" 1 7/S" s" 

It was DOW important to get an idea oftbe maJDifyinl ratio and. tbe spark was tried 
on the water pipe aDd on the free eDd of coil and the Jcncths compared. On tbe water pipe 
it wu 1/64" aDd on the free end 1 1/2" . This was fair but tbe ooil was not yet quite weU 
tuood. Completing the adjustment with more e&re tbe spark on tbe pipe was fouod 1/100" 
and on the free end oftbe coil 2". This was quite Mlti8/actlH'Y but not tbe best by far. 

Furtber efforts to tuoe still more closely resulted in prcducina .. sparle: between rods 
2 1/ .. " and witb the capacity of tbe experimenter ontree ,OIl, the same being disconnected 
from everythinl' 3 3/4". The capacity in the primary oscillating circuit was now S tanks 
on each side and tbe scl(·ind. box 7 turns in. This capacity did not secure the best vibration 
of the sender whicb was a littlc slower but was suitable for the coil and no further attempt 
was made to tUDe still more advantl£lOOusly by winding up more turns on the el,paimental 
coil. An important fact not to be forgotten is tbat the experimental coil responded without 
any spark passing between the oscillator bill •. Obviously it was 5Ctn th&t, altbouJh tbe 
e.pcrLmeotal coil durin.g tbe tunina was placed, 10 as to avoid induction of the primary 
system. the "roo still existed to some el,tcDt. To UNrwn how much induced c,m.f. was 
ICt up spark was first tried between the toril,in,l, of the coil without grouDd coD' F ~tiOD 
,rut the spark obtained was about 1/64". Now the coil was revcued so tblt tbe indlJCed 
e.m.f. W8$ 'g.inst the directly communicated c.m.f. tbrouab the water pipe Ind it was 
found still tb.t .. spark of l " between the rods was obtained. Tbe .. me would have been. 
probably longer had it not beeD for the fact that the cod of the coil was io1b .... uot:d by the 
metal ofthc sink which was DClr. As this could Dot be bolpcd the effect could only be ap
proIimate1y estimated. All this shOWEd that the induoed c.m.f. from the primary system 
was not to any cons:derable degree responsible for the rise of pressure on free end of 
experimental coil. 
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• 
The coil.(cxpCiimented with) was now taken outside the building and ODC end 000-

oected to • water pipe nanning across the field. At • distance of 250 feet from shOp or 
rather from tbe CODree lion of scooodary to rrounei • spark between the reds 1/4" long 
was obt'inq~ Ind wben the body of tbe experimenter was oooneMcd to the insulated 
lparkrod the spark was I". At. distlnoe of 400 feet the spark without capeNty was still 
1/8" and wltll C&plcity of experimenter 1/2" a1tbouab at ODO placc the pipe was buried 
(or 30 feet in the FOund. StroDI sbocks were obtaiaed at that dist ...... e before the point 
of eonrw:ction. 

, 

TUMED 
,~, 

• 

The CApe. iments having shown the effects of distributed capacity to be 
Wi' hw lfuI if "DOt f.taI to IU(Q LI with tnned coill, for OObljleDienre • windioS wu adopted 
to Jiw \jay small CIIpldty' and thus the II 'test possible 1cnath of wire 806 hiabest po
teotial onlhC"frec u .. t without cry ropnrllY. Cap'rity 00 the end was Dot lIPI:otdcc:1 siooe 
the free ODd. it: connected to • teDSitive device practically without capacity. Since it was 

to sirable to set the .. eatest poujble rise of prcs5UI'C on this device. it was much better to 
tUDe for • coDdition without C'8p'city on the {RIC end, for any capW:ty would cause dimi
nution of pra.I\U"e aiaoc the amount of energy wu fi.ed. But woUDd in. this wa.y the tuned 
coil was DOt quite suitable to Ie 1"t'C at the same time as Koood'ry of'the ioduction coil aod.. 
to utilize 01cScr &Ili-ntua, flnlily the conI\( QtiOD shown in diagram on the ~ft was adopted. 
wlUch was round to be best. 

,,. 
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Cl'lorado Springs 
Sept. 6, 1899 

Experimental coil for receiving apparatus with sbort waves. Tbcie were produ,»,! 
in the following manner : the extra coil, repeatedly described. was connected in series with 
the secondary of oscillator, both being first tuned to the same ptl iod. so that there was 
a. nodal point on the place of connection. The tension on extra ,coil terminal ( a. ball of 
38 cm. capacity) was over 3 million volts, as wu evident from streamers from ball. At 
a distance from the exira coil (8 feet) anotber ball 38 CIll . capacity was supported, and tbis 
b&1I was joined by a heavy cable 400,000 circular mills section to the ground. The cable 

SAU ON lOP' 
lie"." '0/ 

fUIlA • ,., 

SECCNOARY 

was 120 feet long and was not straight but made 
3 small tums about 4 feet diam. The TCSt was 
practiealty straight. As the ball connoctcd to the 
thick cable could not be elevated as high as the 
other ball of equal size on top of tbe extra coil a 
spark-gap was established as indicated in sketch. A 
small ball was joiDCd to tbe cable leading up this 
ball being placed at about die height of tbe Jarse 
ball connected to the thick cable. In estimating tbe 
vibration of tbe system comprising the large ball 

and thick cable leading to ground it was auumcd 
for the prescnt that tbe large cable was straight 
and self-induction calculated on this basis would, 
of course, give a smaller value. but this was thought 

sufficient to give the first idea as to how much wire should be placed on receiving 
coil AS$uming the cable strailht we have 

2/=240 fl=1315 em. approx. 
1'- 0.64 

21 
approx _ 11,600 , 
21 

Jou,.--9.6 , 

... _3x la' 

( 
21 . ) 1...=21 10&.-;--0.15 

These figures gave approx. 
66,000 cm.=L. 

From this 

2x~ 3& 66 
T - 1000 9 x 10' x 10' 

T _ J 
._. 3 x 1()6 

Now). would be L86,O)(): 3 X t()6= o.062 miles or 3213 feet. 
). 3280 

Say -." =-820 fcct . 
4 4 

This wire is to be wound on a drum 10" diam. Therefore. we want 328 turns at hlUt. 
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Colorado Springs 

Sept. 7, 1899 

A new experimental coil wound with 400 turns on same drum 10" d :am. 
66" long. 

. The coil wben attached to a water pipe pve on free eod. spark 5/8". To test whether 
the wave length is greater 72 turns were added and spark.s were decidedly stronger. But 
adding SO more turns the effect was weaktr. The self-induction was now calculated to get 
a better idea of the probable wave length and L was 2,000,000 em. approx. As with this L 
the capacity wouId have to be extremely small, far less t~n the coil evidently had, it was 
safe to proceed. in taking wire off. Gradually shortening the wire incrc:ased tbe spark length 
until at 405 turns and a capacity of 15 sq. iocbes tinfoil tbe longest spark. was obtaiDed 
about 1". Calculating from wire length )../4 was 1010 feet approx. giving 1'1 =- 245,500 per 
sec. approx. 

As there was a possibility of confounding tbe true vibration with a harmonic. wire 
·in definite len£ths was taken off. With 270 turns and small capacity on end the effect was 
still good. From that point on the diminution was steady. 

The wire No. 20 was DOW taken off and wire No. 18 wound in place to study the 
effect of diminished resistance. New expo coil wound on drum 10" warn. used before. 
It was estimated tbat for the vibrating system before described, comprisinl ball 38 em. 
capacity and 120 feet cable 400,000 C. mills, about 400-420 turns would be needed. There 
was wire enough for 495 turns. The spark was taken to the bcdy of the experimenter, 

GROUIIO 

0'---__ ~-----.:'III SUl.ltllG ~~~~~~=) J ",U.o. L 
, , , , , , , 

01111 FOil 

tbe length being at oncc read off by a simple arrangement comprising a small rule of 
insulatiDI ma~ia1 and & meta1 strip, the position of which was adjustable relative to end 
of the io.sulating rule. The metal strip was beld in hand and the end of the insulating rule 
was maintained. almost in touch with the wire forming the free terminal of the coil which 
was carefully placed in the proper position such that there was,", induud e.m.f. from tho 
primary but only through the grour.d connection could the coil be excited. The COD

nection of coil and manner of reading off spark-lcogth is indicated in the above diagram. 
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Results: 

TUrDS 

495 

470 

460 

450 

440 

43l 

430 

415 

420 

41l 

4'0 
40l 

Spark to body 

of experimenter 

3/8" 

7/ 16" 

7/'6+1 /64 
7/ 16+1 /32 

9/ 16 

9/ 16 

almost 11 / 16" 

3/4" 

3/4" full 

7/8" 

'" I 3/16" 

Spark to body of expo with small 

capacity attached. to end of wire 

much less 

.. 
" .. 

1/2" 

1/2" 

'/2" 
1/2" 

112" 

'11" 
9/'6" 

l/S" 

With 405 turns the limit was nearly approached.. With 400 turns the spark without 
capacity was 1 1/4" and with tinfoil OD wire 5/8"; with 395 turns the former was 1 1/4" 
the latter 5/8" aDd with 390 the SlR'C abo, with 385 practic:a1ly tbe seme. Tbc system. stiU 
oceded a small capacity for when a band was beId at a distaooc of about a foot a lpark 
of I 3/8" could be obtaiocd. 

Thest data girt WOVt length. 

COIOTa40 Springs 
Sept. S, IS99 

In some previous experiments coils were used wound all. a drum 10" diam. but the 
inductances were not measured as the changes were made too often. 1bc foUowinl data 
of a DCW coil built for similar purposes will be useful in conllC"rtiOD with the proov'ing 
experimeDts. 

The coil was wound on a new drum 105/ 16" warn. arut 41 1/4" lcngth. There were 
5.so turns of No. 18 wax-c:overcd wire. 
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Dalll for ca/culDting inductance 

diameter of coil d = IO 5/16"= 10.3125"=26.19 cm. 

w 
S="'4 dl = 0.78S4x 685.9=538.7 em.sq. N= 550 

/= 41.25"= 104.77 cm. 

L 
hN'S 12.5664)(302,5OO x 538.7 2 

- - - I .5664 X 302,500 X 5.14 
I 104.71 

L= 19,538,8OO ~. or 0.019539 llemy approx. 

following reedings to meAsure the ioductanot were taken: 

E 
117 

From these data 

I 
6.2 '" 880 

E 117 
- - - 19 approx. 
I 6.2 

L_.../269. 11 _ 16.410r 
880 880 

L= O.OI86S lupry = I8,650,OOO CIII. 

Colorado Springs 

R ) average of three readings 
9.586 practically the same. 

(f)'-361 
(~)~-R2_269.11 

Sept. II, 1899 

Experiments were continued with apparatus before described and the effects outside 
at a distance investigated. the chief object being to establish nodal points on earth's sur
face. The transmitting apparatus was one giving morc rapid vibrations and was improvised 
as indicated in the left sketch. 

The apparatus for investiption comprised the ten" drum. before referred to, 
wound with 395 turns wire No. 18 B. & S .• nd to ioclCIse m&gnifyiog factor another 
layer was wouod on toP. thus doubling the soctiOD.. It was found that the scheme of double 
windings is not a good. onc b ~mlSe the c.m.f. in both wires are apt to be unequal and it is 
more difficult to make adjustment. The connections of apparatus were as indicated. in 
the right skc:tc:h. 
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The secondary of the induction coil was connected between the two legs of tlie receiv
er, this being convenient for eventually reversing. A high seU~inductlon L was provided 
to give initial excitatiOD but the apparatus worked also without it. The batteries Band 8' 
were connected both in the same way and op
posite, the former giving best results. The tests 
showed that without QlJy capacity or wire I 
the disturbances were recorded about one 
mile away; only tbe ground connection was 
essential as the waves were still fairly long, 
about 4000 feet {approx.} 

EXIRA 
COil 

Colorado Springs 

§l '"'" 
~ IClOOO C '" 

, 

COil 
IUHED 

• 

• 

, 

, 

, 
- --

I, 

, 

--+-- - ~o---J 

Sept. 12, 1899 

Experiments were again resumed after some changes for the better had been made. 
T~I;: J.CCOndary was reduced to 26 turns and tbe adjustment was so made that but little 
self-induction remaiocd in the self-ind. box and aU tanks were used. The best condition 
was obtained with 8 tanks on each aide and self-indo on sixth tum. The extra coil was now 
adjusted to the same vibration. As with the ball lifted up tbe vibration was somewhat too 
slow for the secondary, the ball was lowered to about halfthc height when resonance was 
secured with nearly the same capacity and self-induction in primary circuit as corresponded 
to tbe vibration of the secondary. Although the agreement was not quite close. the effects 
were rClDJllrkablc. The stleamers went from ball 38 em. capacity on top as freely as though 
it were a small one, this showing that the CI.m.f. was far in excess. possibly many times 
the 3 million volts which theoretically arCl ncocssary to produce streamers from a ball 
of this radius of eurvature. 
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Colorado Springs 
Sept. J 3, 1899 

On Westinghouse Transformer the following cbange was m·de. The wire was cut 
in the middle and tbe two parts connected as shown in diagram: the end of the first half 
was connected to the •• nk which as before remained collDCctcd to the ground. The second 
half was left intact. This mode of connecting afforded the advantage of connectins the 
two parts in multiple arc for 22,500 volts or 
30,000 volts -thus providing double current 
capacity. This was rC(;()gnized as necessary 
as the one half previously used did not load 
tbejars quite fast enough as was evident from 
the measurement andca.lculation of con.stants. 
When the parts are used in multiple arc the 
connection is as illustrated by • __ •••• 
lincs. When the old connection was desirable 
the dotted connections were taken off and 
the connection indicated by _. -- - - - Iioe. 

A further change was made tcday by 
substituting for the 5" pulley on the alternat· 

t"'$Ul IlolE D IU~tH"'l$ 

6 2100 x 40 
ing motor another puUey of 6". This givcs now '2 X 60 = 4200 breaks per sec. The 

tests showed best results with secondary of oscillator, 8 tanks on each side self·ind., 
6 turDS in. Streamers were all along on the top wire which was raised today, w:ry strong. 
more so than before. 

Colorado Springs 
Sept. 14, 1899 

Experilllents contind with the object of completing adjustments of secondary 
and extra coil with ball eleJlQted to the highest positioD. 

It was found that the capacity necessary in primary for resonance with extra coil 
was incl('sed 25% when ball was lifted about halfway. Tbis gave the basis for the calcu· 
!ation showing that about 10 turns from the extra coil h&d to be taken off to give tbe 
same vibratioD with ball elevated to top position. All in all nearly eJe..oen turns were taken 
off and it was found that the vibration came out very closely &$ estimated. The resonancc 
of secondary was obtained with all jars or tanks (8 on each side) and 6 turns sclf.induction, 
while resonance of extra coil with ball elevated took place with all tanks likewise and 
4 turns self-induction. The coil was still a little faster than the sewndary. When both were 
connected in series the effects were magnificient, streamers up to 12 feet from tbe ball. 
To get best effect a middle value of self·induction had to be inserted, but although with 
this number oftums (about 4) both the sewndary and extra coil were weakened individually, 
tbei :- joint effect was much stronger. This showed importance of very close tllning. 
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Sept. IS, 1899 

As it was impracticable in the form of &pJWatus "sed in some of theIC cJtpcriUklllti 
to insuJ"e the seDJitiw device from tho bn4 ... Dwnber of arrangements ,",Ie adopted. 

to dispense with this lKocssity. Some 
arc illustrated betow; 

• 
• 

, 

• 

• , 

• 
l. 

" 

• 

, 

~ 
I 

I 
I , 
• 
• 

I 

These diagrams are setf--eJtPIana.
tory. In aU of them both the $COOn
clary coil and synchronitcd. coil havc 
their ends free for the purpose of ena
bling great size of pre:uurc. lbis .bas 
been found. great advantage a.s ba.s 
.tso the construction of .. resonating 
coit in wbich distributed c;:apacity is 
reduocd to minimum . 

, 

• 

In some of the above alTangements tbe secondary coil was dispensed. with .nd • pan 
of the synchronized coil utilised to give initiaJ excitation. It was found in these experiments 
that the primary must be for tbe best results always on the side ncar the ground conDcctioD 
as otherwise theinflucooe of the primary is detrimental to a great rise. In one instaJ'lQO 
rc:sults were remarkabty good with ratio of transformation I : 250, that is two turns of 
primary and SOO turns in synchr. coil. 
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Sept. 16, 1899 

Further experimentation led to adopting one of the two arrangements illustrated 
according to whether an independent induction coil was used or not. The induction coil 
secures the advantage that the synchronized coil need Dot be touched and the apparatus 
is made suitable for any coil. 00 the other band to use the synchronized coil itself bas 
the chief advanta8C of having tbe coil entirely open. This latter advantage is secured. to 
a large extent also when an independent. induction coil is used. as in following diagram (I) : 
lbe lettering is as in previous diagrams. A sma11 condenser C1 IS connected to seconda.ry 
to allow easy passage to tbe high frequency currents from t~ grQund through the synchro
nized coil to the sensitive device and wire or capacity in the air. 

Diagram two shows manner of connecting when tbe synduonized coil itself is used 
as the scconduy of the induction coil . In this Que the primary consisting from 1-5 turns 
or so is p1ac::ed ncar the srOtlnd and tbe tuning is effected with all apparfJhU mounted 
tosether except iCositivc device. 

•• 

This seems best &0 far judgiog from tests . 

V AIR CAl'. 

• 

S YH CHII . 
COil 

• 
• 

, 

•• 

" , 

,.J, fAIIII" 

AIR r 
CAl'. V 

Remark: Another battery is sometimes placed in aynchr. coil circuit (this is not 
ShOWD). 
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Colcrodo Spring$ 
Sept. 17, 1899 

To suit the two boxes which were made some time ago for the reception of the re
ceiving instruments in easily portable form a number of connections were adopted. Tbcsc 
boxes are 9" wide, 14" long and 10" high overall. In the lower part was placed tbe induction 
coil, batteries, eondenser, resistances and cell. A board was provided to close up this part 
and on the boa.rd was mounted: sensitive relay. clockwork driving break and sensitive 
device. also a special circuit interrupting de\lice. These boxes were merely made for the 

, 

• 

, 
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investiption outside and such usc. The synchronized coil was wound in one instanoe· 
arouod .. druoi 10" in warn. and about 4 feet high from the ground and carrying on top 
a board for placing the box witb the instruments and supporting a light rod for air' or 
capacity wire. In another form of apparatus tbe synchronized coil was wound on drum of 
2 foot eliam. and 18" high, which was supported. on I. tripod. of pbotographic outfit . 

'fbese two connections illustrated in Diagrams 1. And 2. were found best su i!ai 
The small condenser around secoDdary s compriscci only a few sbeets of mIca ~ ." 

sufficicot to let the currents of a frequency of 50,000 per sec. pass through e~ 

Colorado Springs 
Sept. 18, 1899 

Experiments were resumed with all transformers in place, high spoed. .brcaJc and 
connection in multiple arc of West. Transformer. The object was to further t~ the inten
sity of the vibrations produocd particularly without spark.. The connection was as in 
diagram. ]t was though that in this arrangement, which was dwelt upon before, the distur
bances were produced more economically than when using a spark discharge. The experi-

~ 
SECOND,oJIV 

II! ll lllA toll 

~ 

"" .. ~ y. lEV"" EO 
~"'~I ~U~ 

U'"' , 

8"' l~S 
, .. DI4K. 

P'LA I II! ZIt< 

I 

meots fully confirm this. In the tests the capacity of tile two balls of 18" diam. did 110 t 

very materially dcrangtl the adjustmcnt and period of tbe circuit. This is to be expected; 
as for the secondary the capacity was rar too small and 00 the other hand thc independent 
vibration of the extra coil could not be materially interfered with since the condenser 
formed by the two balls and zinc plate allowed froc passage of currents to earth. Now 
the important thing was to decidc whether it is bettcr to make Icngth of extra coil onc 
balf or ODC quarter of wavc as beforc. This to be thoroughly investigated. Thc working 
was cxcellent with 1/4 wavc Icngth . 
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Colorado Sp,in8s 
Sept. 19. 1899 

Various arrangements with oscillator and extra coil for production of most powerful 
di sturbances. 

AU of these arrangemeots have been experimented with and described before, and 
so rar tbe plan illustrated in Diagram 4. seems to be best. In Fig. I. the extra coil is merely 
a meaDS of increasing pressure on the end. In Figs. 2. and 3. tbe vibrations through the , 

, 

, 

• 

, 
SEC. 

U TlI.., COIL 

CONOE NSEII 

,-

... 
c"'~ 

ground are intensified. by the extra coil working directly OD the ground either through 
a gap with capacity or without same. In all cases it has been found important to have 
the two systems vibrate in synchronism. The same considerations apply to Diagrams 
4, 5 and 6. The plan in Fig. 4. being found best. the question is what is the best length to 
give to the wires. 
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With ud. H ooodery and extra coil havin! ODC quarter of. wave len&th tbe a.ctiOIl 
00 the c:ondcoser is not most intense. With tbe extra. coil I f2 wave length and the secondary 

, "'" CoU'AC11I£S 

~M'" ~ • 

fU"', ,., 

1/4, they both cooperate on the condenser producing on the ball a much gteAter pressure. 
This appean the best relation in Fig, 4. In Fig. 5. and 6. it is found best to make extra 
coil 3/4 wave length and tbe secondary 1/4 for obvious re"oGS. 

Colorado Springs 
Sept. 20, 1899 

Consider a form of oscillator of great simplicity paroo.llarly adapted for telegraphy 
similar to t)'pC exhibited before Am. At. of ScieDCC. A coil of high self-induction is con
nected in series with a condenser and across tbe condenser b pIeced a break Fnerally 
in series with the primary of the coil. Very sudden discbaracs are produced when usinl a 
fine stream of electrolyte or mercury to effect shortcircuit. The stl"Clm is broken by coo
deDJCr current. 'The plan followed faT some time was to produce the stream automatically 
by a magnet worked by a key. The COnnectiODs are shoematically indicated io tbe diagram. 

, 
""--,--'-

• , 

The question is to get the proper capacity of condenser. tbe amount of self-induction and 
other particulars. The secondary of the oscillator may be connected as shown to the ground 
and elevated object of capacity or else a spark gap may be used . 
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If R be the resistance of charging ooil iIInd L the self·ioduction and E the e.m.f. of 
. E · 

the generator the maximum current that could Row tbrough the coil would be- , but as 
R 

E 
the stream has a resis"DQC r the maximum current will be 1= . Tbe moment of the 

R+r 
I 

coil will be "21J L. Tbe condenser will be able to store each time an amount of energy 

"'" and we must have - Ul= . This gives for C value C= L - but -_ E'C I E'C (I)' 1 
2 2 2 E E 

.,. 1 hence C= L . Now to obtain frequcncy of break we showd calculatedlC 
R+r (R+r)l 

time sufficient to evaporate. portion of tbe liquid column, This we can fiod easily from 
dimensions of column and its resistance, Ipccific heat and the amount of energy which is 
passed through it. 

OJlorQdo Spring" 

; 

, 

H , . 

i-~ • • 

.. I 1 
• • 

/--~ 
0/ \ , , 
! 
I ... " ! 
, t', '1 ! 

~ 

(Ibis to be followed out.) 

Sept. 21, 1899 

Proposed structure to elevate terminal to 
a height of 140 feet from ground. 

On a telegraph post very strong and reach· 
ing nearly to the roof of the building is to be 
placed a cap consisting of • pipe 10" warn., 
about 2 feet long with a coupling for a 6" pipe. 
1be cap will widen out at tbe bottom SO as to 
keep the wood safe against the streamers. 

The pipes come in lengths of 20 feet. This 
will give roughly 120 feet of pipe plus cap and 
timber, at least 20 feet, .U in all 140 fect. 

The approximate area of pipe above tbe: 
roof will be: nX20 x 12(6+5+4+3+3+ 
+2)= 17,332 sq. inches or 120 sq. feet. 'The 
ball having nearly 20 sq. feet. We shall have 
140 sq . fcet+cap. There may be possibly ISO sq. 
feet with all joints. The elechostatic capacity 
will reduce turns on coil to probably less than 
ODe haIr. 

The wind pressure will be considerable 
but except for an unusually strong wind it will 
be fairly safe. 
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Colorado Springs 
Sept. 22, 1899 

The construction of new secondary for oscilla.tor was begun this morning. The plan 
of tapering coil before used was abandoned as it was decided to obtain effects by the 
extra coil, this making it desirable to obtain better energy transfer from primary to se
condary and if possible incleased impressed c.m.f. 
on extra coil. The mutual induction will be much 
better and the oscillator more efficient . 

• 

The diameter of the new coil is to be exactly 
15 meters inside of wire or about 49.25 feet . Two 
turns of primary are to be used as before. generally 
connected. in multiple. Provision is made for 48 
turns of secondary. Twenty two of the new turns 
wilt bccquiva1ent to the 2S turns 115M last on taper
ing frame. The frame is being built up as in 
sketch. The primary cables separated. by picocs 
1 1/8" thick:. The secondary wire No. 10 used 
before to be wound in grooves provided. in mould
ings as shown. Two groovers wcre provided. in 
each moulding this makins the worle. simplest. 
Space was provided for two wires in each groove 
as it might be found later necessary to double 
copper. Primary and secondary are to have same 
amount. 

Colorado Springs 
Sept. 23, 1899 

For best results the copper masses in primary and secondary of reconstructed oscil
lator should be equal. 

There are two primary cables genera11y connected in multiple arc. These cables 
each have 31 wires No. 9 B . .1 S. The area in mills from table of wire No. 9 is 13.090. the 
tota] section _!?f 9ne cable being therefore 

• 

or 484.330 x 0.0005061 

2421650 

13.090 x 37 

39210 
91630 

484,330 

2905980 = 245.41 mm. square 
3390310 

2454100110 
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Taking one wire in each groove (No. to B. & S.) we have for 48 turns 10.380 mills 
being the section of wire No. 10 total section reduced to one turn 

10380x48 

41520 
83040 

498240 

=498,240 c. mills or 

498.240 x 0.0005067 

2491200 
2989440 =252.46 mm. square. That is very nearly the section of primary cables. 
3487680 

2524582080 

Therefore, if two primary cables are IISed there should be two wires in each groove 
of the secondary as provided for. The total section of primary will then be 490.82 sq. 81m. 
and of secondary reduced to one turn : 504.92 sq. 81m., but as th~ wir~is slightly stretched 
the sections or masses respectively will be more equal 

Colorado Springs 
Sept. 24, 1899 

Note relative to Westinshouse Transformer. 

The iron core is of dimensions indicated in sketch. The insulation from core I" 
thick blocks of wood. Insulation between fibre paper about 1/2" thick. 

There are three primary coils and 4 secondary 
coils. For a transformation to 6O.(X)() volts a part 
of primary is left out. Best way of workins is to 
u}e . s~al1er transformation ratio to 45,000 apprOll:. 

The secondary coils are COnnected up alter
natively, that is, beginning with the first on the 
left, then to third, then to second and from there 
to the fourth coil. 

The traruformer gives every evidence of hav
ing a high efficiency. The leakage current is remar

• , 
.: I , 

I 
• --
I 

'---...J. . i 
kably small for so large a machine. The alternate connection and disposition of coils is 
evidently to reduce stray field and also for convenience to enable use of similarly wound 
coils. tbat is. coils wound on one form. 

The tests of mineral seal oil 300° show it to be oil of excellent quality penetrative. 
of high flashing point and good insulating properties. 
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Colorado Springs 
Sept. 25, 1899' 

Measurement of self-induction of primary of oscillator and regulating self-in. coil. 

Conductor measured Current 

2 primary turns 33.2 
2 primary turns ~8.9 

I primary turn ~8.9 

Self-in. coil 33.2 
Selr-in. coil ~8.9 

Readin!s: 

Voltage across 
conductor 

6.4 
11.7 
~.8~ 

2.~ 

4.45 

p 

Computed from revolutions 
of synchronous single 
phase motor speed 35 per 
$(X:. 8 pole motor gives 
n=l40 
p-880 

or the above readin~ the one showing 58.9 amp. was taken repeatedly and is very 
probably closer than the other reading with smaller current. Taking tbis as t.hc.basis I find, 
neglecting resistance or both primaries and self-in . coil being very small ~. or two pd-

• manes: 

Ex 10' _ 11.7x 10' -225,730cm. 
Ip 58.9x880 

L of one primary will be l..p-56,432 approx. as the coils are practically one. 

Ex 10' 445 
L,_ _ x 225,730-85,855 cm. apprOlt. 

/x880 1170 

As there are 24 turns we may take as a rough approximation when quickly computing: 
3600 em. per turn wben there are a considerable number in . 

Colorado Springs 
Sept. 26, 1899 

Following method for determining period of vibration, inductances and capacities 
is simple and convenient. The vibrating system is formed by a continuously variable and - ' -. 
exactly determinable inductance and a capacity standard, or by an inductanoc standard 
and continuously adjustable condenser or by a system in which both these clements arc 
continuously adjustable and can be exactly determined in one way or another. This system 
is then excited by a primary vibrating system in a convenient manner and one or both 
of the clements of the excited system is varied until resonance is obtained. This gives the 
period of the primary system and if in this only one more clement is known all the others 
can be easily determined. 1be excitation is conveniently secured and graduated by con
necting the wire leading to the system to be excited to the ground through an adjustable 
spark gap, which is generally very small. This method was applied to determil .)ng the 
period of the primary system used in these experiments in the rollowing manner : a standard 
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r.elf-induetior. coil mndc Jong ago and used in experiment!> in N.Y. about 1560 turns wound 
on a drum 3 1/2" diam. was shunted by the adjustable condenser, also frequently used 
and consisting of two brass plates 20" diam., and this system was connected to one of 
the terminals of the Westinghouse: transformer as illustrated in diagram below. By varying 
the length of spark at b the degree of excitation was varied. to any value desired, the spark 
at oc serving to determine maximum rise of potential on terminals of excited system. 

S,'''IIDARD SElF IIID. •• r---"'. 
ADJ USIABl f Co.'«)(HSER 

• 
SECONDARY 

Particular.r: £=0.0176 H. Res. of coil=59.457 ohms, drum 3 1/2", turns 1560 approx. 

Readings in one case:: 
Capacity in primary total 
144 bottles=0,1526 mfd. 

Inductance primary 
0.000025 H 

21t 1225 T.ppro• - __ YO.000025 x 0.1526 -.:.::::: 
10l 10' 

Resonance was obtained with the plates nearly 0.8 em. apart, the period. of excited system 
being slightly slower. 

Colorado Springs 

A 2027 C_ _ _ - approx. 200 em. 
4nd 47txO.8 

1230 
T. approx. - :.::~ 

10' 

Sept. 27, 1899 

Determination of inductance of eoil used in series with extra coil when no ball was 
used on latter, with old secondary. 

160 turns No. 10 B. & S. wire rubber-covered Habirshaw, drum 2 feet diam. 
60.96 em. length=42.5"=i07.95 em. 

First measurement average or readings: 

1= 5.9 £ = 38.25 R= 1.054 w=880 

E _ 6.483 _ Y(I.054)2 + (880 L)l 
I 
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or 7,280,000 em. 

Second measurement average of readings: 

1=6.77 £=43.25 (0)=880 

£ = 6.39 from this L = 0.00716 H or 7.160,000 em. 

This variation probably due to change in ~ and it is probably safest to take average 

10.00716) 
\0.00728 

0' . 
0.00722 H I 
7,220,000 em. 

The calculated value from above dimensions is: 

as ~t 
values. 

L- 4rr.N1S _ 4rr.x25,600x2919 -8,700,000 em. or 0.0087 henry 
I 107.95 

Nl_ 25,600 

x 
S",,-60.961 =2919 em. sq. 

4 

The difference must be due to the internal capacity of the coil or possibly inexactness of 
the dimensions above. 

Colorado Springs 
Sept. 28, t 899 

One of the difficulties in telegraphy and a drawback in practical introduction is the 
elevated terminal of capacity as proposed by me. It is difficult to elevate a structure to 
the desired height and keep the same insulated from the ground and with very powerful 
vibrations, as here produced even an insulated wire leading up offers difficulties because 
of streamers which reduce the force and the effect at a distance. 

I propose to overcome this by the following plan. A structure is to be elevated from 
the ground up to the desired height and an insulated wire from the oscillator is to be brought 
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up to a point on the structure and connected to same or else brought into proximity, as 
for instance when a spark is used. This point should now be so located thal. there is at the 
same moment, say, a position maximum on top and a negative on the bottom or ground, 
that is the top and bottom should be one half of the wave apart or a multiple thereof. 

When secondary is grounded as usual it will probably be advantageous to make the 
wave length in both systems so that they work in unison on the ground. 

Colorado Springs 
Sept. 29, 1899 

Various advantageous arrangements of oscil/ating circuits for producing 
disturbanc~s in the natural media. 

The object of these arrangements is to produce especially in conjunction with an 
"extra coil", as before explained, disturbances in the most effective and economical man
ner. In such a coil the e.m.f. is raised to an extremely high value by the "magnifying ratio". 
The arrangements furthermore contemplate doing away with the spark which consumes 
energy, although in many respects it possesses advantages giving-, in particular, a very 
high rate of eb.ergy delivery. In the diagrams three such arrangements which have been 
experimented with are illustrated. 

, , ,. 

0" 

, 

, 

, 

r., 

• 

.~n " :>;"-'>7 , 
In Fig. 1. the form of connection is shown most frequently experimented with here. 

The primar:, /' ~nergizes secondary s shunted by condenser c, the secondary exciting extt-a 
coils e e with tneir capacities e C. at the free terminals, one of which, C,' is at some dis
tance from the ground or groundplate E forming a condenser with same. All the three 
systems. primary, secondary and cx1rl' coil have the same period of vibration . Fig. 2. il
lustrate:; a simplified way; in this instance the elltra coils are partially inftuenced by in
duction from the primary p. In Fig. 3. again the extra coil e may be only electrically or 
also inductively excited . I he upper terminal is here a very large capacity as the roof 
of a building and the terminal of high potential is C, . 

This seems to be very effective. 
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Colorado Springs Notes 
Oct. 1-31, 1899 

FolJowina items partly completed omitted for want of time: 

Oct. S. Morc complete description of photographs taken. 

Oct . 14, 22, 23/ page 51, 25 and 29 corrected results deduoed from eJl:peri
page 6 

mental data recorded. 

Patent matters nearly completed: 

a) Method securing excessive c.m.f. momenta. 

b) Various ways of avoiding use of elevated terminal in power transmission etc. 
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Colorado Springs 
Oct . I, 1899 

The new secondary was wound with 22 turns in all. The last turn was plaoed on top 
on porc:e1ain insulators to prevent injury to the wood and breaking through on the last 
turn where danger greatest. It was evident that the coil could not stand the strain as there 
was only I" between the turns. But the winding was tried for trial. The total length of coil 
was now - disregarding the last turn which was on top of frame - 27" approx. Now the 
length of tile old coil was 63" (last tum excepted). Therefore, if the turns would have been 
of the sarr-e area the self·inductioD of the new coil would have been increase(\ by a ratio 

63 . . . . (21)' of 27 because of lengtb and diminished by a ratio of 2S because oftums. Now the aver· 

age turn of the old coil was 44 feet wa. and of the new 49 feet approx. This made each 
of the new turns about 10" larger than tbe average of the old. On the whole then the self· 

63 (21)' (")' ·inductioD of the new coil should have been roughly 27 x 2S x TO L, where L is 

the self-induction of the old coil, that is Lt = (oearly) 2.06 L. 
3.12S 

The storing capacity will also be increased by a ratio of or nearly 2.5 capacity 
1.25 

of the former . Consequently the period of the new coil should be nearly V2.5x2.06 
times longer or nearly 127% longer. With tbis distribution of turns it will be necessary 
to use a much smaller number. 
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ColoraJq Springs 
Oct. 2. 1899 

As expected the coil wound before was unable to stand the strain and a different 
distribution of turns of the $l'1'{)ndary was made. The ten turns Dearest to the ground were 
left as before and the remaining were plaaod one turn in each second. groove making 
the distance between the upper turDS 2 5/8" and tower ones .". Even with this arrange
ment, some of the upper and also some of the lower turns would brealc. through. 

A change was again made and only 4 of the turns - the lowest - were lef\ I" apan 
and all the others were placed in every second groove. The tests showed that the turns 
could now withstand the full charge. Perhaps up to six first turns might have been left at 
a distance of I " - but it was tbought that the distribution was good enough as it was. 

The last change reduced the number of turns to 18 (the uppermost not counted). 
Compared with the last form of tapering coil of 25 turns the period of the new was now 
approximately estimated from rough dat& below: 

diameter of one new turn 

" 
average old 

" 
turns of new coil 

" old " 
average distance of new turns 

.. .. old .. 

length of new coil 

old " " 

49 f . 

44" 
IS 

25 

2 SIS" 
3 liS" 

42" 

63" 

Calling L\ self-ind. of new ooil and L: that of old t&pcring coil. we would have ap
proximately: 

L\ _ 63 x (!!)' x (49)1 L or L\ _ L audy 
42 25 44 

>1 • 3.125 25 
Now the capacity of new COl Will be: greater by a ratio of _ - because of 

2.625 21 
1 

distance of turos and smaller by a ratio of - • I being length of new and 1\ that of old 
I, 

ooil. Now 
1 18 x49x1t 88 44 - =-. 
1\ 25x44xn: 110 55 

Hence the capacity of new coil to that of old will be as 

or very nearly equal . 

25x44 110 
21 x S5 or as 116 

1lterefore the distribution oftbe turns will secure nearly the same period of vibration 
as in the old coil. 
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Colorado Springs 

Oct. 3, 1899 

Userul data in estimating ponible errors due to the proximity or the ground or 
conductors or other causes. 
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Colorado Springs 
Oct .. 4, 1899 

Test to determine more exactly inOuence of elevation on capacity of an insulated 
body. 

A coil was wound to suit best the special conditions of this test. On a drum of 2 feet 
and I 1/4" diam. were wound 400 turns, wire cord No. 20. The insulation was very thick 
but of small specific inductive capacity. This wire with widely separated turns was used 
in order to make the car,;aeity of the coil itself as small as possible compared with capacity 
of insulated body. The {atter was in this case the one sphere of 30" diam. aTTanged. to be 
elevated at will to a height up to nearly 40 feet from the ground. 

The wire had a diam. approx. No. 20 8. & S.=0.032" or 0.8128 mm. The circum
ference of wire if solid would have been about 2.4 mm. Now one tum of wire was 'lfx25.25" 
or about l't' x 641 mm. The totallcngth 1'fX 641 x400=256,400xl't' mm. Hence total surface 
of wire only l't'x256.400x2.4=615,360 'If sq.mm. or 6154l't' sq.cm. Now the diam. of the 
sphere was 30" or 76.2 em. The surface TC d2= 18,231 sq. cm. approx. The utmost we could 
take would be 1/2 surface of wire. that is JOOO l't' sq.cm. and this would be only J /2 of 
surface of sphere. 8ut other things considered. it wouJd appeanhaClhe error due to elec
trostatic and distributed capacity of the coil itself would be small. This is however to be 
further investigated and allowance made for. It would be, of course, desiderable to entirely 
do away with the capacity of the coil to make the results of tbe observations rigorously 
true, but tbis will be hardly possible. 

1Re number of turns on the coil was selected so as to be suitable to the apparatus 
used normally. The total length of the coil so far as wound was 57 1/8" or 145.1 cm, diam. 
of drum 25.25"=64.14 cm. To ca1eulate self-induction we have then the following data: 

Turns: 400, length of coil 145,1 cm, area of one loop= 3231 sq.cm. From this approxi-
41'fN1S 

mately L= I =44,772,000 em, or 0.044772 henry approx:. If we adopt 38.1 cmas 

the capacity of the sphere in the lowest position, the period of the system would be: 

21t J 38.1 
T_ 1000 \j 0.044772 x 9 x 10'-

-' ';' 2'1f v'0.1706_ 2l't' x0413_2.5936 _ 0.86455 
3x10' 3xlO" 3xlO5 10' 

or n - 11 5,668 nearly. 

This is a vibration far too quick, in reality it will be much slower because of capacity 
in the coil. 

Diagram shown illustrates arrangement used in experiments: The coil of 400 t. 
was excited by secondary of oscilator, and capacity and self-induction in primary were 
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varied until resonance of free system comprising coil of 400 t . and ball of 38.1 em cat>. 
was obtained. This was evident from spark length and other indications. as streamers. 

S£l f . BO~ 

, 

Results : 

Ball Capacity in 
position primary on 

each side 

lowest I old+3 2/3 new 
tanks 

Hoot I old + 41 /3 " 
higher 

BA lL H[lGHI "'OJUST#.BlE 

COIL 
4011 •. 

SEC. HOT 
~' BRAI! H G 
FREELY 

Turns in Spark gap 
self. box primary 

22 1/2"+1 tum 

22 " 

Spark 
second. 

53" 

" 

The experi-
ments were 
interrupted 
here because 

I 
of darkness 

From this computed found that by elevating 2 feet, capacity was increased by a ratio of 
5 1/3 16 8 
- =-= - or about 15% nearly, really 14.3% . This is a value found nearly tbe 
4 2/3 14 7 
same before in previous tests. 

_. ~. 

To be followed up. 
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Co/o)rado Springs 

Oct. S, 1899 

Test of secondary last pattern, 17 turns in all . 

To 8sa-rtain the period a spark gap adjustable was used in the secondary from end 
to earth, as usual, and the capacity and self-indo of primary was varied until maximum 
spark length in secondary and other indications showed maximum resonant rise. 

Results: 

Capacity in primary 
7 tanks on each side 
8 .. .. 

Turns in self. 
13 
10 

box I tum 
• .. primary .. (2 multiple) 

approximate 

Now a ball 38.1 cm. was added on the end and placed near the earth plate at a dis
tance of about 3 1/2 feet but very little affecting the vibration. Tbis shows that distribllted 
capacity in secondary is very large as before. 

Capacity of one tank being 0.03816 mfd. Taking approx. Lp = 56,400 and 13 turns 
box 46,800 

We have: 

21t' I 103,200 
T-IOOOV3.5 x O.03816 x 10' -

_ 21'1' _ ;13.784 _ 271: '1'13.784_ 23 .36 - 0.00002336 d 
1000 V 10' 10' 10' an 

n- 42.800 approx. 

Some data to be preserved: 

Res. of cord used in measuring resistances: 

Res. of sccoodary 11 turns 

Res. of 2 primary t . in series 

Res. of Regulating self-ind. coil 

Coil wound for W.T. outfit.: Aug. 24, 1899 

Spool about 8 J /2" long: 399 turns per layer 

22 layers 

0.596 ohm 

2.804 .. 

0.004 .. 
0.054 .. 

Latest secondary in receiving apparatus, No. 30 wire. 90 turns per layer, 35 layers. 
Res. 424 ohms. 
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Tests showed best result with 56-68 primary turDS. 62 turns. No. 20 cord. are now 
used. Res. of cord 0.39 ohm. 

Test with special coil for determining more accurately the law of variation of capa
city with cJcvatioD. The coil with 400 turDS No. 20 cord was used as previously and the 
adjustable ball of 38.1 em capacity. The ball was normally above the extra coil repeatedly 
referred to, which on acx:ount of its great internal capacity was not used. Although uncon
nected some error was necessarily caused by the presence of the coil near the ball when 
the latter was near its lowest position. 

A further error was anticipated from the influence of the roof at the points when the 
ball. which was being gradually lifted during the test, was nearest to it. The smallest dis
tance or nearest point was about 11 fect. Nevertheless some action was bound to occur 
although the wood is very dry here and it is proposed in later tests to eliminate these 
erors as much as possible. lbc roof was covered with somc sort of tar paper the in8uence 
of which can only be conjectured at present. The most reliable data will be those obtained 
with ball at the highest points when it is above all structures. The co.nnecaions used are 

REG. tOIl 

shown in diagram. The ball was lifted by steps of one foot each and the primary self
-induction and capacity was adjusted until maximum resonant rise was observed on special 
coil, and adjustable secondary spark gap serving as anaJiter, besides streamers which served 
evcn as a better guide. The results of the test are sbown on the following table: 
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Table showing results. The capacities are all reduced to the same inductance so that 
as the primary capacity changes, the secondary is changed in the same ratio. 

Height from Capacity Percent of Figures reduced to 
ground feet in tanks 

• self-ind. of one primary : Increasc 

20.66 4.36 
21.66 5.05 16% 
22.66 5.17 14% 
23.66 6.27 9.5% 
24.66 6.00 0 
25.66 6.24 4% 

two primary turns reduced 

25.66 6.64 10% To correct later 
26.66 8.87 33% 

facl:br 
6.24 

27.66 11.48 40% 
to be used 

6.64 
28.66 14.84 30% 
29.66 18.64 26% 
30.66 21.08 13% 
31.66 22.36 6% 
32.66 23.28 4% 
33.66 24.72 6% 
34.66 25.68 4% 
3S.66 27.00 5% 

Table showing results of obserVations on inftuence of height in determining capacity 
of a sphere conDeCted to the coil before described. The sphere of 38.1 cm. electrostatic 
capacity was gradually elevated and the period cf vibration determined for every position 
of the sphere, by varying tbe capacity and self-induction of primary circuit. As the self
-inductions o f both circuiu remaioed tbe same the sccoDdary capacity varied curtly as 
thc primary. 
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Self-ind. in A,. Capacity Increase 

- reg. coil 
. . 

of capacity In pnmary 
• on one side of prima ry 

Height 
Capacity Turns reduced or sec. 

of primary ip re- Total to sameva- in percents 
ofspbere expressed gillating self-ind. lue of self-

from in tanJc~ self- measured calculated in primary on induction in 
ground on 

on each indo circuit =on- • 
data data pri- pnmary; 

on side coil d.,y minimum 
reet em. em. mary 

106,800 ttl rate absol. 

0' 
13',200 c 

1 2 I 3 I 4 5 I 6 I 7 I 8 9 I 10 I 11 
I 

~ 
20.66 4.66 21.5 77,400 103,200 133,800 m. 1/2"+ 52 1/4" 5.84 m. 

173.200 c. 1 turn 5.88 c. 

'" 21.66 5.33 22 79,200 105,600 135,600 m. 
" " 6.77 m. 16 m. 16 

175.600 c. 6.82 c. 16 16 

22.66 6 22.5 81,000 108,000 137,400 m. " " 
7.74 m. 14.3 32.5 

178.000 c. 7.78 c, 14.1 33 
• 

23.66 7 20 72,000 96,000 128,400 m. 
" " 8.41 m. 8.6 44 

166,000 c. 8.41 c. S.9 44 

24.66 S 14 50,400 67,200 106,800 m. " " 8.00 m. -5 37 
131,200 c. 8.00 c. - 5 37 

8 ODC 15.5 53,SOO 74,400 112,200 m. " " 8.42 m. 5.25 44.5 
pc. turD 144,400 c. 8.41 c. 5.25 43 

25.66 • 1.66 two 312,000 m. I /S" + 8.04 '". 0.5 37.7 
2. 86,400 115,200 20" pro turns 395,200 c. 1 turn 8.07 c. 0.9 3].2 



'" , 
'" 

1 \ 

26.66 

27.66 

28.66 

29 .66 

30.66 

31.66 

32.66 

33.66 

34.66 

35.66 

2 

2.33 
2.48 r 

3 
3.2 r 

4 
4.26 r 

5 
5.321' 

6 
6.35 r 

6 
6.35 I 

6 
6.35 r 

6.33 
6.86 r 

6.66 
7.1 r 

7 
7.5 r 

\ .,3 \ 4 

20 72,000 

19 68,400 

18 64,800 

18.5 66,600 

14 50,400 

18 64,800 

21.5 77,480 

22 79,200 

21 75,600 

21 75,600 

\ 5 \ 6 \ 7 

297,600 m. 
96,000 .. 

376,000 c. 

294,000 m. 
91,200 .. 

371,200 c. 

290.400 m. 
86.400 .. 

366,400 c. 

88,800 
292.200 m. 2"+ 
368,800 c. I turn 

276,000 m. 2.5" + 
67,200 347.200 c. I turn 

86,400 290,400 m. 25"+ 
366,400 c. 3 I 

103,200 303,000 m. 3" + 
383,200 c. 3 I 

105,600 304,800 m. .. 
385,600 c. 

100,800 301,100 m. .. 
380,800 c. 

100,800 301,200 m. .. 
380,800 c. 

I , 8 \ 9 \ 10 \ 11 

127 .75 
10.71 m. 33.2 83.4 
10.71 c. 32.7 82.2 

13.63 m. 27.26 133.2 
32 1/4 13,7 c. 28 133 

little less 17.93 m. 31.55 207 .. 17.98 c. 31 .24 205.8 

~ti1l1es5 22.56 m. 25.8 286.3 .. 22.6 c. 25.7 284.3 

still less 25.4 m. 12.6 335.8 .. 25.4 c. 12.4 332 

stililes! 26.12 m. 5.2 357.5 .. 26.8 < . 5.5 355.8 -
SliIlless 21.94 m. 4.6 378.4 .. 28.7 < • 7.1 388 

still less 30.29 m. 8.41 418.6 
30.46 c. 6.13 418 

still Jess 30.96 m. 2.21 430 
31.24 c. 2.56 4pl 

still less 32.70 m. 5.6 460 
33.00 c. 5.6 460 



Obse ..... ations : 

Tuning was very sharp from line 27.66 to end. The an: in the primary was geuing 
stronger and stronger. This probably because of lower frequency. The naming of primary 
arc also because of this. For same reasons se<:ondary an: was getting continually weaker 
as tbe ball was elevated. 

m read measured data 
c read ca1culatcd data 
r read reduced data. 

From the sign· two primary turns were used in series as the vibration got too low and 
not enough primary capacity was available with one tum. This was thought preferable to 
tuning to harmonic. From the figures on the side of 25.66 Jinc it will be seen that the ca· 
pacity with two turns was Dot exactly one quarter of 8, that is 2 tanks, but less. This was 
probably due to the fact that the tanks are not exactly equal and more so because when 
two primaries are used in multiple as one single tum the .self·induction is less than 1/4 
of that of two turns in series. To reduce to same .self-induction as with one turn the capa-

cities obtained with two turns should be multiplied by 6.64 . 
6.64 

Colorado Springs 
Oct. 6. 1899 

Measurement of coefficient of self-induction and mutual induction. 

Secondary last form I7 turns of which total 16 turns disposed on frame described 
before, one turn in every second groove, one groove near the primary Ira. 
Average of readings : p= 880 
Voltage across ieCOndary £ "", 122.5 V, 1:.:: 13.8 amp. ; Res. R- 2.804 ohms. From this 

E (E)' 1 - 8.871; I .. 78 .8 

Rl _ 7.86 

L _ I .J70.94 _ 8.4226 H or 
, 880 880 

L 8,422,600,000 9'71 140 
I - .. . • cm ... approx. 

880 
0.009'7 H 

For determining M tbe average of a number of readings was: 

Current in secondary 1= 15 amp., e.m.f. across two primary turns 11 .2 V=£, w=88O. 

We have from this: 

M .. ~ _ 11 .2 _ 0.000848484 H 
1w 15x880 

M = 848.4IW ca. 
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Colorado Springs 
Oct. 7, 1899 

The secondary was again changed. by displacing the ISth and 16th turD, the rest 
remaining as before : namely, 14 turns, a turn in each second groove and the ISth and 
16th turn each in every third groove and the top tum on porcelain insulators as before. 
This changed very little the constants of the circuit. 

The test was now made closed with the following results: 

Capacity on primary (one tum) Turns in regulating Capacity on terminal 
coil of secondary 

on each side 7 2/3 tanles = 
total = 0.14615 mfd. 6 none 

7 2/3 " 
7 Bill 38.1 em ca-

pacity at a distanoe 
2 feet from a plate 
connected to earth 
terminal ofsocondary 

7 2/3 " 
nearly same, just Ball I foot from 
a little more earth plate. 

1 2/3 " 
10 Ball 9" from 

earth plate. 

1 2/3 " 13 Ball 6" from 
earth plate. 

Tuning of extra coil to suit vibration of the serondary latest design, as specified 
on another sheet today. 

An attempt was made to get the vibration of the coil with ball elevated exactly as 
that of the secondary. To adjust the vibration the ball was elevated to various positions 
aDd soon the adjustment was reached. 

With an elevation of 2 feet lower than the highest point (3S.66 feet from the ground) 
- that is 33.66 feet from the ground the maximum resonant rise on coil, as evidenced by 
the sparle, was obtained with 7 2/3 tanles capacity on each side and 13 turns in the self
-induction coil. Lowering the ball just a triOe and making capacity 00 each side 8 tanks 
the resonant maximum rise in coil toole place with 10 turns io regulating coil. This was 
almost exactly the vibration of the secondary as previously ascertained. 

The two were now connected in series and disch!lrges on a spark gap of something 
like 12 feet were obtained. although the W.T. was not strained to the utmost. When the 
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spark wire was taken ofT and ball with a rubber covered wire No. 10 specially prepared 
len alone. strtamen formed on top of ball. but little as the wind was blowing. The ball 
being disconnected and rubber wire alone left, tbe streamers were very fierce reacting 
sometimes 16---J8 feet. Best results were with 6 turns in coil in the last experiments. 

A more careful tuning of extra coil without ball, only rubber covered wire or cord 
No. 10 (which was rcfered to before), the tip of cable being brought out about 2 feet and 
inclined to horizontal about 45". This wire to prevent streamers was specially made and 
was covered with rubber. Composition Hahirshaw, 40% pure Para. The tuning of the coil 
alone with the self-induction coil specially wound in series, gave: 

Capacity of primary 
8 tanks on each side 

Turns in self-ind. regulating coil 

6 1/2 

The coil IIsM in series with the extra coil was one especially adjusted 50 as to give 
the same vibration to the system as when the extra coil was used alone and with ball on 
top at highest point. The coil bas 160 turns and is wound on a drum 2 feet in diam. with 
wire No. 10, same as used in the secondary and extra coil. 

Now the secondary with a ball on the end and elevated at a height of 2.66 feet from 
the ground gave also exactly, with 8 tanks in primary on each side and 6 1/2 turns in 
regulating coil. mnimum effect. When tbe two were connected in series the display was 
magnificent, sparks fiying to the ground a distance of over 16 feet . Their cu~ paths 
stretched out would be certainly 24 feet long. This was not the maximum of the power 
of the apparatus as the spark in the primary could have been stiU lengthened without 
difficulty. 

Colorado Springs 
Oct. 8, 1899 

Experimental data in connection with tuning of extra coil and secondary as TeCOrded 
yesterday. 

Capacity on each side 
in primary circuit 
8 tanks 

Turns in self-ind. 
Regulating coil 
6.5-7 

With ball 38.1 centimo on free end 
of secondary, the ball being 2.66 
feet from a grounded zinc plate. 
the both had exactly the same 
period. 

Now the length of wire in the secondary was 803 meters, namely 17 turns each of 
a diameter of 15 meters. 
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The total length of wire in the extra coil circuit was : the extra coil itself SS9 meters, 
namely J49 turns each of diameter of 1.9 meters plus special coil inserted in series : 307 me
ters. namely 160 turns each of eliam. of 0 .61 meter. This special coil was used when the 

SP'ECI.o.l COil UI~ COOL 

COHHEcllOHS 

ball on top was not employed as capacity and the coil was so adjusted that the vibration 
was the same without the ball as with the ball and without the special coil; it being under
stood that the ball was at its highest position in such case. The total length of wire was 
therefore: 

sccondary+speciai coil+extra coi l= 803+307+889= 1999 meters 
• 

one system one system 

with all connections the length was increased to 2030 meters (17 meters rubber wire on 
top; 13 meters lower connecting wire). 

Now capacity in primary was 4 tanks= 4 x O.03816=0. IS264 mfd. 

Total self-ind. in primary 
circuit was approximately 

56,400 em one primary turn 
6600 em approx. - all connections 

in primary circuit 
89,000 cm 26,000 em self-induct. coil 

As the self-indo of the regulating coil was rather a little larger we may take total 
9 

self-induction as 90,000 em, ot 10~ H. This would give 

T_ 21t~OIS264 9 _ 21't_ JOI37376 _ 6.28 x O.37_2.3236 
l()l . x 103 10' v . lOS 10' and n - 43,000. 

This would give a waVi: length approx. 
186 A 
43 - 4.33 miles or "4= LOS miles = S700 feet 

while there is a little more wire. Probably self-induction and capacity or either of them 
in the primary have been stightly underrated or else the wire is not quite as long as cal
culated before. 
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Colorado Springs 
Oct. 9, 1899 

Today an other effort was made to ascertain more closely rate of increase of capacity 
of a body with the height above the ground. The same adjustable sphere was used and to 
eliminate some influences which might cause errors the special coil, which was rewound 
with same wire as before and had now 404 turns, the wire being wound a trifle higher, 
was connected to the flrst turn of secondary of oscillator, that is the turn drst from the 
ground. This gave a small inilial e.m.f. and reduced the el re r due to capacity very materia1\ y. 
(Here the distributed capacity is meant). Also, since the pressures developed were much 
smaller owing to small initial 
pressure on the special coil the BAll ,..le .... 

streamers did not appear and did 
not therefore complicate the ob
servations as in some previous 
CASH. The plan of connections is 
dear from tbe diagram below. 
The object was specially to obtain 
a number of values which were 
as closely determined as possible 
and with the ball in positions 
entirely above the building. Only 
three values could be obtained 
owing to darkness setting in. but 
these seemed fairly close as the 
tuning was done over and ovcr 
with same results. These were 
as follows : 

Height of ball Turns in 
above ground Reg. coil 

35.66 feet 22 

34.66 .. 19 

33.66 .. 16 
(trifle less) 

-

Total self-indo 
• primary on 

reg. coil 19,200 

ADJUSTABLE ... , 

Total capacity 
in pro mfd. 

8 tanks 
connections 6600 142,200 em. each side 
pnmary 56,<00 0.15264 

129,400 cm. 0.15264 

118,600 em. 0.15264 

-
Now since the capacity in the primary was the same the capacity in the sc"Dndary 

varied directly as the self-induction of the primary. The above figures show tbat from 
33.66 feet to 34.66 feet, that is an elevation of one foot, the increase was 9.1% , while for 
the nellt foot higher it was nearly 9.9% on the average, say, 9.5%. At this rate the increase 
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of opacity of tbe elevated sphere with the rise from the ground would be greater than 
before found. The absolute rate of increase can be approximately estimated from the 
period of vibration. As before found the special coil with 400 turns had a self·induction 
of 44,772,000 em. Now, however, with 404 turns this would be increased about 1% so 

. 44,712,fX1J) 4S 2 9720 that the self· inductJon would now be 447.720 • I. em. But to tbis should 

still be added the self-induction of ODe turo of the secondary and wife leading to the 
ball and also tbe wire leading from the bottom of the special coil to the first turn of the 
secondary. The total length of tbesc three wires is 240 feet and tbis is about 12% of the 
total length of the wire in the special coil which is 28S4 feet . But inasmuch as the one 
secondary turn was very close to the primary and inasmuch as the other two wires were 
not coiled up, tbe self-induction of these wires was comparatively small, estimated a little 
over 200,000 cm so that the total self-induction was with fajr approximation : 44,500,000 em, 
or about 0,0445 henry (calculated). Now, with a ball of 38.1 cm capacity tbe period of 
secondary would have to be : 

2x I 38. 1 21t' 86. 19 
r' - IOOOV9xIOSO.0445-3x 10' YI695.45 - .1'0' and 

11= 116,000. This would be ignoring the internal capacity of the coil itself aDd its effect 
in slowing down the vibration. Now this capacity can be approximately estimated as well 
as the absolute increase of the capacity of the spbcre from the primary vibration. 

Taking the 6gures with the ball at a height of 33.66 feet from the ground, the pri-, 
mary vibration was: 

T.'- 2x ~O 15264 x 118,600_26.7 or_ 267 
p 1000 ' 10' 10' 10' 

This vibration is evidently slower than one of period T. and it wil1 be easily seen that 

T, 86.19 I 38. 1 
r: --267 - V C+38.1 

where C is the internal capacity of tbe coil. Assuming for the present this capacity as not 
being distributed along the coil but in one plaoc, we get 

C + 38.1_38.lx and C- - I x 38. 1em. ( 
267 )' [( 267)' ] 

86. 19 86. 19 

Following this up we get for C value C= {{3.098)L- l] X 38.1 = (1 1.597- 1) X 38.1:::z 
= 10.597x38.1- 40J.75 em. 

This is not tbe actual capacity of the coil but that ideal capacity by whieh the sphere should 
be increased to give the vibration of the primary. 

We can now write 

T' _ 21t' _ 100445 (403.75 + c) 
, 10J'J ' x 9 x lOS " 

. . . . . . . , .. , 
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This cag'city c is now the actual capacity ofthc sphere at an elevation abovc consi· · 
dered, that is 33.66 feet . Namely, the total capacity was that of the sphere at that eleVa-tion 
- that i, c - plw the ideal capacity of the coil derived. from the computation of the 
primary vibration. This latter capacity has been ca1lod. C. The induct'nce of the sp~ci.1 
coil being as before found, 0.0445 henry, and there being resonance under tbe conditions 
of tbe experiment at the ekNation, Dallied To'. lives the value for the secondary period. 

Now at another elevation. say 34.66 feet, we shall have similarly 

T" _ 211: ~O 0445 407.75+c' 
p 10J . x 9xlO' . . • . . . . . . . . . .. 2) 

where c' lives the value of the capacity of the sphere for the elevation of 34.66 feet. Com
puting I find, from experimental data above given 

" 21't" ~ 129,400 21't" . I 27.9 279 
Tp - 10,0.15264x 10' - 10' v 19.75 . J(}ii or_ 101 

Now, from equation 1 and 2. we get : 

( 403.7S +c 
T.' 267 VO.0445 9 x 10' 
:...L_ _ or 

T; 279 0.0445 40::~; c' 

(1.045)~ _ 403.75+c' 
403.75 + c 

and from this: 1.092 x (403.75+ c) - 403.75-c', but c being 38.1 we find for c'-78.75 em, 
which result sbows that by lifting the ball from an elevation of 33.66 fect to 34. 66 feet or 
one /001 higher the capacity bas boen increased from 38.1 to 78.75 em, or nearly 106.7%. 
Similarly we find the increase from 34.66 to 35.66 feet by computing the primary vibrations 
at these elevations. By analpgy to the previous we have 

-''' 21't" ~ 142,200 . ,, 21't" I 129,400 
J p - IOJ 0.15264 10' and. sInce Tp - IOJ Y 0. 15264 10' ' 

we get 

T~' _ ~1422 _...; 1.099 
Tp 1294 

Now the vibration which corresponded to the primary vibration Tp" in the special 

'1 21t '004 403.75 + 78.75 h h"ch .1.-:1 T. , .. 
COl was 10' Y' 45 x 9 x 10' and t e one w I correspon~ to p was 

21t 100445 40).75 + c" 
101Y' x 9xlOS ' 

where cot will stand for the capacity of the sphere at tbe altitude of 35.66 foct. 
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And now we have : 

T;' - ~ 403 .7S + c" 
- - ~ ' ) 099 - and " om th,~ s T; V· 403 .7.5+ 78.7.5 

1.099 x (403.7.5+78.7.5) 403.7.5= c"=126 . .51 em. 

The value at one foot lower was, as before found 78.7.5 em, therefo re by lining the 
sphere fro m 34.66 to 3.5.66 feet. the CApacity was further increased by 126 . .51- 78.75_ 
- 47.76 em, or about 12.5%. The value which would correspond to the mean would there· 
fore be about 116% per foot. The method followed contains still so me possible errors. 
One of them lics in the assumption that the capacity of the sphere was 38.1 em at the 
starting point. Also there may be an error in the estimation of self-inductio n of the turns 
of the regulating coil. 

Colorado Springs 

Resistances measullld : 

Large extra coil 
149 t . wire No. 10 
drum 75" 

with cord 
co,d 

Coil alone 

Oct . 10, 1899 

3.7 ohms 
0 . .596 obms 

3.104 ohms 

Coil "sed in series with extra coil. When ball was not used on top of latter: 

160 t . No. 10 wire 
drum 2 feet 

with cord 
cord 

Coil alone 

l.6.5 
0.596 

J .054 o hms 

Resistance of coil used in determining inftuenoc o f elev.tio n o n capacity: 

-!OQ ~~urns No. 20 cord 
drum 25.2.5" 

Resistance of secondary latest: 

with cord 
coro 
Coil alone 

wilh cord 

""d 
Secondary alo ne 

2/8 

31 .20 
0~ 596 

30.604 o hms 

3.36 o hms 
0 . .596 ohms 

2.764 ohms 



-

Colorado Springs 
Oct. lJ. 1899 

Photographs of streamers were taken late )ast night again and at an early hour this 
morning under the following conditions. 

First two plates exposed to ten flashes, 1/2 second duration each. These ft&shes 
issued from the tip of rubber-eovcred cable or wire No. 10 which was on top of the extra 
coil. The tip was inclined about 45" degrees to the vertical and pointing downward. The 
ruu rront 'liew was \ake.n. A curious obsenatiou was made. One of the large streamers, 
about 21. feet long, disappeared at that length for a space of about a foot and continued 
again afier that for a distance of about 2 feet, so that the total length of it was about 25 feet 
with a dark interval of one foot . Evidently, the curren) passed for a distance of a foot 
through air or dust particles which were better conducting and the path was of a g.eater 
section in aU probabiliw. Perhaps the air on that sJX>t miaht \\a:lie been e\ectrified in such 
a way as to produce tile phenomenon. 

The next experiment was made with an exposure of two plates to about forty 1la.shes, 
tbe view being the same as before. 

After this two plates were exposed to but a &il1gJe short Bub about. one second, 
the view being stin the SAme as before. Now a round sheet .line disk was fastened to the 
tip of the wire and two plates were again exposed. there being about twenty ftashes. Next, 
the coil was turned and a side view taken with about forty flashes, two plates being again 
exposed &$ in all previolls cases, two cameras being used for the sake of safety. Upon this 
the rinc disk was taken off and a ball of 4" diam. fastened to the tip of the No. 10 rub
beT-COVClfed wite. A. long exposure of about 50 ftashes was again made. The streamers 
were as expected a little stronger from the ball then from the point "5 the breaking out 
took: place at a greater pressure. Two plates were used also in this instance. 

T'he next experiment consisted of taking an impression on two plates of the secondary 
alone in resonating condition. Tbe phenomenon was beautiful to an extraordjnary depee. 
Not only did the top wire glow but from the under wire (turn next below) a steady sheet 
of streamers of very fine texture issued of an area which must have been many hundred. 
SQuare fect . The free end of the secondary had the ball of 38.1 em CIOnnected to it at a 
distance of 32" from the ground but owing to the large radius of C\Jrvature sparks did 
not leap from the ball to the grounded zinc plate below thOllgh the distance was sIDall 
compaatively. During the expcIimenu a short but thick stream issued from the free 
terminal of the extra coil which had its other end connected to the ground and was thus 
excited. through the vibration of the sec:ondary, having. as stated on a previous occasion. 
the same periOd. of vibration. The color of the light issuing from the secondary wires, 
particularly in the neighbourhood of \be condensers, was remarkably blue, and should 
affect the plate strongly. though the intensity was not STcal . The switch was throwp in 
fifty times. the duration being about 1/3 of one second, possibly 1/2. 

The last experiment consisted of establishing the resonance of the extra coil and 
secondary in series connected and with the ball of 38. 1 centimeter on the free end of the 
extra coil, the ball being at its lowest position, 20.66 feet from the ground. The other ball 
of the same size remained as before, connected to the end of the secondary where it was 
joined to the lower end of the extra ooil. As there was sreat danger of inflaming the roof 
the power was somewhat reduced. but the display was ..... onderful in spite of this. This was 
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Conical secondary biBh frequency transformer and "clltra coil" In action 
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the mo'St significant eXlJeriment showing streamers frorr. the ball of 38. 1 em caPacity from 
which is evident the enormous tension, as well as the inconceivable rate at which the energy 
was delivered in the vibrating system. Forty flashes were made and afterward the back. 
ground was illuminated by the arc of the primary circuit to complete the picture . 

Colorado Springs 
Oct. 12. 1899 

Measurement of inductance of 404 turns coil1l5ed in determining in8ucocc of ele
vation. 

1= 57.125"= 145.1 em diam. of drum 25.25"-64.14 em. 

Area of one loop 3231 square em. 

Calculated before for 400 turns when the wire was woun~( first a little less tight. 
the value was : 

4TtN1S 
L - - 44.772,000 em. 

I 

After making corrections for I which upon more careful second measurement was 
found to be 46 7/8" only, and taking N=404 the value was L-45,670,OOO em. The actual 
measurements gave the following data : 

J=4.28 £ = 194 (&1=880 
E 
1=45.327 

and from this 

L - '1'45.3271 -30.6041 
_ 33.435 -003788 H 

880 880 · 

or L= 37.880.000 crn. 

The measured nlue should be smaller than the calcu1atcd but not so much. The internal 
capacity may be responsible but very likely the current was not quite exactly measured. 
Collections to be taken after calibration. 

• • 

Colorado Springs 
Oct. 13, 1899 

Measurement or inductances o r extra coil and secondary, latest design : 
Readings for extra coil: 

1_ 5.9 R = 3.104 w= 880 
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E 119 
-- -20.17, from this 
I 5.9 • ... 

L _ V20.172 - 3.1041 
_ 19.93 _ 0 022648 H 

880 880 ' 
0' 

L - 22,648,<XX> cm. 

Readings for secondary single wire; latest: 

1- 6.77 R= 2.764 (,J "'" 880 

E 60 
- - _ 8.8626 

• 
and 

1 6.77 

L - ';8.86261 - 2.7642_ V70.9060 _ 8.42_00095682H 
880 880 880 ' 

or L= 9,368,200 cm. -• 

ColortJt/o Spring8 
Oct. 14, 1899 

Determination of the natural period of the sccondary with and without capacity on 
free terminal, also of the extra coil and coil of 404 turns used in investigations before 
described. 

The tuning was effected in a manner later to be more fully dwelt upon, which secured 
closer readings than when exciting, as in some experiments before made, by the primary 
current or from a tum of the secondary of oscillator. 

The excitation was effected in these tests by collOClCting dircctJy one of the terminals 
(the lower) of the coil to be tested to one of the termirWs of the primary condensers (the 
one connected to the tank of W. Transformer). 

The "TCSlilts of the test arc given below: 

For secondary of oscillator: 

Capacity in primary circuit 
Total 

(8x36)-2 
2 bottlcs = 0.126 mfd 

approx. 

Self-ind. in primary 
Turns of Reg. coil 

+ conn. 

15+conn. 

113 

Observation: 

No capacity on free 
terminal 
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-
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(8 xlO) - 2 
bottles = 0.126 mfd 

2 

(8 x 36} - 2 

2 
.. 

For extra coil : 

(8 )( 36) - 2 

2 
.. 

approlt. 

•• .. 

.. 

15 1/4+ conn . 

19 1/4+ " 

I 

19 1/4 + .. 

For coil 404 turns used in prcoeding investigations: 

(6x36) - 2 
2 botties """O.Il342 mfd. 8+conn. 

Ball of 38.1 em diam. 
. .. 

Structure to be 
described Later of iron 
pipes with ball of 38.1 
em. diam. at an 
elevation of 141 feet 
from ground approx. 

with above structure 
connected to free ter· 
minal. 

Tuning very sharp, no 
capacity on cnd. 

Remark: With excitation from secondary (first turn) obtained in a previous test orlhis coil : 

(5 x36) - 2 ""'-';C-":' bottles - O.094255 mfd . 
2 

_ " Colorado Springs 

17 1/2+2 primary 
tums+connect. 

Tuning was not 
quite sharp. 

Oct. IS, 1899 

Continuing the considerations made Oct . 9 on the influence of elevation upon the 
capacity and taking, instead of tbe calculated value o f the self-induction of the coilusM 
in the experiments. the value ascertained by experiment which, with corrections for one 
turn secondary and connecting wires, may be put at 0.04 benry, we have, assuming now the 
coil to have a capacity entirely negligible : 
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As secondary period of the coil with ball or 

T _ 0.8164 _ 81.64 
I lOS 10' 

Now 
267 

T, was - • from this 
10' 

T1 _81.64 -0.306-J 38. 1 from previous analogy _ and from this 
T, 267 38. I+C 

.. -

0.3062_ 38. 1 or C _ 38. 1 _ 38.1_ 38. 1 x O.90636 _ 38. 1 x 9.68 _ 368.8 
38.1 + C 0.09364 0.0f364 

Now 

but 

T ' _ 21t' J004x368.8+C d 
, 10J . 9xlO' an 

r"_ 279 :~ and from this 
, 10' 

T,' _ 267 _ 

T " 279 • 

-----..ci.....-;-: 
004 368.8+c 

. x 9 )( 10' 

O 04 
368.8 + c· 

. x 9xlOS 

" 2n:.J 368.8+c· 
T, - 103 0.04 x 9)( 10' 

1.045 ": 279 and from this 
267 -

(1.045)2_ 368.8 + c· now c-38.1 
368.8 + c 

1.092 x{368.8+38.1}=368.8+c· and 

c·-368.8 x (I.092-1}+38.1 x 1.092 ... 75.53 cm. 

This value is but little smaller than that before found. From this result it would then 
appear that by lifting the sphere from 33.66 to 34.66 feet the capacity was increased from 
38.1 to 75.53 cm. or approximately 98.3%. a triOe less than before found. 

Colorado Springs 

Oct. 16. 1899 

Inductance of secondary modified by winding another wire No. 10 in multiple with 
the first . All other particulars remaining : 

Readings : 1- 7. 1 

" 

£=60.5 

E 
- _ 8.52 1 
J 

R= I.382 

_ I 1 1 oj 70.6975 
L _ v 8 .521 - 1.382 - 880 
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L _ 8.41 _ 0.0095568 H 
SSO 

L = 9,5S6,800 crn. 

• 

'.-

This is closely agfeeing with first measurement of a few days ago, the difference 
being only 1/ 10% . 

ColortukJ Springs 
Oct. 17, 1899 

Structure for capacity of extra ooil. fo r investigation of earth vibrations ch.idly. 

This structure was CTcctcd on a pole 10" x 10" square,· taP.Cl"ing on top. Dry fir 
was used because of toughness and also resinous quaJity. Pipes of steel of diameters 7". 
6",5" ,4",31 /2" ,3", and 2 1/2" were used. They were shoved one into the other and 
riveted, four rivets were used on each joint, the lap being 2'. 

The lengths of pipes were as foliowI: , 

7" 
6" 
S" 
4" 
3 1/2" 
3" 
2 1/2" 

diarn. 

" 

" 
" .. 
" 
" 

Nippl~s on top 

Total kngth of pipes 

- --ruWOOd pol~ 

Total from floor 

to ground 

Total height from 
ground to bottom 
of ball 

23' 4" 
IS' 2" 
IS' 4 1/2" 
IS' 7 1/4" 
19' 3 1/4" 
IS' 4 3/4" 
S' 1/4" 

7 3/4" 

121 ' 9 3/4" 

19' 3" 

141 ' 3/4" 

I ' 

142' 3/4" 

On tbe top was supported a bill 
of 30" diam. hollow wood oo·.ered 
with tin foil vtry smootb1y aDd 
the joints indented so as to have 
no conducting points sticking out. 
The joints of tbe pipes, heeds of 
rivets, etc. were all CO\'Crcd first 
with sheet rubber pure and tben 
with tape, the latter beinl fi n '1Iy 
fastened with strong cord. The ball 
was sbellaaod several ti roes and 
finally co\IClcd with weathe.proof 
rubber paint. The pole .11 alODI 
was also painted with the S'1M 

paint. On the lowest end of 7" pipe 
a cap was screwed clearinl the wood 
10 as to make it more difficult for tho 
streamers t o get to tbe Iround 
along the pole. 

• To prevent latenl play II c:twnpqne bottles set In beams were "uli. 
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Colortulo Springs . 
Oct .. 18. 1899 

For SP! t:ial investigations particularly to prosecute further researches on the increase 
of capacity with clcva.tion, a new coil is to be constructed &5 nearly as possible to exact 
dimensions which follow: 

diam. of corc 14""",35.5 em 
length of core 8 X 12"=243.84 cm. 

The coil is to be wound with cord No. 20, before used,l in the coil of 404 turns on 
25.25" diam. drum. 

Allowance for thickness of insulation: 0.354 em. 
This makes total diameter d=35.8S4 em. 

0< 

For approximate value of the surface of one loop we have then s= 1000 em. sq. 
There should go on this length 689 turns and this would make 

4, 
L _ _ N1S_24,490.000 em. approx. 

I 
• 

L=0.02449 henry. 

For the purposes contemplated this coil will be well adapted as the self-induction 
is large and owing to small diameter of tbe corc and great thickness of insulation the 
capacity should be comparatively small. With this coil balls of J 8" and 30" diam, are 
to be used : 

Exact diam. of core should be L4.0485"=35.6825 cm. for S = IOOO cm. sq. 

Colorado Springs 
Oct. 19, 1899 

Experimental coil before used in investigating propagation of waves through ground. 
This coil was rewound and presently following particulars are good. 

_ .. ... Outside diam. of core= JO 3 /8"= 1O.37S" .... 26.3525 em. Turns SSO, No. 18 B. &: S. 
14 •. 

wax covered, thiekocss of ODC iDSul • length of core 1= 40 7/8" - 40.875" = 103.8225 em. 
1000 

We may DCglect insulation as the core is not perfectly round and any irregularity 
diminishes the area and we get a larger value as a rule. Now, from above data, surface , 
of one loop S= .d1= 0.78S4x26.35251=545.241 cm. sq. This gives 

4l't 2 12.S664 x 302,500 x 545.42 
i-I N S- 103.8225 -19,970,000 em, approx. or 0.01997 H 
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This coil is now to be also used in investigations of the variation of capacity with, 
variation of tleight. With ban of 18" di .. m., the capacity of:hc ball assuming to be : 118"= 
= 18 x2.S4=4S.72 cm}-C= 22.86 em, the period of the system, neglecting for the piuent 
the distributed capacity of the coil, would be approximately: 

27t I 22.86 0.447345 
T - 10J V 0.01997 )( 9)( lOS - 10' 

or 11 _ 223,540 per sec. approx. 
In a test resonance was obtained with 42 bottk:s on each side of the break. that lis 

21 bottles total or 0.0229 mfd capacity in tbe primary, which consisted of6 turns of heavily 
covered wire No. 10. 

As it was iDCQnvenient to measure the primary, Lp was estimated to have a self· 
-induction of: 

[
0.447345 _ 27t' .j0.0223 L .. ]. L .. - 22,435 em. 

10' 10' 

This i$ a convenient and good method but the period must be exactly ascertained. The 
distributed capacity can never be neglected. . -

Colorado Springs 
Oct. 20, 1899 

To ascertain tbe effect of internal capacity of the coil of 404 turns repeatedly retehed 
to. wruch was used in the experiments on influence of elevation upon capacity of a con· 
ductor. tbe coil was tnned aloDe with only a short length of wire attached to it. Resonance 
with primary was obtained with 118 bottles on each side. one primary tum. For future 

IIIGH T I 'IIOM St:CONa.o.IIY I l UI 

Q •••• •••• D • • " . " . • • 

G Ht!! I'l AtES MAIIM ED • AA[ G _ .. ~ . NOt IN USE 

NUM8!R Of BOTTLE S UI 

!loC H lANK IND!C AlfD BY 

W _&filS GJ 
reference the tanks as nsed arc indicated in diagram. The total capacity in primary was 

therefore I! 
8 

- 59 bottles. Since ODe tank. that is 36 bottles. equals 0.03816 mfd the capacity 

59 
was 36 XO.03816 = 0.062S4 mfd. 
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Now the self·induction in the primary was: primary one tum+conocctions _ .56.400+ 
+ 6600= 6J.OOO and with allowanoc for one half lurn of self-induction coli, we may say 

M - ' 
appro:a:. lot henry. 

The pcried was 

T. _21tJ64 006254. 8x21t . 1006254_ 41t . 12.S664 
p 10' 10' x . lot V . 1()6 10' 

and from this 11 = 79,600 per second. The secondary was vibrating in synchronism hence 
2n 

T.= Tp = 10' ...; 0.04 x C. where C denotes capacity which could be associated with tho 

coil, jf it had no capacity of its own, and tbis capacity together with the self-induction of 
. 4Tt 211: 

the coil 0(0.04 H as before found would give the period T. _ 10' = 10' YO.04 C. From 

this follows 
I 9 x 10' 

C _ mfd. or -'-';-:.;"- - 90 em. 
10" t ()4 

-
This is the vaJue experimentally found and more to be retied upon than that derived 

in other ways. Taking this value and adding to the coil a sphere of radius 38.1 em the 
total capacity of the system would be 90+ 38.1 .", 128.1 em and now we should find the 
period of the system to be 

15 

10' 

r ' _ 2n J004 128.1 _ 4n -'1281- 4n x3.58 _ 14.9958 
• 10) . x9xlOs 3 x lO· v · 3 x l~ Ii)' 

• 
approx. - T. or n - 66,666 per sec. 

We can now find the capacity in primary required for resonanoc with sccondary. 

The primary period will be r',= 2n J-~_ c" where Cp is the capacity required in 
I (}I I~ 

,h-j64 471: 
primary. Now we have then T,=T.= Cp - x 3.S8 (from above) 

IOJ lot 3 x 10' 
and 

164 2x3.S8 3.SS (3.SS)' 
VIO.Cp - 3x10' orvc, - 12 orC,- 12 - 0.096mfd. 

. 0 .03816 0.03816 
Since one bottle approximates mfd we would want 0 .096; - 90.6 bottles 
- ' . 36 36 
total or, 00 each side of the break 2x90.6=ISI .2 bottles. This would suppose that the 
ball could have a capacity of 38.1 em but this is physically impossible since it would have 
to be removed from all objects. In reality its capacity will be always much greater and the 
system will vibrate much slower as a rule. In fact, the test showed that resonance was 
attained with the ball to--IS feet from the ground with all bottles in and io addition 5 1/2 
turns in the self-induction box. The tuning was naturally not sharp as the capacity was 
large and the maximum appeared to be with the ball 10- 18 feet from the ground. To 
get sharper tuning a smaller ball o f 18" diameter was used and now resonance was obtained 
with the ball 10 feet from the ground and all bottles in and no self·induction in the regu
lating coil. 
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CoIor0d6 Springs 

Oct. 21, 1899 .. -
To 'vcrtain the value of con""'ttions in terms of turns of the regulacing coil and 

for other purposes the coil before described. 404 turns with rubber wire a«ached, was 
tuocd for three different values 
of the regulating turns. The meth· 
od. was one frequently used in 
New Yorle and is illustrated in 
the plan shown. One end of the 
coil was connected to that end 
of condensers, or respectively to 
that end or terminal of transform· 
er which was grounded .nd the 
rise of potential of free terminal 
of tuned coil was observed by an 
adjustable spark gap. [n this man
ner very close adjustments are 
easy. The resonating condition 
indicated by the longest sparks 
in the adjwtable gap was secured 
with the following three values: 

Capacity in the primary in 
bottles on each side 

total 
• , , 

8 tanks less 2 bottles - 286 - 0.l5157 
7 less 2.. _250=0.13249 
6.. 2.. _ 214 _ 0.11341 

t AON$'''''l IE 
l J $~AAIt flU' ---- - - -, 

SHORT CONECflOH 

RIGHT · llEl'T 

fAIITH 

w. llVoIiW. 

Turns in regu
lating coil 

• . -

The tuning was Dot 
quite as sharp in the 
first c'se, 

but it was very sharp in the last two experiments. Taking these and calling x the 
self-induction of the connections we would have in the case corresponding to L, of the 

regulating coil T=- 2'/'1" VO.l3249{L1+x) and in the case corresponding to L~ of the 
10' 

self-induction coil 

2n r. ....... n--:-::> T- y'0.1I341 (L,+x). 
iO' 

- - . 
From this 0.13249 (L1+x)= 0.1l341 (l.z+x) and 

x-
0. 11341 Ll - 0. 13249 L, 

0.01908 

Now LI and L2 should be exactly measured ; resonance method will probably suit 
the purpose best. This is to be more rigorously carried out. 

In the experiments before ducdbed. for the purpose of asc:ertaining the influence 
of elevation on the capacity of a sphere, the latter was connected to the coil of 404 turns 
by means of a wire No. 10 heavily covered with rubber (J/S" wall). Evidently this wire 
affected the period of the system and to ascertain to what extent, the wire was placed in 
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lhe same position as when nSC'd in the experiments with the ball at its lowcst position -
20.66 feet (rom the gfound. The sphere was omitted but the streamers on .tbe "end were 
prevented by sealing the end with wax, covering with tape and sticking the cnd orille wire 
into a glass boule with very heavy walls. Resonance was attained with (6 x 36}-2 botlles 
on each side and 21 turns in the self-induction TCgUIating coil. This was 214 bottles on 
each side or 107 total . In making the test the primary turn of the oscillator, usually con
necting the two coatings of the condensers on the bottom, was left ofT and the coatings 
joined by a short wire. TIle total self-induction in the primary circuit was therefore the 
21 turns of the regulating coil plus the connections. or from previous figures 100,800+ 
+6600= 107,400 em. Now in the test of Oct. 9, with the ball connected to the cable, re
sonance was obtained with 4.66 tanks on each side or 4.66x36=168 bottles approx. 
1be total self-induction was 21 .5 turns of regulating coil+ I tum primary + connections = 
=103,200+56,400+6600 - 166,200 em, both values from calculated. data. Had the self-

166,200 
-induction been the same we would have had instead of 168 bott1es 101,400- 260 bottles. 

Thus with the sphere the capacity in the vibrating secoodary system was increased by 
260 130 

the ratio 214 or 101 ' 

The period of the primary circuit in the first case can now be ascertained. The capa-

101 
city was t01 bottles - 36 xO.03816= 0.11342 mfd. The self-induction as before stated 

h r.=== =;-:; 101,400 cm. or 0.0001014 H . The period therefore was 1000 YO.0001014 x O. Il342. Now 

the secondary vibrated with the rubber wire attached, the same period which was 

2'1t '1./0.04 xC, designating by C the ideal capacity associated witb the self-induction of 
1000 

0.0001014 )( O. L 1342 
the coil. 1Dcsc two were equal and we have C=,-=:..:.::..:.:..:..;:,;;;.-"c:..:::..:::... 

0.04 

10.14xO. 11342x9 -30.45x9-214 cm. 
0.04 

mfd, or 

This was the capacity with the cable comprised. But before we have found the capacity of 
the coil alone, with no wire attached, 90 cm or nearly so. The addition of the rubber cable 
made therefore a considerable difference. It would not have been so high had the streamers 
been entirely prevented but despite the wax and glass bottle there was a leak which had 
the same effect as if the capacity had been increased. Since by adding the balltbe capacity 

was increased by the ratio ~:: we have - calling now c the capacity of the sphere at 

260 274+c 
the initial elevation of 20.66 feet - 214 :: 214 and from this 

274 x 46 
c= 214 _ 58.88 em. 

This then would be, according to this estimate, the actual value of the capacity of 
the sphere at that elevation. 
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Colorado Spring3 

Oct. 22, J 899 .. -

One of the upper terminals of the condenser (+) usually connected to the around 
was joine4 to tbe lower cnd of the coil of 689 turns, the upper end remaining free. The 
ground was in this case omitted for the purpose of securing a higher initial excitation. The 
maximum rise wu ascertained by an adjustable spark gap as shown. The results of tbe 
tests arc given in the table below: 

Capacity in primary Self·jnduct. of primary Spark length Observation 
circuit expressed by or exciting circuit on terminals relating 
tbe number of bottles Turns in regul. of the coil to spark 
• .cd coil+connections 

(S x 36)-2 
1.12S+connections 4 1/8 ioch 

2 • 

-1'be-1park was 
(7x36)-2 

2.375+ 43/4 
cantinually 

2 
.. .. • • increasing 

and the excitation 
(6 x36)-2 

3.625+ , '18 was reduced as 

2 
.. .. the capec;ty wu 

getting smaller 
(5 x 36)-2 

4.70 + , 3/4 
2 

.. .. 
(4 x36)- 2 

6." + n/s "duood 
2 

.. .. 
(3x36)-2 

S.25 + 6 1/4 still more .. .. 
2 

(2 x 36)-2 
11.625+ 7 still more .. .. 

2 

(I x 36)-h 
22 + 9 still more .. .. 

2 

31 
24 about same appro - + .. 

2 

The spark was getting longer because the efficiency ortbc exciting circuit was iocrcas
ed, as the inductanco of this circuit was increaStd and capacity diminished. There were 
smaller frictional losses and after each break the system vibrated longer and excited the 
coil better. 
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TIle short stout wire was now substituted by each of the two primary tUTn.s siparately 
and joined in multiple with the results indicated below: . __ _ 

32 -
2 

32 

2 

32 

2 

13 1/4 turns + I primary+ oonnectioru 

14 .. + 1 .. + .. 
.. + .. 

The primary used was tbe upper onc. 

.. .. lower one . 

The tuning was very sharp in the first 
two cases, not quite so in the last 
instance. 

In order to get useful data as to the self-induction of the connections and also of the 
various tUfns of the regulating coil which were most frequently used in tbe experimentl. 
tests were made as follows. A coil still to be described. built for a special purpose. was used 
(689 turns, drum 14" diarn., 8 feet long) and was excited from one terminal of tbe con
densers. as indicated in the sketch below. The coil had a definite period which was ascertain
ed with aU condensers in and the least possible self. induction; the condensers were taken . -
out and more turns o f the self·induction coil inserted until resonance was again attained. 
Since tbe period was in all instances the same the self-inductance of the circuit was tbus 
varied in'VCrsely as the capacity. When all self-inductance or nearly so was taken out and 
only the conlKt:tions remained by a simple ratio between the known capacities and a 
known inductance, the inductance of tile connections was given, or else this quantity was 
ascertained from the known period which was maintained througbout the experiments 
(that of the coil before refelled to). The lower ends of the condensen, wually joined by the 
primary, were connected by a short stout conductor of inappreciable resistance and in
ductance. 

The method II-~d in the experiments recorded today for determining experimentally 
the inductance of the connections is 'YCry convenient and secures good results. The coil 

- . ~. 

~IOUI SHOll! tOfolM~tf IOH 

" 

II[«R COIL 

$l!COHOAII, H . ~y 

""IMAIIY 
'It . I . 

, tool ~ I . OI'IUM ,," . Ff:U LONG 

, 
) , 
I 
I AOJUSJA8l£ S~ARM ().A#' 

I 
I , , 
I 
1 , , 
Ii 

used in the experiments was one ofvet")' high self-induction to make the tuning \'ery sharp 
and it was wound o n a drum of relatively small diameter to reduce internal distributed 
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C&Plcity. This likewise improves the sbarpocss of the adjustment. It was euy to ~ect 
variations of ORe sixteenth of one tum of the regulatinS primary coil. From the 
data, calling I the inductance of one tum and II that of 22 turns, aDd C the in 
tbe primary when 1.125 turns were used and C1 that when 22 turns were employed, we 
have, since the period was the same: 

(Ix 1.12.1+connections) C=(/.+coonections) Ct , 

Now it is not IK'Ce~sary to determine C and C1 since only the ratio is needed and we may 
simply take the number of bottles in. each case, This gives: 

(Ix 1.12S+conn.)x 143=(/t +conn.) X 17. 

Now in a previous instance I and I, were approIill\&tcJy: 1= 4800 em, 1,,,,.<105,000 em. 
Substituting these values we have: 

(S400+conn.)X 143= 17 x (105,000+0000.) 

d (,,1~7~x~I~O~IO~~I'~3~X~I'~)~X~I~OO= an cc nneet. - -
126 

• 

From this the inductance of the connections would bc - 8040 em, o~8000 em. ap
prox. It would be desirable, however, to eliminate tbe turns of the coil and so estimate 
!he inductance of the connections directIy. 

Oct. 23, 1899 

Experimenu to further 'Sl)"'r1aln the influenoe of elevation upon capacity. 

The coil referred to on a previous occasion was firusbod with exactly 689 turns on 
a drum of eight feet in length and 14" diam. The wire used was cord No. 20 as before 
stated so that the approximate estimate of self-induction and other particulars holds good. 
lbc coil was set up upright outside of the building at some distance to teduoe any errors 
due to the influence of the woodwork. From the building extended a structure of dry 
pioc to a height of about sixty feet from the ground. This framework supported. on a 
projecting crossbeam, a pulley (wood) with cord for puJliog up a ball or other object to 
any desired height within the limiu peunitted and this beam also carried on i15 extreme 
end and-closc to the pulley a strong glass bottle within which was fastened a bare wire 
No. 10, which eIteoted vertically downward to the top of the coil. The bottle was an ordi
Dar)' Champagne bottle, from which the wine had been poured out! and the bottom bro
ken io. It was forced neck downward ioto a hole bored into the beam and fastened besides 
with a cord. A tapering plug of bard wood was wedged into the neck and into this plug 
was fastened the wire. The bottle was finally filled with melted wu. 

The whole arrangement is illustrated in the sketch shown in which b is the bottle 
with wooden plug P supported on beam B also carrying pulley p, over which passes the 
cord for pulling up the object, which in this case is shown as the sphere C. The spheres 
used were of wood and hollow and covered very smoothly with tin foil and any points of 
the foil were puss~d ill so as to be below the surface of the sphere. This is a necessary 
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precaution to avoid possible losses by itreamers when the sphere is charged to a high 
potential. It is desirable to work. with strong effects as the greater these are the better the 
vibration can be determined, but it is rt«lessary to carefully avoid losses and crrors owing 

M 

, 

-

to the formation of streamers. 1besc have 
the effect of increasing the apparent capacity 
so much that a thin wire may often produoc 
results comparable to those obtained with 
large capacities. The streamers, of course, 
cause frictional loss and thereby diminish the 
economy of the system and impair the qua-
lity of the results. They also cause a loss of 
pressure just as leaks in air on water pipes. 
The ball to be tested or any other object was 
provided with two metallic bushings, on COR

tacts c c, consistinB of small split brass tubings 
which were in good connection with the 
conducting surface and .also insured contact -

• 

.~, 

____ 3'::''':, " .. , 

''''1'111 
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with wire tv which at the same time $CfVed. to guide the ball in its up and down movement. 
To a.void losses the bushings did not project beyond the surface of the ball and fOI" the 
same r"SOD the cord was not fastened. to a hook but a hole was drilled. into the ball, tbe 
cord with a knot on the end was slipped in and a wooden plug driven into tbe hole, so 
that nothing was sticking out capable of giving off streamers or causing Iea.ks into the 
air. In the tirst series of experiments a ball of IS" diameter was used. The ball was not 
perfectly round but tbe error due to a slight irregula.rity of shape was very small. The 
plan of connections is shown in the sketch in which tbe same leiters arc used to designate 
the same parts of apparatus as before. The excitation of tbe coil was effected by connecting 
tbe lower end to one of tbe terminals of the condenser - the one which was connected 
to that end of the secondary of the 60.000 volt transformer which was in connection with 
tbe tank. The tank, as described on a previous CJO'8 s ion. was usually conDCCted to the 
ground but in these first experiments the ground connection was omitted to secure stronger 
excitation. From the terminals of the coil two thin and heavily insulated. wires were led 
to an adjustable spark pp " which was manipulated until the maximum rise of potential 
on tbe coil was ascntaiocd. The two sets ofcondeDSCTS werejoincd by a stout short wire W 
of inapplcciablc self-induction and resistance and the inductanne of the exciting circuit 
was varied by inserting more or fewer of the turns of the regulating coli R mto the circuit 
through which tbe COodcDSCTS were periodically discharged. The wires leading from the 
coil to the adjustable spark gap " were, as before remarked, very thin, as short as it was 
practicable to make them and heavily insulated. By observing these precautions the error 
due to the capacity of these wires themselves was reduced to a minimum. also the loss 
owing to & possible formation of streamers. To reduoe the capacity the wires were led far 
apart and then brought in line to the lipark gap. The lower wire. which was connected to 
a point of comparatively low potential was of little consequence but on the top wire these 
precautions were imperative. The prcordure was as follows : first the pcricd of the coil L 
and capacity attached to the flCC terminal was asccrt&ined by varying the capacity or 
self-induction, or both, of the primary or exciting cilcuit until rCSQD&noc was rcached 
which was ev:dent from the maximum rise of potential. When the pcricd had thus been 
determined with the capacity, say a sphere, in ODC position. the pOsition of the bcdy of 
capacity was varied. by shifting it to another pla.oc along the wire w and the adjustment 
of the primary circuit was again effected until resonanoe was rcached. geDCral1y by simply 
varying the length of wire of the regulating coil included in the primary circuit. Now as 
the self-induction of the coil L remained the same through all experiments. the apparent 
capacity could be easily determined from the self-induction and the known period of the 
primary or exciting circuit. By kccping the capacity in tbe primary circuit the same or, 
eventually, fbc self-induction. the prcoedwe was simplified and the capacity in the system 
including coil L was then at once given by a simple ratio. as in some cases previously 
described. It was preferable to vary the self-induction as the change of this element could 
be effected continuously and not step by step, as was the case with the capacity. 

'The apparatus being arranged as stated. the lowest position of the ball of 18" diam., 
which was first used. was 9' 5" from center of ball to ground and the highest 58' 9" . 

To ascertain the pcricd of the system L the vertical wire was first disconnected and 
only the spark wites left on, then the vertical wile was connected and the pericd again 
determined by adjusting the primary circuit, then the ball was placed in its lowest position 
and finally readings were taken with the ball at various heights up to the maximum ele
vatioD. The results condensed were as follows : 
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Coil L alone only with spark • \"Crtical w:rcs, no 

Capacity total in Total primary self· 
primary circuit -induction turns of 

regulating coil +conn. 
142 

-= 71 bottles 9 7/8 tums+connections 
2 

Coil with vertical wire and spark wires: 

142 
_71 bottl~ 18 3/8 turns+connect. 

2 

Coil with ball. ,,~,'ical wire and spark wires: 

142 
_ 71 bottles 19 1/2 turns+conn. 

2 

" " :ro 3/8 " + " 

" " 21 1/4 " + " 

wire : 

Height of ball 
from center 
to ground 

no ball, no 
w;u 

I , 

110 ball 

9 feet 5': -
33' 9" 

58' 9" 

"Analyzing 

5park at s 

3 3/4" 

3 1/4" 

4" 

4 3/8" 

4 1/8" 

Owing to the construction of the 'coil L which, as before stated. aimed at sharp 
. I 

tuning it was easy to detect a variation of i6 of one turn of the regulating primary coil R. 

It was des.irablo to take some readings with all the bottles in and the results Welt) 
nearly the same and could still be TC 3d off with fair ex.actne'is, altbouJh the variation on the 
regulating coil R was reduced to one half. the capacity in tbe primary being just double 
that used in the experiments the results of which werc just given. 

The readings with all the condensers were as follows: 

Capacity in primary Total self·induction in Height of ball Spark on 

total primary turns of reg. from center terminals 
coil+conoections to ground or L 

-- ~. 

286 bottles 10 1/8 + conn. 9' S" 4 1/4" 

" 109/16+ " 
33' 9" 4 1/2" 

" II + " 
S8' 9" 4 3/4" 

Note 10 above uptriments: 

The vibration of the coil L with vertical wire and spark wires was found to be in 
resonance with the primary in another series of observations with 

142 bottles 18 3/4 turns+connections 
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wh,,' u befd're it was found to be so with 18 3/8 turns. When the: ditrcrent value,l! 3/J. 
turns was observed the wind was blowing hard and it v,:o uJd seem as if this would ' have 
had the effect of increasinl the awarent capacity of the aerial vertical conductor. This 
is to be followed up. 

The experiments ICClJ1ed to demonstrate clearly that the augmentation of the capa
city as the ball was elevated was in & simple proportion to the height, for at the middle 
position the value fOllnd was very nearly the arithmetic mean of the values in the extreme 
positions. 

CokJrado Springs 
Oct. 24, 1899 

Tests continued aD the effect of elevation upon the capacity of a hotly connected 
to earth. - : 

The S'me coil was used as in the tests just before recorded. but the ball of IS" diam. 
was substituted for by one of 30" diam. 

The e radings were in alI probability closer as an improvement in the pr()(cdurc 
was made . 

The results wue as follow5: 

First set 0/ utJdings. 

Clplcity in primary 
circuit 

Self-iDductanoe of primary: 
Turns of reg. coil+ 
conDeCtions 

Bottles total mfd. 

(8 x 3;> - 2 = 143= 0.1281 

(8 )( 36) "'- 2 -· 
2 =- 143= 0.1281 

(8 x 36) - 2 =- 143_ 0.1287 
2 

10 3fS+ connections 

10 3/H " 

11 1/8+ .. 

Height of ball 
above ground 
from center 

9' II" 

34' 3" 

58' 6" 

An.lyzing 

spark on 
terminals of 

excited coil 

4 1/2" 

43/4" 

S I /S" 

S~coruJ ut 0/ uaJingJ. Capacity reduced in primary to get greater variation on 
rcgul. coil. 

(4 x 36) - 2 = 11 = 0.0639 
2 

19 3/4+ .. 
239 
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(4 x l6) - 2 
71 = 0.0639 20 l /8+ 34' 3" 5 1/4" ~ 

2 
.. 

.. -
(4 x 36) - 2 

71 - 0.0639 21 + 58' 6" 5 l~" ~ 

2 " 

Note: After these readiogs had been taken it was found that the ball sliding on the 
vertical wire did not make a good contact. This might have modified the results slightly. 

Colorado Springs 
Oct. 25. 1899 

Experiments on influence of elevation upon capacity or conductor connected to 
earth continued: 

This time simply a wiTe No. 10 extending vertically in the continuation of the axis 
of the coil was used. The coil was the same as before, 689 turns No. 20 cord on drum of 
14" diameter. 36 feet of wire were first taken and after each reading 3 feet were cut off. 
Each time resonanoe with tbe primary was attained and the constants of the pTimary 
circuit noted, this giving the necessary data for the determination of the capacity of the 
vertical wire. The resutts are indicated below: 

Capacity in the Self-inductance of primary Length of Analyzing 
primary circuit total Turns ofreg. coil + coonect . vertical wire spark on 
Bottles mfd. in feet terminals of 

excited coil 

(4 x 36) 

2 
- 11 0.06l9 17 +conncct. l6 I~" 

.. .. 16 3/8 + " II .. 
" .. 15 l /4 + .. 30 " - • w. 

" " 15 1/4 + " 27 Ifl6" 

" " 14 3/4 + " 
24 " .. " 14 1/4 + " 21 " 

" .. Il l /4 + " 18 " .. " Il 1/4 + " 15 " .. " 12 l /4 + .. 12 Il/ 16" 

.. .. 12 1/4 + .. 9 9/ 16" 

These readings are approximate. 
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Colorado Springl 
Oct. 26, 18~ .. -

Measurement or inductance of 689 turn coil usM in inYCStigations on in8UCDCC or 
elevation upon the capacity or a conductor. 

Readings were &$ rollows: 

Volts avo 

118 

Current 

3.315 

E _ 118 _ 35.6 
3.315 I 

(E)' R' 
v- J - _0.00057654 

~, 

880 

("7Y - 1267.36 

(,)2= 714,400 

Res. 

28.304 

-

From this L-0.024 benry 

0I'= lA,000.000 em. 

This is a value slightly ,mIller thIn tb.t calculated before. Rpdiop were .ISO taken 

with small dynamometer. This slightly damaged. T'br: pzding5 arc to be revised upon 
restandardizing. 

Volts avo 

69.25 

• 

Curreut avo 

2.045 

E 
-- 33.863 
I 

(ff - 1146.7 

R'-800.89 

(.)2 _ 774,400 

880 

(E)' R' 
L2 _ I _ 0 .0004466 

~, 
From this L- 0.021 I benry 

or 11,100,000 em. 

Note: This value is decidedly too low owing to dynamometer indicating too large 
a CUllcut. Possibly during the test (.) had changed. 
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Colorado Sprin.gs 
• 

Oct, .27, 1899 

Test of condensers sorne of which were recently refilled. The corrections for capacity 
to be applied to the work of about two weeks &'0. 

Readings with 7 cells battery showed for DIleo hall 

Microfan.d Standal d 

For set of condensers all in multipie 
on left side from door 

For set of condensers &11 in multiple 
on right I.ide from door 

For all condensers in multiple 

DcA. 101 
101 
101 

51 

53 
53 
53 

104 
104 
104 

average 101 0 

• -

averap 53" 

average 104" 

The difference between the two se1s is probably due to different heights of 'OIUtiOD 
in the tanks or bottles. [n these measurements there were two bottles less on each side 
in the central tanks. 

Taking tbe above datI, the total number of bottles when all were in quantity was 
(16 x 36}---4=516 4= 572 bottles. 

- . " . 

The capacity was 104 x O.S=O~13 .,. approx. This would give 
101 

for one bottle an average : 0.<»09 mfd or 810 em 

.. two .. .. 0.0018 .. 1620 .. 1bese arc 

.. three .. .. 0.0027 .. 2430 " frequently 

.. 12 .. .. 0.0108 .. 9120 .. needed 
for 36 bottles or one tank 0.0324 .. 29.160 .. .. 18 .. half of one tank 0.0162 .. 1".580 .. 

Note: Small mica condensers with fibre covers made for resonating circuits have 
a little less than 1/,20 mfd each; two were measured . 
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Colorado Springs 
Oct. 28, 189~ ._ 

Referring to tbe preceding results the period of the excited s)'Stem without the vertical 
wire was as follows: 

Capacity in primary 71 bonJes=0.0639 mfd. 

Sclf~induction of primary connections plus 9 7/8 first 
turns of the regulating coil measured: 32,700 em. 

With the vertical wire tbe period corresponding to that of the excited system was 
Tl , which estimated is : 

Capacity io primary as beforc 0.0639 mfd. 
T _ 21f 100639 65,000 Sclf~ind. io prim.ry conn.+ 18 3/8 turns measured : 

65,000 cm. 
1 10' V ' )( 10' 

Now calling C the capacity of tbe excited systcm with only the sparr wires, L tbe . -
self· induction of the excited coil, before found to be L- O.024 H, we have -for the period 
of tbe excited system: 

h _ 
Til - J ()l V 0.024 )( C, C belDg in mfd. Now T" - T. or 

321 
0.024)( C- 0.0639 x and 

10' 
C 

327 x 0.0639 rd 
- ml' or 

10' x 0.024 

c _ 9 x 10' x 327 x 0.0639 _ 0.5771 x 327 cm. -78.36 em _ C 
10' )( 0.024 2.4 

CalliDg presently CI , the capacity of the excited system when tbe vertical wire was 
attached, we have by similar reasoDing from 

21t' - 21t' I 65,000 
T'l - IOl VO.024xC.-T1 - 1()l V 0.0639 x 10' 

~ 6S 0.0639 'd, ..... , ... . x ml' or 
I 10' 0 .024 

C 9xlOSx65 0.0639 1"1' 
1_ X cm_ ~~. ~ 

10' 0.024 

The capacity of the wire alone would from tbest: resulU be 

C.-C=IS5.76-78.36=77 ... mi. 

Calculated approximately we bavc the following data for the wire: diam . of wire 
No. 10=0.2588 CDl., r=O.I294 un. 

1=50 feet approx.=SO x 12x2.S4=1524 em. 
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From this: --11,777.4 and capacity of , 

I 1524 
wJre =.----'-[~ = = 81.S em. 

18.7 "._ 
2Io&, -, 

The cak:ulated value is • little larger but not much, well within the errors of the 
adjustment and determination of the quantities by experiment. 

Continuing we sec that when tbe ball was at its lowest position the period of the 
primary was as follo\~s : 

Capacity in primary as before 0.0639 
Inductance : connections+ 19 1/2 turns 

683 
2n I 683 

Tpl - 10J V 0.0639 x 10' 
measured 68,300 em o r 10J H. 

Similarly. when the ball was at its bighest position, we have: 

Capacity in primary circuit as before 0.0639 
Inductance : connections + 21 1/4 turns which. 

measured, were found : 76,100 em, or ~~~ H 

2n I 761 
TpIr, - IOl\ 0.0639 x 10' 

Now calling C' the t otal capacity of the excited system when the ball was lowest, 
we have the period of the excited system : . 

h 2. I 683 
T .. - l()l " 0.024 )C C - 101 \j 0.0639 x 10' from which 

C. 9 X 10' x 0.0639 x 683 16366 C' or In em _ - • cm - • 
0 .024 x 101 

C' _ 0 .0639 x 683 fd 
0.024 x la' m • 

The ball at the lowest position effectively contributed only 

C '-Ct = 163.66 155.76= 7.90 aD 

but this low value was probably due to the ract that the vertical wire extended 
above. 

Calculating similarly the value of C", that is the capacity of the excited system when 
the ball was highest : 

T o.b _ 2 1t ..; 0 .024 x C" 
10' 

C" 0.0639 >< 76 1 . 18236 _ - In cm.- . em. 
101 x 0.024 

Now C"-C'= 182.J6...-163.66= lB.70cm givcs the actual value for the ball on top. 
This is an increase of nearly 137% for 49' 4" o r about 2.76% per foot . 
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Colorado Sprlng1 
Oct. 29, 1899 --

Experiments with coil 689 turns on drum [4" diam. wele again continued to further 
study the in8uenoe of elevation upon capacity. 

The same arrangement was used which was described on a previous occasion with 
vertical wire and ball 30" diarn. The excitation of the coil was effected by connecting it 
to ooe of tbe terminals of the condyruers, that which was joined to the terminal of the 
Westinghouse Transformer which w·u in connection with the tank - but the connection 
of the latter to the ground was not made directly but through a spark gap 1/8" long. 

The spark wires lcadiog to the spark gaP. serving to observe resonant risco were 
No. 26 guttapercha coated and each about 2S foct long: It was really only the upper wire 
leading from the free terminal which was of importance to consider. The vibration of the 
coil was first ascertained, nothing except the spark wires being attached. Next a sphere 
of 30" diam., the tin foil ofwruch was cut through with a sharp knife to prevent formation 
of eddy currents, was connected to the top of tbe coil and the vibration agaiq determined. 
!ben the vertical wire was put on and the sphere taken off. After determi~ng the vibra
tion with the vertical wire the sphere was slipped on the same and readings taken with 
the sphere at different heights. The results were as follows: 

Coil with lpiUk wires Dione. 

Capacity in primary 
Bottles total mfd 

(4 x 36) - 2 =11 =0.0639 
2 

Self-inductance of 
primary 
Turns of 
reg. coil+conn. 

lO 1/2+conn. 

CDiI with boll of 30" dimn. and spark wires. 

Capacity in primary circuit Self-inductance of 
Bottles total mfd primary. Turns in 

reg. coil+connections 

(4x36) - 2 
"",71 "",0.0639 13+conn. 

2 

Coil wl/h vertical wire No. 10. fifty feet tVld spark wires. 

~(4,-Xc.3=:;6;.cl _-.::2 =11 = 0 0639 . . 2 . 19 3/4+oono. 
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Analyzing 
spark on 
terminals of 
excited coil 

3" 

Analyzing 
spark on 
terminals of 

excited coil 

3 1/2" 

31/8 " 
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Readings Wif" ball of JO" dillln., '1lrtit:al ,.;Jiu imJ spark wires conn«ted to cOil. 

Capacity in primary circuit Self-inductance of Height of ball AnalynRg 
II<>ttl~ t()tlll mfd primary. Turns in from center spark on 

reg. coil+conn. to ground terminals of 
excited coil 

(4 x 36)-2 

2 
..,.71-0.0639 20 3/4+oono. 9' II " • 3/S" 

(4x36)-2 

2 
- 71 - 0.0639 21 3/8+000n. 32' S" 4 3/S" 

(4x 36) - 2 

2 
=71-0J>639 22 +conn. 55' 7" .3/S" 

Readmgs continued wilh primary clIpOcity modified. 

(Sx36) -2 -
_ 143_ 0.1287 II Sf8+conn. 10' 3" - 1/4" 

2 
(8)(36) - 2 

_ 143= 0.1281 12 1/4+conn. 33' 3" I" 
2 

(Sx36) - 2 

2 
= 14)_ 0.1287 127/8+conn. S5' 9" I 1/2" 

The capacity in primary was now still further reduced. 

The readings were as follows : 

Capacity in primary 
Bottles lota1 mfd 

"(',,-x,-,3,,,6),--..:2 - _89_0.0809 
2 

(h 36)-2 
2 - 89= 0.0809 

(5 ;; 36) - 2 
2 ~S9-0.0809 

Inductance in 
primary. Turns in 
reg. coi1+oonn. 

16 112+oonn. 

11 3/8+conn. 

18 1/4+0000. 

Height of ball Analyzing 
above ground spark on 
from center terminals of 

excited coil 

10' 3" 

33' J" 4 1/4" 

55' 9" • 3/8" 

In these experiments the excitation of the coil was varied by adjusting the small 
spark gap separating one terminal of the Westingbouse transformer from the ground. 
The luning was not very sharp as the ball was large and the magnifyin, factor of the coil 
rather small. Taking n appro • . 60,000 we have p= 360,OOO appro •. , R _ 28.3, L= O.024 we 

pL 36 x I~ x 0.024 
have for Ii value 28 .3 = 300 appro •. Not so small after all. 

It was desirable to take some readings with the self-induction in the primary remain
ing the same, the capacity only being varied. 
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Following results were obtaiDed: 

Primary capacity 
Bottles total mfd 

Primary self-indue- Height of ball An.alyzing spark 
on terminals of 
excited coil 

I ~3 = 66.S=O.OS98S 

137 
= 68.S a:O.06165 

2 

142 
~-71 - 0.0639 

2 

tion. Turns in from center 
reg. coil. + conn. to ground 

22+COOO. 10' 3" 

22+0000. 33' 3" 

22+cooo. 55' 9" 

These data are to be worked out. 

Colorado Spring4 

Measurmunlo/lnduclances 

4 3/8" 

4 3/8" 

4 3/8" 

Oct. 30, 1899 

The primary of the oscillator, regulating coil and coDncctions to spark gaps and 
colldensers as generally used were joined in series, the gaps and condensers beinl bridged 
by short picees of wire No. 2 of inappreciable resistance. The object was to determine again : 
the induct_DOC of the primary turns of the oscillator, of the regulating coil for the various 
turns as employed and also of the conll(ctions. The two primary turns were joined in 
sertcs and rcadinga taken across both to get better values. 

The ~ator. a ISOOlight machine smooth armature Westinghouse type, was spe
cially run, the speed being kept constant. The frequency was determined. as befo re by taking 
the spc ~ d of synchronous motor running without any load and with strong excitation of 
fic1d. There was no slip under these conditions as frequently ascertained. 

The average speed W&s very closely 2070 per minute on a motor which was a 4-pole, 
this giving 8280 cycles per minute or J38 per second. From which w_867. - . . 

The connections as 115M are sbown in diagram below: 

TIle connoctiollS were a ll left 
euctly as used generally with the 
exception tbat, as before stated. 
the gaps and condensers welt 
bridged by short pieces of wire 
No. 2. 

. ~E"'IC 
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Readings for: Iwo I'rimary turns, regulating coif 23.5 turns and all connections in. suit's: 

£ 1 ~ R This gave an average dr':" 
14.7 53.00 867 E I (.) R 
14.8 53.22 .. 
15.1 54.00 .. 14.915 53.555 867 
15.1 54.00 .. 

, 
I 

Readings for lwo prim4rY lurns in series: 

£ 
10.45 
10.35 
10.40 

1 
52.1 
52.1 
52.1 

867 .. .. 

R This 
£ 
10.4 

gave average values: 
1 ~ R 
52.1 867 

R dings were also taken across each one of the primary turns, the e.m.f. of course 
being exactly ODe half but the e.m.f. across the upper turn was slightly grMler, probably 
because of the greater distance from the ground, possibly beca\lsc of being nearer to the 
open secondary. 

Readings for replming coil 23.5 turns and cOllMctlons of break and. condouers 
together in series: 

£ 1 ~ R This gives average values: 
4.1 52.1 867 £ 1 '" R 
4.1 52.1 .. 4.1 51.1 867 
4.1 52.1 .. 

Readings for rqulatlng coli alont' for .arlous turns: 

£ I Number of turns Resistance 
across which of the turns 
c.m.f. read iocluded 

7.85 

2 
= 3.925 52.1 867 23.5 

.6.3 '=3.15 
2 

52.1 867 19.5 

4.8 

2 
-=2.4 52.5 867 15.5 

3.3 

2 
~1.65 53.00 867 11 .5 

2 
-=1 
2 

53.00 867 7.5 

0.5 53.00 867 3.5 
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To get be:tcr fCEdings for the 5CpIlrate turns of tbe regulating coil the voltage. was . ' 
taken again as first across the whole: 2 primary turn .. , connections and regulating coil 
a.ll in series and tbe turns of the latter were then varied, readings being taken for each 
case. The results are indicated below: 

E I Resist. ....... 
Number of turns of tbe 

total of 
regul. coil included in 

circuit 
the circuit 

included 

11.55 55.8 0 .5 %6' 
11.675 55.8 2.5 " J 1.90 55.8 4.5 " 
12.15 55.3 6.5 " 
12.45 55.3 8.5 " 12.80 55.3 10.5 ,. 
13.20 54.9 12.5 " -13.50+a Iitde 54.9 14.5 " 
13.90 54.9 16.5 " 14.25 54.4 18.5 " 
14.60+a little 54.4 20.5 " 
14.15 SI.l 22.05 " 
14.30 SI.l 23.5 " 

To facilitate estimation of the inductance of the various tUfns the readings were 
reduced to tbe same value of current and are as follows : 

11.55 55.8 0.5 867 
11.675 55.8 2.5 " 
11.90 55.8 4.5 " 
12.26 55.8 6.5 " 
12.562 55.8 8.5 " 
12.915 55.8 10.5 " 13.416 55.8 12.5 " 
13.121 ,. 55.8 14.5 " 
14.128 55.8 16.5 " 
14.611 55.8 IS.S " 
14.976 55.8 20.5 " 
15.452 55.8 22.5 " 
15.616 55.8 23.5 " 
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Colorodo Springs 

Oct. 31 . 1899 

Measurement of inductances : New coil for further investigating effect of altitude 
upon capacity of body connected to earth. 

The drum of 14" diam. and 8 feet long was again used. the cord No. 20 being taken 
orr and wire No. 10 rubber· covered used instead. Most of the data from before remained, 
only the number of turns was red~ from 689 to 346. 

The readings of c.m.f., current and frequency wefe as follows : 

£ I 
85 15.635 
84.15 15.6 

.. 
880 

.. 
82.5 __ -.=:":,,.3::-:=::::---,,::... _ 

Average values : 

84.38 15.512 880 

This gives : f~S.44 (ff = 29.5936 

R 
coil with cord 

co, • 
coil alone 

1.752 
0.596 

1.156 ohm. 

( £)1 _ R2 29.5936 - 1.3364 28.2512 
v _ I _ _ benry-O.OOOO3649 

(1)1 714.400 774,400 

or L = "0.00003649= 0.00604 H or L = 6,04O,ooo CIII. 

Now for calculating with reference to notc Oct. 18 we have the following data : 

diam. of core 14"=35.5 em 

length of core 96"=243.84 em=J 
S = 1000 sq. em. 
N~346 

Nl~ 119.716 
• • 

L - 4n NI S - 12.5664x 119,716,000 
I 243 .84 

From this L= 6.169.600 em 
or 0.0061 7 henry approx. 
This is nearly 2% greater than 
measured value - fairly close. 
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Colorado Springs Notes 
!fov. 1-30, 1899 I , 

Want of time compelled omission of following items partly worked. out: 

No .... 27, 28 Corrected and completed results of experiments of 

3 (with wire of differentl 19 d 21 
lengths and ball • an Nov. 

Nov. 29. 30 a) Extra coils in series exciting one anotber, 
b) Methods of tuning by telephone. 
c) Exciting receiving circuit through small sensitive arc 

Patent matter worked 00 Nov. 1-30: 

Exclusion of messages in telcg.aphy: 

a) Two or more synchronized receiving circuits 
controlling rccciver 

b) Key or safety combination 

text to be 
completed. 

complete 
description 

• 
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Colorado Spring4 

Nov. I, 1899 
.. -

Measurement of inductanoc of new extra coil built chiefly for investigating propagatio n 
of waves through the ground and similar objects. Also to investigate further the behaviour 
of strong streamers. 

The frame was made of light notched woodwork fastened to three strong wooden 
rings. Provisio n was made for 106 turns. The rings were 8 feet in diam. and taking further 
1 1/2" on each side for the crosspieces the total diameter of coil inside was 8') " . The 
length was 8 feet less I 1/2" o n top and 1/2" on bouom making totallength of coil 7 feet 

' 10", 1be data are as follows: 

Length of coil 7' 10" - 94"-238.76 em- I; diam 8' 3"=99"=251.46 cm.-d 

Turns wire No. IO 106= N (really 105 turns wound + one tum loose) 

.d' 
Area S=- 4 = 49,662.52 cm.sq. fro m these data we have -

L _ ~_ Nl S _ 12.5664 x 11,236 x 49,662.52 _ 208 x 12.5664 )( 11,236 
I 238.76 

_ 141,196 )( 208 

L - 29,368,768 CUI. or 0.029369 H approx.. 

Now the readings were: Ctllculoled 

E I R (~)_18. 1S1 8 (~r- 330. 58 
110 6.05 880 Coil with cord 3.26 R2 _ 7,097 

110 6.05 880 cord 0.596 (~r- R)- 323.483 -
110 6.05 880 Coil alone 2.664 

(0)1 _ 774,400 

.. 323.483 
TIlls gives £2= = 0.000417721 

_ 1.14,400 

L =VO.000417721 = 0.02042 H or 20,420,000 CIIl. 

Measurement shows a value much lower but this was to be expected as the turns are large 
also 1/2" apart. However this measurement is to be made again to be sure of the r~ult . 
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Colorado Springs 
Nov: ~l. 1899 

• 
I 

Readings were again taken today to 'socrtain the value found yesterday for induc
tance of new extra coil. The results were as follows : 

E 
194 

I 
10.7 887 

R I average of three 
2.664 readings very closely agreeing. 

I , 
(4) - 18 .13 (';)2-328.6969 

R~ - 7.0969 

• -
L - ';321.6 _ 17.933 , 

887 887 

L = O.0l0l176 benry or 20,117.600 em. 

• , 
• 
• 

This is a value a little smaller than the one found yesterday but it is within the limits of 
variation of w. 

Note: When the turns are far apart the ordinary formulas for calculating do not 
apply, and the measured value is the more inferior to the calculated value the linter 
the turns and the farther apart they are. When very far apart it is better to calculate indue
taDOC of one turn and multiply or, if they are not all alike, to calculate then separately 
and add up, making some a1lowanoc for mutual induction. 

Secondary last form, two wires No. 10 in multiple 17 turns on frame described on 
another occasion. To test the valuC$ before found for inductanoc and mutual in
duction coefficient readings were again taken today. For secondary induct-noc : 

J< , . I 
138 16.5 } 
138 16.5 
136 16.3 } 
134.5 16.2 

From above : 

887 

87S 

R 
1.382 The first two readings 

were in all probability 
the best and they are 
taken. 

~-8.364 (f f -69.9565 (~f- RZ-68.046S 
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L- ,,64.0465 _ 8.003_ 0009013 H 
881 887 . or '.023,000 c: •• 

This is smaller than beCore found oor.au.se the turn before last was wound a little 
higher up as at first sparks would break through. It is to be ml'F$Ured once more however. 

Readings fOf Mutual Induction Coefficient. 

Current through primary 
two turns in series 

I 

45.4 
45.4 
45.4 

34 x lot 

Volts on secondary 

E 

34 
34 
34 

From this E= M wI. M = _ sst,On CBI. 
880 x 45.4 

Readings with cuilenl through the secondary gavc : 

Current through secoodary 

11.8 
11.8 

Volts on primary 
two turns series 

13.4 
13.4 

13.4 )( 10' 
From later readings M = = 863,313 em. 

11.8 )( 872 

.. 
880 

" 
" 

• 

812) 
""" " 

This is a link: WICT probably due to variation of w. Readings were now taken for 
each of the primary turns separate with tbe followi08 results : 

U"er pdlllU}' Iw ... nearcr to soconciary: 

Current through secondary 

17.9 

E.m.f. on primary 

6.9 

From this- M"'.:... d pr. - 6.9 x 10' _ .. 42,059 CIII. 
17.9 x 872 

Current through primary E.m.£. on secondary 

30.1 11.8 

11.8 x l0' 
M._. _ - _ oU5,484 CIII. 

. ... . 30. 1 x 880 

.. 
872 average three 

readings 

.. 
880 average three 

readings 

The difference again in all probability to be ascribed to variation of w. 
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Lower primary IWL Readinp were as follows : 

Current through primary 

30.1 

Current through secondary 

17.9 

From first set readings : 

E.m.f. secondary 

ILl 

E.m.f. primary 

6.4 

.. . -
880 average thrcCI 

readings 

880 average thrcCI 
readings 

From second set readings: 

M 11.I x lot 419060 , __ ,ew. 0_ pro 30. 1 x 880 
M 

6.4 
pro 10_ - - "06.300 em. 

11.9 x 880 

For two prlm'ry turas multiple 

Current througb primaries 

29.2 

Current through secondary 

17.9 

From first set of readings : 

MJIPricoo• ~ .... ""'.cJ7,81l em. 

ColoratMJ Springs 

E.m.f. secondary 

11.25 

-

.. 
880 average three 

readings 
E.rn.f. primaries 

6.7 880 average threc 
readings 

From latter rcadings : 

MllW• -.1 .... """415,343 eID 

Nov. 3, 1899 

Investigation for the purpose of asocrtainins the influence of c1evatioo upoo the 
capacity of a conductor connected to a vibrating system as before used, continued : 

The coil of 346 turns, N o. 10 wire wound on drum 14" diarn., 8 feet long was again 
llsed. TIle spark wires were as before No. 26 guttapercba covered. 24 feet long each. The 
ccsdiogs were as follows: 

Capacity in primary 
_ c;ifP.Uit total 

(3 x 36) - 2 • 

=- 53 bottles -
2 

"",0 .0419 mfd 
0.0479 mfd .. .. .. .. 

IndUC"OCC' in primary Length of verti- Analyzing spark 
turns reg. coil+conn. cal wire attached 00 terminals 

1 1/8+conn. 

63/8+ .. 
53/4+ .. 
5 3/ 16+ .. 
43/8+ .. 
3 5/8+ .. 

256 

to free terminal 
of excited coil 

45 feet 

36 " 
27 .. 
18 .. 
9 .. 
0 .. 

of excited 
coil 

3 3/8" 

3 3/8" 
3 3/8" 
3 1/4" 
3 1/8" 
3 1/8" 

-

• • .. 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 



Note: As. repeatedly observed, the first addition of a small length of wire to a coil .. 
generally produces a great effoct but a certain smali length being bypassed the illC(ease . . 
per unit of length becomes more gradual. .. _ 

Experiments with coil 346 turns on drum 14" diam. with the view of investigating 
inftuenoc of elevation upon the capacity of a body connected to earth continued. This 
time in connection with the vertical wire a ball 30" diam. was nsed in the manner before 
de.>eribed. 

CoD 'l'th spark wires alOIN! 

Capacity iI' primary 
circwt total 

Turns in regulating I 
coil+connoctions 

Indue
tan", 

Analyzing spark on 
terminals of excited 
coil 

(,,3 __ X __ 3~6"-)-=-2 =53 botdes= 
2 

= 0.0479 mfd 

3 5/8 +conn. 3 1/8" 

• 

0.0479 mfd 

Coil with !O feet wire No. 10 nrtical 

7 3/4+conn. 4" · -

Coil with ball 30" d1 ....... lowest posilloa 10'3" from center to ground 

0.0479 mfd 8 1J2+conn. 4 1/8" 

Coil with ball .... p positiola 33'9" from center to ground 

0.0419 mfd 8 118+conn. 4 1/4" 

COO with ball idab!st positiOG 51'3" from center to ground 

0.0479 mfd 9 1/4+ooon. 4 3/8" 

Nete: The excitation in this and previous case was as before described by connecting 
the lower terminal of coil to that terminal oftbe condensers (primary) which was connected 
to small adjustable spark gap, specially made for this purpose. to earth. 

It would be desirable in these tests to do away with the spark wires as these are apt 
to introduce errors in the estimatcs of capacity. Experiments were made with new eXIra 
coil to sec how close the maximum rise could be ascertained without any spark wires, 
merely by observing the streamers. For this PUI pose the extra coil was excited from the 
secoDdary of-OiCillator as in some previous instances. First the extra coil was tuned with 
spark wires, then the upper wire which is the only one of importance was taken off and 
the system again tuned. The results were as follows: 

New btra coli with Spllrk wires Guttapercha No. 26. 24 feet long 

Capacity in primary circuit 
total 

bottb ~d 

(8x36)-2 
2 = 143 bottles = O.l287 

" 

Inductance in primary circuit 
Turns of regut ooil+conncctions 

1 5/8+conncctbns 
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New Extn coil witboat upper Spark wire 

,(,,8.:x,,3::6,,)_--=2 _ 143 bottles _ O. 1287 
2 

Colorado Spring,f 

5 5/8+connectioQ.S 

Mea,fllument of inductance of primariu. 

Nov. 4, 1899 

Another series of readings were taken with the object of closely determining the 
inductance of the primary turns. This timeadifferent dynamo was supplying the current. 
The speed was kept very constant. The readings were as follows : 

Current 

345°=58.8 
345°=58.8 
345"- 58.8 

Electromotive force across 
two primaries in series 

12 a trifle less 
12 .. 
12 .. 

880 
.. 
.. 

Allcw;ng a little for zero displacement on voltmeter the average is very closely: 

I 

58.8 

E 

11.95 880 

R two primary turns in series 

0.004 ohm. 

This gives 
E 
-- = 0.2032 
I (

E ' 
/) ~0.04129 

- . . 

Since Rl is entirely negligible against (~f we have : 

L_.E._ 11.95 _0.000230945 henry 
lw 51,744 

or 130,945 em. 

This would give for one primary turn approximately 

O.()()(x)57736 henry or 57,736 em. 

The value previously found was 56,400 em. 
Reading of today would appear more Ieliable. 
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Coforodb Springs 

Nov. 5, IS99 ' .. _ 

Capacity or structure or iron pipes. berore described, computed: 

7" pipe: Outside diam. 7.625"= 19,3673 cm= d 

length of pipe with cap _ I= 2J' 4"=2SO"=S I1.2 cm=1 

C, -
I SI1.2 -I 2x4.42313 

2 log. -, 
, - 9.6S37 ~ - 83. 17 , 

I 
C. _ 91.7 em. loSe - = 1.9231 x 2.3=4.42313 , 

6" pipe: Outside diam.=6.625"= 16.S275 cm= d 

length or pipe IS' 2" = 2IS"=553.72 em - I 

I 553.72 
C, - --'--.,. -

I 2x4. 1S2 
2Io&.-, 

, -8.413S 

I 

I 
-- 65.81 , 

log" - ... I.SIS292 x 2.3= 4.182 , 

5" pipe: Outside diam. 5.563" == 14.13 cm = d 

length of pipe IS'4 1/2"=220.5"=560.07 cm - I 

I 560.07 C, _ - -'--.,. _ 
12 x 4.368 

2Io&. -, 

- . 

, - 7.065 
I 

- - 79.27 , 

I 
log,. -= 1.89911 x 2.3 = 4.368 , 

.... pipe: Outside diam. 4.5 ..... 11 .43 cm=d 

n' 

length of pipe 15' 7 1/4" = 187.25" = 475.615 em. = 1 

C. -
I 475.615 -I 8.832 

2Io&, -, 

c . .. S3.8S «:m. 
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,-5.715 ..!.... - 83.22 , 

I lo&, - .. 1.92 x 2.3 _ 4.416 , 
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3 1/2" pipe: Outside diam . • " ... 10. 16 cm=d 

length of pipe 19' 3 1/4"=231.25"=581.375 cm=l 

c. -
210~.!.... 9.49 

I 587.375 -
, 

r - 5.08 
1 
-- 115.6 , 

'. 

C, '" 61.9 c:n. 
) 

1 
lo&, - ... 2.062958 )( 2.3 ... 4.745 , 

3" pipe: Quts:de d iam. 3S'=8.89 cm = d 

length of pipe 18' 4 3/4" -= 220.75"..,560.7 cm=1 

c._ I 560.7 -
2 10J.!... 2 x 4.83 , 

C, ... !8.0.5 em. 

2 1/2" pipe: Outside diam. 2.875"-7.3 cm = d 

r ... 4.445 
1 

- -126.1 , 

1 . -
10&'- '" 2. 1 x 2.J ... 4.83 , 

length of pipe 8' 1/4" ) 8' 8"-104"-264 16 _ I 
.. nipples 7 3/4" . em 

I 264.16 C, _ J ... 2x4.276 
210&. -, 

c,_ 30.89 em. 

from above we have toto/ capacil)' of structure 

c: 7" pipe with cap 
6" pipe 

. ~. 5" pipe 
4" pipe 
3 1/2" pipe 
3" pipe 
2 1/2" pipe 
Ball 30" diarn . 

Total Capc..city 

r ... 3.65 
1 
--72.37 , 

1 
log. - ... 1.859 x 2.3 ... 4.276 , 

91.7 em. 
66.2 •• 
64.11 

" 
53.85 .. 
61.9 " 
58.05 " 
30.89 " 
38.1 " 

c= 464.8 em. 

Note: This supposes of course that all these capacities are connected in multiple. 
To be true it must be assumed that only long waves are used. With short waves the calcu
lated value would not be experimentally borne out. 
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Cclorado Sprinl:1 
Nov. 6, 1899 · 

IHtermination of el. $1:. capacity of the structure of iron pipes by measuremellt. 

The method previously employed for such a purpose was again used . The coil des· 
cribOO on a fcrmer occa!Jon, wound on a drum of 10 5/16" and having SSO turns was 
excited from a vibrating primary s~tem and the maximum resonant rise obtained with 
only the spark wires attached to the terminals of the coil. Then the upper terminal of 
the latter was connected to tbe structure and the maximl)m rise again obtained. From the 
two known pcricds of the primary system and the self·induction of the coil the capacity 
of the structure Was then computed. [0 order to avoid errors due to the capacity of the 
wires connected to the coil the precaution was :aken to make no change which would 
in any considerable way affect the result. Thus, when the vibration of the coil with only 
the spark wires was determined the wire which was to be later connected to the structure 
was likewise fastened to the upper terminal oCthc ceil in a posi:i ::m such tlmt in the socond 
exper:rr.ent or series of experiments it was only necessary to tilt the wire to b;ing it in 
conti:.ct w:th the structure. If this precaution would not be observed the e: ror ~ntrc duccd 
by the connocting wire might he - and in f<:ct it would generally be - consi£lerable. The 
adjustments were first made with the spark wires and the wire which was to be connected 
to the structure, this wire being placed vertically and at a distanoc of about four feet from 
the latter. The maximum rise was observed on the terminals of the excited coil with : 

Capacity in primary circuit total Turns in regulating 
coil 

(8 )( 36) ~ 2 
2 =143 Bottles or O.l2S7 mfd 2 I /S 

Spark analyzing on 
terminals 

2 SIS" 

Now tbe wire was tilted and brought in contact with the structure and resonant 
maximum rise was observed with : 

(8x36)-2 
2 - 143 Bottles - 0.1287 mfd I7 1/2 2 5/8" 

• • 

To determillC more satisfactcrily the self-induction in both the primary vibrations 
readings were taken in the following manner. The two primary turns, connections to brealcs 
and condensers and the regulatiog coil were all connected in series - the breaks and con
densers being or course bridged by stout and sbort wires (No. 2 beiog used) and readings 
of e.m.f. across the two primary turns were fint taken and then across the two primaries 
plus connections and turns in the regulating c:lil as were used. in the two instances. Since 
the resistances were entirely negligible with respect to the inductances it was only ncces· 
sary to make tbe ratio of the e.m.f. in two instances to determine the inductance of the 
connections and turns from the known inductance of the two primary turns wh:ch was 
carerully determined before. As the readings were taken practically at the same moments 
across the primaries alone and across the plimaries connections and turns tal could not 
lIaty perceptibly, and to make sure of that the readings were taken repeatedly. The current 
passed. through the inductances also remaining the same during the two consecutive read
ings, the results ought to be therefore more reliable then those obtained otherwise. 
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The results 
. 

the fint case were as follows: on 

In the second case : 

I 
• 

£, = 10.4 
£ = 10 

£. = 13.15 
E = 10.3 

, 

,~-
10IIMS 

• 

volls ) volts 

volts ) .. 

COHHfCTlOHS 

• 

' . -
I and w 
the same. 

I and '" 
the same. 

Calling now L the inductance of the two primary turns in series and L, that of the 
two primarics+connections+2 1/8 turns of the regulating coil we have in first casc : 

E. L, E, 
- - - and L,-- L 
E L E 

Now L was previously determined to be 230,945 em, hence 

104 
L , _ )( 230,945 - 240,183 em. 

100 

From this inductance oftheconncctions+2 1/8 tllrns of the regulatingcoiJ is L. - L = 
=-9238 em. 

In the second case we have similarly 

13. 15 
L 1 - )( 230,945 - 294,847 em. 

10.3 

L} being inductance of two primarics + connections + 17 1/2 turns of regulating cod. - ~. 

Hence the inductance of the connections and the turns (17 1/2) included is ~-L= 
= 63,902 em. 

From the5e data the capacity of the structure can now De estimated as follows : 

In the first case the primary vibration was 

In the second case the primary vibration was 

T _ 3.~_ / 63,902 01287 
1 101VI0' x

. 
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Calling trow C. the cap:1city of the ~xcited system when the structure was not at· 
tached to it, and C.' that when this was the case we have : 

and 

T_ 21t VC ' L ,_ 21t 163,9~ 01287 
1 101 I l()l '\ lot x . 

L' being the inductance of the excited coil. ' L' was previously measured and found to be 
L'"", 18,650,000 cm. Now from above : 

and 

C _ 9238)(0.1287 _9238 )( 0 . 1287 . 

• lot x 18,650,000 18,650,000' 

C ' - 63,902xO. 1287 . 
I 18.650,000' 

10' 

c · , --c, 
63,902 . 

• 
9238 

C'-C 63,902 
• I 9238 

C. expressed in centimeters is: 

C _ 9238 x 0 . 1287 x 9 x 10' _11.583 x 9238 _57.375 
I 1865x 104 1865 

from this 
, 63902 

C.- x 57.375 _ 6.92x57.375_397.03 cm. 
Q1.11l 

C - C.' - C, - 339.655 em. 

This is a result inferior to the calculated value but it was to be expected as before 
stated since it can not be correct to assume that all pipes are connected in multiple unless 
the 'Vibration is very slow. Another coil is to be used with an inductance much higher so 
as to examine the truth of this opinion. There is, however, a possibility that the reading. 
when the structure was attached. to the excited coil, was too low. In this case namely. 
the tuning is not sharp owing to the large capacity of the ~~t .. -· hut when the structure is 
not attached it is quite sharp, hence I . there is any ·erf(" ,,) L. ,djustment of·the circuits 
it can be only then when the structure was connocted. This is to be investigated also. 
A Slight enOl" might have been also caused by the wire which connected the coil to the 
structure, for although this wire was placed at a distance of 4 feet with its nearest point 
there might have been enough influence exerted by the structure ~o make the reading with 
the spark wires alone larger. This will be ascntained. From previous tests on the increase 
of capacity with elevation I should expect to find the capacity of the structure much larger 
than tbe calculated value. 

On the present occasion readings were also taken with the view of determinig the 
inductance of the connections arone+flexibre cabre on regufating coi( + III turn. or regu
lating coil. This namely is the lowest value whicb it is possible to give with the regulating 
coil in circuit. In this case the readings were E1= 1O.5. £ = 10.2 across the 2 primaries+ 
+a11 these connections and across the two primaries alone. respectively. With reference 
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to foregoing and calling L J the inductance of the two:> primaries+connections+ft.exible 
cable+ 1/2 turn of regulating coil: .. _ 

105 105 
L J - xL - -=-:"" x 230,945 - 237,738 em. 

102 103 

Hence the inductance of all these mentioned connections is L,- L=237,738-230,945= 

• 

connections proper 
1/2 tum regulating coil, 
flexible cable in reg. coil. 

Note: A small error is often caused by the chan,;ing posltlOn of the rlexiblc 
cable which makes the read"oJS for a small number of turns larg~r (slightly). 

Colorado SprillgJ 
Nov. 7. 1899 

Further CAperiments for the purpose of .scntaioina the capacity of the structure 
of the iron pipe by resonance analysis. Two sets of reacrngs were ta'ken: one set w"it'h. new 
extra coil the other with coil 346 turns wire No. 10 on drum 14" dram. The readings Wl:CC 

as follows: 

WIlli at" uba coli 

Capacity in primary exciting 
circuit total: 

(8x36) - 2 
2 ""' 143 bottles = 0.1287 mfd 

(8x 36)-2 

2 
.. _ 0.1287 mfd 

Inductance in p; imary 
circuit. Turns of regu. 
Iating coil +conn. 

22+conn. 

8+ .. 

With expcrlnwotal coli dllCtlbe4 

(3x36) - 2 
53 bolties - O.0477 mfd 15.75+conD. -2 

(3 x 36) - 2 
= 0.0477 mfd 3.5+ .. -2 " 

Ana1yzing spark on 
terminaJs of 
excited coil. 

2 5/ 16" 

3 3/4" 

4" 

3 I/S" 

*Note: The first read:ngs are of course wirh, the second without structure 10 
each case. 

·Nole: Readings were also taken on this oocasion with coil wound on JO 5/16" 
drum before described (5SO turns) but mereJy for the purpose of comparing the inductances 
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of the primary .and YCOtldary circuits. With the same capacily as in the last case resonance . 
was obtained with spark wires alone : 

(3 x 36) - 2 -3S boules=O.0477 mfd 
2 

8 1/8 3 1/4" 

This for futur~ r~ferl!"u. 

Returning to the two sets of observations it is to be noted that Offl! turn of the new 
extra coil had been taken off and allowanoc should be made for this. 

Let the primary vibration in the first case be Tp, and the correspondin1 secondary 
vibration Til then Tpl = T •• , Similarly for the second reading with the extra cOil when the 
structure was not attached to the coil. Calling the respective vibration T, and T we , " 

where 4. and 41 desifnate the inducta.aces of the primary circuit in the two CaCM. 
From this 

as useful relation to remember. 

While the self-induction was varied in the primary circuit, and the capacity remained 
the same, in the secondary it was just the opposite, the self-induction remaining the same 
-00 the capacity being varied. Calling' Dow the capacity of the excited system. with the 
structw"c C. I and without the structure Cal (that of coil with spark wires alone) we have 
by analogous reasoning: 

T., _ rc;; _ T,I _ 1'!1 or COl _ 4.1 . 
T.I V c:; TpI ~ L.l Cu 1.,1 

This is also a convenient equation and useful to bear in mind. In cases when the capacity 
in the excited system is very often varied it is only necessary to determine the first capacity 
with which the series of experiments was begun to know aU the other values from tbe 
known inductances of tbe primary circuit in two consecutive experiments. But when there 
are only two vaJues to be determined, as in the present instance, they can be at once cal· 
culated from the known primary vibrations. 

In t!t~ present instancc, adopting this prOCCldurc we have: .. 
2 K "'=,.--,-;;-;v== Til, -~VO. 1287 x 0.000019 
10' 

h """""'''''''''''''=-TpI - VO. 1287 x 0.00002526 
10' 

and 1., (Connections + 22 turns: 
, -19,000 cm. - 0.000079 H 

1., (Connections + 8 turns reg. coil 
I _ 2S,260cm. _ 0.00002526 H 
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Inductance of extra coil before measured was O.02Ot2 henry. This owing to one 

('0')' . turn less without change 0/ length should be reduced to ratio or about .~/. making 
I DO 

the inductanoc very approx. 20,000,000 em. or 0.02 henry. 

From the above : 

2n 2n _ I"';;;;<;;:;-i""=,.. -=:::-..J ell x 0.02 - vO.1287 x 0,000079 
IO} IOl 

and I 
c _ 0. 1287 x 0.000019 mfd 

I I 0.02 ' 

, 

or in centimeters: 
9 x IO' xO. 1287 )( 0.000079 4 

ell - - .57.5 em. 
0.02 

Similarly we have 

C 
0.1287 x 0.00002526 ~ .. 

t1 - mlu. or 0.02 
. -

C 
9 )( 10' xO. 1287 )( 0.00002526_

1
"2. · 

u- ... em. 
0.02 

This would give for the capacity oftile structure according to this method only CU-C.
1

-

- 4S7.S-I46.29= 311.1l em. 

This inferior result] attribute to the fact that the capacity is partially to be taken as dis· 
'ribllted. owing to the length of the structure. But detcilliining by the same method with 
a vibration which would be much slower this erro r should be very small. 

Taking now tile values for the set of readings with the experimental coil of 346 
turns we have: 

. 2. fi,"",,~nc,",VO~< r p1 - YO.rn77 x 0.00005486 and Lpi -ccnnections + 15.75 turns 
ID' 

- 54,860 em. -0.00005486 H 

. 2n fi"''''' T p1 - ,,0.0377 x u.OOOO II 16 
10' 

Lpl.-eonn.+ 3 1/ 2 tums_ 

- 11,160 cm.- O.OOOOI 116 H 

_ .. •. The inductance of the experimental coil measured being 6,040,000 em, or 0.00604 
henry we have: 

. 2n J . 
Tal - 0.00604 X C'I 

10' 
. 2. J . and T.2 - 0.00604 x Col 

10' 

from these rclations follows : 

c;. _ 0.0477 x 0.00005486 mrd. and 
0.00604 

C: _ 0.0477 x 0.00001116 mM. 
1 0.00604 
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Hence 
• • 0.0477 

Cd - C.1 - )( (0.00005486 - 0.00001116) 
0.00604 

_ _ 0.0477 )( 0.0000437 mfd. or 
0.00604 

c· C · 9)(0.0477)(4.31 ocntimeten-JIO.6 CIII. 
01 - .t - 0.00604 

nil' Pearly the same .... Iue. 

• 
' . 

It is to be expected that the value found with a quicker vibrating system should be 
smaller since then the structure begins to act not as one condenser but as a series of COn
densers or distributed capacity. all parts not being cha.rged at tbe same time. 

This method of determining the capacity implies therefore to be quite correct a 
slow vibration and, furthermore. negligible capacity in the vibrating system itself and also 
that the body the capacity of which is determined should not be of too great Length since 
this must cause errors. -

From reading with coil of !ISO turns it follows, since the capacities both in the pri
mary and secondary circuits remained the same, that the inductances in the primary and 
inductanoes in tbe secondary or excited circuit bore the same ratio. that is: 

Ind. 8 7/8 turns + conn. Ind. coil 550 tu,,,, -Ind. 3.5 tums+COnD. lad. coil 3 •• turns 

Ind. of coil !i5O turns was: 18,650,000 

Ind. of coil 344 turns was: 6,040,000 

Ind . 8 7/8 turns ~18:;;6'i-5 
Hence "'" -:< 

Ind. 3 1/2 turns 604 
This (or bter comparUoa. 

• • 
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Colo,aJo Springs 
Nov. 8, 1899 .. -

TobIt! of inductances prepared from preceding readings. 

Two primalY turns in series 230,945 em. 0.000230945 H 
One of the primary turns 57,736 .. OJXlOOS7736 .. 
All connections to condensers and I 
breaks as used '004 .. 0.000005004 •• 
All connections plus onc half tum 
of reg. coil (first turn) 5774 .. 0.000005174 .. 
All connectjon~ plus the whole first 

turn of reg. coil 6,... .. O.OCIOOO6S44 tt .. .. I 1/2 .. .. 1314 .. 0.000007314 " 

.. .. 2 .. .. 8084 .. O.OOCICI08084 0, 

.. .. 2 1/2 .. .. 8854 .. 0.000008854 .. 

.. .. 3 .. .. 10,009 .. 6.0000 I 0009 .. 
• -.. .. 3 I J2 .. .. 11 .164 " . 0.000011164 .. 

.. .. 4 .. .. 12.319 " 0.000012319 " .. .. 4 1/2 .. .. 13,414 .. 0 .000013474 .. 

.. .. , .. .. 15,158 .. 0 .000015158 t' 

.. .. , 1/2 .. .. 16,842 .. 0.000016842 .. 

.. .. 6 .. .. 18,526 .. 0.000018516 .. 

.. .. 6 1/2 .. .. 20,210 .. 0.000020210 .. 

.. .. 7 .. .. 21,894 .. 0.000021894 .. 

.. .. 7 1/2 .. .. 23,578 .. 0.000023578 .. 

.. .. 8 .. .. 25,262 .. 0.000025262 .. 

.. .. 8 1/2 .. .. 26,946 .. 0,000026946 .. 

.. .. 9 .. .. 28,870 to 0.000028870 .. 

.. .. 9 1/2 .. .. 30,794 " 0.000030794 .. 

.. .. 10 .. .. 32.118 .. 0.000032718 .. 

.. .. 10 1/2 .. .. 34,642 .. 0.000034642 .. 

• This lable is dose mouch for all pneral estimates.. 

-. . After 10 1/2 turns the increase is 3850 em. per turo $0 that the inductance of 10 1/2+1'1 
turns+conn. will be 34,642+n x 38SO em. With the entire coil in, there are 231 /2 turns 
having 84,692 cm. or 0.000084692 H. 

In order to test the accuracy of the preceding measurements, readings of the e.m.f. 
across the two primaries, connections and tbe regulating coil - all joined in series - were 
taken repeatedly and in as rapid a sUOlX5slon as was found practicab~ the number of 
the turns of the regulating coil being varied after eaeb set of readings. The diagram below 
sbows the connections of the various inductances while the readings, reduced to the same 
e.m.f. across: [the two primary turns+conne<:tions + 1/2 of one turn of the regulating 
coil + flexible cable] are given in table below: 
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Numbc< 
of turns 
of the 

regulating 
coil inc-
luded in 
circuit. 

231/2 

22 1/ 2 

20 1/2 

\81/2 

16 1/2 

14 1/2 

12 1/ 2 

10 1/ 2 

8 1/ 2 

6 1/2 

4 1/2 

2 1/ 2 

1/ 2 

• 

J ~1II1_," 

ntl" ! ! 
IlUiULATlHG t Oi l , 

E.m.f. across two primary turns plw the 
connoctjons. plus fttxible cable+onc half of one 

turn reg. coil 

first series second third fourth average 
of rcadiDjS • • 

ser'o$ senes ""0$ 

15.873 15.928 15.928 15.928 15.914 

15.706 15.706 15.706 15.706 15.706 

15.318 15.263 15.34 15.318 15.310 

14.929 14.8185 14.929 14.929 1-4.901 

14.4855 14.4855 14.4855 14.4855 14.4855 

14.119 14.041S + 14.1525 14.097 14.102 

13.764 13.7085 13.764 13.764 13.75 

13.3755 13.3755 13.3755 13.3755 13.3755 

13.0425 12.9537 \3.009 13.0425 13.012 

12.7095 12.654 12.1095 12.7095 12.6956 

12.3765 12.3765 12.3765 . 12.3165 123765 

12.1545 12.1212 12.1875 12.1545 12. 1544 
•• 
12.00 12.00 12.00 12.00 12.00 

Difference 
of c.m.f. 
between 

Sucoe.'>$ IVC 
• -readings : 

0.208 
ci 

0.396 
~ 
~ 

~ 0.399 
" -0.4155 " • -

0.3835 .. 
E • 

0.352 • 
~ • 0.3745 ] 

0.3635 " 
0.3164 j -0.3191 • .-
0.2221 ~ 
0.1544 3 

Note: When reduced to the same e.m.f. across the two primaries and connections, 
I f2 turn and flexible cable the average values agace fairly well with the reedings before 
recorded. The table prepared on the hases of the values before found will be accurate 
enough for all ordinary estimates. Both sets of readings .bow that there is about 0.2 volt 
variation per turn, the few first turns excepted. 
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Following readings were taicen today (or the purpose of' puttir.g together a table of 
the inductanoes of the various turns of the regulating coil. The machine was specially 
run and all care was taken to get the readings as close as practicable. The mc1hOd used in 
a previous case was again adopted which consisted in reading the c .m.r. across the two 
primary turns in series and simultaneously the c.m.f. across the two primary turns+ 
+connections+the turns in the regulating coil. The resistances as before stated being 
entirely negligible. the inductance in each case was given by the ratio of the c.m. forces 
and the known inductanc.c of the two primary turns. By this method the error which might 
have been caused. by a variation of (t) which could only be determined by takmg the speed 
of the generator, the apparatus for the morc exact determination of this quantity being 
unfortunately left in New York. The results are indicated in the following table : 

E.m.f. across two Increasc 
E.m.f. across Number 

primary turns+ con- of c.m.f. 
two primary of turns I 

nections+turns oftbc 
.. 

from step 
turns in SCTies reg. coil 

regulating ooil to step 
• 

. 
12.00 12.3 1/2 58.8 880 
12.00 12.45 2 1/2 58.8 .. 0.15 
12.00 12.70 4 1/2 58.8 .. 0.25 
12.00 13.05 6 1/2 58.8 ., 0.35 

12.00 13.40 8 1/2 58.8 .. 0.35 
12.00 13.80 101/2 58.8 .. 0.40 
12.00 14.20 12 1/2 58.8 .. 0.40 
12.00 14.60 14 1/2 58.8 .. 0.40 
12.00 15.00 16 1/2 58.8 .. 0.40 

12.00 1.5.40 18 1/2 58.8 .. 0.40 
12.00 15.80 201/2 58.8 .. 0.40 
12.00 16.20 22 1/2 58.8 .. 0.40 
12.00 16.40 23 1/2 58.8 .. 0.20 

• 

This show,s an increase per turn of about 0.20 V. except the few first turns. 

- ' ~ . 

CoiorQ@ Springs 
Nov. 9, 1899 

In some experiments it was necessary to usc vibrations ('Of lower frequencies and this 
made it necessary to insert additional inductances in the condenser discharge circuit. 
In such cases it was convenient to usc tbe two primary turn"! only; in order to prevent a 
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mong sparkiog 00 the seoondary and changing reaction on the primaries it was nca nary 
to join the ends of the secondary. Readings were taken to determine more closely the 
inductance of the primaries with the seoondary closed. 

The results were as follows: 

Current E.m.f. across two primary turns in series 

58.80 
S8.4O 
58.00 

Average 58.40 Average 

8.75 
8.5 
8.33 

8.45 (with allowance for 
zero displacement) 

With the secondary open the readings were exactly as before : 

S8.8 1l.95 

880 
.. .. 

880 

880 

Reduced to same current for both caw the readings with secondary do~ become: 

S8.8 8.S 880 

The inductance of two primary turns as berore found 230,945 cm._L. We have 
8.S 

for their inductance with secondary closed 11.95 L- 164,170 CIIl. 

With both pnmarics in multiple it ought to be .1.068 CIIl. approx. 

According to previous estimates the mutual induction coefficient with two primaries 
in series was : approximately 850,000 em. The inductacce of the secondary was found : 
9,56S,OOO em. last time, say average of two last determinations 9,560,000 em. From this 
data we have for inductance with secondary closed : 

L- W _ 230 945 _ 85
1 

x 10' _ 230,945 _ 85~ x 1()4 _ 230,945 _ 75,575 -ISS.370 em. 
N ' 956 x lO" 956 

'These readings above do not quite agree with the result calculated, but 1 think this onJy 
iDdicates -sonic action of secondary on the primary when the former is open, or else the 
mutual induction cocIT. measured a little too high. lbis '¥er)' lIldy. 

As it was not always possible to get alons with the primaries alone when using them 
as inductances two self-induction coils were provided, one wound with wire No.6, the 
other with wire No.2 both on a drum of 5" diam. The particulars relating to both of these 
coils will be given below. To 8s«:rtain approximately their inductances readings were 
taken by joining them successively in circuit with the two primary cables in series and taking 
the e.m.f. across, this giving the inductance of each of them approximately from the ratio 
of the e.m.f. and the known inductance of the primaries, neglecting, of course, the resi
stance. The readings were as follows: 
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For coil wound with No. 6 wire: 

E.m.f. across two primary E.m.r. across two . . -
tl.lrns+coil an in series primaries in !cries aJa ne CUrTent .. 

14.5 6.' 30.9 880 
14.5 6.' 30.9 880 
14.5 6.' 30.9 880 

For coil with No. 2 wire: 
• 

13.5 8.2 40.1 880 
13.5 8.2 40.1 >80 
U .S 8.2 40.1 880 

This would give approximately inducfances of coil No. 6 wire : 

14.5 8.1 30 t _ x 230,945 - 230,945 - x 2 ,945 - 292.290 em. 
6.4 6.4 

Coli No. 6 "ire 
and for coil No. 2 wire 

13.5 5.3 ' ~ 
I, _ x 230,945 - 230.945 - x 230.945 - 1.9,340 cm. 

8.2 8.2 
Coli No. 2 wire 

These figures were first utilised then separate readings were taken. AU the particulars 
of these coils and the measured and calculated values au: as follows: 

Coli woUlld with No. 6 wire: 
length of wound part 38.75"= 98.42.5 em, drum 5"= 12.7 em. 129 turns 

98.425 f .. 
Thickness of wire with insulation 129 em. Thickness 0 barewire- O.l62 = O.41148cm. 

98.425 
Thickness of two insulatioDi -0.41148 = 0.763- 0.4115 = 0.3515 em. This is to be 

129 
added to the core 12.7 cm diam. making total diam. 13.0515 cm. 

To calculate inductance we have therefore tbe following data : 

d-13.0515 em, /1 - 98 .425 cm, N - 129, N 1
_ 16641. 

This gives 1_ 12.5664 x 16,641 x 133.786 _ 184,1-47 c •• 

~ S _ _ d 2 _ 133.786 cm.sq. 

• 
_ . _. 98.425 

Now the readings to estimate from were : 

e.m.f. Current 

13 .~. 49.1 
13.3 49.1 
13.3 49.1 

880 
880 
880 

R calculated 
appro". ISO 
feet wire 
2535ft. per ohm 

0.071 ohm 

E. _0.271 
1 

(f)2 -0.073441 

Rl _ 0.00504 

( ~r -R2 - 0.0684 
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from this: 

l _ VO.0684 _ 0.2615 H or 
880 880 

'. -
• 

261,500,000 -197 1 'I 
880 ' v .:.. 

Small correction should have been made for the e.m.f. making it smaller, this would 
have made' the agreement with the calculated value close. 

CoY "iMiiId wilh No. 1 'I'rire 
, 

Readings were: 

e.m.f. Current Resistance 
will be 
negligible 

E . ..., .- 6.6 
1,- -. -

/w 49. lx880 

6.6 
6.6 
6.6 

49.1 
49.1 
49.1 

880 
880 
880 

The d imensions are as foUows: 

M 
- H 

491 x 88 

66 x I()I 
or _ em. 

491 x 88 -- 152,750 aa. 

warn. core 5"_12.1 em, leogth of core 38.25"=97.185 em. Turns 91. The diam. of wire 

. 97. 185 068 . f " 'Y'L!_ ' t Insulation is 91 - I . cm. D18.m. a bare wire 0.2516 s:O.6543 em. I Wli gives lor 

2 thicknesses 1.068-0.6543=0.4137 em. 
From this: 

d= 13.1137 em.; 1'- 97.185 em; 

4n 
',- I' N'lS - 155,330aa. 

Probably resistance is not quite negligible, but results are close enousb for ordinary 
use of coil. 

- . , 

Colorado Spring3 
Nov. 10, 1899 

Measurements of the effective capacity of a vertical wire u modified by elevation, 
by resonance analysis and improved method of locating the mn.imum rise of e.m.f. on 
the excited system. 

In the previous experiments on the same subject the maximum was located by ob
serving a spark, but it was found that tbis mode of reading has a number of defects. One 
of these is the necessity of using spark wires, anotber the impossibility of locating the 
maximum very close ly - except in cases when the tuning is very sharp. But when consi-
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derable capacity is in the system, as it must nt:eessarily be when investigating the mooifica
tion of capacity, the tuning can never be quite sharp. When the pressures 'On the excited 
coil are large spark wires also entail considerable lou, which modifies ancfVitiates the 
results of the observations. By the spark method it is also impossible to determine the pe_ 
riod and capacity of Ihe excited system itself without any attachments. 

In tbe succc:eding observations a method practised in New York was resorted 10. 
This consists of employing a small secondary circuit in feeble inductive conne<:tion with 
the excited system and observing in a convenient manner by a suitable instrument the chan
ges of current or e .m.f. in the secondary. A practical and quite convenient means is to 
insert a minute lamp consuming but a very small fraction of the normal current and observe 
the degree of incandescence of the minute carbon filament or thin platinum wire. As the 
small secondary circuit exoercises no appreciable reaction on the excited oscillating system 
owing to the feeble mutual induction and minute amount of energy consumed in the se-

DOTED 
O5CII.lAIING 

SYSTEM 

SECOHOARY lOCW !lOR 
08$fRYAfJON 

f)(CHING WIRe. 

RfG. COIl 

AOJUSU 81E OAf' 

~to GROUNO 

~ SfCOHDARY Of' 
Hlc;K I£N SlOII 
TRA NSP'. 

TO lAM~ 011 OlHE R 
HOT WIRE 'N STRUMENT 

condary, the method is excellent and allows close and reliable readings much more so tban 
the spark wire method. By taking a minute lamp with an exceptionally thin and short 
filament the energy consumed for the readings is quite insignificant and may be less than 
one ' millionth part of the activity of the oscillating system. In the diagram below the ar
rangement of apparatus as used is illustrated. The excitation was again conveniently varied 
by an adjustable ground gap. In the secondary circuit feeding the minute lamp it was also 
of advantage to provide a continuously regulable resistance by means of which the brightness 
of the filament could be reduced to any degr~ desired. The current from the .supply trans
former was also regulable as tbis was necessary in the course of the experiments. Usually 
J find it advantageous to proceed as follows : first the maximum is located on the proper 
place of the regulating coil by altering the capacity of the primary circuit until the maximum 
rise takes place with the contact slide S at the desired point of the regulating coil. A few 
turns to either side will generally extinguish the lamp. The maximum being thus roughly 
located, the brightness of the lamp is reduced by inserting resistance or otberwise - as 
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by p:acing the secondary circuit feeding it farther from the excited system - until the 
filament is barely visible when the slide S is at the point giving the rnuimum rise on .~ 

excited system. By a little experience it beoomes easy to thus locale the maximum within 
1/4 of one per ccnt. By resorting however to ordinary experimental resources it is practi
cable to reach greater precision still. Of course, the greater the momentum of the excited 
system the better it is. There are hot wire instruments or detectors of all kinds wbich allow 
the method to be refined to any deglee desired. A very simple improvement. effective and 
readily on hand is however to provide a source of energy for bringing the filament or wire 
just to a point when its luminosity can be detected by the observer. I connect the lamp to 
a battery of constant e.m.f. through two chocking coils graduating the turns of the latter 
so that the filament is brought preliminarily to the required temperature. A small amount 
of surplus energy supphed from the sec:ondary loop is then sufficient to make the filament 
bright. Thus, less energy is taken from the excited system and the locatio n of the maximum 
is rendered much more easily. The diagram below illustrates tbis arrangement in its simplest 
form. The high frequency currents can not of course pass through the chocking coils. 
This method is also very suitable for tuning circuits for many purposes as in telegraphy. 

EXCIT ED 
SECONDARY 

"". 

,.," 

S£lfIND. COIl 

-

-+-'ilAJIEIn" 

• 

In tbe present experiments the coil before described: 1314 turns wire No. 18 on drum 
14" diam., 8 feet long was used, tbe object of the tests being to determine the effective ca
pacity of the vertical wire No. 10, SO feet long which W:lS used in a number of cases before 
dwelt upon. The readings were as follows: 

Coli 1314 taus witt. iprk wires as before 'F~d 

Capacity in primary circuit 
46 
"2=23 botdes=0.0207 mfd. 

- . " . 

Inductance in primaT)' circuit 
16 Turns of regu!. coii+connectioos+coil 
No. 6 wire 

Note: This reading was taken to test the spark wire method. The agltLment was 
r&irly close 15 1 /1 turns beiDg found in the previous measurements by spark analysis 
instead of /6 turns as now. But this was to be expected as with the spark wires aloM, the 
capacity being small the tuning is very sharp. The agreement would probably not be quite 
so close when a large capacity is connected to the excited system. 

Coli 1314 turoa alODe "lthout spark wires 

20 
"2= 10 bottlcs= O.OO9 mfd . 12 1/ 2 turns+conn.+coil No. 6 wire 
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Coli I3J.c tunas "itb vertical "in No. 10 approx. 50 fed loag 

70 
""2=35 bottles = O.03J5 mfd. 18 1/2 turns+oonn.+coil No. 6" -wice 

The inductance of primary circuit in the first case was : 

Coil No. 6 wire 
12 1/2 turns+conn. 

284,000 cm I 
42,300.. total 326,300 cm. 

]n the second case it was: 

Coil No. 6 wire 
18 1/2 turns+conn. 

284,000 cm I total 349,400 cm. 
65,400 .. 

Calling as before C' I and C.2 respectively the capacities of the excited system with 
and without the vertical wire we have: 

c _ 873 ,000,000 _ 349,400 )( 0.0315 
'1 10' 10' 

• the inductance of excited coil rrom data 
obtained before bcina 87,300,000 em. 

3494 )( 0 .0315 
Cu -

873,000 
mfd. 

Similarly from the precceding it follows : 

3263 x 0.009 
Cil - mfd. 

873,000 

This gives the capacity of the vertical wire: 

c _ C _ 3494)( 0.031 5 - 3263 )( 0.009 _ 
.t.1 873 000 • 

110.061-29.367 80.694 
_ - mfd, 

873,000 873,000 
or in centimeters: 

9 x IOJ)( 80.694 _ 72,624 .6 _ 83.2 

873,000 873 

-

em. 

~ . ~. The ca1culated value before found was 81.!i abo It is assumed in the calculation tb,t 
the length of the wire was SO feet exactly, but this might not be so. It will be measured 
exactly when taken down. The inductance of tbe coil with wire No. 6 has been taken as 
284,000 cm. but the measured values arc higher. Taking the average of two measurements 
we have about 295,000 cm. This would give a higher value for the effective capacity of the 
vertical wire. It is also possible that the inductance of the excited coil might be a few percent 
different from that serving as the basis of this estimation. 

It is of interest to determine from above data the capacity of the excited coil alone. 
The same is: 

c _ 3263 )( 0.009 )( 9 )( 105 
_ 30.3 

11 873,000 
em, approx. 
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A cylinder of the dimensions of the coil excited would have a capacity 
I 

c -· J • 
210s.. ~ 

Here 1=8'= 243.&4 cm. , = 7"= 17.78 cm. 

~_13 .71 I lo&., - - 1.137037x2.3 - 2.6152 , , 
243.84 

C _ -:-'''':'::;:';::- - 46.6 cm. 
2 x 2.6152 

' .. -

Consider now as much of the cylindrical surface as could be covered with the bare 
wire on the coil: 

No. 18 wire diam.=0.0403" = 0.1024 cm. As there are 1314 turns the wire would cover 
1314xO.1024 cm= 134.55 cm. 

Compared with the cylinder of the length of 243.&4 cm the capacity C1 of the 
shortened would be in the proportion of 134.55 : 243.84 reduced, that is 

C would be 134.55 
I 243.84 

134.55 
C - x46.6-approx. 16 em. -

243.84 

From this it would seem that a rough estimate of the capacity of such a coil might be 
obtained by comparison with a cylindrical surface which the bare wire would cover. 

Further experlmeats to neert.in the dependeaa of capacity upon dentioa. 

In these experiments the new coil, wound with a much greater number of turns for 
the purpose of getting a vibration of lower frequency. was used . This coil was wound on 
the same drum of 14" diam. and 8 feet length repeatedly used. It had 1314 turns of No. 18 
wax covered wire. As the length of the coil and area of the coils remained exactly the same 
the self-induction was approximately estimated from the inductance of another coil expe
rimented with before. The latter had 689 turns and its measured inductance was 24,000,000 

. . . . (1314)' . cm. On this basiS the Inductance of the new COli was L ='1. L being the self-
689 

. (1314)' nductlon of the coil referred to. This would give for L t """" x24,OOO,OOO=3.637 x 
689 

x24.000,09O. ~.87,288,OOO cm approximately. Comparing it with another coil before 
described which was wound on the same drum and bad 346 turns, and taking the before 
measured value of the inductance of the latter 6,040,000 cm we get 

(1314)' L l - x 6,040,000 - 14.4225 x 6,040,000 - 87.111,900 346 om. 

which is very nearly the same value. 

Rough readings gave: 

E= 200 1= 2.5 w=870 
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from this: 
E - _eo 
I 

(ff _ 6.400 
R calculaled : 4816 feel wire No.l8 
156.9 feet per ohm: R -:- 30.7. ohm 

(31.68· meas.) Rl _ 942.5 

(ff -Rl - 5457.5 

~ ( f t-R2 - 73 .88 approl!:. 

Inductance nearly 85,000,000 em. 

For the present investigation the most probably value 87,300.000 em will be adopted, 
which is still to be verified. 

Wilh the coil before described experiments were made for the purpose of once more 
determining the capacity of the structure of iron pipes. The adjustments were as follows: 

For coil with structure COOT ceted to rree ter'miDII: 

Capacity in primary circuit Inductance of primary circuit 
21 turns regwating coil + conn.+coil wound 
with wire No. 6 before described 

46 

(6 x 36) - 2 + 12 - 113 bottles - a. 10 17 mfd 
2 

For coil with tbe spark wira aloot: 

-=23 bottles=0.0207 mfd 
2 

15 1/2+conn+ coi! No. 6 wire. 

In the first case inductance of the primary was 
-= 359.000 em. [

Coil No. 6 wire 
21 turns +eonn. 

In the second case I Coil No. 6 wire 284,000 em ) = 338 000 em 
15 1/2 turns + conn. 54,000" ' . 

. -. 

284,000 
75,000 

em. ) .. 

Calling Cit capacity ofthe excited system in first and C'2 in the second case we have: 

27t" m.300,OOO 27t" ~ 359,000 -
103'1 --'- 109 C. 1 - 101 1()9 x O.IOI7 and 

359 
10' x O. 1017 359 x O. I0J7 

CaI - - mfd 
873 87,300 
10' 
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C 
9 x 10' x 359)( 0. 1017 

or in em . , _ - _ 376.4 CDl. 

87.300 

2n / 87,300,000 2n / 338,000 -
Similarly we have: 10'\1 la' C.: - 10l V 10' x 0.0207 

c _ 338,000 x 0.0207 mfd 
oJ 87.300,000 

338 x 0.0207 x 9 x 10' 
or Cn -

87,300 

_ 3042 " j 20.7 _ 71.67 em. 
873 

From this we get effective capacity of structure: 

which is a value very closely before found with extra coil. 

• 
. .. 

and 

em. 

Note: The readings with spark gap as before practiced arc not quite satisfactory 
and a new method will be tried in tbe next experiments. -

Colorado Springs 
Nov. II, 1899 

Experiments for the purpose of ascertaining ratc of increase of capacity with elevation 
continued . 

Again the coil with 1314 turns described before was used and tbe method oflocating 
the maximum rise of potential on the excited system by means of a small circuit inductively 
connected to the S}'5tcm was resorted to. A few improvements carried out in the mode of 
using the induced circuit aJlowed closer readings than it was possible to obtain before 
with spark observation. 

The coil was first tuned alone, without anything being attached to the free terminal. 
Next the vertical wire No. 10, 50 feet long (approximately) was attached to the free terminal 
and the tuning again effected, both the primary vibrations being carefuJly noted . Then 

- • 0 . 

a baJl 30" diam . was slipped on to the vertical wire and readings were taken in three dif· 
ferent positions of the ban along the wire as before. The results of the observations were 
as follows: 

I. Coil .10. 

Capacity in primary or exciting circuit 
20 
2=10 bottleJ~O.OO9 mfd 

Inductance in pnmary circuit 

Turns of reg. 13 coiI+conn+coil 

No.6 wire 
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, 
II. Coli with "mical wire No. to. SO feet approx. 

72 
2=36 bottles = O.0324 mfd 17+ conn.+ooil No. 6 wire 

III. Coil with ball 30" dlam ... ertical wire, the ball bei ... at • height of 10'3" from center 
to troaod. 

86 
-=43 bottles= O.0387 mfd 
2 

13 1/2+ .. + .. 

IV. Coil wJ~ bIIU JO" diam. aDd ,.trtkal wire, the ball btiag at • heipt of:W feet from 

86 
2=43 bottles _ G.O)S1 mfd 14 1/2+ .. + .. 

Note: (it s«med slight!}' more than 
14 1/2 turns) 

V. Coil with ban 30" dlaader ud vertical wire. tbe .,.11 btlDe at a hdpt of 57'9" from 
ceuter to po d, 

86 
- =43 botties= O.0387 mfd 
2 

16 1/2+ " + " 

In the first case the inductance of primary cirCUit was 

I Coil No.6 wire = 295,000 cm 
13 turos+ conoections = 43,300 .. 

------,-:-:'-----"-
total = 338,300 cm. 

The primary vibration was therefore : 

21t .,j 3383 
Tpl _ IOl O.OO9 x 107 

-- ~. 

Now calling e" capacity of excited system in the 
first case we have : 

period of excited system 

280 

Note: In some estimates before 
the inductance of this coil was calcu
lated to be a little over 284.000 em. 
and this value was taken. But two 
measurements made before show 
average of about 295,000 em. and 
this value will be assumed in present 
estima.tes as being more probable 
until again careful measurements 
will be made. The «,suits arc then 
to be corrected. 

Note: The inductance for cx
cited coil is taken 85,000,000 cm., 
this being tbe value obtained lly 
measurement. 

Still to be "Jerifjed. 
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From this : 
• 

0009 3383 
. x 10' 0.009 x 3383 

C - - - _ mfd. or In centimeters: 
II R5 85xl0' 

..• 

10' 

C.,- 9 x lOS x 0.009 x 33R3 _ O.Rl x 33R3 _ 31.84 

R5 x 10· 85 
em. 

) 
This is slightly larger than before found owing to adoption of smaller inductance for 
excited coil. 

In case II. the inductance of the primary circuit was: 

(
Coil No.6 wire as before: 
17 tums+connections 

295,000 em I 
59,700 " total = 354.700 cm. 

The primary period was : 

Hoo"" 

211: I 3547 
T" l- 10J ,,0.0324 X 10' 

and the secondary 
corresponding 

C _ 0.0324 x 3547 mfd. 
IJ SS x IO. 

C 
9 x IO' x O.0324 x 3547 

or , - cm. 
I 85x10. 

CIl "", 121.68 CIII. Hence capacity of the vertical wire will be approximately 

Cd -COI = 89.84 an. This is again larger than before found but probably closer than the 
former value. 

In case III. the primary inductance was : 

(
Coil No. 6 wire 295,000 I 1 

to ta 
13 1/2 turns+conn. 46,200 

The primary vibration was therefore : 

• 

341,200 em. 

and the corresponding vibration of the excited system 

from this we have : 

3412 
0.0387 x 10' 

Cu - R5 

10' 

0.03 R7 x 3412 
- mfd. 

85 x 10· 
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0' 
.... C _ 9xI0'xO.0387)(3412 _ 139.81 em. 

ol 85x IO~ 

• 

The effective capacity of the ball at its lowest position (10' 3") from ground was 
therefore only C.l-C.

2
= 139.81 - 121.68= I8.13 em. 

Now taking cases IV. and V. the primary inductance in the 

first of these cases was 
(

Coil ,No. 6 wire 295,000 em I 
14 1/2 turns SO,IOO .. 

the total would be 345,100 em. But there is still a doubt whether there have Dot been 15 
turns instead of 141 /2. This is to be bomein mind . Taking for the present for the inductance 
14 3/4 turns as most probable and nearer to the average value of both extreme readings 
in IV. and V. we have for inductance of the primary 346,000 em. 

N · V h . d (Coil No. 6 
OWlnca5C . temuctancewas: 16 1/2 turns 

total 352,800 em. 

295,000 cm I 
57,800 .r 

Now since in C:1ses III, IV. and V. the capacity in the primary circuit was nOl varied 
we have : 

C.l : C .. - 341,200: 346,000 and 
346 

Cu - COl X - I·U.7S 
341 

om. 

and similarly we have : 
3528 

Cu : C,, _ 34I,200 : 352,800 and Ctj -Cu x - 144.56 em. 
3412 

The effective capacity of ball at its highest position was: 

C,,-C
12

= I44.56-12J.68 = 22.88 em. 

In the mean position the value was : C.t - Cu = 20.1 em. whereas the mean value 
between 22.88 and 18.13 would be 2O.S cm. The rise is therefore linear. The rise in the 

18.13 
effective capacity for 47 feet and 6" was about 26.2%. Per one hundred 

22.88 - 18. J3 
JUI it would be from this : 55.16% or a little over 1/2% per foot . 

Colorado Springs 
Nov. 12, 1899 

Measurements of the effective capacity of the elevated structure of iron pipes were 
again made today in the manner described before. by means of resonance analysis, the 
maximum rise of potential on the excited system being det.:nnined by a minute lamp indu· 
ded in a secondary circuit without appreciable reaction upon the excited system. The coil 
with 1314 turns before described was again used , the readings being as follows: 
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Col! with st. «tare attad ut: 

Capacity in primary circuit 

(6)( 36)+ 12 _ 228 - 114 

2 2 

bottles or 0.1026 mfd . 

Inductance in primary circuit 
turns reg. coil 

15+conn.+ coil No. 6 • wire 

CoU. aIoae, "ltbHt structure, GalJ CIIFCntUIg "Ire: 

(36 - 6) + 12 _ ~_ 21 
2 2 

boules=O.0189 mfd 

The inductance in primary in 
first case was : 

Coil No. 6 wire 
15 turns + conn. 

295,000 
52,000 

total 347,000 em. 

7 1/2+ .. + .. 

The inductance in primary in 
second case was: 

-

Coil No. 6 wire 295,000 cm. 
7 1/ 2 turns + conn. 23,600 .. 

total 318,600 cm. 

) 

If Co, and C
ll 

be the capacities of tbe excited system with and without structure, 
respectively, then : 

347,000 
10' x O.1026 3470 x O.1026 

C •• ... -~~~-:-:c:-- - mfd., 
87,300,000 873,000 

10' 
and similarly 

and 

0' 

c ... 3186 x O.0189 
, 1 873,000 

c _ C ... 3470 x 0.1026 - 3186 x 0.0189 mfd ... 356.022 - 60.21 54 mfd 
" 12 873,000 873,000' 

9 )( 10' x 29 5.8066 _ 304.95 em. 
873,000 

This is again a value close to that found with new extra coil. The agreement would be closer 
still if some connections would be taken in the present instance. I conclude effective capa· 
city is no t far from this. 
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Colorado Springs 
Nov. IJ,. 1899 

An improvement in the method of locating the maximum rises in the excited system 
has been effected by taking a lamp with an exceptionally thin filament, consuming only 
a minute fraction of an ampere, for being heated to redness enough to be perceptible, and 
furthermore by placing the lamp in a dark box. A "fluoroscope" was used, two holes being 
drilled in the sides of the box ~or leading the wires in. By these provisions the readings 
were made more exact. The neJ extra coil was again used for trial and the capacity of the 
structure of iron pipes was again determined . The readill8s were; 

Capacity in primary circuit Inductance in primary circuil 

(8 x 36) 
2 = 144 bottles= O.J296 mfd Turns + connections 

18 1/2+ .. • 

Without structurll (only connecting wire) 

.. =0.1296 mfd 6 5/ 16+conn. 

Note: In the second case the tuning was, of course, very sharp and it was easy (0 

locate the rnarimum within 1/ 16 of a turn of the regulating coil; in the first case, although 
it was naturally less sharp, it was still easy to locate within 1/4 of a tum; with great care 
within 1/8 of a tum. This may be said to be within 1/2% which is satisfactory, all the more 
as the reading is very positive. 

The above results give an inductance in the primary circuit, in the first case 65,442 cm, 
in the second 19,578 em, computed from the table before prepared. As the capacity in the 
primary remained the same in both readings we have, calling C •• and COl capacities of 
the excited system with and without structure and L inductance of the exIra coil: L _ 0.02 
henry 

C C 
0. 1296(65.442 - 19,S78)x9x lOS "967 8 - _ cm _ •. 4 em 

II 11 20,000,000 ' 

These readings seem most reliable so far . 

• •• 

Colorado Springs 
Nov. 14, 1899 

In some experiments with coil having 1314 turns wound on drum 14" diam., 8 feet 
long tbe coil was cut in the middle and the two parts, 657 turns each connected in multiple. 

1 
The self-induction was then practically "4 of the selr-induction which it had used ordi-

narily. Reading! were taken to determine the inductance when the two parIS were con
nected as stated. 
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I , 
I , 

c.m.f. 

These readings were : 

214 

212 
210 

10.7 
I 10.6 

10.5 
(0) = 880 

from this (7)=- 20. (~r=400 

(~)1_Rl .... 337.59 

L 
18.375 X 109 

- em 
880 

Average values: 
E / 
212 10.6 

R= 7.9 ohm.. 
Rl=62.41 

'" 
880 

= 20.880,682 em, approx.=20.88 I,OOO em. 

The inductance of the coil as ordinarily used would then be apprax. 

= 83,524,000 em. -

Colorado Springs 
Nov. IS, 1899 

Experiments with secondary of oscillator to determine capacity of structure, 
also capacity of secondary. 

The readings were as follows: 

Capacity in primary 

8 x 36 
2 =144 bottles = O. I296 mfd 

- , .. 

&ctladary aloDe. 

Inductance in primary 

14 3/4 turns+connections. 

Seco-wery with coDDeCliag wire ludlllI to structure. 

8 x 36 
~C-' 144 bottles = O. I296 mfd 

2 
IS 1/4 .. + conn. 

Seco-"¥iery with stracture COIlIttctcd 10 free tumillal. 

8 x 36 
2 = 144 bottles= O.1296 mfd 19 .. + conn. 

• These read in,cs Ipproximate. 
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In fint case inductance of primary was 

.. second .. 
to third .. 

.. .. 
51,000 cm 
52,900 II 

67,400 II 

• All these readinp and maybe previous ones 10 be revised. 

.. -

Taking the inductance of secondary from measurements before made 9,557,000 cm. 
we have for C.

" 
that is, capacity of secondary alone: 

T _ 2n .J 51 ,OOO 01296 
PI 103 109 X . 

C 
0. 1296 X 51,000 0.1296 X 51 

- - mfd. 
II 9,557,000 9557 

T _ 21't .J 9,557,000 C 
• , 10' 109 X 01 

C _ 9 x lOS x 0.1296x 51 .
622

•
23 

" 9557 
.... 

Now calling C
ll 

and C,) respectively, the CIlpacities o f the secondary system with 
the connecting wire and with wire and structure r::spectively, since the capacity in the 
primary was in all cases the same, we have : 

C'
L 

: C.
1
=5 I,OOO : 52,900 and CII : C

IJ
= 5I,OOO : 67,400 

and 

c _ 52,900 x 622.23 _ 529 x 622.23 - 64s.,n 
11 51,000 510 

em. 

This gives capacity of connccting wire alone : 

Similarly we have : 

C .. 67,400 
u 51000 • 

67. 
COl - x 622.23 - 822.32 cm, 

510 

and from this the capacity of the structure (the effective capacity) would be : 

- But since 
Cu-C,l=822.32---645.41 - 176.91 em. 

C _ 674 
• ) 529 

67. 
Cu - x64S.41 _ S18.S4cm . 

529 

This value checks those formerly found and shows that the readings were fairly close. 
The test shows however that this method of determining capacity will only give a correct 
value when the distributed capacity is quite negligible. This observation has already been 
made. 
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Nov. 16, 1899 

Ex~,jm~flt$ continued 011 the influenu of eie,alion upon capacity 0/ system 
Ct)nnt!cud 10 earth. 

-. -

A new coil wound on drum 14" diam., 8 feet loog was used. It had 344 turns No. 10 
wire. From the fact that another coil with 346 turns had an inductance of a liUle over 
6,000,000 em. it is not far away to take the inductance of tbis coil at tbat figure. 

In the experiments presently described a length of wire No. 12 was used (IS meters 
long.) The object was to ascertain the capacity of the wire used in connection with the coil. 
The results of the readings were as follows: 

Coli .I<ate without YdUca] wire. 

Capacity in primary circuit Inductance in primary circuit 

36 "2= 18 boUies = O.OI62 mfd 4 
13 . 
- turns+connectlons. 
16 

Coil with U'itkal "ire No. 11, IS meters r-c. 
36 
"2=18 bottics = O.OI62 mfd 14 3/4 tums+conn. 

The inductance in primary in the first case was 14,530 em. In second case 51 ,000 em, 
approlt. 

If C •• and Cd be again the capacity of the excited system in the first and second case 
respectively, we have by analogy from previous experiments : 

0. 

-

6,000,000 
10' 

- - 14,530 x 0.0:62 mfd 
6xlO' 

C .. _ 9 x 14,530 x 0.0162 x 10' _ 35.3 till. 

6 x l()6 

Since the capacity in the primary circuit remained the same in both experiments, we 
have : 

C .. : Cu - 14,530 : 51,OOO and 

Hence the capacity of wire alone 

C _ 5100 
_1 1453 
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This is the actual or effective capacity of the 
calculated capacity would be 

wire as used with the coil.. But the 

I 
c - I 

210~ , 

Here /= 15 mekrs= l500 em. I 
-~ 7308 

T= 0.08081"=0.20526 CQl. 
, 

10g...!.... - 3.863199 x 2.3 - 8.881 , 

c - 1500 _ 1500 _ 8 ..... em, 
2 x 8.881 11.114 

According to this estimate the effective capacity would be o~y about 1.7% Jarger 
than the calculated capacity. -

ColoTodo SPTingS 
Nov. 17. 1899 

Experiments to ascertain capacity of various lengtbs of vertical wire. 

Coil with 344 turns and No. 10 on drum 14" diam., 8 fcetlong was used. The wire 
to be tested was No. 12 of a length of I S meters. The fulliengtb was first connected to the 
free terminal of the coil excited as usual and then 3 meters were cut off each time and the 
adjustment of the primary circuit made. The results are indicated below: 

Capacity ill primary circuit Length of vertical wire Inductance in pro cu. 

22 2=11 bottles= O.OO99 mM IS nleters 21 1/2 tUrns+ CODO. 

" .. .. 12 .. 19 .. + .. 
.. .. 9 .. 16 1/4 .. + .. 

17 

.. .. 6 .. 13 3/4 .. + .. 
13 5/8 .. + .. 

.. .. 3 .. 10 I f2 .. + .. 

.. .. o .. 7 3/8 .. + .. 
288 
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ApproxiIn:J!~ ~stjmatu from 1M aboll~ readings: 

.. -
The inductance of coil 344 turns is assumed to be 6 X Il)ti cm. which is still to be con

firmed by close measuremenl The inductance of primary when no wire was attached was 
73/8 turns+conn. = 23,157 cm. With 3 meters wire attached it was 10 1/2+ «0:\.= 
=34,642 cm. Hence calling C

II 
and C

Il 
the capacities of the excited system, in the two 

cases respectively we have : 

211: J 23157 
Tpl - 10) V 0.0099 X 10l' 

211:.J6X10' 
Til - 10' 10' CII 

c _ 0.0099 x 23,157 mfd or in centimeters: 
II 6 x 10' ' 

C
II

- 9 x 0.0099 >s: 23.157 -34.386 
60 

em 

T _ 211: 100099 )( 34,642 
p2 10) V . 10' 

and s:noe the capacity in the pr;mary circuit 
was the same in both cases: 

C , _ 34.642 
1 - 23157 , 

C _ 34,642 x 34.386 _ 5 .. 4" 
II 23157 , 

em. 

The value of efrective capacity of the first 3 meters of wire was therefore CU- C'I
_ 51.44 _ 34,386= 17.054 em. 

Calling now C
I

, the capacity of the excited system when 6 meters of wire connected 
to it we have, since in this case the inductance of the primary was 13 3/4 turns+conn.
.... 47,154 COl. 

C _ 47,154 

OJ 23.157 

47,154 
CII - )( 34.386 _ 70.02 cm. 

23.157 

Hence the value of effective capacity of the second piece of wire 3 meters long was 

Now in the case when 9 meters of wire were attached the inductance of tbe primary 
was 16 1/4 tums+conn. = 56, 779 cm. Calling C ... the corresponding capacity of the excited 
system we · have : 

56,779 
C,~ _ - )( 34.386 _ 84.307 cm. 

23 , 157 

Hence effective value of the 3'" piece of 3 meters length was 

C •• -Ctj = 84.307-70.02= 14.287 cm. 

Note· In another series o r readings for 9 meters the inductance of prima ry was 
found to be 17 turns +conn.= 59,665 cm, and on this basis 1 find : 
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S9,665 . . . 
c .• = 23,157 x 34.386= 88.597 an. According to this the erfective value of ttl-e Jtd, 'piece 

J meters long would tben be 
--. 

C ... -Cu =88.597-70,02-18.577 em. 

When 12 meters wire were attached the inductance of primary was found to be 
67,367 

19 turns + conn. - 61,367 em. Hence similarly C"=23,157 x34.386=106.034cm, and 

from this the value of 4th piece of wire 
C.,- C .. =IOO.034 84.307= 15.727 an. But according to second reading it would be : 

100.034 88.397""11 .437 em, only, 

Finally, when 15 meters were attached the inductance in primary was : 21 1/2 turns+ 
73.142 

+ conn.=73,142 em, and therefore : C.,= 23, 157 x 34.386= 108.609cm. and this would 

give as value of the last piece of three meters . -
C .. - C.,= 108.609- HXJ.034=8.S7S em only. 

Here possibly inductance of wire begins 10 assen itself. These values as found are still 
to be considered. 

Colorado Springs 
Nov. 18, 1899 

Experiments were continued to ascertain influence of elevation upon capacity of 
a system connected to earth as in previou~ instances. Coil 344 turns referred to before 
was again used. Also wire vertical No. 10, 50 feet length and ball 30" diam. The procedure 
was as in a similar case before. The results were as follows: 

- . ' -

Capacity in primary 

36 
- ·= 18 bottles= O.OI62 mfd 
2 

Coil witbout vc:rtkal wire.. 

Inductance in primary 

13 
4 - · turos+conn. 

16 

Coli with vuticai wire No. 10, SO feeL 

36 
2" = 18 botlles= O.OI62 mfd 14 3/4 turos + conn. 
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Coil witb ball 30" diam. slid on nrtical wire. 

Capacity primary 

3. 
"2= 18 bottles=0.0162 mfd. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

Height -of ball from 
center to ground 

10' I" 

33' M" 

57' j" 

Inductance in primary 

16 1/4 turns+conn. 

167/16 to +conn . 

16 5/8 .. + conn . 

.. 

I , 

6 x 1()6 

10' 

mrd 

C.
I

_ 0.0162x 14.526x9x 10' _35,298 em. 
6 x 1()6 

In the second case with wire .so long attached to the excited system tbe capacity 
of primary being the same as before and the inductance of primary being 143/4 turns+ 
+conn = 51,004 cm. we have: 

51,004 51,004 
CI2 - CII - x 35.298 - 3.511 x 35.298 - 123.931 em. 

14,526 14,526 

Hence capacity of wire 

C.l- C.
1
= 123.93- 35.298= 88.632 CID. 

Now with ball at its lowest position capacity ill primary was as before and inductance 
16 1/4 turns+conn.=56,779 cm. Hence 

56,779 
C. l - CII - 3.9088 x 35.298 -137.973 em. 

14,526 

From tbis effective value of ball at the height of 10'1" was 

- ' .. C -C =137.973-123.931 = 14.042 em. 
Il II 

With ball at a height of 33'8" the inductance in primary was 57.502 cm. and at 
the height of 57'3" it was 58.223 cm. As the capadty in primary was the same the values 
for C ... and C.,. respectively, are at once found since 

C _ 57,502 C and C _ 58,223 C 
H 56,779 13 .J 56,779 .J 

From this we find 

C14= 1.0127 x 137.973 = 139."125 cm, and Cn = 1.02543 x 137.973= 141.482 cm. 
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The effective value of capacity of ball at the height 

of 33' 8" was C •• -C
12

= 139.725-123.931 - 15.794 ca, and 

at the height of 57' 3" C.,-C
11

= 141.482- l23.931 - 11.5S1 (D. 

From these results it would appear that from the lowest to the highest POSition 
there was an increase of about 25Ya total or per foot of elevatio n O.53Ya. These readings 
were made under conditions no t the best. 

Colorado Springs 
Nov. 19, 1899 

In order to further investigate effect o f elevation upon the capacity of a system as 
before a cylinder of thin sheet iron 4" in diam . was prepared in sections 2 meter long 
each, there being 7 sections in all. The separate tubes were slipped one into tbe other so 
that when one was taken off each time the total length was shortenc;d b1Jxactly two meters. 
The cy[nder was supported vertically above the coil used in the experiments by means 
of a cord extending from the wooden structure in previous instances described and the 
experiments were usually begun with the full length of tube and after eacb adjustment 
one length was taken ofr. Tbe results wert: as follows : 

Capacity in primary circuit 

2x 36 
- '2 - = 36 boules = O.OJ24 mfd 

.. .. .. 

.. .. .. 

.. .. .. 

.. .. .. 

.. .. .. 

.. .. .. 

.. .. .. 

Inductance in primary 

10 3/4 tums+ conn. 

9 7/8 .. + .. 
83/4+ 1/ 16 .. + .. 
7 13/ 16 .. + .. 
611 / 16 .. + .. 
5 5/ 16 .. + .. 
3 3/4 less 1, 32 + .. 
1 3/8+ 1/ 16 .. + .. 

These results are to be calculated. 

Note: coil used 344 turns drum 14" diam. 8 feet length. 

Colorado Springs 

Lengtb of cylinder 

14 meten 

12 .. 
10 .. 
8 .. 
6 .. 
4 .. 
2 .. 
0 .. 

Nov. 20, 1899 

Experiments with coil 3M turns to determine inll.uence of elevation upon capacity 
of system as before used were repeated . 

The resuils were 3S follows: 
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Capacity in primary 

2 x 36 
2 "",,36 boules=0.0324 mfd 

Coil alone 

Inductance in primary 

I 3/S turns+conn. 

Coil "jth .. ertical "ire SO reet (No. 10) 

2 x 36 
--=2'-=36 boules=O.0324 mfd S 1/16 turns+conn. 

ExpuimealS "ith ball 30" diam. 

• 

Capacity primary circuit Height of ball from 
center to ground 

Inductance primary 

2 x 36 ~ 
2 =36 bottles=O.0324 mfd 

.. .. •• 

" " " 
from this follows: 

10' I " 

33' S" 
57' 3" 

8 7/8+conn. 

9 +conn. 

9 1/8+conn. 

'. -

When coil was alone the inductance of primary was I 3/S turns +conn.=7121 cm. 
Hence, taking inductance of coil=6x 1()6 em, we have similarly to preceding 

C _0.0324 x 7121 mfd 
II 6 x l0' 

C 
9xlOsxO.0324x7121 

or - _ 
.1 6x Joe 

""'34.61 em, slightly less than found before. 

Now in second experiment with wire connected to vibrating system the inductance 
was S 1/ 16 tums+conn. _ 25.472 cm. Since the capacity was the same we have as before 

25,472 
Cu - CII - 3.577 x 34.61 - 113.7999 em. 

1121 
- .. 

From this follows for capacity of wire alone 

C
d

- C.1=J23.7999-34.61 = 89.19 em. 

When ball was at a height of 10'1" the inductance was 8 7/8 turns+conn.=28.389 cm; 
in the middle position it was 9 tums+conn. =28,870 em, and in the hiShest position it 
was 9+1/8 turru+conn._29.351 em. From this following values are obtained: 

C., _28,389 C
I1

- 28,389 x 34.61 - 3.98666 x 34.61 - 137.9783 em 
7121 1121 
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28,870 
C •• _ CII _ 4.054 x 34.61 - .40.301 ~m. and 

7121 • 

.. -
29,351 c. s - - COl - 4. 1218 x 34.61 - .42.6555 CIII. 

7121 

The effective capacity of baU at lowest position was 

C •. r-C.
1
= 137.9783- 123.1999= 14.1784 em. , 

At the midd le position it was 

C.r-Cu = 140.301- 123.7999= 16.5011 em. 

and at the highest 

C.S-C.l= 142.6555-123.7999· .. 18.8556 em. 

Hence from lowest to highest there was an increase of about ·)3% or very nearly 
an increase of 0.1% per foot or 70% per 100 feet . -

Colorodo Springs 
Nov. 21. 1899 

Investigation on inftuenoc of elevat ion upon the capacity continued: The same coil 
344 turns on drum of 14" diam ., 8 feet long was used. The object was to ascertain the 
relative capacities of a wire in vertical and hoiizontal position. A wire No. 14, 10 meters 
long was experimented with. Resulls were as follows : 

Coil with "ire ,mial, lo"est poiD! 
beiag 8' 8" from around. 

Capacity in primary circuit 

22 
- - 1.1 boules=O.0099 mfd 
2 

Inductance In primary 

17 1/2 tums + conn. 

Coil witb same ..nre hodzoatal at 
distance or 8' 8" (rom ground. 

22 
- >= II bottles = O.OO99 mfd 
2 

18 turns+conn. 

The capacity in exciting circuit was now changed and readings agam taken, the 
results being as follows: 

Capacity primary Inductance primary 
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Coli willi abon wire nrtical as before 
• 

36 
2 X2" "", 36 bottles _ 0.0324 mfd 

.. -
6 5/8 turns +conn. 

Coil with same wire borizoatal as before 

36 
2 x ·-- 36 bottles= 0.0324 mfd 63 /4 turns+conn . 

2 · I , 
Determination of the vaJues of the capacities from preceeding readings: 

First set of readlqs: With wire vertical the inductan~ in primary circuit was 17 1/2 turns+ 
+ conn.- 6I,S92 em, and with wire horizontal it was 18 tums + conn._63,517 em. Since 
in all cases before the capacity of the coil aJone was found to be approximately 35 emz: C' 1 
the capacity of the wire in the vertical and horizontal positions was as follows : 

Wire in horizontal position : 

c _ 0.0099 x 63,517 
. z 6 x l0' 

mfd or 
c _ 0.089 1 x 63,51 7 

u 60 
em _ 94.32 em. 

and this gives fo r capacity of wire in horizontal position : 

Cu--C'1 ~94.32-35'{)()= S9.32 an. 

Wire in vertical position 
• 0 .0099 x 61,592 

C.l - mfd or 
0.0891 x 61, 592 

60 em _ 91.464 cm. 
6 x 10' 

and this gives capacity of wire in 'vertical position: 

C~-Co1=91.46"'4 -35.00= 56.464 an or aliHle less. 

Wire ... ertJcaI: Inductance in primary was 6 5/8 turns+eonn.= 20,631 cm, Hence 

G:'l '. 0.0324 x 20,631 
6 x 10' 

mfd or 
0.2916 x 20,63 1 

60 

and hence value of capacity in this case was fo r wire alone 

C;;--C.1=> IOO.26-3S=6S,Ui an, 

em-IOO.26em 

Wire horlmntal: Inductance in primary was 6 3/4 tums + conn.=21.052 em. Hen~ 

0.0324 x 21,052 mfd or 
6 )( 10' 

0.2916 )( 2 1,052 

60 
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and the capacity of the wire In horizontal position was then : 

C:;-C
II 

= 102.31 - 35.000= 67.31 em. 

These readings do not agree as well as they ought to. 

To be goaC onr. 

Colorado Springs 
Nov. 22, 1899 

Measurement of small capacities by resonance method. 

This method is suitable to determine capacities too small to be measured in other 
ways conveniently. Coil with 344 turns before described was again used . 
Raults: _ 

Coli alooe with short piece of stoat "iff! 
oa ected to tbe free tenaiul. 

Capacity in primary circuit 

2 )( 36 
2 = 36 boUles= O.0324 mfd 

Inductance in primary circuit 

I 1/2 turns +connections 

Coli with locaDdC$ttllt 'amp 16 c..p. 100 Y "Ith 
two maUl !ats att.dttd to short thick wire 

I. 2 )( 36 
2 = 36 bottlcs = O.0324 mfd I - turns +conn. 

32 

This test gave an idea of the capacity (effective) of the lamp. The primary inductance 
in 6rst case was 7314 em. and in the second 1458 cm. from lable prepared. From Ihis 
foIlQ.ws : 

C 
0.0324 x73 14 ..... 

.. - m,\.L 
6 x 10' 

0.2916 x 7314 
or e. I - cm - 33.546 ~m . 

60 

e _ 0.0324 x 7458 mfd or 
u 6 x 10' 

C _ 0.2916 x 7458 362'6 
'1 cm _ ... em. 

6 x 10' 

Here e" and e'
l 

were respectively the capacilies of the system wilhout lamp and wilh 
lamp attached. Hence the actual or effective capacilY of the lamp in Ihis system was 

eu-Cu = 36.246- 35.S46= O.7 ~m. 
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An appro:IMmate idea is also obtained of the capacity of the short piece of stout 
wire used to attach the small bodies the capacity of which was to be determined. Namely 
the capacity of the excited system alone being before determined about 3S cm, the capacity 
of the wire would be 

3S.S46-3HXX>= O.S46 CIIL 

Colorado Springs 
i 
Nov. 23, 1899 

Measurement of smali capacities by resonance method and mode of determining 
maximum rise before described by means of diminutive circuit was continued. The coil 
with 344 turns was again used and in order to get better readings on the self-induction 
regulating coil in the primary, the primary capacity was reduced. The results were : 

-
I. 

Coil with ' ....... It. wire ahre .. Wo«. 

Capacity in primary circuit 

36 

Inductance in primary ci~it 

IJ 
- - 18 bottles- O.0162 mfd 
2 

36 
-_18 bottles = O.OI62 mfd 
2 

2. 

4 - tums + conn. 
16 

Coil wltb lamp saaN: as btfore. 

IS 
4 16 turns+ conn. 

3. 

Coil wjtb u. lamp seal brokea 

36 2 = 18 botties - O.0l62 mfd 
3\ 

4 32 tums+conn. 

Note: Curious, the increased capacity probably due to absorptioll. 
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36 

4. 

Coil with one of my RIXDfcea tabes 
as ckSCIihed in articles E.R. 

2"= 18 boules=O.OI62 mrd 5 1/8 turns+conn. 

) 
5. 

Coil with "double foaas tube" lar&d co---mcted. 

36 
2"""' 18 bottles = O.OI62 mfd 5 1/ 16 turns+conn. 

6. -
Coil wilb same tube ODe of the electtodu cmnnecte4. 

36 
"2= 18 botUes=O.0l62 mfd 5 3/32 turns+conn. 

36 

• Note: all of these tubes developed rays fairly strong while tested. 

7. 

Coli wltb Ian.,d tube siDlle tennloal as desulbed by me 
E.R., poorly exhausted. streamen • 7 I,. tJ.roup IL 

2" - 18 bouJes=-O.OI62 mfd 5 tums + conn. 

From these measurements the capacities can now be found. 

. '. 

- ' ! . Calling the inductances in the primary circuit in each succeeding experiment respec
tively L,. ~. L). L 4 • Ls. L, and L, we have with reference to prepared table : 

L, = 4 13 / 16 lurns + conn.=14,526 em. 
Ll= 4 15/ 16 ,, + conn.-=: 14,947 " 
L)= 431 /32 .. + conn.= lS,OS3 .. 
L.= 5 1/8 .. +0000.=15,579 .. 
L, ,,,,,, 5 1/ 16 .. +0000.-= 15,368 .. 
L,= 53/32 .. +conn.= I~,473 .. 

.. +conn.'C' 15,158 .. 
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Calling furthermore the corresponding 
capacities of the excited system 

e,l · . .. e'l 
all of them can be at once c.letermined 
from e' l SIDCC 

L, 
C,1--C' 1 

L, 
L, 

CO] - - C
"

, etc. 
L, 
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Now all8logous to previous prcceedings of this kind 

C _ 0.0162 xL, mfd. 
• , 6x 10' 

C 
0.0162 x 14,526 x 9 x I~ 

or ., - _ 35.198 c •. 
6 x 10' 

Taking approximately C
II

=35.J alii we have: 

L1 14,947 
CII - - CI , - -'.::":'0: CII - 1.029 x 35.3 - 36.324 em 

L, 14,526 

L 15,053 
C. l -......! C,' - -:-:"::::: C,' - J.0363 x 35.3 - 36.58 em 

L, 14,526 

C .. _.!:~ C., _ 15,579 CII _ 1.0725 x 35.3 _ 37.859 em 
L, 14,526 

L 15,368 CI, _ _ ::.1 CI , _ -;-:-"::::: CII _ 1.058 x 35.3 _ 37.347 em 
L, 14.526 

C L. 15,473 C 0652 3 37 u -- C,, - - .. - I. x 35. - .6em 
L, 14,526 

1-, 15.158 
CIl - - CI , - CII - 1.0435 x 35.3 - 36.8355 cm 

L, 14,526 

from these 
values 
follow: 

Capacity effective of lamp experiment 2=CI2-C.,=36.324--35.3-1.OU all. 

3= Co -C.,- J6.58-35.3-1.l8 tID. 

4= CI.-C.,=37.859-35.3= l.SS9 em. 

5=C.,-C.,=37.347-35.3 - 1.047 em. 

6-C .. -C11 -37.6-35.3=1.3 ca . 

7=C.,- C .. =36.8355-35.3= J.5355 em . 

.. .. seal broken 

.. of my Roentgen tube expo 

" double focus tube target connected 

.. .. .. electrode connected 

.. .. Lennard tube described 

Colorado Springs 
Nov. 24, 1899 

A test was made with the objcct of ascertaining how close the table of inductances 
prepared from measured data agreed with the values determined by resonance method. 
The procedure was as follows: the coil with 344 turns on drum 14" diam., 8 feet 
long was again used as suitable for the test and it was excited in the manner before des
cribed. (n order to establish a different relation between capacity and self-induction of the 
primary circuit these constants were in each case varied and the adjustment completed 
until the maximum rise on the terminal or terminals of the excited coil took place. As the 
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period of the system remained in each case the same the products of the capacity and 
self-inductance in primary remained constant also. Now the capacities in the primary 
in the suro::eding experiments being known or euedy measurable, the various values of 
inductance in primary were obtained from the relation : 

The period of the 
2x 

secondary system was T, = 10' .jLCw 

The inductance of coil 344 turns being about 6 x 106 cm. and the average value for 
COl from a number of readings with different values of inductance and capacity in primary 
circuit being 34.9 cm. , the period of secondary or excited circuit was thus given. 

A reading was now taken at random and resonance was obtained with constants in 
primary circuit as follows : 

Capacity in primary circuit 

36 
2"= 18 bottles _ O.0162 mfd 

Inductance in primary 

13 
4 - turns + conn. 

16 

from this the period of primary circuit was : 

-

2x " .. ",.-c. T,,- v'0.0162 x L 
10' 

L being tbe inductance In primary 

6 
L 6xl0' 34.9 

Now T,,_ T. or 0.01 2 x _ x and from this we get £ in centi-
10' lot 9 x 10' 

meters: 

L- 6 x 1O' x 34.9 _ 34.9 x 6 _ 698 - L - 14,34ilaa. 
9 x lOS x 0.0162 9 x 0.0162 0.0486 

by resonance method. 

Now from table prepared : 

. . 13 
Inductance £ = 4 - +COI1D... = 

16 

Inductat.oe 4 1/2 turns + conn. = 13,474 crn. 
Inductance 5 turns+conD. = IS,IS8 cm. 

Ind. of 1/2 turns 0::: 1684 cm. 
Ind. of 1/ 16 turns - 21O.S em. 

Ind. of 5/ 16 tum=S x 21O.S- 1052 ern approx. 

Consequently inductance £ _ lnd. !4 1/2+ 5/ 16 turnl_4~tum+col1D...= 
+conn. 16 

""" 13.474+ 1052= 14,526 CIIl. 

Agr«meDt railly close, within about Iy'. This shows readings are reliable. 
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Colortufd Springs 
Nov. 25, 1899 ' ' ._ 

Experiment which follows was made to avertain how the Qpa.city of the same 
conductor may be altered by different distributioll. The experiment was performed in 
the following manner. Two lellgths of wire No. 10 were taken (rubber covered) and one 
length was bent zigzag fashion so that a piece with three parallel wires was obtained one 
meter long. The other length was cut in three pieces I meter long each and these were 
coDneCted at the ends. The difference between the two pieces so prepared will appear 

, , 
I 

I I I 
from the sketch in which I . shows the zigzag wire and 2. the wire cut in three pieces joined 
in multiple. The distribution in both cases was radiQlly different. These pieces were one 
after the other placed on the free terminal of a coil with 344 turns and in each case the 
primary adjusted until resonance was observed. The wires were placed vertiCally, in the 
prolongation of the axis of the coil. 

An experiment was furthermore made in tuning, not to the real vibration but to 
a higber harmonic (the next octave) of the primary. The results (with spark gaps slightly 
changed) were: 

Capacity in primary circuit 

36 
-=18=0.0162 mfd wltb whEl multiple 
2 

36 
2"- 18= 0.0162 mfd witil wire dzuc 

Inductance primary 

1 1/8 turus + conn. 

1 1/16 tums+conn. 

Now the primary inductance in the first av was 6136 cm and in the second case 
6635 cm. Hence, the inductance remaining practically the same, the capacity (effective) 
of the zigzag wire was smaller to the extent of nearly 1.6%. 

Colorado Springs 
Nov. 26, 1899 

Determination of the capacity of structure of iron pipes by improved method 
before described . 

Note: Originally the structure, to prevent lateral play, was supported sideways 
by 8 projecting beams at a height of about 80 feet, each beam having fastened into its 
end a strong champagne bottle. The necks of the bottles abutted against the iron pole 
and prevented sideways play. They were wrapped with tape to diminish the danger of 
the necks being broken. This arrangement was good. enough and withstood the storm but 
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it did not allow going beyond a certain pres~ure as the sparks from the iron pipes" would 
jump to the beams which had the bottles fastened into them. To overcome this · ~ercct 

a plan was adopted, contrived long ago, which consisted in providing a conical roof or 
hood (made in two parts) rounded on the periphery to reduce los$ by leakage and fastening 
four cords under the roof for the purpose of preventing lateral play and steadying this 
pole. This arrangement is excellent as the sparks can not jump upon and follow the cords 
to the ground being fastened under the roof where the electrical pressure was extremely 

JOIIIl COVERfD 
WllM ItUlllffll 

"'~~' .. '" 

C l"'M~ 

smaJl. The arrangement is indicated in the sketch. The dimensions of the hood were: 
outside warn. 8 feet., diam. of small circle on periphery 9". The height of the conical 
.urface about 3 1/2 feet. The cords were led to the four comers of the building and fastened 
to the same by means of a cable of sheet wires over which was slipped a rubber hose witb 
very thick wall and which was wrapped around three glass insulaters supported on the 
pole on each comer. It was thought of advantage to insulate the ropes thoroughly and 
for this purpose they were soaked about a week in linseed oil boiled out and dried in tbe 
sun afterward. The cords went down at an angle such that the nearest point of the hood 
was two feet distant. This arrangement permitted the charging of the pole easily up to 
a million volts. This is the best arrangement I have found so far for supporting a body 
to be charged to so high a potential as is ncct:S18.ry for instance in the transmission ofmcs· 
sages over great distances. It bas been in use since a few weeks ago but the measurements 
of capacity of the structure before recorded were made without the hood. Presently the 
readings were taken with tbe hood with following results : 

Coli 344 tlU'DS druna. 14" with (TOIl structlll'e CMucted 
to free termiaaJ. - . -

Capacity in primary circuit 

2 x 36 + 1284 
2 = 2 = 42 boules = O.0378 mfd 

Inductance in primary circLlit 

21 1/8 turns+conn. 

Coil with awndill& wire aloot shifted away from 
struclW'C (4 feet). 

2x36+12 
2 = 42 boules= O.0378 mfd 4 turns + conn. 
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From this tollows: the in:1uctance in primary circuit in the first case was 75,548 em; . 
• 

in the second case 12,319 em referring to table of inductaJlccs before used. Hence capacity ' 
of elicited system in first '. -

C 
0.0378 x 15.548 ~d 0.3402)( 75,548 C 

1' - mil, or cm- 01 
6)(106 60 

. . 0.3402)(12,319 . . . 
And Similarly Cd - 60 em, Col being capaCity of excited system in second 

experiment.iThis gives for actuaJ or effective capacity of stlad .. e with boocI , 
0.3402 0.)402 

Co. - CO2 - (75,548 - 12,319) em - x 63.229 em - 358.5 alii. 
60 6()' 

• Snull contdioos ror iDducunce may have 10 be taken laler. 

Effective capacity of structure of iron pipes with new hood again determined by 
resonance method. T~e new "extra coil" was used, its inductance being as before 0.02 H. 
The readings were as follows : 
Capacity in primary Inductance in primar:r 

-
Coil with atrudure and connecting wire 

5x36-12=168 boUlc$"",O.ISI2 mfd 20 J/8 turlU+conn. 

Coil widt eel ! ctlq: wire .10. e placed at 4 ft. d istance 

4 x 36_ 144 bottles_ 0.1296 mfd 7 turns+conn. 

so ootties",,0.045 mfd 
40 .. = 0.036 mfd 
38 .. = 0.0342 mfd 
39 .. =0.0351 mfd 

From these readings follows : 

other readings: 
17 1/4 turns+conn. 
20 turns+conn. 
20 3/4 turns+conn. 

(approx) 20 3/8 turns+conn. 

Inductance in first case, with structure, in primary was 20 3/8 turn+ conn. = 12,661 em. 
Inductance in second case, without structure, in primary was 7 turn+conn..=21,894 em. 

Calling C'I and Col tbe effective capacities of the excited system in the two caps 
respeetively, we have : 

0' 

C _0. 1512)(12,661 mfd. 
• ~ 2 )( 10

' 
d C 

0 . 1296)(21,894 ~d 
an n - ml' , 

2 )( 10
' 

C - C _ 0 . (512 )( 72,661 - 0 . 1296x2I,894 _ 
ot .1 2 x lO l 

- 10,986.3432 - 2837.4624 8148.88(8 _ mfd, 
2 )( 10' 2 )( 10

' 

9 )( 8148 .8808 cm _ 366.7 
2 x 101 

, ... 
effective capacity of structure witb bood. 
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Capacity ofstruClure without hood before found with eJ:tra coil was 311 .2 em, ~1lCe 
for hood alone we get 366.7-311.2= 55.5 em. From lint and last reading it ap~n that . . 

168 _._ 
tbe secondary capacities in the two cases were as 39 . Now tbe capacity of excited system 

in last reading was 

. 0.0351 x 72.661 
C.2 _, -==:.:.:.:.,.::",.:..:- mfd, or 

2 x 10' 

, 
c.,. - I44.11 e m. 

From this would follow value 

Hence 

. 168 
C'I -~ x 114.71 - 494.39 em. 

39 

C:I-C~=494.39-114.77"",379.61 CD. 

This value does not agree quite closely with that before found but the tunill8 was 
not quite exact in last case, 

Note: It now seems that the tuning in all previous cases when liructure was deter
mined was made to the first octave instead of to the fundamental tone. TIlls is to be ... 
c:ertaioe4. If tbis be $0 then capacity would be much gleater. 

' . 
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Colorado Springs Notes 
IOec. 1-31, 1899 

To be completed: 

Dec. II, 12, J3 Application for Page (Of" separation of gaseous mixtures by high 
tension discharge of oscillator. -

Dec. 17 Description of pbenomenon OIl Pt"b:', Peak in the few days of eclipse of 
moon. 

Patent note 

Increase of Clpacity uses in the arts aDd scientific measurements. 
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ColoriUlo 6prings 
Dec. I, 1899 .. -

Some particulars about the apparatus used in the experiments here. 

The eOMeetlof/.f oflhe bottles in the two tanks frequently referred to as the "old tanks", 
to wbich the primary cables and the regulating coil were usually connected and by means 
of which the finer adjustments of capacity in the 
primary circuit were made, are as shown in the 
sketch. The top brass plate bas 16 plugs disposed 
at equal distances in a square and tbe 36 bottles 
in the tank being connected by copper springs as 
indicated. eacb plug enAbled tbe cutting out or in 
of two bottles, with the exception of tbe four 
central plugs which cut in or out three bottles 
cacb. Thus the smallest variation of the capacity 
on one side was one bottle or 0.0009 mfd, approx. 
But with the tanks in two sets in series as usually 
employed it was one half of one bottle. Consider· 
ing the large number of bottles the variation was 

o o 

I 

I 
o o 

o o 

I 

I 
o -

small enough for most purposes. The bottles in the new 
sets, twelve bottles in each. 

tanks wete divided in three 

Measured length 0/ all eOMeetioIU on the eOfUknser uts in primary: 

From top of right condenser to break .... . . ..... .. . . ...... . . . 

Through break. wheel and sp. rod. ...... .... . • ... .. .• . ... • . • .. 

From back to regulating coil . .. ....... ... . • .... • . •. .. . .. • .... . 

Up through second break and rod. .•... . .. • ...... •.. .... • •• .. . 
•• 

Connection to left condenser . . .. . .. ... . .... .• ..• • .. .. . . •. .... . 

--_. _. 
To bottom of left condenser . .. ................ • . •. ... • . . ..... 

Connection on bottom between condensers • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

Up to top of right condenser . ... ................ .. .. . ...... . 

I " 
2' 5 - _ 29.5" 

2 

I " 
2' 4 -= 285" 2 . 

3' 10" = 46" 

I' 10" = 22" 

3' 7" = 43" 

I" 
I' 8 -= 20 5" 2 . 

3' 6" _ 42" 

I " 
J' 8 -= 20.5" 

2 

TotalleDgth of connections is thus 252" "",641 cm, nearly or 21 feet. The section of 
the connoc:tions is partially that equal to the cable used in primary I cm radius and pat· 
tially less. The inductance determined by resonance analysis is about 5000 em talal. The 
calculated value a trifle more. 
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Colorado Springs 

Dec. 2, 1899 

YtUiow way" of tuning circuits or ktemlinilfg 1M maximum of Te30llDllt ru~. 

In the course of tbe experiments ooDductcd here a Dumber of such ways have been 
resorted to most of which have been described or at leut referred to, but it may be useful 
to record here once more those which have been found most satisfactory. They are dia
gramatically illustrated in Figs. I - S. belo\!: 

•• 

<, 

,. c 

•• 

In arrangement illustrated in Fig. I. a 
small circuit c l ' in very loose inductive con· 
nection witb the resonating circuit C, is used 
to detect the: maximum. This small circuit 

, 
•• 

d 

,. 

•• 

d 

c1 which exercises no appreciable reaction upon circuit C contains another coil c" or - .. 
elsc"a resistance which is noninductive for tbe purpose of adjustiog the effect to suit the 
indicating device d which is most generally a microscopic spark. gap, vacuum tube or any 
hot wire il1$trument, as a minute lamp specially made to suit the purpose, a Cardew volt
meter or any other instrument. In Fig. 2. tbe adjustment of the effect upon d is effected 
by turning the circuit around a point 0 or else by approaching small circuit Ct to or reced
ing with same from circuit C. In Fig. 3. a number of turns of the resonating circuit C 
are spanned by device d, tNS number being adjustable. In Fig. 4. again a small coil c" 
in series with coil C is placed inductively in connection with a small circuit c'" whlch 
again may be: adjustable in the manner shown or in any other way. Finally in Fig, S. a small 
coil c" in series with C is spanned by device d, Coil c" bas its turns adjustable. This method 
sums Mst. 
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Colorado Springs 
Dec. 3, 1899 '._ 

Iktermination of free .,ibration of new "extra coil". No. 10 wire wound on frame 
8' 3" diam. and 8' length modified by taking off five tUrDS on top and placing the last five 
turns two grooves apart instead of one groove as the rest of turns. In this modification 
there are just 100 turns in the coil. The excitation was effected from the secondary the 
connection being made to a point 0 3/4 turns from the ground plate as indicated in the 

SfCOHDAII:Y 

/"') ~ 

$IoIAll ,., 
lAlol,. IlUofIH. 

diagram. The maximum rise was determined by means of a diminutive lamp shunting 
a few turns of an adjustable small coil in series with the extra coil, the small coil being of 
an inductance entirely negligible as compared with that of the extra coil. The readings for 
resonating condition were as follows: 

Capacity in the primary or 
exciting circuit 

2)( 36 
2 -=36 bottie.s=0.0324 mfd 

4)( 36 --'-':;:-:-=72 bottles=0.0648 mfd 
2 - . '. 

Inductance in the pro or exc. circuit 

16 1/ 16 turns regulating coil+1 primary 
tum, that is two primary cables in multiple 
as modified by reaction of secondary. 

5 5/8 turns of coil+ primary as above. 

From first reading, taking the inductance of pnmary turn as modified by the secon-
. 2~ ~ 

dary 41,000 em, the penod of the oscillation was T. = 10'0.0324 L, L the inductance 

of primary being that of primary tum+16 1/ 16 ofregul. coil= 41.000+S6,OOO=91.000 em. 
This gives 

2~ ~ 91 2~ , I 
T. - 1(}l0.0324)( I ~ - 1 ()6 V 0.0324 )( 91 -

2~)( 1.173 _.!..!..13444 aad . - 90,000 aearly. 
1()6 106 
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From ~n'" reading, the inductance of 5 5/8 turns of regulating coil heing 17,300 cm 
and total inductance of primary 41,000 + 17,300=58,300 cm. We have the' ~.riod 

'---""'''3 2. 
0.0648 x 101 - 10- v'0.0648x .58.3 _ 

6.28 x 1.944 122 _ _ . and a _ 82,000 a,paox. 
10' 1()6 

Note: The tuning was very sharp in both cases, but in the second case the secondary 
reaction was smaller, i.e., inductance of the primary greater. 

Colorado Springs 
. [)e(: . 4, t 899 -

Experiments to estobJirh el[llillOl",u between the inductanu of the primary loop comprising 
two primary cables in multiple (with ucondary reacting) and that of turns of tM regulJJt;ng 

coil in primary circuit. 

Resonance analysis was resorted to and the coil of 344 turns on drum 14" diam, 
8 ft. long, wire No. 10 was again used . The coil employed had a very small regulating 
coil in series. and a minute lamp placed across the few turns of this latter ooil was employed 
to 'vertain the maximum resonant rise in the coil excited. The results were as follows: 

Capacity in the primary circuit 

8 jars on each side, that is 4 jars= 
030.0036 mfd 

- . 
Capacity same as above 

Inductance in the primary circuit 

I. 

One pnmary loop as above + 6 3/4 turns 
reg. coil. 

• Small coil in 5eries with coil of 3« turns bad 
9 tums in circuit mtir~/y ttqlilib/~. 

2. 

IS 1/4 turns regulating p. coil only 

• Small coil had 22 tums inserted, still entirely 
nesligible apins! 3« turns coil 

Since resonance was obtained in both cases and the primary capacity in both tests 
remained the same we have the primary inductances in both cases equal and from this 
fo llows that under the conditions of these tests the inductance of the primary os modified 
by the secondary was equivalent to 15 1/ 4 6 3/4 turns of the primary regulating roil. 
Now from the table of inductances the value for the 15 1/4 turns is 52,930 cm and that 
for the 6 3/4 turns, inserted in the first case, is 21,052 cm. Hence the inductance of primary 
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cables in this instance was 

Lp =52,930-2I,052= 31,878 em. 

Thus the secondary, though "open", diminished in this case tbe primary inductance from 
56,400 em to the above value or about 43.48%. 

Colorado Springs 
Dec. 5, 1899 

Experiments to ascertain equivalence of inductance of primary loop (two primary cables 
in multiple) with secondary reacling, and inductance of turns of regulating primary coil 

under modified conditions. 

Again the coil with 344 turns was used and the maximum resonant rise in same de
termined in the: manner described before. A greater capacity was used this time in the 
primary so as to come closer to tbe free vibration of the secondary and thus cause a stronger 
reaction upon the primary loop. The conditions for resonance were satisfied with the 
following values: 

Capacity in primary circuit 

2x 36 
- ;;-=36 bottles=O.0324 mfd 

2 

Capacity in primary circuit 

2x 36 
---,;;-=36 boUles=O.0324 mfd 

2 

1. 

Inductance in primary circuit 

21 3/4 turns pr. regulating coil only 

2. 

Inductance 10 pflmary circuit 

one primary loop as above+15 1/2 
turns reg. coil. 

Since tn both tests the primary capacity was not changed in the least the inductance 
of the primary loop in this instance was equivalent to that of 21 3/4 turns, less that of 
15 1/2 turns of the regulating coil in the primary. This mo:ans the inductance of the primary 
loop was equivalent to that of 21.75-15.5 = 6.25 turns of the primary regulating coil or 
it was 6.25x38SO= 24,063 em only. Induct. diminished 57.33%. This is a still smaller 
value tban found yesterday but is very probably near tbe maximum as the secondary 
showed evidence of a resonating condition. These experiments show the danger of allowing 
for the amount of secondary reaction. This is to be borne in mind. 
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Colol'atID Springs 
Dee. S, 1899 . . 

Further experiments to asc::crtain equi,alence of inductance of tht primary loop (two primary 
cables in multiple) with ucondory reacling. and that of lurnt of primary r~ulQt;ng coil 

under conditions again modified. 

In the present tests the "new extra coi'" modified so as to have only 100 turns was 
used (this is to be explained). The coil was used exactly as that of ).44 twns before and 
the muimum rise wu determined in the same way and by the same means as in preceding 
cases. The results of the two comparative tests were as follows : 

I. 

Capacity in the primary circuit Inductance In primary circuit 
S x 36 - 24 156 

2 - 2 =78 boUles - O.0702 mfd II 5/16 turns of primary regul. coil Dilly 

Capacity in primary circuit 
same &I above=O.0702 mfd 

2. 

Induct·."... in primary circuit 
onc primary turn+3 1/2 llU'llS reg. pro coil. 

From these tests it follows that under present conditions the inductance of the pri
mary loop with secondary reacting was equivalent to that of II 5/ 16 turns less that of 
3 I J2 turns of tbe primary regulating coil. Now the table of inductance gives inductance 
of the 11 5/16 turns= 37,775 cm, and that of the 3 I f2 turns= 11,164 cm. Hence tbe induc
tance of the primary loop under these conditions was 

L p Elt 37,775-II,t64 = l6,611 CDI. 

The secondary was resonating to some extent but not as well as in experiments 
recorded yesterday. The diminution of inductance due to secondary reaction was here 
52.82 Y.. 

- Note: These tcsts make it advisable to break the secondary on more points when 
tbe primary is used for inductance. 
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ColoraiN Springs 

Experim~nls to ascertain to what extent induced currents in th~ rround might affect the 
primary and secondary oscillating systems now used in the laboratory. 

Resonance analysis was resorted to and the experiments were perfo)nned in the 
following manner : a square frame II ' 1/4" each .ide and 3 3/4" high, wound with 14 turns 
wire No. 10 was supported horizontally above the ground. its elevation above the laher 
being made adjustable. This coil was tuned in various positions and the effect of the ground 
observed on the change of the period of oscillation in the various positions. In order 
however to get a better range of reading and &Jso to reduce as much as practicable 
the effe<;ts of the distributed capacity in the coil wound on the square frame the same was 
joined in series with another coil of 344 turns wound on a 14" rnameter drum, wlUch was 
before used, but so that the coil on the square frame was between the sround connection 
and the coil of 344 turns, this for the purpose of maintaining between the turns of the 
square coil a comparatively small difference of potential thus reducing the effect of dis
tributed capacity of the same. By using the additional coil the vibration was rendered 
.Iower and a better range of reading was secured. The two coils were excited i'n the manner 
repeatedly referred to and described, tbe maximum resonant rise being determined by 
means of a minute lamp .hunting a few adjustable turns of a very .mall coil of 
entirely negligible inductance which was in series with both the coils used. 

The results of the tests are indicated in. the following table; 

Capacity In primary exciting Distance of square 
circuit coil from Around 

4 x 36 
J. 2 - 72 bottles=0.0648 mfd I' 3"+0 

2. 

3. 

4. 

" 

" 

" - ... 

" I' 3"+2' 

" I' 3"+4' 

" 
l' 3"+6' 

Inductance in primary 
circuit 

4 1/4 less 1/32 tum 

reg. pro coil 

4 1/16 turns reg. pro coil 

4 less 1/32 " 
37/8+ 1/32 " 

It is to be stated by way of explanation that the floor was I' 3" above ground. 
A ~i.mp\~ i.n~pc.c\ion of the above re:\ulh :\hows that induced currents do not prominently 
assert themselves. This might have been expected considering the extreme dryness of the 
ground which, as before pointed out, made it too difficult at the outset of these experiments 
to get a good ground connection. But it is evident from the above table tbat the electrostatic 
capacity is an important element. This is quite evident since the vibration of the system 
comprising the square coil is quick~ned by elevation of the frame. If there were induced 
currents generated in the ground it would be just the opposite. Since the capacity in the 
primary exciting circuit remained the same in all four experiments the capacity of the 
excited circuit, the inductance of which remained the same, was varied exactly as the 
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inductance of the primary circuit. Now with reference to the table of int:luctanceS the in. 
ductances in experiments I, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. were : 12,824, 12,463i 12,247 and 
12,103 em. The increase of distance from I to 2 was 160%; from 2 to 3 61.5X"; -from 3 to 
4 38.2%. Putting results together we have: 

Increase of distance 

2' 160;Yo 
2' 61.'>% 
2' 38.2% 

Amount of the diminu
tion o f capacity 

361 
216 
144 

The numbers indicate a general 
proportionality but now the capa
city of the excited system should 
be known. 

Thi~ Klill ~ followed up. 

• Capacity of primary Clb~Ol wil b referenoe 10 earth $hould be delermined. 

Colorado SpringJ • 

:--Dec. 8, 1899 

In response to note from I. Hawthorne forwarded to "Nonhamerican" Philadelphia, 
dispatch as follows : 

''In response to a request from friend I. Hawthorne the following statement: 

"Confining myself to my chosen sphere, I believe that the mastery of electrical forces 
was as great and beneficial an achievement as the Century has witnessed. As to the im
mediate future my thoughts are dominated by two ideas, one of which is already rea1ized, 
while the other is on the eve of accomplishment. The art of governing the mo
vements an::! performances of distant automatons. enabling machines to act as 
creatures endowed with a mind, will demonstrate to the leading nations the fu
tility of armaments and impracticability of the present life destroying implements 
of war and will lead to more permanent peaceful relations, in harmony with the 
humanitarian spirit and enlightenment of the age ; while the art of transmitting 
electrical energy through the natural media, without the use of leading wires, over 
vast distances, from great centers, as Niagara, will open up inelthaustible resourses 
of wealth and power and, by rendering immen~ amounts of the energy of the sun 
/lvailable to the wants of man, will perhaps make it possible for him to produce 
si milar· wonderful changes and transformations on tbe surface of our globe as are, to 
all evidence, now b(ing wrought by intelligent beings on a neigbbouring planel." 

N. Tesla 

Experimf.'nl to determine the inductance of coil wound on the square frame before used by 
means of resonance analysis and another known coil : 

The square coil was connected in series with coil of 344 turns as before and maximum 
rise was determined in the saine way as described in preccding eltperiments. The resonant 
condition was obtai ned with 
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Coil 344 turns in ~rju ",ith square coil 

Capacity in primary or exciting 
circuit 

Inductance in primary circuit : 

36 
2= 18 boules = O.OI62 mfd 5 less 1/32 turns reg. ooil = I 5,000 em approx. 

With coil 344 turns all 'nt 

36 "2 = 0.0162 mfd 15 less 1/16 turns reg. coi1 = 51,700 em 

Assuming now that the addition of capacity when coil on square frame is connected 
in series be negligible, as will be the case when the coil which is to be measured is very 
small in comparison to the other we may assume, since the capacity in the primary circuit 
was the same in both experiments, that the inductances in the primary or exciting circuit 
are as the inductances of the excited circuit in both the successive tests. Calling. inductance 
of square coil L and remembering that inductance of the coil with 3441ur~ was before 
recorded to be 0.006 henry, we have : 

L+0.006 _ 51,100 _:,:5',,-7 and :,:5',,-1 x O.006 - 0.006 _ L _ 
0.006 15.000 ISO 1.50 

-0.006 x - I - 0.OO6x _ L _ O.01468beary. (
5'7) 367 
1.50 1.50 

The COIIec:tness of tbis estimate is of course based on the assumption that the capacity 
added to the excited system by tbe square coil is very small compared with the total ca~ 

pacity. 

Colorado Springs 
De<:. 9. 1899 

R~sllits obtain~d D~c. 7, with square coil in varioilS positions reconsidered. 

The results referred to indicate that the induced currents generated in the ground 
are of little or no moment but that the capacity owing to nearness of ground may be or 
great importance. To get a better idea of the variation of tbe capacity and also to settle 
any doubt as to the infiuence of the induced currents it is necessary to estimate the capacity 
of the system which was excited . For the present purpose it is thought the consideration 
of the "ideal" capacity of the coils will lead to results not rar from the truth. Now on a 
previous occasion the "idea'" capacity of a coil with 344 turns was found to be 34.6 cm. 
Since this "ideal" capacity increases with the square of the length of the turns, owing 
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to the fact that it ioC':reases with the energy stored in simple proportion, and the energy 
again in proportion to the square of the difference of pressure bctwttn each two adjaa:nt 
turns. tbe difference of pressure is simply proportionate to the length. Now the length of 
one turn on square coil is 4 x l! ' 1/4"=4 x IJ2.S"=530", The coil of 344 turns being 
wound on a drum 14" diam " the length of each of its turns is 3.1416 x 14" .. 44" nearly. 
The "ideal" capacity of the square coil will therefore be, considering also turns, 

14 (530 1 265 )' 14 
344 x 44) )( i~al cap. of coi1344 lurns _ { 22 x 344 x 34.6= 145.1 x 1.4 = 203. 14 em. 

,Hcnce total "ideal" capacity will be the sum of these. that is approximately 238 C&IL This 
. value obtained at a given height above ground being known. we can now calculate the incre· 
ments of capacity. or decrements of same as the coil is approached to or removed from 
the ground and it ought to be found that these increments or decrements are proportionate 
to the distances of coil from ground in the successive positions of the coil. I think that it 
is unnecessary to go through the trouble at present because it is very probably so. 

Nole: Such proportionality would be destroyed if there would be any appreciable 
currents generated in the ground. 

Colorado Springs 

Dec. 10, 1899 

Estimate of turns of "Extra coil" to be used with the structure of iron pipes as capacity 
on fr~e terminaL 

In a previous test resonance was obtained with new extra coil and elevated structure 
as capacity with 

Capacity in primary exciting circuit 

168 bottles _ O.ISI2 mfd 

Inductance in primary circuit 

20 3 f8 turns reg. coil 

In this test the extra coil had 105 turns. The turns being now reduced to 100, the 

inductance of the coil will be smaller by a ratio of (100)1_0.901. Hence instead of 
lOS 

20,000,000 cm as before. the inductance of the coil will be 20 x O.907 million em 
or 18,140.000 cm = 0.018 henry approx. Had the above test been performed with the coil 
so modified, the capacity in the primary exciting circuit - assuming th~ inductance the 

same - would 
18. 14 

have been smaller by a ratio of 20 or we would have had instead of 

168 
18. 14 

bottles about 20 x 168= 153 bottles approximately = O.OOO9 x 153= 0. 13159 mfd 

capacity. We have therefore as basis for computation : 
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bIro coil"';I" slrwctun: I. 
• 

Capecity·primary: 0.137S9 mfd 
• 

Inducta"......primary: 20 3/8 turns reg. 
coil. +COD!l. _, 

Now in another test of extra coil but without structure results were 

Capacity·primary: 0.0648 mfd 

ExtrQ coil O/OM,' 2. 

Inductance-primary ; S S/8 turns reg. 
coil. +conn. 

.. -

, 

These data enable us to determine how many turns arc to be left off Oil bottom of 
coil in order that it be in resonance with the primary exciting system under 'the ~sl work· 
Ing contI/110M of lhe Illtl~T" the structure being connected to the coil. 

Now the secondary, to be at best, should work with all jars available and the regula· 
ting coil Ihould be IlII CUI olll in the primary. This is namely the condition corresponding 
to full output and highest econ~my. Under such working conditions the secondary will 
modify areatly the inductance of the primary and for the present appro~ma~ estimate 
it will be close enough to assume a diminution of about W/. of the primary inductance 
so that the latter may be put at 28,000 em. This would then give in Test 2: 

Capacity·primary 
0.0648 mfd 

Extra coil alon~ 

Inductal!l%·primary 
28,000+5 518 turns reg. coi!+conn _ 
=28,000+17,263_45,300 em. approl!:. 

8 x 36 
But capacity in primary with alljarsas would be required/or best working would be 2 

= 144 bottles-O. I296 mfd. Reduced to this capacity the inductance in primary would 
0.0648 

have been in reading 2. instead of 45,300 cm only 0. 1296 x 45,300- 12,650 em. 

Taking now reading I. when s~ructure was connected to the free terminal of coil 
the inductance in primary was 20 3/8 turns+conn. = 72.660 em from table. But in this 
case the capacity was 0.13759 mfd. Reducing this to the capacity when secondary works 
best, that is, to 0.1296 mfd the inductance with this capacity would have been larger by 

. 0. 13759 
a ratio of · 0'. i 296 =1.048 or it would have been 72,660 x 1.048= 76,150 em, approx. 

Thus we have the fo llowing data : 

Extra coil with struclur~ conn~ct~d: a) 

Capacity in primary 0.1296 mfd Inductance in primary - 76,150 em and 

Extra coil Qlon~ without structur~: b) 

Capacity in primary 0.1296 mfd Inductance in primary 22,650 em. 
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Now to secure resonance with structure attached and under bt:st working collditioD$ 
of the exciting sy.:em witb possibly only a very few turns oCthe regulating coil in primary, 

h f bo 0 r 01 b . 22,650 we ave rom a ve to reduce Inductance 0 extra COl y a rallo of • For same 
76,150 

length turns will be 

.J2265 1615 x 100-54-55 t. 

Colorado Springs 
Dec. 14. 1899 

Tut to curlain fru ~ibrQtion of new "Ex IrQ Coil System" (latest) 

The new "extra ceil" latest type is wound on same (rame 8' J " diam. and 8 feet 
in length, the wire being this time No.6 instead of wire No. 10as beror~. There are presently 
just 100 turns. A coil of No.6 wire WOUQd on drum 14" diam. and &..lcct long, whicb was 
used repeatedly before, was connected in series with this latest extra coil and resonance 
determined by means of thcadjustable small inductanc.c: as usual and a miniature lamp 
.bunting the turns. The results with no capacity on the terminal whicb was "frcc" were: 

Capacity in primary circuit 

5x 36 ISO 
2 = 2 =90 bottles= 0.081 mfd 

Inductance in primary circuit 

One primary tum (two cables in multiple)+ 
+3 turns regul. coil 

When a ball 30" diam. with 4 feet of wire was connected to tbe free terminal the 
readings were: 

Capacity-primary: 0.081 mfd Induct.anOe-primary: as above, only 7 1/2 
turns in resul. coil. 

In both cases tbe excitation was effected through the secondary of the oscillator 
from a point of the same 3/4 turns from ground plate. In the first case the inductance of 
primary, taking into consideration the secondary reaction, is estimated at 41,000 cm. 
Adding to this the inductance of connections and 3 turns of regulating coil _ IO,OOO cm 
the total inductance was about 51,000 cm. This with a capacity of 0.081 mfd would give 
t~e . ~riod of the system comprising the two coils in series 

2n ~ 51 2n 12.75 
T. _ 1000.OSI x 10' - lot x 2.03_ 10' approx. and n-78,JOO 

approx. per second. When the capacity of a ball of 30" diam. is associated with the system 
we have the inductance of the primary circuit, as before, 41,000 cm for the primary turn 
with secondary reacting plus 1 1/2 turns regulating coil and conne<:tions = 23,580 cm, 
with reference to the table, that is, (0Ial = 64,580 cm. The period in the scccnd case was 
therefore 

T _ 2n J 0081 6458 _ 2"1t' .J 523 098 _ 6.28 x 22.9 _ 143.8 
• 10J . )( 10' 10

'
. IOJ 10

' 
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and n= 70,000 .approx. The coil connected in seri=s with the extra coil was wound on a .. 
drum used before. In one case this drum was wound with wire No. 10.346 tums &iLC~,.!n · 
this case it bad an inductan« of 6.040,000 cm. The new "extra coil" latest havins 18.000.000 
cm approximately. the total inductance may be placed closely enough at Ig.ooo.ooo+ 

+ ( ~:!) 2 x 6,000,000 cm. the coil in series with the extra coil here used havill8 283 turns. 

This gives inductance total 18.000,000+ 4.000,000 approx.=22.000.ooo em. Now if the 
laUer coil of 283 turns would have been omitted then the system would have vibrated 
quicker in proportion 

~22 x 10' _ ~~ _ y'lI _ 1 106 
18 ,.. )()6 183 . 

o 

times or since" io the first case was-78.SOO, the extra coil alone will vihrate 
1. I06x78.SOO= 86.800 approlt. If the inductance in primary be left the same as in the first 

. . 18 9 . 
case then the number of bottles Will be reduced by a ratio of 22 - Tl or Instead of 90 bot· 

90 x 9 810 . 
ties total we shall want -= . ==74 bottles or nearly so; this mC"DS 

II II 
148 . bottles on 

each side or about 4 tanks. This is only an approximate estimate for firSt guidance. 
Perbaps the reaction of the secondary is somewbat overestimated in this case as it was not 
resonating in these tests or near the resonatill8 condition . 

• With fiIwa I,k.., (com a:oDd test the resutt. are lU)' ucarly Inc same. 

Colorodo Springs 
Dec. 15. 1899 

list, for Jutuu r~f~r~"c~. of som~ coils w~d ;" th~ ~xp~rim~"ts up to pr~s~nt. 

Coil wound on drum 25.25" diam. cord No. 20 404 turns Length of 
Coil .. " 

cord No. 10 259 " this drum 

Coil " " 
wire No. 10 274 " 71 1/ 2" appro 

Coil " 
24" diam. wire No. 6 207 " 70 3/4" Ions 

Coil ,, - o . , 10 ~/16 " 
Bell wire No.18 550 " 

Coil " 
14" 

" 
cord No. 10 346 " Length of 

Coil 
" 

14" 
" 

Bell wire No.18 1314 " tbis drum 

Coil " 
14" ,. No. 6 wire 283 .. 8 feet appro 

Coil .. 5" .. No. 2 .. 91 .. 38 1/4" lOR$. 
Coil .. 5" .. No. 6 .. 129 .. 38 3/ 4" .. 
Coil .. 4" .. No. 10 .. 185 .. 4 ft . long. 
Coil .. 4" .. No. 10 .. 141 .. 3 ft . .. 
Coil .. 30 1/2" .. No. 25 .. 132 1/ 2 turns 

• Elip. resonlnoe 
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C.oil on drum 26" diam. 
upright staltd 136 turns 

Coil aD spool 12" diam. 
No. 6 wire 
2 1/8" long 28 layers Bell wire,oNo. 18 

tu,", Ito 20 lay. 281~20X 28+8 X 27-S60+216=776 
.. 28 lay. 27 

• ~. to dcfcnnine period$ 01 vitnlton. 

tures 

New extra coil as first wound 8' 3" di&m., 8 ft. long, 105 turns No. 6 wire, between 
grooves 1/2". A Dumber of these coils have been before described aad their inductances 
measured. Since the same drums were repeatedly wound with different wires it is easy 
to determine tbe inductances on the bases of data before recorded with some of them. 
It is proposed to make later a complete table of tbe coils with the inductances and other 
particulars worked out. 

-Colorado Springs 
Dec. 16, 1899 

In c&rrying on lome experiments to 'scert.jn the effects of induction from the pri
mary circuit of the oscillator in the laboratory, at a dist.DQ" from the same, a square 
frame described on a previous ooasion was used. This frame was II' 1/4"_132.5"_ 
= 336.55 em long and as much wide and 3 3/4"_9.S25 em deep. It was wound with 14 
turns of wire No. 10. To ascertain the period of vibratiOD of this coil a formula before 
arrived at aDd frequently "'ed was again employed. Thi5 formula applies to coils of circular 
cross section but it was thought that the results would be close enough also for the square 
coil with due allowances. To apply the rule the square Iur(ace was converted into a circular 
one equal to it aDd the diameter of the latter was calculated. Finally aD allowance was made 
for the diminished length of the wire on the circular coil for the 5'1JI4! number of turns. 

D'x 
Calling D the diameter of the circle we have _ 336.552 from whieh follows D- 380 em. 

4 
approximately. The formula referred to is 

- ..• 

3)( 10to .J C,.+d)T 

p - D' N -J'" J(,fJ 

flere ·,.=distancc of wires-O.46 em; d= diam. of wire = O.254 cm ; 

CT+d)= 0.714; ..JT (T+ d)- 0.573; 
52 -

K as found = ;..J d= 0.5; N= number of tums_ 14; p = natural frequency of coil to 
H" 

be found. 
This gives in the present case : 

3 )( 1010 )( 0.573 
p - -

3. 141 6)( 3802 )( 14 )( ~3. 14 ~ ~)( 52 )( 0.5 
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~ 6)( Hl" )( 573 6 )( 10' )( 573 - - -3. 1416 )( 144,400 )( 14 )( Y 3. 1416 )( 52 44 )( 1444)( Y3. 1416 )( 52 ' .. 

_-,-,.::3c:4::3::8:.:x.::I.:0'-c-c_ 3438)( 10' ... 3438 x 10' -423,000 
44 )( 1444 x I2.8 813 ,300 8133 

and n - 423,000 - 67,360 nearly. 
h 

approximately 

This would be for a cylindrical coil of 14 turns, but the turns of the square coil are longer 
and, since the inductance is proportio nate to the square of the length of wire, and the 
frequency again proportionate to the square root of the inductance, n will be smaller in 

4 )( 336.55 1193 . 1193 
proportio n _ . = or the system will vi brate about -- x 67,360 or 

3. 1416 x380 1346 1346 
roughly 60,000 per sec. The f!xpuimf!nrs sho'wed it vibrated nearly this numbu of limes. 

-

Colorado Springs 
Dec. 31, 1899 

Of the photographs taken here from Dec. 17 to Dec. 31, 1899 by Mr. Alley the fol
lowing were forwarded through him to my friends of the Century : 

I. Front view of laboratory from Pike's Peak side. Isochromatic 11" x 14" plate. 
Time - afternoon before sunset. This is a very fine photograph showing well the advantage 
of the pure atmosphere here. Such sharpness of outlines and amount of detail could not 
be obtained in New York, for iwtancc. I conclude that the high quaJity of photographs 
obtainable in these parts is Dot 10 much due to the skill of the professionals as to the pure 
atmosphere and abundance of light. 

11. View of interior sbowing half of circle of oscillator frame with several coils 
grouped iwide; Westinghouse tl'llmformer, lightning arresters in background, also part 
of central "extra coil" latest pattern and a 30" ball on stand. The photograph was taken 
late in the afternoon. Light was rather feebly diffused. The plate was as before, 11" x 14" 
isochromatic.~ · 

111. View of interior, chiefly showing condensers, break moto r and regulating coil 
in primary of oscillator. Westingho use high tension transformer and supply transformers 
in background, also arresters. Plate same as before, the photograph was taken at the same 
time, practically as that described under II . The d iffused daylight was very feeble. Bo th 
of these plates are excellent . 

IV. View o f laboratory from the rear by moonlight; J h 20 min. exposure. Moon 
about 2/3 full . Showing Pike's Peak Range and all details of building very sharply. Such 
photographs by moonlight could be secured only in a few places. Plate same as before, 
It "x 14" isochromatic. 
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Phot. I. Front view of Laboratory from Pike's Peak side. 
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Phot. II. View or inlerior showiq b&If 0( cirdc of O«:iUalot (rime wilh iCiall coils inside. 
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Phot. HI. View 0( interior, chldly ahowiftl c:oodeIuerI, brak motor and rqulatirll coil in primary o( 
oscilla tor. Weslinahouse hish tens.ion tnmsI'Oiiiler, IlIppIy translomw:n and arTeSten in beck,ro"nd , 
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PhOI. IV. View or laboratory from the rear by moonIicht. 
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Phot. V. View or interior $howin, I number or (:Oil$ dirre!ti1tly attuned and respondinl 10 vibration 
transmiued to them from In elc:ctrical O$I;iJlalor4U, 
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Phot. Vl. Normally excited "extra coil". 
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PboI. VII. V_ of "utra coil" in action.. 
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V. View of interior much the same as in II. The secondary and various coils placed . 
inside. patti<;ularly the central "extra coil", are rewDAlina:. The lauer is connected to . ' 
point of the fint ICCOMUY twu about 3/4 turns from around connection, nevertheless 
the streamers are powerful. Other coils art connc<:ted to the .. me point whHe a ball )0" 

on a stand and & coil OD. a stand are conntc:ted to the last tum of second.,y. serona sparks 
were plISsill8 from top to bottom of eatn. coil and the Iccondlry lut turn .hoM strona 
streamen. About 100 short flashes or throWi of switch and afterwards an exposure of 
15 mia.utes to ordinary arc lamp placed in corner of buikliag for the purpose of phot!> 
graphy. The arc lipl is much prderabk: to fluh light as the time caD. be closely determined 
in each case. The isochromatic plate is tkdMdly IHtt~r. In this plate there is a red dye "sed 

in colorina the plate, otherwise it is the same as the Cramer "CrOWD", The plate used 
was "iDStanla~ul Cramer isochromatic", same size as those before. This observation 
suggests a line of experiment which might IcId to useful results. It wouJd consist in usill8 
plates each dyed with. different color to brill8 out specific effectl. The vibrations of the 
system was the normal or nearly so as recorded in previous nota. 

VI . View of"utra coil" excited as nonn·lly. A bare brass riq fow+;d of tube 3/." 
diam.. is placed on top. The ,witch il thrown in 0DCe nd held about 3 .~coQ(b. 1be roof 
has been slightly opened and al.o the door in front to create a drauJht. 1be effect of the . -
latter i. noted easily on the sepuation of the individual di...-bIrJel. 1b.i. feature is parti-
cularly noticeable on sparks P''ItDl to the hood carried by the structure of iron pipes 
repeatedly described. These .parks pay in curious ways preferriq frequently a Ion&: path 
to a short Ont. Thil is pc culiar to tbele divbup of hish tens.iOlL emanatiq from a ,illite 
free tenniDaJ. Some sttramtll au: broken in places to continue stronaer afterwards. From 
end to end of the 10DS 5t strumen about SO 55 feet in a 6lTailh' line. This photograph 
is exliemtly beautifuJ on account of the character as well as arranaement of the llreanv:cs. 
The extra coil is excited as normally but not quite full power. The vibration is as previously 
recorded. 

The same kind of plate as before was used and the exposure to arc light was 15 
minutes, about half light cut orr. 

VII. View of "utr. coil" in action. Wires .lightly inclined to the ground, to prevent 
diJCharge from going to roof, were fastened at small distances to brass ring on top of coil. 
Thus a great amount of streamers was produced and they were necessarily weaker indivi
dually. The plate illustrates well this feature as is evident from the hairlike appearance 
of the streamers. Individual sparks passing to ground sometimes are strong. It is peculiar 
that discharge will break out more strongly on some wire and then keep on the same 
place until broken by draught created or otherwise. The path is, however, evidently 
accidental ~~~ding probably on the arrangement of particles floating in the air. This 
photograph is -very beautiful and symmetrical. The length of the streamers is about the 
.. me as in preceding N115e. The vibration of "extra coil" system about normal only slightly 
modi6ed by the wires attached to brass ring. Some streamers, curious to note when striking 
the ground and thus becoming sparks or spark discbarges more brilliant in color, ap
peared thicker on bottom than on the point of origin. I believe I have recorded this pheno
menon some time before. It m&y, on the plate, appear that the streamer or spark is thicker 
rarther away from the origin without necessarily being so. This is simply caused by the 
end or lower part of the streamer being closer to the camera than the origin. But the eye 
is not deceived in this respect and the phenomenon may be frequently noted so that iu 
existence is beyond doubt. This may be explained by assuming a volatilization of the 
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material where the spark strikes, wht:reby a flame may be produced increasjng the b~ght. 
ness of the part of the luminous path nearer to this point. In fact 1 observe that.whenever 
a powerful spark strikes an objttt which is of a material easily disintegrated by the heat, 
such as wood, there is a momentary small flame produced on that point and of len one may 
see the spark bound back: as it were or splash over the object like. jet of molten metal. 
It will be noted on the negative that the points where the sparks hit the Soor arc always 
darker, this showing the increased development of light at these spots. The plate used is 
the same &5 before. 

VIII. This shows a centra' view of "extra coil" normally excited with S(rumen 
issuing from a disk turned towards the camera. In thi:; instance the streamers were longer 
than before as they were issuing from fewer points. chidly from the rim of the disk which 
was a liule more than 10" in diam. Some of the streamers dartina towards the corners of 
the buildins were 30 feet in a straight line, but considering their curved path they were 
in all probability 50 feet long. Some of them show interestins bifurcations or spliuina up 
in many branches while others, carried by the draught they create themselYel. again show 
clearly the individual discharaes. The brilliant sparks to the hood above the coil are also 
curious and interesting often passing far above the hood and then retumina 10 the same 
in paths much lonser tban the straight route from the top of the eoilTo the hood which 
they should follow. Some of the streamelS striking the floor show the increased brightness, 
before refeile<! to, very clearly. It is noticeable that the streamers above the coil are of 
finer tellture and split up, the draught being of course stton.ser near the operuna of the 
roof. On some of the very long streamers one can see occuionally more brilliant points. 
The plate in this experiment was the same as before and the vibration of the "extra coil" 
system likewise normal or nearly so. 

IX. This photograph illustrates apin the extra coil with streamers and spuks from 
a pointed wire placed towards the camera. The wire or terminal was turned diahtly doWD
wards to cause the IIreamen or sparks to go more downward, as there was a cons.iderable 
danger in this experiment of infl'ming the roof of the buildiq by the discharsc: taking 
an upward course. The streamers, when made to issue from a point as in this inst'Dt'#, are 
namely very long and in fact it was found impossible to work the apparatus to its full 
capacity in this account. The excitation of the "extra coil" system was pushed as far as 
could be done without areat risk. The longest streamers reached the side of the building 
and even the comers sometimes. One of them reached the photographer Mr. Alley in 
the comer of the building, while another one struck me as I was operating the switch in 
another comer. They were so feeble at that distance, however, that they did not cause 
any;njury or pain. Another one struck the camera but, as subsequently found, did not 
spoil the plate. These streamers were about the longest produceable in the present building, 
with the roof closed, measurina from 31-32 feet in a straight line from origin to end. 
Taking into account the curiously curved path the length was probably more than twiQ. 
this, so that taking the discharge from tip to tip of these longest streamers, the ac/ual 
path of the discharSe through the air was from, say, 124-128 feet! If the building would 
permit I think that with the present apparatus, by putting about two to three times the 
copper in the oscillator a discharge extending through approximately twice this distance 
would be obtained, and by overcoming some defects of the present type of oscillator a 
further gain of about 50% could still be effected, so that I can certainly expeet to reach, 
measured in this way, a length from 372 to 384 feet from end to end. In an industrial plant 
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Phot. VllI . Central view of "extra coil" normally excited with streamers issuing from. disk tumod towards 
the camera. 
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Photo IX. ""Exira coil" witb $trumers and sparks rrom. pointed wire placed towards the earrAAI. 
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it seems to me advisable to push the pressure still further and the difficulties in this rap eel 
do Dot seem to me DOW to be very sreal. In the pre scnt photograph certain featurel bef'ore 
commented upon are even better ,hown tMp ill the pioo:cdiq plates. For inst'""", the 
high luminosity on the bottom where •• park .trikes the floor. the "splashilll" of the 
discharge. the braDChing out &ad the interruption of. streamer are all well shown. But 
the most curiow feature is the appear-It« of "fire bans". As already noted in a previous 
inst·nce a streamer even when not as stroog as 'NIP here described, will &bow sometimes 
one or more points of gtcatcr luminosity thIn the rest. On • plate an errect of this kind 
may be J:jroduocd by a streamer ludden1y bendiq or lumina. but the actuaJ appearance 
of these 'luminous .pot5 or pointJ i. unmistakable. In the instance here described the 
streamcn were very powerful and the spots when they appeared were about an inch or 
possibly morc in diameter, actual "fire balls" as they appeared to the eye. Now what is 
the cause of their formation? I attribute them to tbe presence of some material in the 
air at that particul&r Spot which iI of Iuch. a nature that when heated it increasea the lu.mi~ 
nosity. It il possible that sodium it coDlCel'1lCd in the production of the phenomenon. But 
the luminous "ball" must be extremely thort lived as it does Dot impreu itself upon the 
plate sufficiently despite ita hiah luminosity, One can barely note a lma]lluminoUi patch 
on the streamer, the impression of the central portion of the "ball", It il llQt' improbable 
that the evolution of the "fire ball" may be COIlDCCted with a proa .1 akin' to explosion 
or sudden volalilaation. Apin. in thiI iDJt.ooe the wne kind of plate was used and the 
.'bration of the extra coil was but d.iabtly quicker tb'D normal. 

X . ThiI plate illustrates the dinar,e iUllin, from the top of the "extra coil", from 
the brus rilll mentioned before. aU over its surface. To produce a more beautiful effect 
in this instnot the switcb was thrown in 200 times, but the closure of the circuit was .. 
short as was practicable, only a smatl fraction of a secood. possibly 1/4 or 1/5 of. a 
second. In plates VII, VIII and IX ODe bundred closures of the switch were made. This 
photoJraph is extremely beautiful although the streamers were not 10 JarJC as in some 
previous inst·nces. The sparb dartin& occasionally to the hood rather beipten the 
effect. The streamers are of fine texture but oat quite 10 as in the plate dc:k:a ibed under VII. 
The reason is that the brass rins before mentioned, beiDl of a. large diameter, does not 
permit the streamers to issue from it as readily as the thin wires do and therefore the 
streamers partake more or less of the nature of sparks, beio.g thicker and more brilliant 
and bluish white in color at the origin. while the streamers issuing from pointed. termin.!s 
are of a reddiah hue, sometimes quite purple and also leu noisy and of feebler luminosity. 
Owing to their color and small luminosity they do not impress themselves upon the plate 
as powerfully as the streamers coming from surf'ces ofa relatively lar,e radius of curvature, 
which are...m~ or less of a disruptive character, ressentbling sparks at the poiDt of issue 
from the terminal. In this experiment apia the vibration oftbe extra coil was ne'r1y normal, 
the plate was or the same kind an.! the exposure to the arc light, as in tbe previous cases 
described, about IS minutes, about half of the light cut off on lens, 

XI. Plate illustrates dischar,e passing laterally to the camera from the central coil 
&Cross the shop to another coil on a vertical stand. The length of the sparks I estimate 
about 15 feet in this instance, possibly more. The sparks are very powerful and brilliant. 
The discharge was produced by .so successive short closures of the switch, the experi"ment 
being, of course, performed io the dark. Theo an exposure - with the arc lamp 10 min. 
lens almost o pen, with an experimenter (Mr. Alley) sitting in the chair - was made. The 
picture of a human figure was introduced to give an idea of the magnitude o f the discharge. 
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xu. The sarne experiment was repeated with the coil on stand being placed farthe; . 
from the central coil. The sparks were about 20 feet 10Dl in a straight line. Fifty throW$ ' 
of the .witch were used as before. The prooc:dure was iliabdy modified by settiq"-Ofy 
about 1/3 of an Eastnwl flash powder to bring out my features. 

~~: Jin these: two plates the effect was improved by makiq the .treamen issue 

symmetrically from ball 8" diam. with two wires on each side: X. Fifty thcows of 

the switch were used and the procedure was as in XII. In all the later instances described 
the platel and other particulan were the same as before. 

Note: optn lnu, mc light S min. 

Not~ : to preceding description of photographs taken with Mr. AUey: 

As before stated, in most.cues when the "DeW extra coil" was shown in. action, the 
vibration of tbe system includins it was about the normal, only slightl)l m~6ed by the 
attaciuncat of termiul. of comparatively very small C&Plcity. The "un coil" s)"tem 'WU 

namely adjusted to the 'Vibration of the primary system which took place with OM prlmtuy 
turn (the two primary cables being in multiple) with 1111 1M jtu3 bdnt COnMCled ill IllIO .'3 
in s~rlu Ind with the rqu/IItuw coil 1111 but 1/2 tllll 0111. Under these eoo.ditioDi the neoa· 
dary was ftry Itron&iY reectilll upon the primary modifying the induct,QOC of the latter 
so fb,l the iDCiuctIDcc of the primary turn instead of heiDI as p,C'Yiously detenruGed about 
57,000 em was diminished to 41,000 em approx. Now the inductlQOC of the colI"ations 
to the condensers, and 1/2 of one tum of regulating coil, was as will be seen with reference 
to the table, often referred to - nearly 6000 em. So that the total inductance orthe primary 
circuit under these conditions, was owing to the resonating secondary, was only 4I,OCO+ 

47 
+6000= 47,000 em, or 10' henry. Now the capacity in the primary was two sets of eight 

tanks in series or four tanks total, that is, 4x 36= 144 bottles or 144 xOJ)09=0.1296 mfd, 
approx. Hence the period was 

27t I 47 21t' 211: 15.5 12 
T' - I()lVO. 1296x 10'-10' Y6.0912- 10' x 2.47_ 10' 

or a = '4.,", per sec. or nearly so. This is a considerably quicker vibration than when the 
secondary4 is·1tot active. As the "ex\ra coil" did not have sufficient inductance in ilselr, 
another coil was inserted in series with the same to insure the resonating condition with 
the above primary vibration. This latter coil was wound with wire No. 6 on an old drum 
2 feet diam. and 6 feet long. Particulars about this coil will be recorded on anotber page. 
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Colorado Springs 
Jan. I, 1900. __ . 

Photographs tabn Dec. 22. and 23; with Mr. Alley from Dec. 17 to Dec. 31, 1899 and 
particulars about the same: 

XV. Shows an incandescent lamp 16 c.p., 100 V placed out on the field with two 
wires leading to it. Snow on tbe ground. The lamp is lighted. 

I XVI. Illustrates the same with three lamps 16 c.p., 100 V placed on the snow and 
hghted. The lamps are connected in multiple arc. 

XVII. Photograph showing once more the same with three lamps as before, the 
lamps being placed on blaclc cloth to improve effect. These photographs ~re taken under 
the fonowing conditions: 

A cord of section equal to that of wire No. 10 was laid on the field in the form of 
a square of 62' 5"=749"= 1901.5 em side. tbe center of the square being from the center 
of the primary loop of the oscillator in the laboratory a liu1e over 60 feet - 720" - 1830 em. 
The ends of the square were cOnnected to two lmall condensers joined in multiple and 
each baving a little less than I f20 mfd. Neglecting capacity of the cord aPtnst that of 
the condensen the tot&l. effective capacity of thil system was. with fair approxim.tion 
1/ 10 mfd. or 90,000 em. The inductance of the square, taking it as consisting of two pain 
of parallel wires, was 

In the present instance 

1= 1902.5 em, d= I902.S em, r= r' - 0.254 cm. 

d' d' (d)' (1902 ' )' -: _____ . _(7500)1 and L.-4 x 1902.S x 
rr ,.1 r 0.254 

x (log" 7500z + 1/2) _ 7610 )( (17.825 +0.5) _7610 x IS.325 - 761 x 183.25 

log 7500=3.875061 

2 log 7500,.,.7.750122 
2 lOBe 7SOO=7.75 x 2.3=I7.S25 approx. 

13,945 
L. - 139,450 cm, or ":':,-,-,"- henry 

10' 

From the: foregoing we have for the period of the secondary system: 

T _ 21t~01 13.945 _ 21t" 3945 _ 21tx37.34 _23 4.5 
• 101 . x 10' 10' I . 10' 10' 

and this would give n= n,640 approx. per second. 
Now resonance in this circuit was obtained with all jars being connected as usual 

and two primary turns in multiple, there being besides in the primary ci rcuit 18 1/2 tUfDJ 
of the regulating coil. This gives approximately the capacity of primary or exciting circuit 
8 x 36 
-"-7'-'- jars= 144 jars or bottles= O.OOO9x 144= 0.1296 mfd. Neglecting for the moment 
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the 5eCondary' reaction (that i~ the action of the secondary or the oscillator upon tbe pri·· 
mary, the former being thrown out of step by connecting lOme inductance in series "With 
it), the induct·nce of the primary circuit with refer< nee to previous data for the primary 
tunu and rcplatiDJ coil was 122.000 ern. But the iJldnc:t·...,.. caklJlated from equation 

2Tt_/0 96 L .. 2 1'C 101 13.945 .. 234.5 
10l v .12 x p , 10' V . )( 10' 10' 

is smaller, bciQl in fact only about J08.000 mi. The smaller value is evidently the conect 
ODC, beiq the actoal value of the iaduct.pce or the primary circuit. as modified by the 
secondary of the oscillator lAd the It~ond.ry circuit lishtiq the lamps. A. small streamer 
was sccn to j5Sue from the free tcrmioal of the secondary. hmc- it certainly affected the 
primary, reduciq the induct • ...,... The reaction oC the secondary circuit liahtiq the lamps 
w~ comparatively small. Io order Dot to bunt the lamps the CUlient of the supply lrans
formel'll wu very much cut down. I think about 30 lamps could have been li,lhted in this 
mlnDer by pushil1l to the normal limit the e.citation of the primary loop. 

Four pbotographs were m'de of the: discba:rae oCthe: second"y oflatc:st type, 20 turns 
of two wires No. 10. The primary consisted of one: tUl'll., the two primary cables being 
colUlCCted in multiple arc. The ratio of convenion bein, tbut .1 : 20; the7"t.m.f. at the 
tenni.aa1s of Ic:c:ondary, witb the primary eKited to full power, was about 400,000 volta. 
Owilll to the: low m:i.st·ftQ! of the secoodary - eXbemely low wben coasideriq tbe: biah 
c.m.f. - the diderp was ~ powerful. of a d·nOOI briJlj·"CY. literally blindiq, and 
call'e cI a deafellilll11OilC. The candle power of the arc is equivalent to that of five or six 
arc lip-ts of normal streqtb. At leut I coDClude so (rom comparative tests. Photopphs 
were m'de by exposilll the: objects to the light of the: secondary discharge and it took 
ooly a .mall fraction of tbe time needed for an art: lamp to impress the plate. The sc:condary 
discharge of this apparatus is so powerful that it was always more or less dangerous for 
the safety of tbe laboratory and machinery in the same, and elsewhere, to let it play. Anum· 
ber of times tbe sbop caught fire by sparks pauilll from some nail, wire or any kind of 
conductor. Wbc:n the discharge was playing sparks were seen to Iy almost everywbe:re 
through the laboratory, from one: to another object and it was evident that it was more 
or less risky to let the sparks from the free terminal pass to the ground, because: short 
waves were produced in the conductors and these were only too apt to rupture the insu
lation of any apparatus in the circuit or circuits connected with the oscillator or in the 
neighboUrhood of tbe: same. The danger resid~s chiefly in the short waves and the risk 
was considerably diminished when the secondary, instead of discharging directly into the 
,hort ground connectioD, was made to discharae through a coil or inductance, slowing 
down the Vi6tation and preventing the formation of wry high harmonics. When tbe dil· 
charge: was effected as in the experiments photographed, a continuous and brilliant 
arcing took place over the lightning arresters aDd the dynamo at the supply station was 
short-circuited in rapid succession. When considering that the art: on the arresters is almost 
continuous one must admit that these arresters work extremely well. The discharge, owing 
to the terrible Doise: it creates is highly irritating and I think also dangerous to the timpanum 
of the ear. Often pain is experienced in the ears afterward and the buzzing in the ears 
continues for hours. If signalling with w:ry short waves were desirable, nothiDg better 
could be used thaD such a secondary discharge. Although I have not tested its effects at 
extremely great distances, I conclude, rrom comparison with other induction apparatus 
experimented with, that it would affect a sensitive device certainly at one thousand miles 
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and very likely at a "eater dil"Ga", even on land. The !peat brilliancy of the disch.rJC 
is in part due to the comparativc:ly (&rse capacity of the secondary which, IS before sli~ 
is without further provision imeparablc from such a coil of very large diameter. When 
lookina at the arc for a moment one can clearly perceive the arc proper forming the central 
and comparatively IWTOW part of the luminous path, around which there is on each 
side a brilliant band or 1/2" to 1" width apparently. When the discharge is playing, se
nerally IparU pass on some pl.ces between the secondary top turns, this showing that 
they are by no melDs too far apart. . I 

Of the four plates : XVIII., sbows the secondary discharging from the free eM or 
terminal formed by a wire to the ground plate visible on the bottom. 

Plate XIX. iUllItratcs the discharge taking place between & ball 30" diam. and the 
ground plate. [n the former case \hc discharge is about 3 1/2 feet, in the lauer about 3 feet 
long. 'These photographs were taken through about half of the full lea.sc opeding, never
theless the dischuge is not sharp for although the foc;usiq was carefully effected the wide 
luminous band on etch side of the arc proper, which was referred to, blurs the image. 
To improve the photographs t.wo more plates were exposed, one the same as plate XVIII., 
marked XX., showing discharge between a wire and ground plate, and the osher, marked 
XXI., illwtratiq discharge playing between a ball 18" diam. and the ground plate. [n 
these UistIDoet a smatl opening was used and the images are sharper. To be quite sharp 
a pin-hole diaphraam should be used . The vibration in these four instances was the norma! 
as before determined, all jars and one turn in primary, 2S thro'WS of switch, very sbort, 
tlasb afterwards. 

Colcwtldo Springs 
Jan. 2, 1900 

Photograp/u taken with Mr. Alley from Dec. 17 to Dec. 31. 1899 and particulars 
about the same. 

XXI[. This photograph shows the "new extra coil" as last modified. ha~q 98 turns 
wire No.6 and on top two turns or nearly so of wire No. 10 covered with a thickness 
of 3/8" rii'61itr. This wire was repeatedly referred to in previous notes. It wu necc ssary 
to use it in many of the experiments recorded for the purpose of preventing or at least 
reducing leales. In many cases despite the excellency and great thickness of the insulation 
the latter was found inadequate to withstand the strain, as is evident from a number of 
photographs showing the coil in action energized to full power. The picture illustrates 
five incandescent lamps lighted - and to much more than normal candle power - on 
a table in front of the coil. The lamps are in series, one end of the series being connected 
to the ground by a wire seen on the bottom while the other end of the lamp series is joined 
to the lower end of the coil, the upper end being entirely insulated and remote from objects 
which might act upon it inductively. The connection will be best understood from the 
diagram below. In tbe experiment illustrated there is no appreciable induction exerted 
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upon the extra coil as the wires of the oscillato r proper, wound on the wooden structure 
seen in the back behind the ooil, are 3horl-cj,cujt~d. One of the terminals of the condenserS 
is grounded SO that when they are d ischarging through the circuit, dueHy oomposed of 
a number of turns of the regulating coil, there is a strong vibration propagated through 
the ground which through the ground wire w reaches the "extra coil". Now, generally, 
the enerl)' which can thus be transmitted to the 
coil would be minute. hut when the osciUatioQS 
passing through the ground are exactly of the 
frequency of the "extra coil" system itself, a 
oonsiderab1e current passes into the coil which 
then acts just as a hole would in a pipe through 
which a fluid is pumped by means of a pulsating 
piston. As the magnifying factor of the coil is 
very large the feeble impulses reaching the 
ground wire and lamps magnify the impressed 
e.m.f. and create considerable movement or 
electricity through the lamps which are thus 
brilliantly lighted, as shown in the photograph. 
In the experiment the c::apacity in the exciting 
oscillatia.g circuit, impressing the vibrations upon 

,~ ... 

• 

- '" '" 
I , 

UMr SOlES 

the ground and wire w, was 3 tanks on each side or 1 1 f2 tanks total, that is 54 bot· 
ties or 0.0009 x S4"",0.0486 mfd, approx. The total inductance was 41,000 cm+ind. or 
6114 turns of regulating coil=41.000+19,368-60,OOO em. approx. or 0.00006 henry. 
From tb.iJ the approximate period of the vibration impressed upon the ground would be 

2n I 6 2n 2n 1.014 
. Tp- 1()l V 0.0486 x lOS - IIV V 0.02916 - lOS x 0. 1108 - 10' 

approx. and n_ 93,11O and p"""S85,OOO approx. ). would be very nearly 2 miles and , .= 1 J2 mile or about 2640 feet. In reality the length of the wire in tbe excited system -

that is extra coil and grouod wire, was found by measurement to be 2660 lUI (98 turns, 
wire No. 6, 25' 11" each tum= 2540' +3 /4 turn of cable inside of secondary frame "'" 
- I12' +continuation of ground c::ab/e outside of cirtie to ground plate= 28'+wire w
"",20' +rubber oovered wire on top of coil=.5O' that is, total 24.50'+112' +28' +20' +SO' _ 
-2660 feet. From above data and taking resistance of extra coil at I ohm (in reality a little 

pL 585,000 x 0.018 
less) we aet magnifying factor for coil alone /i - I - IO,j30. 

TUIni:· however, into consideration that tbe resistance of the lamps was about 
1000 ohms roughly, when including tbe latter in the system the factor would be onJy 

I 
about 1000 of this, or approximately only 10.5. But I believe that the resistanc:e of the 

lamps when operated by currents of such extreme frequencies is much smaller than the 
measured resistance according to the usual methods. The currents, namely, wben produced 
in sucb ways as these here employed, have very high maximum values and the carbon 
is brought periodically to 8. much higher temperature than wben operated with steady 
currents or currents of ordinary frequel1cies . I have observed this repeatedly. Furthermore 
when such currents as these here are used some part or the discharge also passes through 
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the rarefied gas in the bulb and there is a corresponding diminution of t!'le errective resi. 
stance of the lamp on this account. In fact. I think. that it is chiefly QwingJQ this that the 
resistance becomes very small, it being a fact that such currents pass with the greatest 
freedom through the rarefied gas particularly when it is maintained at a high temperature, 
as in the case here considered. The beating of the gas has the effect of increasing the in
candescence of the carbon and it is well demonstrated that an incandescent lamp takes, 
for a given luminosity,less energy when operated with currents of such extreme frequencies. 
Owing to these reasons the magnifying factor of the excited system even with the lamps 
included must have been very much larger than the figure last mentioned. It was astonish- I 

ing to note, in the experiment recorded on the plate, how much energy can be in this 
manner conveyed to such a carefully synchronized coil through the ground. The supply 
transformers were cut down by a regulating coil in the primary to less than one half, in 
fact to about 1/3 of full capacity and inasmuch as only 3 tanks on each side in the primary 
or exciting circuit were used while 8 tanks were available, it is evident that, if tbe excited 
system would have been designed to work with full output of the exciting apparatus it 
would have been quite practicable to light. say 3 x 8/ 3= 8 times as many lamps, or about 
40 lamps. However, inasmuch as the five lamps were far above .candle power it would 
have been, in all probability, possible to ligbt 60 lamps or so to:,,-ormal candle power by 
a specially designed coil, with a liberal allowance of copper, vibrating in unison with the 
system exciting the portion of the ground containing the ground plate. Nothing could 
convey a better idea of the tremendous activity of this apparatus and a simple comparison 
with well ascertained data, obtained with other induction apparatus, shows that one of 
the problems followed up here, that is the establishment of communication with any 
point of the globe irrespective of distance, is very near its practical solution. The cxistAncc 
of stationary waves proves the feasibility of the project almost beyond any dou"bt. The 
great amount of energy which can be conveyed to such a synchronized circuit, by conduction 
through the ground, makes it appear poSSible, that the necessity of elevating teuhinals 
in my system of energy transmission to a distance may be dispensed with in many instances 
and that, with a very moderate elevation of, say, a few hundred feet enou&h energy may 
be conveyed to a circuit to serve for one or another useful purpose beyond mere signal. 
ling, or such uses of the system in which a minute amount of energy is required. Certain1y, 
tbe amount of energy conveyed in this manner was, in some experiments with this ap
paratus, surprising at first. An interesting consideration in this connection may be the 
following; As before stated the period of the exciting or primary circuit, when resonance 

h I 6 
_ ~~th the extra coil was attained, was Tp= 101 VO.0486 x 10" Now the period of 

the excited system was T.= 2Tt "/0.018 x C.' in which C, is the "ideal" capacity as 
10' 

designated in previous instances, that is the capacity which would have to be joined to 
the free end of the "extra coil" of inductance of 0.01 8 henry but devoid of all distributed 

6 
0.0486 x lOS 

capacity. Since Tp-T, we find C. "'" mfd, or 
0.018 

6 
10' x 0.0486 x 10'· 54 x 0 .0486 54 x 486 3 x 486 

C. - ----:-::-:c:---'-"-- - - - .45.8 c:m. 
0.018 0.018 180 10 

9 x 
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Suppose an ideal system of this kind excited in the manner described, so that capa. 
city on the free end is charged each time as the current I!lternatcs to a potential P, Then, 
since as before stated, the system in experiment illustrated was vibrating about 93,OOCrffmes 
per second, the total energy set in movement in the system would be 

2 x 93,OOO x p2 X 145.8 
2 x 9 )( 1011 

watts. 

Let it be further assumed that 1% of the total energy set in movement is frittered 
down in the lamps and that the number of these were 60, as might have been the case in 
the presently described experiment. Suppose each lamp to take 50 watts, the total energy 
consumed in the lamps would be 3000 watts hence, under the above assumptions, the 
total energy set in movement in the excited system would have to be 100 times this amount 
or 300,000 watts. To satisfy this condition we would have 

aod 

2 x 93.000 X p 2 x 145.8 _ 300,000 
2x9 x 1011 

P l 54)( IOU 0" , .. :054,,°;.. - - I )( 186 )( 145.8 186 x 145.8 

- lOe ~27,5141~ . 8-10' Y O.02 approx. or -IO'~ I~O - IOS V"2 -

-IOSx 1.414 or P_141,400 volts. 

Not very much, as will be seen, for such a pressure is eJ(tremely small with apparatus 
of the kind used here. Taking P roughly as 140,000 volts and assuming that the ground 
plate be at such a distan~ that only 1000 volts ncONtwn' 
are impressed upon the same then the magn;· 
fying factor would have to be only 140. Of 
course, this is merely an example to support the 
above statement that considerable energy may in 
this way. and by such apparatus, be conveyed 
to a distant circuit which is connected to tbe 
ground at onJy one point directly or. if desired, 
through a condenser. 

O T!!" COl~ 

In another photograph, marked Plate XXIII., taken with same apparatus a similar 
experiment is illustrated. Here the extra coil as indicated in tbe diagram above is con
nected dfretfiy through the wire w to the ground plate and another coil designated in the 
diagram as "secondary" is placed in inductive relation to the extra coil eJ(cited in the 
same manner as in experiment before described. and a lamp is lighted by the currents 
generated in this " secondary". Only one lamp was used as it was the object of the photo
graph merely to illustrate a novel experiment. but with reference to the above it will be 
understood that as many as 60 lamps. or nearly so, might have been lighted with the 
apparatus used in this manner. All the particulars were practically the same as before. 
The "secondary" had fo ur turns, the excitation of the extra coil being reduced so that the 
lamp was somewhat above normal candlc power. In this, as well as in the preceding expe
riment. the switch on the Westinghouse high tension transformer was thrown in and out 
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. 
about .so times and aftcr this, as usual, an exposure to arc iight for the detail of the "p-
paratus was made. the time being 10 minutes with a small opening. _ 

In order to make these two experimenlS still more interesting they were performed 
outside with a smaller receiving coil and photographs were taken, which are numbered 
and of which Plate XXIV. shows a coil standing ouuide on a table to which a groundwire 
leads, which is connected to one of the terminals of a small lamp, while the other term inal 
of the same is joined to the lower end of the coil. The upper end of the coi l is free, a metal 
tube being connected to the same, as shown clearly in the picture. This tube is placed 
axially and serves to increase slightly the c:npacity of the excited system. 

In another experiment, with the same coil illustrated in Plate XXV., the coil is placed 
on the ground away from the laboratory and the lower end is connected to the nearest 
ground, while the upper ~nd or terminal is free. Three turns.ofwire are wo und around the 
lower end of the coil and the ends of this wire are connected to a lamp socket with its 
lamp which is, as shown. lighted by the currents induced in the three turns of wire through 
the oscillations transmitled through the ground to the coil. 

One more experiment of this kind was photographed, the same coil being again 
used and placed far out into. the field. this being shown in Plate XXVI., giving a clear 
view of the Pike's Peak Mountain Range in the background. The diagra~ and several 
r~marks before made apply to some ellttent also to these three photographs which w~re 
taken after sunset when the dark began to set in. as it was impracticable to take them at 
another hour of the day. They might have been taken by moonlight but the time was 
otherwise occupied. During the hours when the light was strong it would have been neces
sary to vtclude first the daylight in some way, flash the lamp in the dark and finally make 
a short vtposure to the full daylight to get tbe detail of the apparatus. It was found im
practicable to get a good photograph by flashing the lamp in full daylight as the latter 
was too strong and the lamp did not have enough time to impress the plate as strongly 
as was desirable, even if it was pushed to much higher candle power than the normal. 
In getting the photographs. generally about 100 throws of the switch were sufficient with 
the lamp beiDl pushed considerably above the normal. When the daylight was still deemed 
too strong Mr. Alley helped himself by coverill8 the lens during the short intervaJ when 
the lamp was not lighted and thus regulated the effect of the daylight. keeping it down 
to the required vaJue. 

The pmticu/ars were as follows: The coil used in these three experiments was wound 
on a drum before referred to of 25.25" diam. and had 274 turns or wire No. 10, rubber 
covered. Since another coil wound on the same drum had 404 turns and an inductanec of 
approximately 40,000,000 em. or 0.04 henry the inductance of the present coil was with 

_,." (274)' (137)' fair approxuniltion 404 x O.04 henry or 202 X O.04 henry. The wire leading from 

the ground plate to the lower end of the coil placed on the table or ground consisted of 
two pieces of cord No. 10, one 308 feet and the other 84 feet long. The inductance of these 
two pieces of wire was estimated at 113,000 cm and compared with the inductance of the 
coil itself was very small, almost negligible. Calling the total inductance o f the excited 
circuit comprising the two pieces of wire and the coil used L, we have for this inductance 

('37)' value L, = 202 x 40,I)()(),OOO+ 113,000= 18,400,000+ 113,000= 18,513.000 cm, or L1= 

"'"' 185 henry. This inductance, with its distributed capacity, gave a system respo nding 
10' 
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to the primary vibration when the capacilY in th(' primary or (')lciting circuit was I 2/3 tanks 
or 60 bouks on each side, or 30 bottles total, that is. 30xO.0009 = 0.027 mfd. totm·.-

The vibrat ions were impressed on the ground plate by the oscillator with normal 
connection, that is, two primary cables in multiple or onl! primary turn, the approximate 
inductance of which was 56.400 cm or, say, 56,000 cm, which is close enough for the present 
consideration. This inductance may have been modified by the secondary, but the effect 
of the latter must have been very slight as, with the capacity used, it was "out of tune" 
and the current through it was necessarily very small. Taking then the inductance of the 
primary exciting circuit at 56,000 cm, the period of this circuit was 

211 1 56 
T,, _ 10) V 0.027 X 10" 

Now calling C. the "ideal" capacity of the excited circuit, the period of the same was 

21t 1"(85 . 10· 56 S6."x 0.027 
T. " T ()1 V I o. X C. and equal:ng we have C. - 185 x 0.027 )( 10" - f85 )( 101 ffifd, 

0' C 
_ 9 )( IOS x 56 >< 0.027 _ 243 )( 56 _

7S
•2 , .. , 

• 185x 10! 185 
approx. From above 

T_211 10027 ~ . .. 2Tt '1512_ 6.28 123 _ 7.7244 
II 10J V' x 1()6 1()6 V . 1()6 x . 1()6 

and n -= 129,SOO per second nearly. 

186,000 186 
The theoretical wave length woukl thus be ) .= - = 1.43 

1)0,000 130 
miles approx. 

). 1.43 ). 
or.-= 4 = 0.3575 miles or 0.357Sx5280 _ 1888 feet =-4 . 

The actual length of wire in the experiment was: 274 turns of the coil, each 79.29"= 
= 1810 feet+one piece of wire 304 fcet+one piece of wire 84 fect = 1810+304+84= 
= 2198 feet or nearly 15% more than the theoretical value. The fact is, the adjustment 
for resonance was not quite close as the lamp lighted could not withstand the current 
by closer..adiustment. Two of these lamps were broken. The energy transmitted through 
the ground to the coil was, of course, small in this instance, since only a small part of 

1.66 . 
the available primary capacity was used, that is, -;;c- of the available capacity and the 

8 
current of the supply transformers was reduced as far as practicable. If a coil especially 
adapted for the full output of the oscillator would have been used it would have been 
practicable to transmit many times the amount of energy nceded for lighting the lamp. 
The lamps used in this experiment were special ones each taking, under the conditions of 
the eXperiment, perhaps 10 watts or nearly so. Assuming again a circuit under ideal con· 
ditions with the capacity of 75.2 cm on the free end of a coil without distributed capacity, 
and calling the potential to which this capacity would be charged P, the total energy set 
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pI x 75.2 
in movement in the excited system would be 2x I 29,SOQ x ' watts. If we 

2x9x 1011. -
assume that, as before, 1% of the total energy of the system is frittered down in the lamp 
we would have. in confonnity with what was stated before for determining p. the equation 

pl x 75.2 18 x 1011 
2 x 129,500 x 2 x 9 X 10"- 1000 or pz - 259 

0' 

p_ 10' ~ !~~ - lOS ";0,695- 10' x 0.834 

or83.~ V nearly. which isa small c.m,f. The length of wire in excited circuit was as before 
stated 2198 feet; the wire being No. 10, with a resistance of I ohm per onc thousand feet , 
the resistance orthe circuit was about 2.2 ohm. From abovep=2nn was =6.28 X 129,500"" 

, 18S 
= 813,260 or, say. 813.()(X)=-p. The inductance bemg, as sbown, 10

4 
henry, the mag· 

18~ x 813 x 10J 
nifying factor in the coil was 10 =6840 nearly. The lamp was onc with 

2.2 
a very short filament and its resistance may have been possibly 6 ohms. Thus with the 

.. J8Sx813 
lamp comprised the magnifying factor was stili very conSiderable, that is, 82 '"'" 

= 1830 or nearly so. Taking it at 1800 we s« that it was neassary, under the conditions 
assumed, to impress upon the ground plate, or near portions of the grouod an electromo-
. 83,400 834 . 

live force of only = = 52 volts or nearly so! This seems very little indeed, 
1800 18 

it can be scarcely believed, but the figures seem to be not far from truth. These remarks 
refer particularly to the experiment illustrated on the plate marked XXIV. in which the 
connections were the same as in the diagram shown when discussing Plate XXII., the 
lamp or lamps being in series with the excited coil or system. 

In the experiments illustrated in the Plates marked XXV. and XXVl, the connections 
were schematically the same as in diagram shown a propos Plate XXIII. and the vibrations 
and ot her particulars were practically the same as in experiment shown in Plate XXIV. just 
described. It is to be stated that when a seccndary circuit is used, as in experiments des
cribed under XXlI[., XXV. an1 XXVI., in connection with the excited coil, this secondary 
skould for muimum effect be placed near the lower tnd of the coil; the exact position 
may be determ'ned by experiment or approximately calculated. Namely, if the coil which 
is excited were devoid of capacity an1 the necessary capacity were all on the upper or 
free (n1 of the coil, then the secondary circuit should , for maximum effect, be just at 
the center of the coil. But in the experiment as shown, the capacity is distributed and the 
current is strongest in the first or lowest turn. diminishing towards the top of the coil 
in each turn. The resultant maximum erfect is Ihus always found neaf the lower end of 
the coil . but not quite at the end, since the upper turns also effect the SttOndary circuit. 
though proportionately less than tbe lower oncs. The calculation of the maximum position 
of the secondary is complicated by the fact that generally neither the capacity nor the 
pot~Dtial is uniformly distributed. the distribution being greatly varied by very slight 
irregularities in the dimension of the individual turns or their position, or the position 
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of the nodal point or points on the wire and many other causes. It is proposed to inyestigate 
this subject specially when time permits. ._-

XXVII. This photograph shows an incaniesccnt lamp 16 ·c.p., 100 V connected 
with on~ of its terminals to the top or free end of the extra coil, the lower end of the latter 
being connected to the ground plate. The carbon filament is brought to incandescence 
by the currents transmitted from the ground plate and the rarefied gas is also glowing 
as evident from the photograph. It is instructive to note the great actinic power of the glow
ing gas which, though appearing to the eye of feeble luminosity as compared with the 
lamp filament , nevertheless impresses the plate at least as strongly, if not more so, than 
the incan1escent filament . 

In many experiments made a few years ago I observed this and a1so that rertain , 
gases are particularly adapted to impress the plate. This fact, ~gain observed, imptdses 
me more and more with the value of powerfully excited vacuum tubes for purposes of 
photography. Ultimately, by perfecting the apparatus and selecting properly the gas in 
the tube, we must make the photographer in:lependtnt of sunlight and tnable him to 
repeat his operations under.exactly the same conditions, which is almost . indispensable 
in order to attain the best results. Such tubes will, however, enable him:-to regulate the 
conditions and adjust the light effects at will . Such a facility would offer a very great ad
vantage to the artist as with the sunlight, particularly in large cities where the air is not 
vtry pure, he has to rely much on chance and where it is almost impossible for him to 
perform two successive operalions under the same conditions or to adjust beforehand 
the light effects. The photograph described shows also the higb actinic power of streamers 
when they are of a bluish or violet color as frequently, which is the eese in this instance. 
The red streamers are comparatively very slow in tbeir action., but it should be stated tbat 
apart from the color the action on the plate is determined much by the power or intensity 
of the streamers. Thus with the powerful apparatus which I have perfected here the actinic 
rays are much more powerful than with the New York apparatus. In the experiment 
illustrated the results would have been the same if both of the termina1s of the lamp would 
have been connected to the free end of the "extra coil" instead of only ODC, as illustrated 
in the diagram, which is added for the purpose of showing more clearly how the con
nections in this case were made. 

.•• # . 

IOWfll 
f"O G' COIL 

UTR ... COil 

r" GROJHC rlAlf 

.~, 

" ... 
E"O OF COIl 

Now, as to the other particulars of the experiment, the capacity in the primary or 
exciting circuit was 3 tanks on each side or I 1/2 tanks total, that is 54 bottles or 54 x 
x O.0009= O.0486 mfd . As to inductance of the exci ting circuit there was the primary 
turn with closed secondary=4l ,OOO cnl . and S 3/4 turns of regulating coi l. including 
connections. making an inductanct, according to the table, of 17,684 em, that is, the 
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total inductance of the eT.citing circuit was 58,684 cm, or, with fair approximation, - . 
59 _ 

59,000 cm""" benry. These data give 
10' 

--

2n I 59 2n 6.28 10.616 
T- 10J V 0.0486 x 10' - 10'· v'2.8614 - 10' x 1.1- 10' 

and ft>=93,100 appro%. and 588,OOO_p nearly. 

I 
If we assume, as in previous clses, that one percent of the total energy of the vibra

ting system is used up in the lamp in unrecoverable form, the energy of the system would 
then be 100 wats per eacb watt used in tbe lamp, or taking the lamp at 16 c.p. consuming, 
say, SO watts the energy of the system would have to be 5000 watts. From this we get the 
potential p on tbe free end of tbe coil approx.imately by equating : 

5000 _ -:--"' = x 
9 x 1011 

pI )( 93.700 x 2 

2 -
Here c would be the capacity of tbe lamp or other object, in centimeters, and taken in 
the same way as before explained . In previous measurements by resonance analysis the 
capacity of such a lamp was found to be only J cm, approximately. Taking tbis value for 
c we have : 

and 

5 X 10' X 9 X 1011 45 x IOn 
pl_ 937 x IQ1 - 937 

[4f 
P - IO'Vm - 106 v'0.048 - IO' x O.22 

or - 210,000 voiu - P. This shows that P would be rather larse on the as
sumption of but 1% frictiooal work in the lamp. In reality. as I know by experience, there 
will be generally much more energy. of the total energy of the system. used up in tbe lamp 
so that the potential P will be found in practice much sntJ'Jler. But it is to be stated that 
owing to the small captJclty of the la'llp it will be relatively very high. By providiq capacity 
in any way. so as to enable the lamp to take more energy. the poleDtial required may 
be reduced at will. 

lltiJ_ '¥!U be apparent from another photograph which is marked XXVIII. In this 
instance the -same connections were used as before. only the free terminal of the lamp 
was connected by a wire to the structure of iron pipes above. The wire can be scarcely 
distinguished . In this experiment 
resonance with the exciting circuit 
was obtained with 6 tanks on each 
side, this would mean a capaci ty 
of three tanks or 108 boules",,-
108 xO.OOO9=O.0972 mfd . 

The inductance of the excit
ing circuit com prised a primary 
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tum with ~ondary short-eircuited = 4I,OOO cm, as before, and aff the (urn: of thoe 
regulating coil with connections, that is about 85,000 em, giving total inductance "at 

4I,OOO+85,OOO::z J26,OOOcm or = 126 henry. From this follows 
10' 

T _ 271; 100972 126_271; ' 122472 _ 6.28 x 3.5 21.98 
JOJ V ' x 10' 1()6 V · I()II - Jot 

and 
11 _ 45,496 or approx. 45,500 - D. 

---

, 
As will be seen from the consideration of the diagram above, in this expel'iment 

the ~1Ilire energy supplied to the structure or capacity C had to pass through the lamp. 
Suppose the latter to consume 50 watts, and taking the capacity C with reference to previous 
estimates roughly at .sao cm. with the protecting hood, and designating with P again the 
potential to which the structure is charged, we have 

50 _-;:-:::500~c;- x p
1 

x 45.500 x 2 or 
9xlOII 2 

and 

3 x I O· ~3;;;Xc':I;:-O' 
p - - -

V455 21.3 

approx. or- l409 .. oIts= P, which is a very small pressure indeed . This pressure could 
have been, of cour$C, still further reduced by using a resonating circuit of still higher fre
quency. In the manner just described and illustrated a great many lamps could have been 
lighted by the vibrations transmitted to the ground and some of the facts pointed out 
before will enable one to make an approximate estimate in this respect. However, by con
necting the "utra coil" as in normal operation, that is, to the free end of the secondary 
instead of to the ground, a number of lamps might have been lighted corresponding to 
the full output of the oscillator, say, on~ thousand lamps or more. Even througb the ground, 
I\S in the experiment described, the action of the exciting circuit was so intense that the 
current of the supply transformers bad to be cut down to but a very small fraction of the 
current taken by full output. 

It should be remarked that also in the experiment described before (Plate XXVII.) 
a considerable number of lamps might have ~en lighted, but not nearly as many ~ in 
the case presently described, owing to the very small capacity of the lamps, as before 
stated . 

Coming now to the other experiments, a lamp was lighted in the manner illustrated 
in Plate.X"IX. in which case the lamp was connected in a shunt to the extra coil instead 
of in series with the same, as in the 
previous case. The diagram illustra_ 
tes the connections clearly. fn this 
experiment resonance with the excit
ing circuit was obtained with 22 
bottles on each side, that is, t I bot
tles total capacity or 0.0009 x II = 

= 0.0099 mfd total capacity. There 
were 4 1/2 turns in the regulating 
coil of an inductance according to 
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the table of 13,474 em. This, with t~c 41 ,0CKI em as before, would giv(. an apprOXflT.ale 
inductance of 54,500 em for the exciting circuit and from this .. -'"J 545 21't" -T __ 00099 x -~------ - "';0.00099 x 545_ 

p 10)' 101 lOt 

211: 2tt 4 .6158 
- - - yO 53"55 _ - - x 0.735 - ""O:?-

l()d ' 106 10' 
and n ... 217,000 per sec. approx . 

As in this case the capacity may be put approximately at 500 em, we may roughly 
estimate the effective inductance in the excited circuit. Namely. calling Ihis inductance 
L. we have. for the condition of resonance. 

27t I 545 2n I 500 
Tp- T. or IOl VO,0099x -f01 -'lOf V9 xIO, L. 

and from this 
0.0099 x 545 x 9 48.56 

L. '" ... --'- henry 
5x lO· 5>:10· 

48 .56 x 10' ... . 4 ,856.000 ... 971,200 
5 5 

em .. -
This was the effective o r actual inductance, o r nearly so, of the combined system 

of ell!ra coil and lamp as connected in the diagram on p. 361 . Evidently, in the experiment 
the lamp might have been lighted by doing away entirely with the extra coil and in fact 
I have done so. Time did not permit taking a photograph of the experiment thus modified. 

, I:APAt" , (II: 

STRVCILII'E 

, 

GROUND "lATE - .. 

In such a case, the inductance of the wire w (see diagram) need be 
very small, hence the frequency of the currents impressing the 
vibration upon the ground plate will be very high and the poten-
tial, to which the capacity C will have to be charged in order to pass 
enough energy through the lamp or other working circuit, will 
be comparatively very small. By way of example, suppose wire w, 
forming practically all the inductance of the excited circuit, had 
IO,OIXl cm and C were the same structure as in the experiment last 
described of a capacity of 500 cm; then calling P1 the potential to 
which the capaci ty is to be charged in o rder to supply 50 watts to 
the lamp o r working circuit , we would have: 

P jx2 n 9 x l0Io 
SO _ x 500 or p l _ ..:..:.:...:.=-

2x9xI0" n 

Now, ca ll ing T the period, we have 

T _ 2Tt I...!.~.O~ _ 500 _ 2Tt y5 _ ~·2~2~236_ 4. 68 
10JV 10' x9x l01 3x l07 3xl07 107 

a nd from this 
10' 

n _ -- - 2, I 37,000 per sec. 
4.68 

Substituting this for n we get 

9 x 10,0 
pl ~ or 

9 x I 0 ' ~ 9xl()6 pl _ _ --
2, 137,000 214x10· 214 
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and 
3000 3000 

p - __ . - -~ - 205 yolts ollly! 
V 214 14 .63 

We sec that with such an extreme frequency the voltage of the ordinary incandescent 
lamp supply circuit would be sufficient 10 pass enough current through the lamp. Under 
the above conditions the current would be 

205x500 x 2n x 214 x I~ 15313 I -ECw- -. amp. approx. 
9 x 1011 

In the experiment illustrated in Plate XXlX. it will be seen that while the inductance 
of the "txtra coil " was greatly reduced by shunting the same with the lamp, yet the coil 
was still effective, as is evidenced from the streamen visible on the wire leading from the 
lower end of the coil to the lamp. which is the wire marked MI' in the corresponding 
diagram. 

Passing now to the experiment illustrated in plate designated number XX~ .• the 
connections in this case arc shown in diagram below. Here the lamp was lighted oruy 

~" 
£110 Of COIL 

uun. toll • 

, 
u~,.u fltff. 
f.IID Of COIL $llNC'~f 

011 CAI'ACIIT 

by induction from the primary circuit, the ground connection being omitted. In this case 
the capacity was 3 tanks on each side or I 1/ 2 tanks total = S4 boules=S4 xO'{)009= 
=0.0486 mfd aDd the inductaDoc 41,000'1- 3 turns or the regulating coil _ 41,OOO + 10,000 = 

51 
=SI,OOO cm, or H approx. This gives 

10' 

T. _ 271: '0 0486 x 51 _ 27t x 1.37 _8. 6 
p 10' V . 11)6 l()t 11)6 

and ,, _ 1 16,300 approx. 

Note : Here the excitation of the primary circuit had to be strong, showing that 
the inductive action was feeble in comparison with action thro ugh the ground. The tuning 
was Dot quite exact in all these experiments described as time was pres~ing. In the last 
experiment" o ught to have bcc:n just twice the value found in case XXVII(. 

XXXI. This is a Roentgen photograph taken in a peculiar manner. It so happened 
that a wo rkman who thought he had irijured one of his figures desired to have a photograph 
taken and a tube was inserted between the ground plate and a coil, as illustrated in the 
diagram under XXI(. It was doubtful wbetber the tube could be energi .. .cd in this manner 
but the experiment proved that it could and a photograph was taken by flash ing the 
tube a few times, afler the adjustment of the vibration in the primary and excited circuit 
was completed and resonating condition in the latter secured. Nothing peculiarly interesting 
beyond the manner of taking the photograph was contemplated , nevertheless an inspection 
revealed that this photograph, probably owing to the high econo my of the oscillating 
systems used in these experiments, or possibly o n account of the frequency, was distinctly 
different from many others taken with different apparatus. The tube was not strongly 
exciud and the exposure was scarcely morc than a few seconds, yet much of detail was 
recorded. It is quite curious how plainly the nails are shown, much as in an ordinary 
photograph . 
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On this occasion I must point out a peculiar feature about the action of the current~' 

developed by this apparatus upon Roentgen tubes. As might be expected, some expeti~nts 
were carried on in this line also and possibly with greater pleasure than those in other 
directions, for my conviction is growing stronger every day that, with apparatus such 
as the present, wonderful results must be secured provided only that a tube is constructed 
capable of taking up any amount of energy. On my return this task will be a serious one. 
Many times tubes have been worked here from the secondary but curiously enough, for 
a reaSOD which is to me not yet clear, they can only work for afew seconds at t~ most 
as. almost instantly, they become very highly rarefied and the sparks begin to dart over 
the glass, the tube becoming useless. No matter how the current was cut down the action 
look place, unless i! was reduced to such an extent that the tube was scarcely excited at 
all. Already in New York with an apparatus similar to this, though much smaller, I ob
served that such an action alwa)'5 occurs, in som~ d~gru, when the vibrating system possesses 
a very snulll r~si.Jtance and the electrical movement in the circuit connected to the tube 
is very large. This wiu be further investigated. 

XXXII. This is a central view through the cpen entrance spoiled ... 

Note: Plate XXXIII. is missing. One more photograph is to be ma?csh6wing a lamp 
lighted withQut a coil, merely in series with a plate or object as capacity. lrtime permits 
a special coil will be constructed for full pow~r of apparatus and all photographs, as far 
as practicable, taken outside. Taken in this manner they would be undoubtedly much 
more interesting to scientific men. 

• 

Colorado Springs 
Jan. 3, 1900 

Photographs taken with Mr. Alley from Dec. 17 to Dec. 31, 1899 and particulars reiating 
to the same. 

In the photographs, which will be presently described, II " X 14" Cramer plates 
were used, most of which were "insta.ntaneous isochromatic". 

XXXIII. View of the Pike's Peak Ra.nge taken from room through the window 
glass by moonlight, tbe night of an eclipse. A gale was blowing and it being impossible 
to place the camera outside, the photograph was taken in the above manner. As the building 
was trembling more or less during the sudden gusts of wind the picture is not as perfect 
as it might have been. The light was magnificent, the moon almost full and a good photo
graph might have been taken in 10--1 5 minutes. There was, of course, considerable loss 
in the transmission through the window glass though it was thoroughly cleansed, never
theless the photograph is as good as if it had been taken in daylight. Tbe exposure was 
much too long, two hours, from 9- 11. Had the wind not been blowing a perfect picture 
would have been obtained in a quarter of that lime. The wonderful brightness of tbe 
moonlight was increased by the snow which was unusually heavy. 

XXXIV. This photograph shows the laboratory viewed from behind with the 
mountain range from Pike's Peak to Cheyenne Mountain in the background . There was 
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. 
not much snow on the ground and lillie or none o r. the roof. The exposure was only 35 fTll
nules, the moon nearly full. As the wind was blowing, the ball on top of the pole .does 
not show well . 

XXXV. This is another view of the laboratory from the rear with the Pike's Peak 
Range as background . Considerable snow on the ground. The exposure was two hours. 
It was again a windy night and the image of the upper part of the pole and ball is marred 
owing to swaying. 

XXXVI. Again a view of the laboratory from the rear with the lower mountain 
range on the right side of Pike's Peak as background . There was snow on the ground. 
Extremely cold and very windy. Exposure 40 minutes. 

XXXVII. Once more a view of the laboratory from the rear with the Pike's Peak 
Range as background . The moon was waning and a longer exposure - (hue hours -
was made. It was found that the plate was somewhat over-exposed. Otherwise the con· 
ditions were not unfavourable. The wind was not strong and there was still considerable 
snow on the ground. The above photographs satisfied fully the novel pl!asure of taking 
pictures by the fascinating moonlight of Colorado and attention was then turned to less 
agreeable but more useful work. -

XXXVIII. This is a view of the laboratory from the Pike's Peak side taken in the 
morning by sunlight, fresh fallen snow on ground. 

. XXXIX . A view of the laboratory from the rear taken under the same conditions. 

Xl. Illustrates discharge of "extra coil" laterally across the field from a pointed 
wire on the top of the coil to a ball 30" diam ., provided with a point and a coil on a stand 
which supports the ball . Strong streamers and sparks, the latter passing to the floor ; 
the coil mentioned and hood fastened to structure of iron pipes in the center of the building. 
Some sparks passed also to the roof causing, as usuaJ, considerable concern, the fireproof 
paint notwithstanding. Some streamers in the same positions as others relative to the ca
mera are very weak, this is probably due to their red color. Many streamers show clearly 
the phenomenon of splitting up or ramification and the sparks, where they strike the floor, 
develop increased luminosity. The feature of "splashing" on the floor upon striking the 
same is also well illustrated , particularly on one of the streamers whlch is thinner and 
sharper than most others. To give an idea of the magnitude of the discharge the experiment
er is siuing slightly behind the "extra coil". I did not like this idea but some people find 
such photographs interesting. Of course, the discharge was not playing when the experi
menter was photographed, as might be imagined! The streamers were first impressed 
upon the. .plale in dark or feeble light, then the experimenter placed himself on the chair 
and an exposure to arc light was made and , finally. to bring out the features and other 
detail, a small flash powder was set off. It was found necessary to si t in the chair during 
the exposure to arc light as, otherwise, the structure of the chair would show through the 
body of the person, if the same were exposed merely to the light o r the flash powder. 
As the weather during these experiments, which were carried on late at n ight, was most 
generally far below zero, [ tried to overcome the above necessity but neither I nor Mr. 
Alley could device a practical remedy. 

The simplest remedy would have been to employ a very powerful light enabling 
an instantaneous exposure, but this was no t practicable with the arc light. On the other 
hand, the ball being very large, a great quantity of fla sh powder was required which it 
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was Dot t.dvisable to use because of danger and impairment of the quality of the pho.)to
graphs. In the instance described. the streamers shown were produced by· 50 clOsures of 
the circuit energizing the Westinghouse transformer, each closure lasting approximately 
one half of onc second. possibly less. The exposure to arc light lasted 5 minutes, about 
half of the full lens opening, and in flashing about one third of a large size Eastman powder 
was set off. 

XLI. This is a similar view of the discharge (fifty flashes, very shorl) of the extra 
coil from a pointed wire on top. or free terminal. The photograph shows, in an interesting 
manner, the splitliog up of streamers or sparks near the floor. Another curious feature 
observable is the' splitting and again uniting of a stfUmer or spark. I say "streamer or 
spark" because the former become:; a "spark" or perhaps stated better, an "arc" when 
it strikes some object which causes a strong current to pass through the path of the streamer, 
which then suddenly assumes the brilliancy and color characteristic of "sparks". [ have 
seen at times a very strong discharge dart out from a point or surface in the form of a spark, 
continue for 6-10 feet or so and then split up in streamers. It is more than lilc.ely that 
this phenomenon will be found recorded in some of the photographs taken on closer 
inspection, as it is not unfrcquent. At times, again, I have observed a small length of a 
streamer, anywhere along its path, assume a relatively very cronsilferable luminosity and 
assume in this part the character of a spark. This I have, if I am. not mistaken, already 
pointed out elsewhere. Some such luminous parts or points are to be seen plainly in this 
and otber photographs. 

When the action is Vl!ry energetic, owing to the power of the streamer and other 
causes, the luminous portion of the same becomes a veritable "fireball". This observation 
which, to my greatest astouishment, I have frequently observed in experiments witb this 
apparatus, shows now clearly how "fireballs" are produced in lightning discharges and 
their nature is now quite plain. [ have heretofore always been inclined to believe tbis 
phenomenon to be merely a visual impression, similar to one which is experienced upon 
a violent blow on tbe eye, or some part of the head, or the spine, or which follows upon 
a sudden and very intense manifestation of light most generally. Although the vision of 
a moving ball of great luminosity is experienced only in the rarest instances, the person 
as a rule seeing luminous spots, "stars" Of Baming tongues. 

With the present experiences I am satisfied that the phenomenon of the "fireball" 
is produced by the sudden heating, to high incandescence, of a mass of air or other gas 
as the case may be, by the passage of a powerful discharge. There are many ways or less 
plausible in which a mass of air might be thus affected by the spark discharge, but I hold 
the following ex-planation of the mode of production of the "ball" as being, most likely 

- orall others which I have considered, the true one. When sudden and very powerful dis
charges pass through the air, the tremendous expansion of some portions of the latter and 
subsequent rapid cooling and condensation gives rise to the creation of partial vacua 
in the places of greatest development of heat. These vacuous spaces, owing to the properties 
of the gas, are most likely to assume the shape of hollow spheres when. upon cooling, the 
air from all around rushes in to fill the "cavity" created by the explosive dilatation and 
subsequent contraction. Suppose now that this result would have been produced by one 
spark or streamer discharge and that now a second discharge, and possible many more, 
follows in the path of the first . What will happen? Before answering the question we must 
remember that, contrary to existing popular notion~, the currents passing througb the 
air have the strength of many hundreds and even thousands of amperes. 
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It was a revelation to myself to find tbat, even with the apparatus used in these 
experiments. a single powerful streamer, breaking out from. a well insulated terminal; 
may easily convey a current of several hundred amperes! The general impression, "if-Lam 
not mistaken, is that the current in such a streamer is small but this belief is due to the 
comparative unfamiliarity of the electrician with such apparatus as I am now using. As 
a maUer of fact it is quitt easy to coosume in such streamers, as are illustrated in these 
photographs, most of tbe energy developed by the apparatus and the currents conveyed 
through the air may be, by suitable provisions, made as strong as those circulating in the 
wire or coil itself which produces them. No wonder then, that a small mass of air is "explod
ed" with an effect similar to that of a bombshell, as noted in many lightning discharges. 

But to return now to the explanation of the "fireball", let us now assume that such 
a powerful streamer or spark discharge, in its passage through the air, happens to come 
upon a vacuous sphere or space formed in the manner described. This space, containing 
gas highly rarefied, may be just in the act of contracting, at any rate, the intense current, 
passing through the rarefied gas suddenly raises the same to an extremely high temperature, 
.11 the higher as the mass cf tbe gas is very small. But although the gas may have been 
brought to vivid incandescence, yet its pressure may not be very great. If, upon tbe sudden 
passage of the discharge, the pressure of the heated air exceeds tbat of the ai~ around, the 
luminous ball or space will expand, but most generally it may not do so. Fer assume, for 
instance, that the air in the "vacuous" space was at one hundredth say, of its normal 
pressure, which might well be the case, tben, since the pressure in the space would be as 
the absolute temperature of the gas within, it would require a temperature which seems 
scarcely realizable, to raise the pressure of the rarefied gas to the normal air pressure. 
It is therefore reasonable to expect that, despite the rugh inCllndescencc of the rarefied air, 
the space filled with the same will continue to contract, and here an important consideration 
presents itself. When, as before explained, the vacuous space was formed, the spark or 
streamer passed through the air disruptively, therefore the path was necessarily very thin, 
threadlike, and the minute quantity of the air which served as a conductor for tbe current 
was expanded with explosive violence to many thousand times its original volume. Owing 
to the fact, however, that the quantity of matter through which the current was conveyed 
was small, a great facility was offered for giving off the heat so that the highly expanded 
gas-owing to its expansion and to radiation and convection of heat-cooled instantly. 

But how is it when the second discharge and possibly many subsequent ones pass 
through the rarefied gas? These discharges find the gas already expanded and in a condi
tion to take up much more energy by reason or the properties it acquires through rare
faction . Evidently, the energy consumption in any given part or the path of the streamer 
or spark discharge is, under otherwise tbe same conditions, proportionate to the resi
stance of-that part of the path ; and since, after the gas has once broken down, the resi
stance of otber parts of the path of the discharge is much s·maner than that including the 
vacuous space, a comparatively very great energy consumption must necessarily take 
place in this portion or the current path. Here, then, is a mass or gas heated to high incan
descence suddenly but not, as before, in a condition to give up heat rapidly. It can not 
cool down rapidly by expansion, as when the vacuous space was being rormed, nor can it 
give off much heat by convection. To some extent even radiation is diminished. On the 
contrary, despite the high temperature, it is compelled to confinement in a limited space 
which is continuously shrinking instead of expanding. All these causes cooperate in main
taining, for a comparatively long period of time, the gas confined in this space at an elevated 
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temperatuff!, in a state of high incandCSCt>RCe. in the case under consideration. 'Thus, it 
is that the phenomenon of the "ball" is produced and the same made to persist for a 
perceptible fraction or interval of time. As might be expected, the incancC!c~nl m8.!S 

of gas in a medium violently agitated, could not possibly remain in the same place but 
wiU be. as a rule, carried, in some direction or other, by the currents of the air. Upon little 
reflection, however. we aTC led to the conclusion that the ball or incandescent mass, of 
whatever shape it be. will always move from the place where an explosion occured lirst, 
to some place where such an explosion occurcd late,. This will be most generally in the 
path of the discharge, Crom its origin to its md, but not necessarily always so. For example, 
it may so happen that a spark produced in some place strikes an object ofa material which 
is evaporated or volatilized with difficulty, and that IDt~r, in another place. this same or 
other spark hits an object of a material more volatile. If so then the explosion on the later 
place will sooner occur, and the result will be that the current of air, when botb the explo
sions have: subsided, will move from the later to the former locality. But [ believe: that, 
in mpst casn, the current of air will take the oppoiite course, as before stated. In whatever 
direction the movement may occur, it is plain that the velocity can not be very great. 
In fact, all observers concur in the opinion that such a "fireball" moves slowly. If we: 
interpret the nature of this wonderful pmnomenon in this ma~ner~We shall find it quite 
natural that when such a ball encounters in its course an object, as a piece of organic matter 
for instance, it will raise the same to a hiSh temperature, thus liberatina: suddenly a sleat 
quantity of gas by cvaporatina: or volatilizins the substance with the result of beins 
itselt dissipated or "exploded". Obviously, also, it may be expected that the conductina 
mass of the "ball" originated as described, and movins throuSh a highly insulating medium, 
will be likely to be highly electrified, which accords with many of the observations made. 
A better knowledge of this phenomenon will be obtained by followina: up experiments 
with still more powerful apparatus which is in a large measure aJready settled upon and 
will be constructed as soon as time and means will permit. There may be a way, however, 
of intensifying in this respect, the action of the prescnt machine. A very important matter 
is to use better means of photographing the streamers exhibiting these phenomena. Much 
more sensitive plates ought 10 be prepared and experimented with. The coloring of the 
films before suggested might also be helpful in leading up to some valuable observation. 
It being a fact that this phenomenon may now be artificially produced, it will not be dif· 
ficult to learn more of its nature. Photography will be, of course, the best means to investi· 
gate it and the first efforts ought to be in tbis direction.. With the present plates, aJthough 
the "balls" produced with the apparatus experimented with are probably up to 1 1/2" diam. 
and possibly more, they leave only a small dark. spot on the plate, only the nucleus or 
cenrral portion impressing itseir. 
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Colorado Springs 

---
Photographs taken with Mr. Alley from Dec. 17 to Dec. 31. 1899 and particulars about 

tbe same: 

XLII. Illustrates a similar view of same apparatus in action. The streamers and 
sparks arc produced by 25 short throws of the switch. The sparks pass to hood, floor 
and roof. The "splashing" on the floor is plainly visible. Many other features of interest, 
some of which have been already described. may be observed in the photograph. So, fC'( 

instance, one or two streamers show clearly the phenomenon. which has been dwelt upon 
already. namely more luminous spots or "balls", The loss in lUminosity of a streamcr 
branching Qui is also illustrated. To give an idea of the magnitude of the display again 
a human figure is introduced. this lime Mr. Alley sitting. The exposure to arc light was 
5 minutes, about half opening offulliens and aftcrward about onc half of tbe large Eastman 
powdcr was sct off. 

XLIII. This shows again thc same discharge laterally a.cros,s.:tbc shop, as beforc. 
The sparks arc marc powclfoJl this timc and thcre arc more of them, tifty throws of the 
switch being made. The sparks and streamcrs arc made to issuc this time from a curvcd 
wire forming thc tcrminal of the extra coil. The sparks to the hood and to the roof arc 
particularly interesting. The point used before on thc ball 30" diam. was taken off. Thc 
cxtra coil unfortunatcly brokc through somc places and also to the ft.oor. 

Somc of the streamers form actual loops turning back upon themselves. A curious 
feature is presented by a long streamer striking the wooden support of the ball and splash· 
ing from there upon the ground wire lead :ng from the ball. Some streamers are seen 
to pass along the wire without striking the same, lighting finally on the ball. This plainly 
illustrates that the path of such a discharge is aCCidental, dependent on the arrangement 
of particles !looting in the air on the currents in the latter. Luminous points are again 
observed on some of the streamers, as in previous instances. In this experiment the other 
particulars were the same as before. Mr. Alley was photographed once more, a 8.ash being 
used after the arc light exposure as in the preceding case. 

XLIV. This plate shows the extra coil discharging laterally across the shop and to 
the floor, the streamers and sparks issuing from several thin wires tied together and spread 
apil.q on the tnd. In this experiment several discharges to the floor were so powerful as 
to actually inflame the wood on the spot wherc they struck the wood. Several instances 
of "splashing" on the wood are observed. The splitting or branching is nicely shown in 
one of the streamers. One of the sparks striku the wood and disappears emerging again 
at some distance from the spot, having evidently followed a better conducting path through 
the wood. A powerful spark passes to the coil on the stand, jumps out and strikes the 
top wire of the secondary, instead of taking the shorter and easier route along the wire 
to the ground. Some very curious curves and twists are observed on a number of the sparks 
and streamers. In the experiment, 100 throws of the switch were made and the particulars 
were in other respects the same as before, the vibration of the "extra coil" being the normal 
or nearly so. 
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XLV. This shows a slightly different view, the discharge of the extra coil taking 
a similar course latcrally across the shop. Strong sparks pass to hood, floor, high coil · 
on stand and also to roof. The photograph presents features of interest similar to the ' 
foregoing. Onc of the streamers behaves curiously, going for some distance away from' the 
coil and then turning back upon the same. The r:aturc of the thickening of some sparks 
and streamers on the lower end near the floor is well shown in a few instances, and unmis
takably. The discharges arc long 85 they are made to issue from the lip of a wire, mostly 
the leaks on other points being comparatively small . The glow of the top wire orlhe secon
dary is strong. Finy throws of the switch were made in this instance, other particulars 
remaining substantially the same. 

XLVI. In this case again the extra coil discharges laterally as in a number of in
stances just described. As there was a bad leak on a spot of the rubber cable forming the 
last two or top turns of the extra coil, a ball of 30" diam. was connected to the cable 
at that point, the Object being to take up the pressure and prevent the leak. It was expected 
that the discharge from the end of the wire, from where it was intended to issue, would 
thus be strengthened. This proved to be the cas:: decidedly, but the presence of the ball 
slowed down the vibration of the extra coil to some extent, thus destroying the best con
dition for resonance obtainable with . : .• "pparatus, for some inductance had to.be inserted 
in series with the primary of the oscillator and this meant a slightly dC<!re~d economy. 
Some streamers, issuing from the large ball, despite the drain on the end of the wire, ~ 

illustrate clearly the immense electromotive force and great quantity of electrical movement 
in the system. Many strong sparks pass to the high coil and still many more to the ground 
through the wooden floor, the latter showing some of the interesting phenomena described 
before. Particularly clear is the action of some sparks in inflaming or volatilizing the wood 
on the spot where they strike it. The splashing over the surface of the wood is also well 
shown in a number of instances. A portion of the floor struck by a number of sparks 
near together is considerably illuminated, chiefty by the increased light of the sparks 
on the surface of the loor and ncar the same. This additional light is. as may be seen 
during the experiment and also by an inspection of the photograph, due to the momentary 
ignition of the material to which also the thickening of the sparks near the floor might 
be ascribed. observable in some of the sparks. A curious screw movement is noticeable on 
some of tbe streamers. There were again 100 tbrows of the switch made in this experiment, 
the other particulars being, as nearly as practicable, the same as before. 

XLVH. Once more a similar view was taken, illustrated on this plate. but the ball 
was not connected to the top of the extra coil and the vibration of the latter was very nearly 
the normal. There are some leaks on the cable on top. despite the most careful wrapping 
with mica-and,..rubber, neverthelles some of the sparks and streamers issuing from the tip 
of the wire attain great length. A number of the sparks fly in curiously curved paths to 
the top wire of the secondary. These are about 22 feet or more in a straight line. There 
is a draught created by the discharge, as is evident from the splitting up of some sparks 
or streamers in individual discharges effected by the operation of the break wbeel. Many 
interesting formations of the streamers and some phenomena before described are again 
noted in this case. Some sparks are seen to continue along the 800r. The sparks to the 
hood show clearly and beautifully the effect of the draught created in consequence of the 
rapid heating of the air. A curious feature is afforded by some streamers actually doubling 
upon themselves. The secondary resonates very strongly but the strong streamers on the 
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lOp wir~ arc partially duc to the reaction of the excited system. In the present ins~a!tce also, 
100 throws of the switch were made, the other conditions remaining practically the same 
as beron~. -.-

Xl VIII. This plate shows one of the strongest discharges viewed similarly. as in 
the previous cases just dwelt upon. The streamers and spark issue again from the lip of 
the "Cree terminal" wire of the exira coil. Some of the sparks pass again in winding paths, 
which are very long, much longer than the straight course which they should lake, to the 
top of the secondary. These pa1hs have easily a length of some fif.y feet or so and are 
of exlreme brilliancy. This is parti:,lIy due to the capacity of the ball of 30" diam. connected 
to the top turn of the extra coiL Some very brilliant and thick sparks pass from the ball 
to the hood above and others much longer, though less brilliant, strike the high coil on 
the stand across the laboratory. One of the strtamers is wondtrfully intertsting on account 
of the curiously twisted and curvtd appearance. It is hard to conceive how a dischar~ can 
pass through the air in this way when thert exists a strong ttndtncy to make it take the 
shortest route. 

The curiously curved path clearly shows how extremely sensitive discharges of great 
length, and particularly those passing out into the air from a single lC;rminal, are to currents 
of the air. This sensitiveness is still further increased when the ~amer or spark is not 
compelled to issue always from the same point or points, as when the terminal is constituted 
by a pointed wire, but can issue with equolfocility from other points as, for example, when 
the terminal is constituted by a large ball or disk. The slightest draught is, in such a case, 
sufficient to aUtr the position and shape of the streamer. In such an instance the discharge 
is also highly sensitive to other influences, as magnetic or electric actions, Roentgen rays, 
light and other forces or disturbances in the medium. 

I now understand better why a "rotating brush", which I have described some years 
ago, is so wonderfully sensitive, many times more than any other sensitive device of which I 
have knowledge at present. It seems to me that a sensitive device in telegraphy on this 
principle will have to be ultimately adopted in preferance to others. The trouble is that it 
is dificult, or at any rate inconvenient, to produce and maintain the phtnomenon but this 
difficulty may be overcome in time. The photograph described shows very beautif.lIly 
how a streamer falls apart and spatters after striking a wooden structure, owing to the 
sudden htal tvolution and gas generation at that spot. The photograph conveys well 
the idea of the fierceness of the discharge produced by 100 throws of the switch, other 
particulars remain·ng. 

, • • w . 

Colorodo Springs 
Jan . .5, 1900 

Photogrophs taken with Mr. Alley from Dtc. 17 to Dec. 31, 1899 and particulars about 
the same continued: 

XLIX. This plate shows again the extra coil viewed centrally and discharging from 
the brass ring on top, menlioned before, to which thin wires. pointing upwards, are fastened. 
As the streamers are made to issue from great many points at once, they are decidedly wtak
er than when, as in some previous cases, permitted to issue only from a few points. This 
is evident from the fineness of their texture, as shown in the photograph. But the total 
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amount of energy spent upon the air is very great in this experiment and the coil in action 
produces the effect of a hot furnace, creating a strong current of air through the open 
roof which, rushing upward, takes effect upon the streamers as is plainly recorded on the · 
plate, particularly on the upper streamers. A very interesting 10Dg spark passes to"tbe 
wire leading from the secondary. It is «<videot that many streamers are split up to such an 
extent that they do not impress the film sufficiently. In the experiment .ISO 100 throws 
of the switch were made and the other particulars were De'ely the n"'C as before. The 
e.m.f. at the terminals of the extra coil system is necessarily smaller because of the facility 
afforded for the escape of the streamen and great frictional loss in the air, which causes 
the free oscillations of the system to die out more quickly than in some of the foregoing 
experiments. 

L. This photograph repre~nts a similar view of the extra coil discharging from the 
brass ring and wires fastened t(l same; in this case the wires being directed downward~ 

The streamers show much the same character as before and many are evidently not strong 
enough to record their path on the film. on account of the great quantity of them. Most 
of tbem produce tbe effect of a strong glow only. Some strong sparks pIW 0(* asionaUy 
to the wire leading from tbe secondary. Again. the photograph was produced by 100 clo
sures of the switch and normal excitation of tbe extra coil system. 

LI. This is once more the eJl.tra coil discharging under similar condjtioq,s..'and viewed 
in the same manner. The wires fastened to the brass ring forming the last tum of atta 
coil are in lhis case pointed still more downwards. To strengthen the streamers somewhat 
the number of the discharging wires is reduced. The streamers OD the top part of the picture 
arc very beautiful, their paths being curiously curved . But the fine texture of the discharge 
again shows the weakening effect of the m·ny wires or points of issue, though the indi· 
vidual discharges are evidently stronger than before. Some sparh passing to the hood 
and floor are interesting and ihow that the e.m.f. has been incle'Sed by reducing the num· 
ber of the discharging wires. In fact some sparks and streamers attain great length and 
there are a number of instances or their splitting up in curiow ways iUustrated. A itrong 
draught effect is also apparent. The photograph is rendered more beautiful by its symmetry. 
All particulars remained as before. 

Colorado Springs 
Jan. 6, 1900 

Pnolographs taken with Mr. Alley from .Dec. 17 to Dec. 31, 1899 and particulars relating 
to the same continued : 

LII. This plate shows a discharge from the top or the extra coil, produced by a 
sin81e closure of the circuit or throw of the switch, of very short duration. The discharge 
issues again from the brass ring on the top of the extra coil, which is viewed centrally. 
Some streamers pass into the air and sparks dart to the bood above the coil. A curious 
spiral or screw motion in one or two streamers is noticeable. The light of the discharge, 
though lasting but one fraction of a second, is strong enough to reveal a part of the structure 
and the top of the coil. The current of air separates the sparks and streamers into the indi· 
vidual discharges produced by the break wheel. This errect is beautifully shown. The vibra· 
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tion of the coil and all other particulars are as ill most previous instances recently described: 
No after illumination by arc or flash . 

.-
LIII. This illustrates apin lbe discharse of the extra coil under similar conditions 

as produced by a sinale closure of the circuit through the switch, but of 10ll8'Cr duration. 
This is a side piece to Photograph VI already described, only the door was not open as 
in that cese and the draupt was consequently.much smaller. Some very iD.teresting beading 
upon themselves and twisting of the streamers and sparks may be observed in the picture . 
In places, some streamen are actually interrupted. This singular phenomenon has already 
been described on a previous OCCAsion. Some streamers ag:Lin appear exceptionally thin 
though they ought to appear as thick as the olben, judginl from their position relative 
to the camera. This is evidently due to the smaller actinic power of these particular dischar· 
&CS, owing to which only the central and white portion imprfSse'S itself upon the film. 
A spark strikiDl the floor shows the feature of "splashiag", dwelt upon before very clearly. 
A few sparks reach the roof but do Dot continue along the same, beina rather weak at that 
distance. The photograph is on the whole very beautiful. All tbe particulan were as nor· 
maJly or nearly so. 

LlV. In this photograph the "extra coil" is again shown in central view discharging 
upwards from the brass ring or turn on the top, under conditions nearly normaJ. 100 throws 
of switch were made in the experiment. The plate is very interesting on ICCOunt of the 
exceptioDaI fiDeoea of the streamers and perhaps still more so owing to the curious curves 
of the sputa. One of the litter is seen to piss quite close to the hood without strikiDl it, 
pref'erring • point of the iron pole far above the hood. Another feature of interest is af· 
forded by • streamer pasing close to the iron pole and escapiag through the opening in 
the roof, seemiqly not beiDl affected by the pICsencc of the pole. These two discharges 
are very loq, the latter particularly. The photograph is very succusful, the f«usins being 
excellent. 

LV. This plate illustrates the discharge passing laterally across the laboratory from 
the tip of a wire, forming the "free" terminal of the extra coil, chie8.y to the 8.oor and top 
wire of the secondary. The sparks and strcamen are very powerful and long, exhibiting many 
of the phenomena described in some cases before. One spark passing from the terminal 
of the extra coil across the laboratory is of rare beauty showing the individual discharges 
effected by the break wheel exceptionally well. A few sparks and streamers show luminous 
points on some places which may be "fireballs". I have already dwelt at some length on 
this fascinating phenomenon and have explained what I consider to be its true nature. 
It may be of interest to state tbat such luminous poinu may be produced in other ways 
without-partaking of the nature of the fireballs. One of these ways may be described here. 
II is well known - at least I assume so - that by causing two or more vibrations of dif· 
ferent pitch to pass along a conductor, nodal points and points of maximum effect may be 
produced and caused to shift slowly along the conductor. Such a result I have frequently 
obtained with two vibrations of but slightly different period, the period of one of the vibra· 
tions being adjustable. If 1 recollect rightly I have described a result of this kind somewhere 
before this. 

Substituting for a conductor of copper a vacuum tube of great length, I have also 
produced in the latter more or less luminous strips, striae or portions which would move 
along the tube with a velocity dependent on the relative wave length .,)f both the vibrations. 
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and which was at will adjustable by an adjustment of the wave len,gth of one of the vib~
tiODS. The truth is, however. tbat I observed this phcaomt:llOn in vacuum tubes long 
before without bciq able to render myself an ·.......,unt of the nature of the samc-until 
I obtained the ,'me· effect on a wire in the m.nner stated. Now it is quite cbr that, since 
a .treamer i. a collductin, p"tb comparable to a wire, the .. me phenomenon may take 
place on the 'treFmer itself - beina the result of two (or possibly more) vibrations of dif· 
ferent wave IcDsth. Thi. is all the more probable as in such an apparatus two vibrations 
of this kind may readily occur since the capacity, or the inductance of the circuit or both. 
may underlO variations as the diICblfJe is playing. thus modifying the period to a .Iight 
extent - .ufficient to C&use the production of this phenomenon. In fact I have frequently 
observed such variations of the constants of the circuit which is osciUating, these variations 
bcilll produced in various diffel'Cnt ways. Thus it may happen that thele is seen on such 
a long spark or streamer a point or portion. of greater or smaUer luminousity, or more 
such points, moving aJong the path of the ditcblfJe with a small velocity, without having 
anytbilll to do with the occurrence of the fireball., as before explained. 

If the interruption of a discharge in some part of its course, which was n.oted before, 
would not have been actually and unmist.kably observed, I would think it quite possible 
that this phenomenon might be due to a dark part or nodaJ portion formed on the streamer 

. -
in the mlDner above .et forth, this part being either stationary or slowly .hifting along 
tbe path of the discharge, as the case may be. I think that I shall be able to settle tms point 
in the following experiment which 1 propose to carry out. The idea i. to provide a .treamer 
which will be preferably .traight and will pass continuowly through tbe same path, thus 
enabliq an. effect propagated aJoq the streamer to be observed just as on a wire. The 
.tranner .hould be preferably also of very areat lensth. This I am convinced I can realize 
as fonows: 

A glass tube of pieces joined together temporarily, of ratber large diameter, and of 
a length of. say. 30 to 50 feet is to be provided. The end of a well insulated wire, forming 
the "free" terminal of a coil. as the extra coil here used, is to be led in one end of the glass 
tube. in the anter of the same so that the streamer, when formed on the point of tbis 
wire, will have the tendency to pass along the tube on the inside of the same. In order. 
however, to keep the discharge away from tbe glass, suction is to be applied on the other 
end of the tube or else a current of air is to be forced through the tube - from the side 
of the discharging wire towards the other open end of the former. in any convenient way -
50 as to compel the streamer to pass along the axis of the glass tube. Jf the tube i5 of large 
diameter I do not think that it will be difficult to carry out the experiment. Now this stre
amer is to be produad by oscillations 01 small wave length and under these conditions it 
will be quite easy to produce stationary or shifting. nodal or maximum poinlS along the 
path of the streamer. 

BUI, to return to the description of the present photograph, some of the paths des
cribed by the discharge arc curious in the extreme. Many features dwelt upon before 
arc again and even more dearly shown. So the "splashing". the splitting up and reuniting 
is plainly visible. Some streamers strike the roof and one particularly was dangerous, the 
plate showing that after hitting the roof it divided in three parts following the structure. 
This Hli/l scarcely print. An ignition of the roof would have been unavoidable had the 
switch been held on only a fraction of a second longer. But in ma nipulating the switch 
I always took care 10 throw off the handle instanlly when. by chance, one of the discharges 
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would dart to the roof. It is to be rearetted that the buildiD.g. althou&h very I.fie fcr ordi
nary cIperiments, did Dot allow tbe production of discharges still stro.~ than those 
before described, which would have been easily practicable with the present apparatus 
which - with more copper in the coils and particularly in the "CItra coil", and possibly 
without any chan.ae - would have in .11 probability enabled me to rc.web twice or three 
times the length of the actual discharges. In the experiment .. sreal many lparks were 
seen to pas to the top tum of the secondary. These discharges would, without adequate 
provision. infallibly injure the condensers and the Westinghouse transformer and also 
other apparatus connected with the circuits or at a small distance from the same, no matter 
how well insulated they might be. By grounding the circuits in proper ways this danger 
is in a large measure reduced. In tbe experiment just described there were agajn 100 clo
sures, rather short, effected by the switch and the other particulars not dwelt Upon were 
the same as before. 

This statement repeatedly made in the description ofthese plates should be specified . 
The truth is, each experiment required a special adjustment as the size and form of the 
terminals and the character of the discharge affected, to some extent, the constants of the 
oscillating system or systems. But the departures from the ~nditiQns designated as normal 
wt:re very slight, the induct.nce of the primary or exciting cirCuit being v&ried only by 
inserting a very few turns of the regulating coil. 

LVI. In this photograph the discharge of the elttra coil. issuiog from a ball of)o" 
diameter forming the "free" terminal, passes across the laboratory to a wire lUI tw::d tow.ard 
and extending from the top of a coil on a stand. The discharge is made of smaller length 
for the purpose of h~ightening its brilliance. The shortest distance in a straight line from 
the ball to the wire is eleven feet. As the light of the sparks would produce a marring of the 
images, the photograph is taken through a diaphragm with a very small opening. The 
individual discharges corresponding to the closures of the circuit by the break wheel are 
very clearly shown. It is interesting to observe the curved paths of the sparks which are 
much longer than the shortest route open to them. Some of the sparks avoid the wire 
preferring to pass through fully twice the distance through the air. An interesting feature 
is afforded by one of the longest streamers which in a ponion nearer to the wire. extend in! 
from the coil on the stand, changes from aslUQmer into a spark. It is also curious to observe 
its path passing far beyond the wire point and returning to the same. In this instance there 
were 50 throws of the switch made and the vibration was slightly slower than the normal 
on account of the large ball at the free terminal. 

. " . . 
LVII. This plate shows the extra coil, with a ball of 30" diam. as "free" terminal, 

discharging laterally across the laboratory into the air. The discharges are much stronger 
when breaking out from the ball, requiring a much higher e.m.f. Capacity also adds to 
their volume and fierceness. Many st reamers again show luminous points and attain 
great length, one in particular, which traverses the entire laboratory striking the wall. 
The end is probably too fine to print clearly. Many discharges again are carried to the 
roof by the draught they create. Once more 100 throws of the switch were made. The 
conditions were otherwise the same. 
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Colorado Springs 

Jan. " 1900 
• 

Photographs takOl with Mr. Alley from Dec. 11 to Dec. 31, 1899 and ptUticu/ars '~bout 
the same continued: 

LVIII. This photoaraph shows the extra coil in central view with the discharge 
issuing from two diametrically opposite wires, pointioa: upwardl, which are fastened to 
the brass ring or last tum on the top. The sparks, passina abundantly 10 the hood aboV'e 
tbe coil, produce a most beautiful symmetrical figure, which i, rendered still more 11'0 

• 
by tbe fine teIture and sharpness of tbe disch&rge paths. On the top of th.'c coil from the 
brass rina delicate streamen rise producing the effect of a flame. The two wires from the 
ends of which the sparks and streamen sally fortb ,low all Q/Ott,. This is remarkable 
and indicates the great quantity of electrical movement. The glow of the top tum of the 
secondary and also that of the wire leading to the extra coil is strong, tb·t of the latter 
wire being much stroqer. Some oceptionaUy briUiant sparb occur (lCca·ionally. This 
happens when the discharge breaks out on ODe wire or point much earlier. In this case the 
spark continues along this path and practically all the energy supplied loes this way. 
In the experiment, as in most cues before, 100 throws of the switch were. made, other 
particulars remaining unchanged. -

LlX. In this plate the extra coil is again shown in central view, only the discharge 
is made to issue from many wires instead of only from two as before. The wires are fastened 
to the b~ ring and are pointed upward as in the preoedilll cue. This photoaraph is also 
symmetrical and eItremely beautiful. Some stroDJer sparb and Itreunen occurring 0c

casionally present many features of interesL A number of sparb startilll from the back 
avoid the hood, though passing near the same, circle around and finally strike the hood 
on the front side. One streamer, extremely long, starts upward foUowing the pole for some 
distance then turns, passing for a good distance borizontally, and finally darts upward 
through the opening in the roof, evidently carried by a sudden gust of the draught. Several 
sparks pass closely to tbe hood upward and return to the same after traversing a consi
derable distance. All the wires emitting the streamers glow. Again 100 throws of the switch 
were made and the vibration, as well as other particulars, remained nearly normal. 

LX. This is a very interesting plate, the discharge taking place from a ball of 8" diam. 
and two diametrically opposite wires fastened to the same. The extra coil is again viewed 
centrally. Very strong sparks pass to the Hoor, some twisting and darting about curiously 
and exhibiting several phenomena described already. Sparks and streamers also pass to 
hood, roof and sides of the building. Some of the streamers attain great length being 
thirty feet. a • .Ieast, in a straight line. wbile some sparks measure twenty feet or more. 
These latter are very brilliant and fierce. The upper streamers indicate the existence of 
a strong current of air cr~ated by the heat developed by the discharge. Again 100 throws 
of the switch were made, other particulars remaining the same. 

LXI. This is another most beautiful photograph showing streamers and sparks is
suing from a disk facing the camera. The extra coil is viewed centrally, as before, the disk 
forming the free terminal being on a point of the vertical axis of the coil. It seems that 
in some quick moving streamers the individual discharges are recorded, at least the texture 
appears far too fine for the break wheel period. Assume, for example, 4000 breaks per 
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Phot, LX. D ischarge rrom a bailS" diam. with twO d iametr ically opposite Wl rC'.l fastened \0 the same . 
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second and let the vibration be, say, 60,000 per second - then there wowld be lO individual 
discharges in each break wheel period. understanding by this the lime iiiicrval from one 
break to the next, or from one closure 10 the next. Since the break wheel crr~t is always 
seen, even when the streamer moves slowly. it would seem that the finer threads indicate 
the individual discharges. AI any ralC, with a stronger draught the lalter can be evidently 
easily recorded and this might be a simple way of exactly determining the vibration of the 
system, certainly simpler than analysis by a revolving mirror. 

This cxpedment I expect to perform on my return for it is indispensable to determine 
the vibration quite exactly. Up to the pr~nt this necessity was not imperative, the method 
used being satisfactory so long as the chief purpose was to perfect the apparatus and make 
general observations. But now quantitative estimates have become important. To return 
to the description. the strong sparks to the hood are particularly curious. The s:rong cur· 
rent of air is evident from their behaviour and also from the appearance of the upper 
streamers. Some very strong sparks pass to the coil in series with the extra coil. One of 
the streamers striking the Hoor ignites the wood. Many streamers are carried through 
the opening in the roof. One, exceptionally long, passes to the ph!'tographer in the comer 
of the building. The shock is but slight as might be expected. /Jt:Ipark might be fatal, but 
there was no possibility of a spark taking that course without being stopped by conducting 
objects nearer to the origin. Some of the upper streamers are chopped up curiously indi· 
eating the presence of small whirls or eddies in the air current passing through the roof 
opening. The switch was here also closed 100 times; the closures were very short and the 
otber particulars remain..::d as before. 

LXII. This is one of the most beautiful plates taken. It shows a discharge issuing 
from the base of a cone upon which a ball of 30" diameter is resting. Streamers, tllough 
a few only, issue also from the ball giving evidence of the immense electrical pressure: and 
quantity of electric movement. It was indispensable to employ the metallic conical vessel 
for the purpose of preventing the discharge from following the wooden support, upon 
which the ball of 30" was supported, to the ground. This would unavoidable oocur even 
if the support were of the most excellent material as regards insulation, as of glass for 
example, and no matter how high the support might be. 

In fact, I have found from long experience with these discharges of extreme electro
motive force, that it is almost impossible to insulate a terminal without some such provision 
as used in the present instance. The fundamental idea is to provide an arrangement such 
that the place of support, or that part of the terminal which rests upon the support, is 

- g -uarded by the conductor projecting beyond. In other words the terminal must be resting 
on the support on points where there is no l'iUlricai pressure or, at any rate, a very small 
pressure. This amounts to screening the support statically. Another way 10 prevent the 
current from following the support is to place a coil, through which the current passes, 
beneath the support passing axially through the coil. The hood, referred to repeatedly 
in these descriptions, is used for the same purpose as without the same the current would 
pass along the pole to the ground. But the hood might be dispen~d with by using an extra 
coil of much smaller diameter, axial with the wooden pole supporting the iron structure, 
but it would be necessary ror insurinr: safety to let th~ coil finish very close to the boltom 
of the iron structure wl.ere it rests upon the insulating support . This has been one or the 
great difficulties encountered in the cour"e or this work and it has required much time 
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and trouble to overcome it successfully. For the same purposes also the large hood, above 
the cords keeping the iron pole in posilion, is employed. The rims of both these. hoods 
are curved so as to enable a sreater pressure to be reached by preventing the streamers 
to break out into the air easily and at a much smaUer pressure. In a new apparatus, now 
under oolUidcration. these improvements will be carried much further and I am confident 
to obtain results rar beyond anything arrived at so far . 

In the present experiment it is rather AStonishing to see some streamers breaking 
out from the surface of the ball of such a large radius of curvature, when they can pass 
out so easily from the edge or base of the cone underneath. This shows the existence of 
violent surgings and a great quantity of electricity SCI in motion in the system. The photo
graph shows some luminous spots on a very powerful streamer passing to the floor. Many 
sparks are very curious on account of the curved paths they follow. The streamers here are 
also mostly of fine texture, this being due to the facility with which they break. forth from 
the edge of the inverted pass and to their abundance. It may be seen from the plate that 
one of the supports of the extra coil caught fire. The particulars in this experiment were 
as in most cases before, 100 throws of the switch being made. 

LXIIJ. This plate again illustrates a most beautiful d ischar~e taking pla~ from a ball 
of 30" diameter supported on a vertical coil. Owing to the abundance af-the streamers 
the ball can nat be seen. The streamers are of a peculiar character, probably due to the 
manner in which they were produced, which is different from thai practiced in the instances 
before described . It so happened that when the switch was thrown in the discharge from 
the ball always darted to the floor . Now, in order to make it pass upward also and so 
to produce a symmetrical til 'Jfe, I held the switch on longer expecting that the heated air 
rising upward would carry the discharge towards the roof. Indeed this happened, the 
discharge always staninl towards the floor and then gradually rising until it was vertical 
and passing out through the opening in the roof. The last and permanent position was 
attained in 3 4 seconds of time, this showinl the ~reat amount of energy spent in heating 
the air and rapid heating and risinl of the latter. The air current exercises such a predo
minating influence that some streamers pass vertically upwards very close to the iron pole, 
without apparently being affected by the presence of the pole. 

A peculiar feature of the present photograph is that the upper streamers are not 
sharp although the focusing was carefully done. This is evidently due to their Outtering 
motion caused by the sudden and changing gusts of the draught. This again forcibly 
illustrates the great sensitiveness of such streamers to air currents and I am once more 
impressed with the possibility of turning this property to some good use. The symmetry 
of the ~o!..ograph is somewhat destroyed by a spark. which breaking the insulation of the 
top turn (3 i 8" rubber), passes to the hood above the coil. All the particulars in this case 
remained nearly normal. There were again 100 throws of switch made. 
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I Jun.e 

Tesla mentioDed a similar application of a magnet for extinction of the arc in rarefied 
gas in his lecture to the lEE in London 1892m. The initial idea for this type of detector 
may date from tbe time when he was intensively studying phenomena associated with 
currents in vacuum. 

3 June -
During the year 1899 Tesla filed applications for fOUf patentsC8 - ll) which made 

usc of the pril\Cip1e of "accumulating energy of feeble impulses". It may be seen from 
these patents that the function of the capacitor was to store encrlY from the commutatcd 
(in factJtX1;§rxU UF cUliene. The condenser is connected to the receiver (a relay) which 
pcriodica1ly mikes contactl!I~) when the condenser charges up cnough. Both these patents 
were filed 24th JUde 18~·'0). The other tWOt',II) were filed ht August 1899. They also 
refer- to • method of ac:eumulating eneTlY but the way the inoomi,!' &jane' molrols the 
c:barains of the COftdenser is dirr':iCnt : here it causes variations in the resistance of a "sen
sitive device" wbich controls the current eharajn, the condenser from a battery. The 
condcDR"f disc:b&raes periodically throuJh tbe ,eceiver " ia tho previous casc. 

Testa developed the malott method whilc he was in 'Colorado Sprinp. 

5 June 

Tesla does not state the origin of the formula he uses to calculate M, the power 
induced in the secondary, receiving coil, by the primary fed with a powcr of 4 kW (or 
4 x 1010 erg/sec, not crgs). Although he himself expresses doubts about the calculation, 
the conclusion he draws is correct, i.e. that these mode of tnLnS!J'lission is greatly inferior 
to that which he calls the method of "disturbed charge of ground and air". in fact that of 
electromagnetic radiation. 

6 June 

Working with a darkcned Crooke's tube, on the 81h of November 1895 R6ntgen 
noted the luminescence of barium p[atino-cyanide crystals and discovered that it was due 
to some unknown radiation which he termed X-rays. Towards the end of that year he 
held a lecture on his discovery. and in an amazingly short time the whole world knew about 
his work (66). 
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Tesla spent some time in intensive research on X-rays. publishing his ,results in tcn 
articles in the period 11th March 1896 to 11th August 1897m. On the 6th of April 1897 
he also gave a lecture on his X-ray studies(11) and presented designs ofa number of devices 
for generating powerful rays. During this lecture he reported interesting data from his 
earlier experiments with Crooke's tubes in 1894. He had then observed that some tubes 
which produced only feeble visible light had more effect on photographic plates than 
tubes which were brighter to the eye. The goal of his research was to obtain true phos
phorescence ("cold light"), $0 tbat he postponed further investigation oft.h.is phenomco('n. 
and of the cause of various spots and hazing on photographic platts which had bt~n 
kept in the laboratory for a time before usc. When he finaly did get around to it a fire 
broke out in the laboratory, destroying practically everythins (13th March 1895). It was 
several months before he c;2~!4 resume his meek, 'Ad in the meantime R6ntgen made 
his discovery. When Tcsla heard about it, it was immediately plain what had been liap-

- pening in hiS laborato'}'. He repeated R6ntgen's experiments, which were ratber crypti~ly 
described, and realized that he had been mistaken in not following up certain chance 
observations dury9g his work with Creek,', t"h(1.. 

During 1896 and 1891 Tcsla carried out many expc~me.2-ts with X-rays, also spe
culating about their nature. He thought "that the effects on tbe sensitive plate are due 
to projected particles, or else to vibration far beyond any fRlquency which we are able 
to obtain by means of condenser discharges" (Lit. ClI. p. A-30). He immediately realized 
the importance of high voltages for producing powerful rays and suggested using his 
singLe-terminal tubes connc~ted to the secondary of the disruptive discharge coil. It is 
interesting to note that R~ntgen too, in a lecture to the Physical Medical SoclCty of 
WUrzburg the same month as Tesla published his fint article, also pointed out the great 
advantage of using Tesla's high-frequency oscillator in generating X-rays. (66) 

Tesla measured the rdlection and transmission of X-rays for several metals, lead 
glass, mica and ebonitc. It is not clear, however, whether what be measured was true 
reftcctcd radiation or secondary radiation. He also tried to detect refraction but did not 
succeed, for reasons which are today obvious. In papen and in a lecture before the New 
York Academy of Science he described a number of tubes for producing powerful X-rays, 
most of them resembling LcDard tubes (which he often mentions) but without the anode 
terminal. 

1 June 

__ ... ~. Descriptions of the high-frequency transformer are to be found in Tesla's publica-
tions and patents from 1891 onwards",·4), but he did not patent it until 1891(26). The 
invention protected by this patent is "A transformer for developing or converting currents 
of higb potential. comprising a primary and secondary coil, one terminal of the secondary 
being electrically connected with the primary, and with earth when the transformer is 
in use, as set forth" , It in particular pmt"fts the spiral form of the secondary, and a conical 
form is also mentioned. For ordinary uses a cYlindrical secondary divided into two parts, 
is p[Q~. A new feature is the specification that tb~ length of the secondary should 
be "approxlmat~IY...9nc: quarter of the wavelength of the e10ctrical disturbance in the secon
dary circuit, based on the v~IOcity of propagation of the eloctrical disturbance through 
the coil itself", or, in general. "so that at one terminal the potential would be zero and 
at the other maximum". ., /' 
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In his efforts to construct a sensitive detector for small signals T~ worked out 
several designs making use of the thermal effect of high-frequency current. Since the 
energies involved are very small (according to Testa of the order of I erg), Icccivers based 
on this principle would be extremely delicate. 

In the archives of the Nikala Tosla Museum, Belgrade, a slide has been found which 
evidences that Tcsla was probably preparing to file a patent on a receiver limilar to that 
which he described in the diary the 9th of June (see drawing on p. 399). The entry for 11th 
June is stamped on the back "U.S. Patent Office, Nov. 1 S, 1902." 

The basic principle of these detectors is of an earlier date. According to AcmingUl1, 
Gregory carried out measurements of radiation intensity by the extension of a thin wire 
in 1889, and Rubens and Ritter in 1890 using a bolometer. 

13 ond 14 June 

From the very start of his work on wireless transmission of signals in 1892-1893 
Tesla advocated the use of continuous HF current, while other experimenters were working 
with damped impulses. The advantage of continuous currents is"articularly great in the 
transmission of continuous signals, such as speech. The entries fo r tbe 13th and 14th of 
June describe two modifications of the HF oscillator which could be used rQr amplitude 
mndula'jon. These two circuits were probably in fact the first modulators in the history 
or radio. It is not known whether Tesla carried out any experiments with this apparatus, 
but similar ideas were implemented iater(l9). 

TesJa's notes illustrate how carefully he studied the design, from the power supply 
to theoretical aspects such as the ratio of the muimum modwation rreguency 10 the 
carrier rrcquency. . ' 

The transmitter using "controlled arc" modulation or the oscillator power described 
in the entry of June 14th produces amplitude modulated wave by varying the carrier 
power about a mean value. The modulating signal can be oftow power, so that the device 
as a whole can also be considered a rrcquency-shirting amplifier. 

IS June 

This trial run of the new oscillator was Tesla's first step towards the im~entati~n 
~ of his higb-power generator. Th~ secondary of the HE transformer was made coniClI in 

ordeno reduce the voltage between turns at the top of the coil. This feature is described 
_as. ... ~:)Qe of the alternatives in his "Electrical Transformer" palent(6). Tcsla was the first 

to ' suggest using braided insulated wires instead of solid conductors in HE circuits in 
order to reduce eddy currents (see e .g. ref. 46, p. 60). 

16 June 

In these experiments Tesla investigated the influence of grounding· on the HF 
oscillator. The main point of interest for him was the propagation of electrical waves 

• At this time there wu relatively lillie experience whh tp'Ounciin,. He eJIIplail\l in this entry thai 
,rounding was made in ",he usual way as here pta<:tised", probably referrin,toli,htnina conductorg:round
i"l. Groundi"s for sin&le-wire telegraphy dates from 1838, when Stinheil demonstrated that the Earth 
(XI uld be used as the return conductor. In 1893 Tesla described his system for enerl)' tnll1$ffijssjon 
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through the earth. He had a lready put forward t!le hypothesis that the Earth could be 
used as one of the conductors in transmission of energy from a transmilling to a receiving 
aerial in 1893161. He further developed this hypothesis in his patent application uAp
paratus for transmission of electrical energy" filed in 18971131. 

18 June 

The secondary circuit was modified by the addition of another coil, a ltering its 
response to the primary and the Spectrum of the oscillat ions. Tesla had already found in 
experiments in New York th;l,( this "ex tra ct,i!" had a good effect. This coil was not indue.. 
tively coupled to the transformer (some coupling probably existed, though weak) . 

• 

19 June 

Continuing his study of the receiver components referred to between 9th and 11th 
June, Tesla describes a sensitive detector using the attractive force between the plates of 
a charged condenser. Descriptions of allied devices are 10 be found in several of Tes!a's 
patents. In patents(S) and (9) this effect is used to periodically make the r~iver ci rcuit 
when main condenser charges up sufficiently (there is no preexci lation nOf- quenching, 
since the circuit quenches itself when all the stored energy gels discharged). A fuller des. 
cription, where it is noted thaI the performance of the device is improved under reduced 
air pressure, may be found in palentsHO). 

20 June 

Tesla did not make a strict theoretical analysis of the mode of operation of his 
oscillator, but determined a ll the main parameters by tests on a simpl ified representation 
of the oscillator circuit. For example, he estimated the power supply drain from the energy 
in the primary ci rcuit capacity multiplied by the rate of discharge. This involves the as. 
sumption that the condenser charges up by the same amount before each discharge (which 
cannot be the case when it is charged from an AC supply) and that all the energy gels 
dissipated before the next charging. 

The " vibration", i.e. the resonant of the primary circuit is calculated 
from the measured its capa-
city. Since is divided by 4. The capacitance 
was somewhat greater than Ihat measured on June 18th with the old jars. Using these 
Land C values he calculates the resonance I=eriod of the primary using Thomson's formula 
for a lossless circ"iL 

He then finds the wavelength of the primary oscillations, and hence works out the 
number of turns the secondary must have so that its length is one quarter of a wavelength 
(see the eommentary to 7th June). It is not surprising that he went ast ray in trying to 
set up a representation of the secondary circuit as an oscillatory system since the distributed 

where the alternating current source is connected "with one of its terminals to 
water mains) and with tile other to a body of large surface P". Popoy's receiver 

;,;; """ t ro:,lnding ~ ia a water pipeUlI. Around 189S Marconi did some experiments with a Bertz ap
paratus .I! rounding one terminal 0( tile inductor li nd leay,ng the other connected to an eleyated condoclo r 
with II ter .ninal capacity. E"h.au~t i ye studies or the influence of the form 0( grounding and the nature of 
the ground were made around 1905 and laterOO). 
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capacitance was npt determined. Tesla's own doubts about thi$ wa>: . ~rdetennining the 
secondary in terms of length of wire arc best revealed when he refers to checking its re
sonant frequency treating it as an oscillatory circuit. 

21 June 

Returning once more to the problem of the conversion of mains power into HF 
power Tesla calculates the energy in each charging cycle of the condenser (sec comments 
for June 20th). Taking it that all the energy in the/charge condenser will at some instant 
be found in the condenser of the secondary circuit, he in (ael works out the peak voltage 
on the secondary condenser. The energy equation for Jossles.s coupled circuits has the 
general form 

1 1 I 2 
- CpUp-- C.U. 
2 2 

where p refers to the primary, s to the secondary circuit, U is peak voltage. It should be 
noted that Oberbeck's thcory(29) yields the same ratio between t~ voltage on the primary 
condenser just before discharge begins and the peak voltage:'On the secondalY condenser. 

22 June 

The circuit with two condensers, one being charged from tbe power supply and 
the second via a spark from the first represents a modification of Tesla's classic oscillator·. 
Theory shows that orotraction of the oscillation in the primary circuit lowers the efficiency 
of the oscillator because energy pulses back and forth between tbe primary and secondary. 
However. in this circuit protraction of the spark does not have the same effect beMUse 
while it lasts the primary capacitance is C+Ch but when it stops the capacitance is only 
C1• Why the sparks in the secondary were stronger with C=aCh a a whole number, is 

. hard ~o say without a more exhauslive analysis. 
The note at the end of the entry indicates his satisfaction with the results and that 

he felt it necessary to continue research in the same direction. 

23 June 

The two formulae are in fact identical if the thickness of the wire IS neglected, 
because then 

24 June 

Rarefied gases had long interested Tesla. and his work on their conducting properties. 
especially at high frequencies, is well known. e.g. the patents on an electlic lighting system 
and an incandescent lampl311. He presented detailed ana1yses of the same problems in 
his famous lectures{4.$.6). Rarefied gas as a conductor is also referred to in his patent 
application "System of transmission of electrical energy"(I)) . 

• Drawinp reprodoecd on p. 403 .re taken rrom Tesl.'. original slide, now in the Nikol. Tesla Mu
seum, Belgrade, show four modilicat ion5 or the transmitter. 
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25 June 
---

The device shown in the drawing was intended to amplify the vibrations, in the fol
lowing way: some of the power driving cylinder A is converted by friction of brush b 
against A into vibrations of b. Since the friction is a function of the current in the electro. 
magnet, the vibrations of b have a time variation similar to the time variations of the 
current. If the circuit of the electromagnet includes a microphone and a battery, then the 
device should amplify the speech signal, brush b vibrating in synchronization with the 
s~h pressure but with much morc energy. This amplified signal could be used in a mo
dulator (see June 13th and 14th). The drawing shown on p.405 (from Tesla's slide in 
Nikola Tesla Museum. Belgrade) iIIustrales how Tesla thought of implementing some 
of these ideas·. 

26 Jun~ 

The principle of this device using high voltages to separate gases would be that the 
molecules (in fact ions) of the different gases would behave differently because of their 
different mass: charge ratios. It is not known whether Tesla tried .to verify this idea experi
mentally. In a later articlel2S1 on electrical oscillators he . me~ions among the possible 
applications "formation of chemical compounds through fusion and combination; syn
thesis of gases; manufacture of ozone •• ," but docs not mention separation of gases, so 
that it may be he never went any further than the initial idea. 

27 June 

The transmitter (Figs. 1 and 2) and receiver (Fig, 3) having several tuned circuits, 
the transmitter generating several signals at different frequencies and the receiver res
ponding only when all these signals act at the same time, were the subject of two patent 
applications filed 16 July 1900 (subsequently granted)tJSI, 

This method allows much more selective reception than a s;ngle-frcquency channel, 
and is much less sensitive to interference, and the signal can only be decoded by a special 
receiver. In his patent applications Tesla likens it to a lock which can only be opened when 
one knows the combination. 

The entry of June 27th was subsequently brought in evidence in a dispute before 
the U.S. Patent Office about priority to the idea of a multi-frequency system(liU. The 
back of the page bears the stamp "U.S. Patent Office, Nov. 1902". 

- .. '~. 28 June 

Tesla considered that the self-capacity of the secondary winding was proportional 
to t~ number of turns and inversely proportional to the spacing betwun turns, so that 
the ratio of the distributed capacities of the new and the old coil is NI dI N d l (N - number 
of turns, d - spacing between turns). 

The ratio of the inductance of the secondaries with different numbers of turns he 
finds from the relation 

(N,), I (N,), Nd N, d 
N 1: - Ii Nld: - Ndl 

• II has not so rar bc:t:n co;tablished whether Tesla patented or tried to patent this modulator. It 
appears that lhe slide: is a copy of a drawina intended ror a patcnt appl icat ion. 
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derived from the expression for an infinitely long coil, and yielding ~bc ~mc calia as in 
the case of capacitance. _0 _ 

The numerical value for the capacitance of the old coil appears here for the first 
time, without explanation. 

The receiver experiments were probably done in preparation for a patent application. 
Leonard E. Curtis appears a number ohimes as a witness to Tesla's patents (see for example 
refs. 8, 10), or as one of the attorneys (on many patents from 1896 on). 

I 30 June 

Description of electric circuits in terms of mechanical anaJoaig was at one tinlc 
very popular. The resonance of an electrical circuit was likened. to the Iwingina of a pen
dulum, and coupled resonant circuits to two pendulums linked together09l. Maxwell 
and bis followers even tried for a long time to describe the electromagnetic field in terms 
of a mechanical model (40). Tesl.', comparison of his "additional coil" to a pendulum is 
not precisely formullted but rather intuitive. He correctly discriminates between the 
excitation (initial conditions) and the Q-factor. He does not fulJy explain how he imagined 
that the vibrations of the three systems, the priRUlTY, the ~ndary and the "combined 
system", would be tbe same. By "froeing" the additional coil he means a weakening of 
the coupling between it and the secondary exciting it. He obviously had a clear under· 
standing that a circuit can oscillate at its own resonant frequency if the coupling with an 
excitation circuit is loosc. 

2 July 

Here Tesla gives the calculation of valucs for the SPlrk aap oscillator in the fullest 
detail so far. However, tbe analysis docs not include all tbe magnitudes relevant to the 
functioning of the oscillator, e.g. the primary/secondary coupling of the transformer 
and the distributed capacitance of the secondary. The power equation is also not fully 
explained and justi6cd. However, by means of tbis approximate calculation Tesla did 
get a valuable rough guide relatively quickly and easily. ... ./ 

3 July 

The distributed capacitance of the second ..... ' windings is difficult to determine. It 
depends on the coil diameter, the dimensions of the wire and the insulation and the winding 
pattern. In a single·layer coil it is due mostly to the capacity between neighboring turns, 
and this is tbe way Tesla calculated it. He considers a greatly simplified model in which 
it is taken that the parasitic capacity per turn is equal to A/4Ttd, wbele A _ ml, half the 
surface area of the wire in one turn, and d is the distance betwoen turns. The capacitance 
is caJc:ulated as that of a plate condenser of area A and gap d with air between the plates. 
This model is open to a good many criticisms, but it must not be forgotten that Tesla 
had to find some solution, whatever its shortcomings. It is also not correct that the total 
inductance and capacitance of the secondary circuit with the "additional coil" are additive, 
but Tesla was himself aware that this was guesswork, and orten mentions the words "rougb· 
Iy", "estimale", etc. 

In an earlier calculation (see June 20th) he had started from the primary circuit and 
worked out tbe ""lues ror tbe secondary, whereas here he attacks it from the otber end : 
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from the resonant frequency of the secondary circuit and the known primary inductance 
(one tum) he finds the required capacity of the primary circuit. He tben chocks whed~r . . 
this capacity can be used with an LF transformer of the given powcr. The formula·is ap
proximate, but gives a good rouBb guide for the power in the mains tramfouller. The peak 
power rating of the transformer must be even greater than the value found because the 
condenser is not charging all the time but only in short pulses. 

5 July 

It is possible that Tesla was planning to construct a balloon to take an antenna 
to great height(lJ. 14). and was thcaeforc interested in tbe generation of hydrogen. He 
does Dot give any indication, however, of whether he actually carried out any cxpcrimCDti 
in this direction, or of the arouods be had for expcctina: the desired decomposition to 
take place. 

7 July 

For the "resonance method" Tesla envisaged two possibl-- types of resonant trans
former: one with loose coupling between the primary and secondary, and the other with 
Light coupling but only with part of the w.ond,O' iDdltC[P~·. This Ia.tter !1PC he protected. 

under the patent "Apparatus for transmittin, electrical energy", for which he applied 
on 18 January 1902 {UI; a good deal of his time at Colorado Springs wu spent in develop-. 

ing it. 
His conclusions about various parameters of the oscillator indicate that be had by 

tben gained sufficitDt expcriCDoe to be able to design such devices with improved perfor

manee in the parameters he wanted. As the experiments procu:dedhe",duaUy inctused 
the voltage of the LF power supply. On Juno 20th he had calculated with an excitation 

voltage of 20 kV, but he had assumed a much higher rate of charging of the condensel", 
so that he obtained then a greater power IbAn now with 40 kV. The differenoe in the number 
of chargings per second is nowhere explauiCd. nor bad he ever previously described how 

it was ca.lculated. i he fu'St time be &ad probibly taken il as being equal to the number of 
breaks on the rotary disharger. and tbe second time as double the mains frequency. In 

this light the accuracy of "the capacity of condenser which the transfonner will be able. 
to charge" is dubious. However, Tesla did not take the value he ca.lculated as limiting the 

capacitanoe in tbe primary, noting that it did not take into account resonance aDd other 

factors which might enable the transformer to charge a much larger condensCT. 

g July 
- . '~ . 

From observing the behavior of his oscillator Tesla came to an interesting conclusion 

conoerning the shape: of the conductor i.e. tha~t=,~ 
of circular Cf()5S 

~;';;;isia-;;;;;ii ......,_ 
the dimensions of the strip conductor arc not known we cannot 

work out the reduction in resistance relative to a circular section conductor due to the 

• IIi, ea$ily rlemordtla1ed lbat ~ two metbod$ are simiJac. I( in lbe ILond c::ue a pP1 L'z 01 
lhe secondary capacitance is coupkd to the primary with. couplio, eodfident of kz. while in the fint 
ca.se the enlire sccoDdary ioductanoe Ll is coupled with. codlIdent of k •• then the respmv. of the ICICOOdary 

to the primary will be the arne if" k. - klVL'z/L,.< kl . 
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skin efrect. The surface aTta of a strip will always be greater than that of. round conductor , 
the mare so the flatter the strip: for a width to thickness ratio of 10:-1- a strip will have 
about 1.8 times more surface area; this could effect a considerable reduction in resistance , 
which would explain, at least in part. the phenomenon which Tesla discovered.. 

In connection with coils, a problem to which Testa often returned was that of tbe 
velocity of propagation of phenomena through the circuit. In order to achieve the maximum 
voltage across the secondary terminals without the addition of capacitanoc Tesla considered 
that the length of the windings should be equal to a quarter of the wavelength. This would 
be perfectly correct in the case of a straight conductor with one end grounded. Such a sys
tem, when excited, would certainly have the maximum voltage at the free end, but its 
magnitude would dtpend srcatly on whether the conductor were horizontaJ (when radia· 
tion is small, so that the Q-factor of the resonant system is high) or vertical (wben radiation 
is efficient so that the damping is high). With a bdical conductor as in Tcsla's oscillator, 
radiation is low as with a horizon!!! coQ.ductor, so that high resoD."t yoltages arc pos· 
sible unless they are reduced by parasitic capacity. In fact. helical winding incre&.,ses the: 
distributed inductance and capaci1ance so cIw the velOClty of propagation of current 
throu·gh the 'Coil is reduced, which means that the wire. mu~· be made shorter to achieve 
maximum voltage across the terminals. If the secondary is· terminated with a capacitive 
load (e.g. a metal sphere) the winding length must be still further reduced in order to 
maintain the same resonance conditions. Tesla took both these effects into aa:ount in 
designing the secondary. 

Figures 1-8 illustrate several ways of reducing the distributed capacitance of the 
secondary. The solution of placing the: turns far apart (Fig. 6) is still used today when it 
is necessary to reduce parasitic capacitance. 

9 July 

In calculating 0 (the ratio of the tum spacing of the old and new secondary) Tesla 
accidentally took the frequency instead of tbe period. so that he got 0=83 iltStead of 
D =- 2.45. A second numerical error occurred in the formula relating D and C (38 omittccl 
from under the square root) so that C came out to be 10 000 cm instead of 217 cm. Since 
he never made use of these results, Tesla naturally never discovered his mistakes. 

Tesla's method of measuring the oscillator frequency by means of an auxiliary coil 
is interesting. This coil, with its own distributed capacity, in fact constituted an absorptive 
resonator. The size of the spark across its terminals provided an indication of the amount 
of power it absorbed. (In some respects it resembled Hertz's resonator). Tesla adjusted 
its resonance by varying the number of turns for the biggest spark. He tben calculated 
the wavelength on the assumption that at resonance the length of the coil winding was one 
quarter of a wavelength. The wire length he determined by measuring the coil resistance, 
the resistivity per unit length of the wire being known. This method embodies a sy
stematic error due to llCal~ting the reduction in speed of propagation through the , 
coil(4S), and it IS applicable for oscillators of higb power. However, it was the most 
reliable method Tcsla had used to determine oscillation frequency up to that time. 

For theoretical calculation o f the oscillation periOd I hla used two formulae: one 
which neglects the influence of the secondary (as for example at the beginning of tbis 
entry), the other taking this influence into account. In the latter case it is taken that the 
primary inductance is reduced by a facto r (I _ Ml /NL), which would be the case were 
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the secondary short-c:irCl1itcd. Hew rar this is justified it is difficult t::> say because· an 
oscillator which discharges heavily does not satisfy the simple theory of the .resonant 
transformer oscillator: the secondary is then heavily damped and free oscillatio ns" in it 
decay rapidly. so one would have to apply a theoretical t'""tment for hfavily damped 
oscillators. 

10-11 July 

In order to try and increase the secondary voltaIC of the HF transformer by keepillJ 
down the distributed capacity of the secondary Tesl. added a third oscillatory circuit, 
thus obtaining..1o oscillator with three resonant circuiu of which two are tightly coupled-. , 
The third circuit will not neqssari1y be most stroDBlyclIci,cd .wben its lCronant fmq11cncy . 
coincides with that of the primary and secondary (assuming these are the same) and 
the pri-mary and secondary are tightly couplCd. Irthe .park in tho primary circuit lastsloiig, 
then the tightly coupled primary-secondary aystcm will produce two distinct oscillations, 
and tbe third circuit will be most strongly excited if it is tuned to one (strictly speaking 
to near one) of these two frequencies. On the other band, if the spark is of short duration 
the tightly coupled system may oscillate strongest at the fnOnant frequency of the secon
dary, and then the third circuit will be excited the strongest when all three. have the same 
resonant frequency. Tcsla believed that his system of coupled circuits--was producing 
a single vibration, which under ocrtain conditions is in fact feasible. 

12 July 

Early on in the diary Tesl. mentioned a method using a condenser to store energy 
from weak impulses arriving at a reccjvcr. In the circuit drawn here.. the condenser is 
charged by • banery via a 
of an oscillation transformer. In the absence of an extema) signal the 
coherer is large so that the charging current is small. The circuit breaker periodically 
discharrcs the condenser through the primary of the transformer generating alternating 
current in the secondary which biases the coherer. When an external signal is received 
the resistanoc of the cohercr is reduced and the charging current rises rapidly, which in 
turn increase .. the AC bias on the coherer which therefore soon gets to full conductivity 
(in fact there is a feedback loop). 

14 July 

He had tried out the devices shown in these drawings earlier on, some of them for 
~irelcss remote control ofa boat. Patent No. 613809, "Mcthod of and apparatus for con
trolling_~hanism of mo ving vessels or vehicles" of 8 November 1898 (application field 
I July 1898) mentions the possibility of using electromagnetic resonance but does not 
give the circuit diagram of the transmitter referred to here. 

15 July 

Earlier on (sec the entry fo r June 3rd) Tesla presents a general scheme in which the 
'dynamo principlc" is referred too as one of the ways of accumulating energy from weak 

• Similar sys tems were anal)'lCd in 1906 and 1907 by M. Wien, in 1907 by C. Fischer. and in 1909 
by J. Kai'iCl' (46I. From their I)I.pers it may be seen that the effective value: of the current in lhe loosely 
coupled circuit wi ll be a maximum ir its resonant rrequency is the same as that or the other Iwo coupled 
circuits bJt if they were loosely coupled. 
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signals. The circuits given here illustrate how be implemented this principle. The "sensitive 
device" has a resistance which varies as a function of the antenna signal, and is connected 
so as to alter the excitation of a DC (Figs. I, 2, 3) or AC (Fig. 4) dynamo. 

Although he says that apparatus using this principle had already worked well in 
New Yorlc. none of these receivers, nor the principle they embody. appeared in any of 
his patc:nU. 

17 and 18 July 

This is a continuation of the work described in the entry of June 12th, with different , 
combinations of the same components plus relay R for registering the signals received. 
In all the circuits the sensitive device has an accumulating function. He cxpcrimcotecl 
with different modifications trying to optimize sensitivity and reliability, Tho circuit in 
Fig. 1 of July 18th has two batteries, and that Fig. S an autotransformer instead of the 
usual transformer with a primary and secondary. 

19 July 

This is the first mention of a device which functions ei.ther,A"s a transmitter or, with 
certain modifications of the power supply and antenna circuits, as: a receiver. The transmit· 
ler is powered from the mnins, the receiver from two batteries, B\ biasing the sensitive 
device a with AC pulses obtained by discharge of condenser C through the primary of 
an HF transformer when the mercury switch closes. 

The modification in Fig. 2, in which the relay is the secondary of the oscillator 
transformer, is: simpler, but cannot be used as a transmitter. 

21 July 

In this setup a small excitation of one sensitive device is rapidly amplified by a feed
back loop which acts via a transformer on the other sensitive device. Figure 10 shows 
how the receiver was excited by aerial (elevated metal ball C or C I) - earth system. 

22 July 

Figure 8 shows the circuit of a receiver obtained by modification of the transmitter 
Tesla was then experimenting with. When functioning as a transmitter it is powered from 
the mains and is in fact a standard Tesla oscillator with a mercury interrupter between the 

__ wndenser C and the primary P. The relay. sensitive device 01 and battery BI are omitted 
and the secondary is connected to the antenna and ground. It may be noted that Tesla 
did not usc the best receiver modification (as in Fig. 6), probably to simplify reconncction 
as a transmitter. 

23 July 

The "scnsitive device" Tesla used for detecting electrical waves is usually known as 
a coherer(47). It consists of a tube of some insulator with contacts at either end and metal 
powder (chips) inside. Its resistance is normally high, but drops rapidly when a large 
EMF is applied. Munk of Roscnschoeld described the permanent increase of conductivity 
of a mixture of metal chips and carbon after a Layden jar was discharged thro ugh it in 
1835. In 1856 Varley noted that the resistance of metal powder was reduced during natural 
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electrical discharges. A major advance was Dranly's observation in 1890 that a spark 
changed the conductivity of a metal powder at a di'~. He carried out many cxpe/fi
menu with various metal powders, determining their chanJC in resistance by connecting 
them in series with. galvanometer and battery. In 1894 Lodae· showed that the conducti
vity of. metal powder could be altered by an electromaghetic wave; this was the final 
step whidl prcc,ded the widespread introduction of coberers for the detection of radio 
waves. From the period 1895-1896 the coberers used by Popov and Marconi are well 
known. (0 •• ,1 

Onoe activated. a coherer rcmai~ in the conducting state. To reestablish the high
resistance state it hal to be .baleen. The st~ngth and timing of the shaking have to tK -properly adjusted. A novel method of dccohcrcnce of powders was invented by 
Popov, and used by him in his receiver and later. by otbers!")). In 1898 RUpp(4.1 
found that constant slow rotation 9f the cohercr keeps it sensitive. The decohcring clTcct 
of rotation had boen discovered earlier, in 1884, by Calzcccbi..()nestit491. 

Tesla mentions that he had worked with a rntatins .;oberer in the New York labora. 
tory, so it is possible that he used decoherence by rotation before Rupp. He finds it su· 
perior to other methods of dccohereooc, IxcauS<; theluM sensitive deyjq: behaves like 
a selenium sell, conductin8 ooly when radiation acts upon it. Also its sensitivity can be . -
controlled by chansing the rate of rotation. 

24 July 

From the pagination of the manuscript it may be seen that the entry for this day 
was divided into three parts previous day two partJ), The first part, three 
refers to experiments with . 
pages, to a resumption of these experiments, ;ir 
tioo of the capacity of the 35.tum secondary. 

Tesla adjusted the regulating coil in the primary to obtain the maximum secondary 
volta~, judged by the size of streamers. He connected an "extra coil" to the free tcrminal 
of the secondary. He investigated the operation of the transformer at harmonic frequencies 
by doubling the primary capacity·· and making fine adjustments of the primary frequency 
by varying the inductance in order to get maximum response of the secondary to the 
harmonic of the primary. 

On resuming the experiments Tesla sought an explanation for the occurrcnce of 
the largest streamers from the secondary when the regulating inductance was practically 
cut out. He found it confusing that the highest voltage at the free terminal of the extra 
coil (co~ to the secondary like in Fig. 2 of July 11th) was not obtained when the 
frequency of the excitation was equal to the natural resonant frequency of the coil. After 
an extensive ana1ysis he came to the correct conclusion (unlike that of June 30th, which 
was valid only for a special case), that when free oscillation of the secondary becomes 
influential, the parameters of the primary have to be adjusted to get maximum voltage across 

• Tbe term "ooherer" is dUoC to LodIC, and denotes a device containinl particles or metal sucb 
that its resistance is normally high, bYt i$ reduced under the influ.cnoc or electromagnetic radiation. 

.. For the pc-imary to oscillate al half the frcque"cy the capacity would haYC to be quadrupled. 
It i$ possible that instead of conoectina the banks of 8-9 jan in series. equivalent to the capacitance or 
4 4 112 jan, Tcsla connected the previously series connected jan in panlle" achicvina an equivalent 
of 16-18 jars, i.e. (our times the tapadtancc of the series confiauralion. 
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the secondary, and resonant frequency of tbe extra coil has to be cquaJ to the rt::SODant 
frequency of the coupled primary-secondary system. It seems that it did Dot occur to Tesl. 
that when the coupling was tight the combined system produced different spectra during 
and after the spark.. It would seem therefore, a1l the more significant that he was able to 
reach this correct conclwion, through a combination of empirical results, simple theory 
and intuition. 

Tesla notes that during discharge in the secondary sparks went across the lishtning 
arresters. Since the arresters were connected to the power line, Tcsla thought that the HF 
voltage came from a wave propagating through the earth and getting into tbe liat somo
where else. We have no evidcace which would support this statement or establish whether 
it was not due to coupling between the oscillator and the mains via the power tra.nsformer. 

The third part of this entry refers to measurement of the capacity to ground of the 
secondary coil as a whole. Tesla docs not explain how he performed the comparison with 
a standard capacitor nor at what frequency. 

26 July 
. -

This entry is concerned with much the same topics as that of June 30th. He invcsti-
gated the influence of the HE transformer primary-scccndary coupling on the 8th of July. 

27 July 

In his first condenser discharge oscillation transformer for generating higb frequen
cies in 1891(4, lSI Tesla used a simple air gap for regulating the charging aM discharains 
of the condenser. However. a year later he had already described several improvements 
on simple spark saPS using a magnetic field or an air current for rapid extinction of the 
arc thereby reducing the period of tbe charge-discharge cycle. He also described the ad
vantages of a splitted arc across several smaller air gaps : with the same total gap Jeqth the 
breakdown voltage is higher, so that smaller gaps can be used and the loSSES are less·. 

• 

A fourth form of improvement which he invented was the use of various rotary inter
rupters(!!). 

In the period from 1893 through 1898 Tesla patented several trpes of interrupter, 
or "electric circuit controilm':. It is interesting that all these patents refer to various types 
of rotary interrupter, with or without an air gap. Some rotary interrupters were protected 
within patents (or high-frequency generators, including tbe following: 

__ .• the combination with discharge poinu immersed in oil. The turbine whose blades 
make and break the condenser circuit is driven by oil under pressureUOI 

mechanical make-break controllers for OCUli 
synchronow controllers with and without regulation of the interrupt timing, 

fo r use with AC sources IS!) 
commutators for alternate switching betwccn two condensers in the primary circuit 

o r a Tesla oscillator")). 
In 1897 and 1898 Tesla was granted a number of patents for "electric circuit control

lers". The principle requirement was that they should mak.e and break a circuit at the 
highest possible rate, i.c. that they sho uld perform a large number of operatio ns per unit 

• The IOlal resista l'lOll: of series a ir gaps is Ic:ss than the resistam~ of l s ingle air gap with the same 
breakdown yoltaac. 
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time. In eight patents(l7) Testa gives designs for rotary interrupters with conducting "r 
conductio, and insulating fluids, usually mercury and oil, respectively. In some ~esigl)S 
the interruption takes place in an inert gas under pressure. He gives ingenious destgns 
for using a mercury jet playing on a toothed metal rotor, and for producing two mercury 
jets (8uid contact). 

The rotary interrupter with two auxiliary air gaps shown in the figure was a new 
idea. One of the reasons Testa added these air gaps was probably the high voltages with 
which he was working, since they allowed him to regulate the excitation. That this could 
be done may be seen from the statemcnt that by adjustinr. these gaps the period of charging 
from the secondary of the mains transformer could be ~hortened. At the cnd of the entry 
be records that the Lest results were obtained with two rotary interrupters (with toothed 
disks) rotating in opposite directions. He docs not explain how be chose the tooth ratio 
so that the number of interruptions was equal to the product of the number of tc:c:th. 

28 July 

This cntry provides one of the most detailed descriptions of the receiver with two 
rotating cohcrers and a condenser for accumulating the energy from weak signals. At 
point b the circuit C- P is periodically made and brokcn and the r.esultiDg AC pulses 
bias sensitive device A' in the secondary. Sensitive dcvice A is still poorly conducting so 
the charging currcnt of C via damping coil L is smaU. When an arriving electromagnetic 
wavc reduces thc resistance of A, C charges much fastcr and the voltage induced in se
coo13ary S also rises rapidly. The resistance of A' ~rops rapidly and current from battery 
B' activates relay R. Judaing by Testa's report. the receivcr was very sensitive to distant 
electrical discharges. 

29 July 

To check out his theoretical conclusions about the free oscillation ofthc "cxtra coil" 
(see 30 June and 26 July) Tesla made a new coil with a higher inductance. As this was his 
first cAperimcnt with the new coil. hc had to adjust the circuit parameters by trial and 
crror. 

TesJa's ingenuity found full expression in the way in which he developed ooodens~rs 
for birh yohavs He filed a patent application on his design for a fluid eJectroJytecondenser 
on June 17th . 1896(67). 

30 July 

To try and vcrify bis hypotLesis about the rejection of harmonics with appropriate 
coils, Tesli{changed thc connection of his "extra coil" as shown in Figs. 4 and 5. To under
stand his way of proceeding onc must take into account his ideas from I 893(6) concerning 
tbc induction of earth currents via an aerial-earth system. Howcver. tbe slanding waves 
in terms of which he tried to eAplain the arcing ov("r the lightning arresttrs cannot be signi
ficant at these frequencies. 

31 July 

Tesla made the condensers for the primary circuit out of mineral water bottles filled 
with a saturated solution of rock salt. and stl''lding them in a mctal tank of the same 
solution, thu~ creating a condenser bank with onc comn"i.1 platc. The othcr plates (the 
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electrolyte in the bottles) could be connected in parallel as desired. The smaJlest'capacity 
adjustment possible was equal to the capacity of onc bottle. . h _ 

After various tests of what voltage the alass dielectric of the beules could stand, 
Tcsla returned his attention to the secondary of the oscillator, in which rightly way the 
limiting factor for obtaining higher voltages. His an. lYSis of the distributed capl\city 
of the secondary is • good illustration of his inventiveness in a liu1c knOWQ .field" and 
how he sought to reduce problems to a simple but mathematically and physically sur· 
ficiently accurate modeL It must not be forgotten that th~ are Tcsla's working notes, 
which is sufficient justifi<:ation in itself for some of the hypotheses wttich the reader might I , 
otherwise rightly objcct to. 

2 August 

A lcccivcr of this type is mentioned in the entries of July 12th (the principle), July 
28th (circuit diagram with two sensitive devices and relay), July 30th (in connection with 
earth waves). The transformer here has: a frame similar to that of July 28th but with some
what more turns. The sensitive device was described on July 21st. 

Tesla often worked on several problems in parallel. Here for o.ample we have entries 
. -

concerning the receivers, the development of condensers for the primary of the big oscil-
lator, and the power equation for a new configuration of the oscillator primary circuit. 
The condenser C1 in Fig. 2 protects the mains transformer against overload blu has the 
drawback that it roduces the initial voltage on C2 • Tesla's analysis refers to the case of 
two condensers in series, neglecting all transient phenomena. It may be that h(' was induocd 
to think about protecting the mains transformer because of his doubts about the ability 
of the dielectric to stand the voltages which he intended to usc. 

3-14 August 

These experiments are a continuation of SORle earlier research. Here Tesla investigates 
various modifications of his "condenser method of magnifying effects". All the circuit 
diagrams of receivers, over 50, include at least one battery, sensitive device. condenser, 
rotary interrupter and HF transformer. Some of them show a relay for registering the signal 
received, while in others its presence is understood. Likewise, in all except one case (5 Au
gust, Fig. I) the plates which brings the excitation to the sensitive device are not Utown. 
Tesla says that these plates can be in one or two media, meaning that both can be in the 
air, both in the ground, or one in the air and the other in the ground, preferably elevated. 
In the patent"), referring to these plates. he also says : " •.• they may be conoccted to 
conauctors extending to some distance or to the terminals of any kind of apparatus sup
plying electrical energy which js obtained from the eDergy of impulg::;s gr disturbance 

...tbrough the natural media ,;'· 
As regards mode of operation, the various receivers have in common that the sensi· 

tive device is biased by a battery. They also include a Tesla oscillator (clockwork rotary 
interrupter) which creates an added bias on the sensitive device (or devices). This AC pulr.e 
bias acts as positive feedback, avalanching the sensitive device into conduction as soon 
as an arriving signal starts to cause some change. In the receivers with two sensitive devices 

• It is interest ina: to note a similarity of such reccivina: system and the contemporary ELF 
grounded wi re rad ia tor. tn Il:e Nikola Tella Museum in 8cla:rade few drawings, shOWinl somethi", 
!.hal resembles a sinale Ifounded wire radiator and a parallel alTay ELF antenna(»), are found. 
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the ORe which 1'eoeiyes the extt;rnal signal is usually in the primary side and the other, .. 
which activates the relay, on the secondary side. When there is only sensitive device it .' 
usually shunts the transformer secondary (which has a high impedance so as not to rcd.oce 
the performance of the devioc), thus creating an efficient fcodback loop. 

A general feature of all Tesla's receivers is their delicacy. Very careful adjustment 
was necessary to get the sensitive device at tbe threshold of avalanchins. Most of the sen
sitive devices were rotated (see June 23rd) so that they were only good conductors during 
the action of a signal. In some cases, however, this did not achieve satisractory deactivation 
of the coherer. Then he used an electromagnetic buzzer to periodically interrupt the exci
tation of the sensitive device (see Fig. 2 of August 8th). Probably the circuit in Fig. 2 gave 
him the idea for that in Fig. 3, where the rotary interrupter is replaced by a buzzer as 
an electromagnetic interrupter. He then used a buzzer in various other configurations 
(Figs. Sand 6 of August 8th), with the aim of ~Iiably biasing tbe condenser. and hence 
also the sensitive device, to threshold. 

Tesla did not measure the sensitivity of his Itceivers by any definite mclbod, but 
tbere is DO doubt that be did compare tbem in some way. From his notes very little can 
be deduced about their sensitivity. i.e. the power required to activate them. A rough idea 
is given by data from Ju1y 4lb, wben he used similar receivers to register elecVicaLdischarges. 
He estimated lbat he registered waves produced by lightning at least 200 miles away, 
and continued to receive signals (at periodic intervals) later when the wc.ather had already 
c~red. He records that with the receiver shown in the figure of July 28tb be was in one 
instance able to register lightning discharges at a distance of .soo miles. He estimated the 
distance from the periodicity of the signals as the storm moved away. 

13 August 

The last experiments with the oscillator were descri~ July 31st, with numero us 
commenU and the remark "tbis to follow up". Probably he had prepared a new condenser 
bank in the meantime for work with higher voltages (he measured the capacitance or 
the new bottles on August 11 th, and tried tbem out with the highest vo ltage so far rrom 
the power supply transformer. 

1.5-21 August 

With the new coodenser bank the secondary had to be modified, and on August 
15th he worked out the length of wire required. He calculated the period of the primary 
from the capacity of the new bottles and the inductance per turn or tbe primary found - , .... 
earlier (mentIOned on June 20th as 7 X 10" em, probably one quarter of the value measured 
for two turns on June 17th). It was also his intention to adjust tbe oscillator to the "extra 
coil", 

The entries for 16, 17, 20 and 21 August givt' some new circuit diagrams ror the 
oscillator which he thought would be more suitable for working at high excitation voltages. 
They bear witness to Tesla's constant search for improvements inyolving only limited 
cbanges in the apparatus which he used ror lower voltages. The chier pro blem was (,ver
loading of the power supply. It is recorded elsewhere that Tesla's experiments with his 
spark oscillator (probably on some o ther occasion) burnt out the generato r or a power 
station five miles awayC361. 
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22 Augusl 

In this entry he returns once again to the receivers. He tried out two"iCceivcr circuits 
using one battery and one sensitive device. He changed the capacity in the primary circuit 
over a wide range, but it is not clear why I I'F proved best. It remains unexplained .... hat 
was the relationship between the frequency of the incoming signal and that generated by 
the receiver itself. Could it perhaps be, if the rotating coherer behaved as a nonlinear 
clement, that the signal was amplified as in a heterodyne recejvcrU~)? 

, , , 
23 AugUSI 

He now put the CJ;tra coil in the center of the primary, retaining this configuration 
from then on. After the usual adjustment of the oscillator he got sparks 2 m, and later 
.. m long, indicating a voltage of around 2 million volts. 

26 August 
• 

Tesla experimented with twice the interruption ratc. :rhe-oscillator worked beuer 
and there was heavy sparking across the lightning arresters (Fig. 4). Investigating the 
cause of this sparking he inserted a coil in the lead of the metal sphere (Fig. I) to reject 
high frequencies. In an earlier eJlperiment (see July 30th) inserting such a choke coil in 
the ground line had stopped sparking across the arresters. This time it did not, so Teala 
tried the circuit in Fig. 2. Still there was no marked change, the sparking across the ar
resters was only slightly reduced. After this eJlperiment he began to wonder whether the 
grounding point of the secondary was not perhaps a peak rather than a node of the stand
ing wave. It must be understood that Tesla thought that standing waves wele!oCt up around 
the transmitter (like waves on an open transmission line. With shorter waves the rate 
of change of amplitude with distance would be faster (i.e. muima and minima would 
ocx:ur at shorter distance inlervals), so he thought that a large potential difference could 
be obtained with a short distance between the grounding of the secondary and that of 
the lightning arrester. 

In order to cJlplain what happened when the sphere was not grounded (which would 
mean that there were no short waves) but the sparking across the arrester die\. not stop, 
Tesla found it necessary to formulate a new hypothesis: I 

with which he tried to verify this 

27 AI/gusl 

Although he has noted !e\'eral times already that good results were obtained with 
various decoherence techniq ues (rotation, interruption of the excitation current), this 
rccumination of his old ideas shows that Tesla is still seeking a more reliable solution, 
One of the ideas he was gathering together for further im'estigation is illustrated by the 
diAgram in Fig. 4, in \\ohich a rotary interrupter. condenser, choke and battery provide 
bias for the sensitive device. When interrupter d breaks, the voltage on C can be higher 
than the battery voltage. With proper choice of the values the coherer can be biased 10 
threshold , making it very sensitive, 
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28 August 

Tesla'$ idea of the Earth as a perfectly conducting sphere lead him to a mjsta~eD 
hypothesis about the general behavior of the electromagnetic field around the grounding 
of the transmitter. What he expected at frequencies of the order of 10 kHz in ract occurs . -
at much lower frequenciesCfl). at which, as far as can be seen from his DOtes, be did not 
work in Colorado Sprinp. He coliectly observed that the decisive factor determining 
whether predomin&DLly waves of the "H«wan type" or the waves which be thought to 
be propagated through the earth (in fact waves in the spherical condenser constituted by 
the Earth and the ionosphere) would be c::icited was the excitation of the "Earth". Tesla 
was also certainly in error when be tried to make aeneralizations concerning the wave 
frequency, and in his conviction that he needed extremely high voltages 10 "Clcate" the 
second conductor for a system of wirelcss power transmission. He could not know that 
this conductor aJready existed permitting transmission at very low loss of very low fr~ 
quency waves, and that it would not matter wbether the ener&y transmitted was hiBh or 
low. 

Althougb the circuit loob simple enouBh, an analysis of Tesla's rcoe.iver with a 
"magnifying effect" is rather complicated, bccawe transient phenomena have to be taken 
into account and the resistance law of the sensitive devices as a function or voltage has to 
be known. It was not easy to adjust a receiver like this to work properly. 

Apparently there was an earphone T in the secondary circuit of the transformer, 
but it is not mentioned in the notes. The stnsitivity of an earphone would norma1ly be 
much pealer than that of a relay, so it would be interesting to find out how this apparatus 
performed. Unfortunately, earphones arc practically nol mentioned anywhere in the 
diary. 

Tesla here at last makes a few remarks about how the sensitivity of receivers was 
estimated. To test its response he put a "small capacity" across sensitive device a, but of 
what value, and whether it was charged or not he does not say. 

3 and 4 SepumMr 

The aim of these experiments is Dot explained, but it was probably associated witb 
the "experimental" coil with which he examined currents in the water pipe. This was 
a resonant coil which in the receiver played a part analogous to that of the "extra" coil 
in the transmitter. Its purpose was to muimize the received signal. Since Tesla con
nected one terminal to gound, it appears that he wanted to pick up electrical vibrations 

- '-. from the earth. In this case too he found that it was not sufficient just to increase the 

Q-factor P:, but also that it was necessary to keep the coil's distributed capacity as 

low as possible. This conclusion was consistent with what he had earlier found about 
the influence of distributed capacity of the coil on the length of wire needed to achieve 
resonance. Conclusion (5) is interesting in that it shows Tesla was aware that the secondary 
and the extra coil, although excited by the same primary, would each oscillate at its own 
resonant frequency, and if these were not the same, they would beat. 
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5 S~plem~' 
---

Afler a number of experiments, including a few outside the laboratory, Tesla once 
more concludes that parasitic capacity is very harmful, so he decides tOl?, winding a coil 

• to have minimum capacitance. Unfortunately he does not describe how this was done. 
In his desire to get the maximum possibk voltase from the coil he went as rar as thinking 
that it was best to have no capacity at the free terminal. From one aspect: he was right 
(theoretically a coil gives the highest Q-factor with the least capacity in the resonant cir
cuit), but without the "clevated" meta] sphere the received signal was much weakt.r because 
the free terminal of the coil no longer had a monopole antenna. In the circuit which he 
in fact used he did not, however, go to such extremes. He added the "experimental" coil 
but left the metal spbere (aerial capacity) connected to one end of the sensitive device. 

6 and 7 Seplt~r 

In calculating the wavelength for the cable and ball Tesla made an arithmetical 
error. For the calculated T, the wavelength ought to be about ten times less, so that his 
assumption that on September 7th, he got vibrations of the system consisting of a ball 

- -of capacity 38 em and 120 feet of cable is probably false. It is more likely that the experi. 
mental coil was excited by the coupled system of primary, secondary and extra coil. 

II S~ple,"lur 

Tesla probably thougbt that he would more easily detect standing waves in the vici
nity of the laboratory if the wavelength was shorter. He assumed that the baJl-cable system 
would produce waves which could be registered by the receiver. However, although he 
measured the electromagnetic field up to a mile away, he probably did not find the expected 
variation, and could onJy conclude that electrical disturbances were registered. 

13 September 

From a document found in the archives of the Nikola Tesla Museum in Belgrade it 
may be seen that Westinghouse Comp. sent Tcsla a. SO kW power transformer for a primary 
voltage of 200/220 Y and secondary tappings of 40, SO and 60 kY. This is probably the 
Westinghouse transformer which he often mentions. 

15--17 S~p/~mlHr 

----~. The receivers described on September 5th, Fig. 3, and September II th, Fig. 2, include 
"tuned" coils whose function is similar to that of the "synchronized" coils shown in the 
diagrams of September 15th. Tesla did not make a detailed analysis of these receivers, 
nor do any of his patents on receivers refer to similar circuits. It therefore seems that we 
do not have sufficient information to draw any reliable conclusions about their sensitivity 
or their ultimatt purpose (for example it is not clear whether they arc just for registering 
signals or for receiving intelligence). 

18 and 19 Stpt~mber 

As already remarked, oscillators like those he was working with here are not the 
classical Tesla oscillator with a resonant transformer . The "extra coi'" essentially changes 
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the loading of the secondary circuit, and lhi!: alters the mode of oscillation. Also, shunting 
the secondary with capacitance (as in the diagrams of 18 September and 19 Sep~mber' 
Figs. 2,3 and 4) alters the spectrum of the oscillation in comparison with that yielded-by 
an oscillator with two oscillatory circuits. Configurations such as those shown in Figs. 5 
and 6 of September 19th can be considered as typical Tcsla oscillators with a loosely 
coupled third circuit consisting of the extra coil and capacitive load. Then the grea.test 
volt.'lge at the free terminal of the extra coil is obtained when the natural resonant ftc· 
queRey o f this circuit (together with the ball antenna) is the same as that of the strongest 
component in the Spectrum of the oscillator. 

I 
22 and 23 September 

Having investigated the tapering secondary Tesla started making a new, 15 m dia
meter cylindrical secondary. The criterion thl!.t the weight of copper in the primary and 
secondary should be the same follows from the requirement of eaual losses in the two 
windings (losses in the copper). This way of calculating the gauge of the primary and 
secondary conductors is applied in designing LF transformers, but for H F transformers , 
it only provides a rough guide, for a number of reasons, e .g. : the current ratio may dif-
fer considerably from the turns ratio, skin effect is not taken into accouo.t: etc . 

• 

25 SepUfnber 

As he often did earlier, before finalizing a set up Tesl" measured the inductan~ 
of the primary and the regulation coil which he usually used as an added, adjustable 
primary inductance. The value he obtained for ~p differs from that obtained earlier 
(see July 17th) by the same method. 

26 Sepumher 

By this method the frequency of an oscillator is found wit~ a help of a resonant 
circuit of known parameters. When its resonant frequency is adjusted to coincide with 
the frequency or the oscll1ator, the voltage across its terminals, estimated by the strength 
of the spark across an "analyzing gap", is a maximum. Tesla says that the excitation must 
be "convenient". Smce he introduCCd regulation of the excitation by means of the small 
gap b, it is clear that "convenient"' excitation was obtained with loose coupling. Loose 
coupling between the pnmary and secondary circuits of a spark oscillator ensures that the 
two frequencies which such an oscillator normally produces are very close. Up to a certain 
degree qLc.9.upling7 tesla's oscillator produces a smgle frequency. According to Aeming 
and DykeOl), with an ordinary spark gap the muimum coupling coefficient for mono
chromatic oscillation is around 0.05 (certainly less than 0.1), while with a rotary b,ea1c 
producing pulse excitation a coefficient of up to 0.2 gives good results. With higher coupling 
coefficients three components are obtained, even if the primary and secondary circuits 
by themselves have the same resonant frequency. 

• 

27 September 

True to the principle that measurements should be chec1ced by calculation, Tesla 
calculates the ind\lctan~ of the same coil using the formula for a coil of infinite length. 
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but docs not o.>btain agr'>~; I;e"l. Since distrihuted capacitance increase<> the effective induc
tance at frequenc ies below the natural resonance of the coil, the second .possible reason 
which he mentions (inexactness of the coil dimensions) could have some influence, but 
the main reason is the poor approximation provided by the formula when applied to a coil 
with this length : diameter ralio. . 

28 S~pumb~r 

The circuitJ diagrams arc of great interest because they illustrate a new approach , 
to feeding the an':enna (now known as shunt fcc(j1) which obviates the problem of insulating 
the aerial pole. Unfortunately the explanations Tesla gives are too cryptic to be (ully 
comprehensible. The figures do not clearly show whether the lower terminal of the antenna 
is grounflrd 0[ insulated. Tesla's conclusions that a standing wave is set up along lhe antenna 

• 
and that th: distance between points or equaJ potential is hair a wavelength arc correct. 

The frequencies he was using were not high enough ror hisantcnnasto work in the 
manner shown by the figures (in which clSe they would be much more efficient radiators 
than he usually had), so that this contribution to the theory or wire antennas was never 
properly formulated. _ 

29 Sepumber 

Tesla says that he experimented with the antennas shown in the drawings, but he 
does not compare them with a grounded antenna. 

The shortness or the antennas relative to the wavelength made them inefficient 
radiators. The configuration shown in Fig. 3 was best probably because it had the greatest 
terminal capacity, provid ing the most favorable current distribution on the antenna. 
Lack or coil and ball dimensions makes it impossible to go into any more detailed analysis 
or these antennas. 

3 October 

The drawing or several or the coils which Tesla often used orrers some interesting 
information about the laboratory which cannot be secn from the numerous photographs. 
One sees that there was a wooden floor raised 30 cm above ground level, and the drawing 
shows the dimensions of the coils and how the HF transrormer of the oscillator was wound. 

4 October 

- - - Tesla was primarily interested in the change of capacity of a ball with height, so he 
measured the primary capacity ror two elevations or the ball. In both cues he tuned (or 
resonance or a "special coil". In the first measurement he had LpCpl - Ltc Cb, = I /(rJ~ 
and in the second LpCrJ.= Ltc Cb1= 1 /(rJ~, where p rerers to the primary circuit and b to 
the ball. These equations neglect the erfect or interaction between the primary and secon
dary. They readily yield Tesla's equation 

_C~'~I _ C~ 
Cp1 Cb1 

The indt.:ctance oftr.e primary Ltl and of tt.e "special coil" Ltc do not figure in the capacily 
ratio equation. In deri\'jnl; this equation all distributed capacitance in tr.e secondary and 
the secondary coil itself are neglected. 
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6-80c/GMr 

From the mpzsurcd inductance of the new secondary and mutual inductanc:ci 9.(. the 
primary and u:ondary, and the primary inductance measured earlier (see September 
25th), it follows that the coupling coefficient was 0.58, i.e. tight coupling-. An oscillator 
with thi. much couplillJ will probably produce three pronounced components, even with 
very rapid interruption of the spark in the primary; this is indicated by the results Tesla 
obtained with spark oscillators with looser coupling (see the commentary on 26 September). 

As before, Tesla determined the wavelength of the oscillator from the period of 
the primary circuit (see, e,g., June 20th). He compares one quarter wavelength with the 
total length of wire in the secondary, special coil and extra coil (when no other coils were 
usod, he considered that the length of the secondary windings should be one quarter 
wavelength). . 

9 OCloinr 

He made the last measurements of the change of capacity of a sphere with height 
on October 5th, but did Dot give the calculation results, He subsequendy improved the 
apparatUi as a wbole and in the pr( sent entry describes a different way of connecting the 
"special coil", the chief effect of which was to loosen the coupling, '!Vhich' immcd.iately 
proved its advantascs. With wc:.aker excitetion it was easier to adjust the suspccial coil" s 

to resonance because there "7~0 streamers. Parasitic capacities were reduced, mainly 
to the distributed C8P!'city 0 "special roi'''. . -Tes1a first determined the distributed capacity of the "special coil", He assumed 
that the ball cirruit rc5Onatod at (o)oo detc:miocd. hy the primary circuit, so that ODe can 
write . 

Lpi Cp - L..,(c·+ C) 

where Lpi and Cp are the total inductance (including the regulating coil) and capacity 
of the primary circuit, L.~ is the inductance of the "special coil" (including connecting 
wires), C is the distributed or parasitic capacity of the "special coil", and c the capacity 
of the ball. 

Subsequent cbanps in the height of the ball changed the capacity in the circuit 
of the "special coil". To bring the oscillator into resonance with this circuit again, Tesla 
changed. the inductance in the primary circuit, When resonance is achieved, according to 
Tesla, one can write 

Dividing this by the preceding equation yields 

c' - Lp1(c+C) _ C 
L .. 

- - ~. 

which is in fact the equation Tesla uses to find c'. Because of an arithmetical error 
in calculating C, Tesla's numerical results for the ball capacity are about 10% higher 
than they should be, but this does not essentially affect the conclusions. To calculate the 
distributed capacity of the coil" be uses the relation L"Cp= Loe (C+c) for the ball at 

- The rqulatina coil 
coefficient is found to be " '_ 

.. By du.tributed ."'''''' 
be uses a different definitioD 

primary red~........t tbe couplint;. The new coup/iDa 

used to mean tbe total c:.pacity bec\ucn tUrN of the coiL Here 
c:.pacicy" similar to that normally used today. 
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a height such that he could consider iu capacity close to the thcoretica~ ' capacity 
of an isolated sphere . ---

11 October 

Tesla obviously did not sleep much the previous night since he was photographing 
the oscillator in operation both late at night and early in the morning. The Nikola Testa 
Museum in Belgrade possesses several photographs which dale from this srriod but they 
are too faded to be worth sbow;" •• OAC Of the better preserved photos is shown on p. 221. 

12 and 13 October 

To calculate the inductance of cylindrical coils Testa used the formula for a coil 
of infinite length, which always gave values too large, especially when the diameter : 
length ratio of the coil was not much less than unity. However, when the proper correc
tions arc made (Russel("'), the inductances obtained differ from Tesla's values by Ics<; 
than onc percent. 

--
15 OCloMr 

Because of the arithmetical error made on October 9th (see commentary), he mista
kenly concludes that the capacities of the ban are now somewhat less than before. Had 
he used the correct values, his conclusion would have been just the opposite'. , 

17 OCloller 

The 122 ft metal pole bearing tbe JO" ball is the antenna to be seen in the middle 
of the laboratory on many photographs. The bottom end of the antenna is insulated by 
a wooden pole. This is a single-pole antenna of small electrical length. At around the 
highest frequencies which Tesla used the hp.. ratio was about 0.QJ5. The terminal capacity 
made the effective height somewhat gtcatcr than h. but it still remained an electrically 
short antenna. 

20 October 

Tesla was measuring the capacity of the coil which he had used for dctennining the 
~ha.nge of capacity of a spberc with height (up till October 9th he had called it a "special 
coil"). Considering the dimensions of the primary (coil diameter 15 m) and the coil being 
tested (diameter 64 cm, length 145 em), the coupling between them was obviously loose, 
so that the frequency found from the parameters of the primary circuit (provided that 
the main secondary of the oscillator did not influence the oscillation of the primary) 
can now be accepted as accurate. It is not slated how resonance was determined, hut it 
was probably from the sparks at the terminals of the test coil. Similar resonance methods 
afe given in recent textbooks on elcctrjcal mcasurements(S6). It must be noted, howevef, 
that determination of the distributed capacity of a coil from the resonance of the coil 
alone is not reliable, it depends on the mode of e"citation and always gives lower values. 
It is therefore recommended to measure it with an added lumped capacity in the circuit. 
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21 OctoMr 

In a thorough analysis of all details of his measuring apparatus, Tesla did nOl omit 
a determination of the parasitic inductance of the connections. by an interesting method 
which he says he used orten in the New York laboratory. Varying the primary inductance 
and capacitance but keeping a constant frequency of the oscillator (as determined with 
aD auxiliary resonant circuit), ODC has 

C pI (L, I + Lcoa) - Cpt (Lpt + LUJ.) 

where CpI ' Lp' are the first and Cp2 ' Lpl 'he second capacitance-inductance pair in the 
primary givins the same frequency. From thi; equation one can find the parasitic inductance 
of the conncction~ ~, which Tesla denotes by x. 

23 October 

In further experiments to determine change of capacity with height Tcsla uses an 
apparatus similar to that of the previous day. As far as can be judged, the coupling between 
tbe oscillator and the measuring circuit (coil with elevated ball) was loose. The lower 
terDlinal of the latter was connected with a condenser of the oscillator circuit. Loose coup
ling is evidenced by the relatively weak sparks obtained across the air. gap..Df coil L (see 
figure) in comparison with the sparks obtained when a similar coil was excited by the 
secondary of the oscillator. tightly coupled to the primary (as for example on October 
4th and Sth). Under these conditions the spark oscillator would generate a single frequency, 
dctcmtiocd by the parameters of the oscillatory circuit with the spark gap. 

26 Ocl.r 

TesJa bad aJready been using the 689-tum coil for several days in experiments to 
determine change of capacity witb height of a ball. On October 18th he calculated its 
indvctance using the formula for an infinitely long coil. Now be determines it by measuring 
the CUI lent and voltage at a frequency of about 140 Hz, knowing tho resistance. He gives 
die results of two sets of measurements. He is convinocd that the second set, for which 
he llsed • small dynamometer, gave low values, and this was probably so. The first set 
gave an inductance slightly less than calculated, but a correction of the theoretical value 
for the finite D I I ratio· gives a value about 6% less than that measured. Thus the calculated 
value ought to have been 0.023 H, while the experimental result was 0.024 H. The accuracy 
of the measurement method cannot now be verified but in view of the small difference 
bctw~cn rcrctance and resistance it is doubtful whether it could be of the order of a few 
percent. 

-- ~. 

27 Octolnr 

Tesla does not CAptain how he made the comparison with a standard O.S .... F conden
ser. The number of botUes used in the condenser bank is indeed. impressive. He did not 

• R .. ' .... l! tsU lives the induct.""" oC a coil at very low rrequencies as 

L-(ft On)' '[1 - 0.424 ~ +O.12j (~r - O.OU6 (~rl 
SubstitUliq ftDl_4S (0 is the run diameter or the coil), and .. _ N il (number or turns per em), tbe fint 
term io tbe above eq~t~n yields the ClIprC$Sion Tesla used. I is c:oillcnath. When all quantities arc uprcs· 
1(1() ia uaitl of em, L Is also obtained in em. 
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carry out measurements on individual bottles to determine what kind of toierar.ce they 
had. Since he only measured complete banks, i.c. rather large capacities, and mentions 
"readings with 7 cells battery", he probably made the comparison in terms of stored 
charges. 

28 Octoinr 

After several days gathering data and making further measurements of inductance 
and capacitance. he finally proceeds to the calculation of the uokown capacity of the 
sphere. using the readings of <;>etoher 23rd and 26th. Consistent with his general principle, 
he checked the measured vaj'ucs by (usually approximate) calculations. 

Ho calculates the capacitance of the vertical wire by the formula for an isolated 
ellipsoid of high eccentricity. It is not known whether Testa first had the idea of tlsing 
this formula. but it was used later for a similar purpose ($I) , Ail tlUngs considered. the aglee
ment between the calculated and measured values is very good. 

Tesla then calculated the ratio of the capacities in the lowest and highest positions. 
In the lowest position the sphere makes little difference to the total capacity. In the highest 
position it increases the capacity in the coil circuit by 18.7 em. This.is less than the thoore-
tical yalue for an isolated sphere of 18" diametCl', which does n~agrce with some of his 
earlier measurements (sec the results of October 21st for a 30" ball). However, if a compa
rison is to be made, it must be noted that the new results are probably better because the 
apparatus had boen modi6ed and the parameters checked. 

29 DcloMr 

His remark about eddy currents in the IRhcn! is jntYlcstin,. To prevent their for
mation he slit the tinfoil with a knife. Did he assume that in the' vicinity of the coil the 
sphere would behave like a short<ircuited turn? It is readily shown that if this effect 
is pronounced (and not taken into acrount) the measured capacity of the sphere will be 
too low. This might be an explanation for the reduction of the effective capacity of the 
sphere in the lowest position (see the calculation of October 28th for an 18" sphere in 
tbe lowest position). 

I and 2 November 

The new extra coil was larger in diameter but shorter than the previous one (see 
August 23rd). The formula for an infinite coil introduces a rather large error, but with 

_ th~_ correction referred to in the commentary to 26 October the agreement with the experi-.. 
mental results is good. The correction terms are significant because the ratio D/I is even 
greater than unity, and the correction is more than 30%. The corrtcted value is 0.0198 H. 
2- 3% less than the measured values. 

3 November 

A repeated measurement of the capacity of the vertical wire and the 30" sphere 
by the method of October 29th but with a new coil L (see October 31st). A new feature 
is Tesla's attempt to eliminate the wires of the spark gap, estimating the excitation solely 
rrom the streamers. 
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Photographs or the Colorado Springi laboratory alwaY' sho w tbe pole risins rrom· 
the center or the building. Its dimensions arc given in the entry or 17 October. Now Tesla 
calculates the capacity or the pole as the sum or the capacities or its paru or djfTerent 
thickness, using the rormula first cited OD October 28th. His final remark indicates that 
he had thoroughly understood the physical essence or the phenomenon. 

6 No,~mber 

Testa carcfuUy measured the capacitance or the aeriall;101c by the resonance method, 
rrom the known inductance or the 5SG-tum coil (sec September 8th) and known rrequency 
or the oscillator, with two measuremenu, one with and the other without the capacity 
to be measured. He did Dot make use of his earlier results for the inductance of the regula
ting coil and connections from October lOth, although be could have done. A calculation 
check shows that the rcsulu of October 30th were rather lUgh (by as much as 10% for 
2 1/. turns of the regulating coil), but Tcsla probably thoughl that the new procedure 
was better and $0 did not use the old results. An analysis shows that if the old values had 
been used the final ttsult would not have been essentially affcctod, so that Tesla's conclu
sion that the measured capacity or the pole was less than the theoretical value of November . -
5th remains valid. 

From the relatively lengthy discussion following the measurements it may be seen 
that Tesla expected just the opposite. As usual when lUs eIpcc:tations were not fulfilled, 
he considers ways for getting more reliable results. 

7 November 

Measurement of the capacity of the structure at two frequencies was intended to 
demonstrate the reduction of effective capacity with increasing frequency . Tecla did in 
fact obtain a small difference, but it is dubious proof considering the accuracy or the 
measuremenu. The frequency diffctcnce was quite large, from 50 kHz to nearly 250 kHz 
(using "extra" and "experimental" coils). 

8 November 

The primary inductance values cited are from November 5th. The other values given 
in the table do not aglee with those derived from the measurements of October 30th. 
Also, earlier data do not include va1ues for haIr a tum of the regulating coil. It must the
refore be concluded tbat the measurements from which the t&bulated values were calculated 
are not described in the diary. 

It seem;· th<1t in measuring inductanoc from voltage. current, frequency and resistanoc 
Tesla had difficulty because of unreliability of the frequency determination. He therefore 
used the vohage ratio, when it is only nee' uary for tbe frequency to be constanl By this 
method he measured the inductance of the regulating coil plus connections, fo r various 
numbers of turns. 

9 NoveinMr 

The mcasuremenu of mutual inductance in terms of the inductance or the primary 
when the secondary is open and short circuited arc noteworthy. They were made at constant 
current and rrequency, simplifying the calculation. 
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To reduce the oscillator frequency, in some cases Tesla used two special coils which 
he refers to only by wire gaug.! number. He compa.re!o the calculated and measured values 
fo r these: coils. The values measured by the voltage ratio method &l'C about 2% less than 
those found from voltage, CUlient and frequency. The calculated values arc lower than 
either. Correction of the measured values as de ICribed in the commentary to 26 October 
does not make much difference (about -SY.) b~ '·use the D/I ratio i. relatiw:ly .ma11. 

! 
Had Tesla publi~bcd the rneasurina methods he developed in. New York and Colo

rado Springs, his name would 
and 

is his ~;£;!;j~~'i 
increasing its scm 
oscillatory circuit. - - - -

cspoc;·!Jy 
a supplementary power source, 8i E 5 tly 

to sman amplitude changes the 

11 No~mbe, 

In measuring the capacity of. sphere at different heights Tesla bore "'~I a loosely 
coupled circuit coDtaining • lamp to detetrnine r( IOnance. The results for a SO n wire 
differ somewhat from those of October 28th, but arc within the limits of error of the meth
od. TItc values for the capacity of the spheFe are somewhat higher than before, but not 
in proportion to the diameter of the sphere. 

12 No~mbu 

Measurements of the pole capacity, like those of November 7th, but now using 
a coil with 1314 turns. Rcsonance was determinod by means of a small lamp in series 
with a coillooscly coupled to the measuring circuit. The value obtaiDed was again similar, 
so Tesla concludes that it is near the true value of the effective capacity. 

13 Novemlnr 

Tesla "ses aD improved method for determining the rCSOMRCe point, with the light 
bulb in a dark box for more precise detection of luminance. and determines the capacity 

--of-the iron piping once more, obtaining a value about lOX Jess tban in earlier measure
ments (see November 7th and 12th). 

15 No~mber 

Tesla again measures the capacity of tbe sphere on top of the metal pole as on No
vember 7th and 12th, but with the secondary coil of the oscillator instead of the earlier 
"supplementary" coils. The results did not agree with tbose obtained earlier. Tesla puts 
this down to the large distributed capacity of tbis coil, but it would seem that other factors 
in1luenced the accuracy as well. Because of the light coupling between the primary and 
secondary of the oscillato r, it was probably producing a compound spectrum. 
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16-20 No~mber 

Capacity measurements made durinB the period 16-22 Novenil::iCr agree on the 
whole with those made earlier. Tesla does not explain why he repeated similar measure
ments, c.g. those of November 16th and 18th when he determined the distributed capacity 
of the supplementary coil and the vertical wire. Nor does he u-pJain why he repeated the 
measurements of the change of capacity of the sphere with elevation (see November 18th 
and 20th). He may only have wanted to confirm the earlier results. 

On November 17th and 19th be measured the capacity of a vertical wire of ,'acious 
lengths and gauges. From his comments on November 11th it may be secD tha, .t i~ter 
lengths he expected some inductive cN'''£C, A check of the wavelength, however, reveals 
WI aU Testa's antennas were sbort in comparison CII{)' of the orttcr of 0.01l. so that di
vergence between the theoretical and measured values cannot be 'Scribed to an inductive 
effect. 

21 Norembu 

For some reason which he does not explain, Tesla was interested in the capacity 
of the same wire when vertical and horizontal, which he measured by the usual resonance . -
method, repeating it with a diffelclIt capacitance in the primary as a check. Although 
the results from the two sets of measurements differ appreciably, the vaJue obtained 
with tbe wire horizontal was somewhat higher in both cau, The formulae whlcb TesJa 
used July 24th here yields 54.37 em for the vertical wire and 58.43 em for tbe horizontal. 
These values agree well with his measurements, especially the first set. 

24--26 November 

To check tbe values for the inductance in the primary circuit (of the oscillator) 
which he had earlier measured by the voltage, current and frequency method (sec October 
30th), Tesla repeats these measurements using the resonance method. He described tbe 
procedure on October 21st and made some measurements but did not follow them up 
with calculations. This time he made both measurements aDd calculations. but only for 
one LpCp combination. He compares them with values derived from the table given No
vember 8th using linear interpolation. He was probably satisfied with the aglceOient, 
and did not make further checks. He had measured the capacity of the same structure. 
but without the protective cap and usi,?-g tbe "utea" and "experimental" coils, on No
vember 7th. On November 12th he had made similar lUeasurements using the 1314-turn 
coil. In the 26 November entry he refers to the result of 7 November with a new "extra" 

:coil. There is also one more result obtained with an "extra coil", using the best method 
he had developed (or detecting resonance (see 13 November). This result, which differs 
appreciably from the others, is no t mentioned November 26th. 

The remark closing this entry suggests the possibility of a systematic error in the 
determination of resonance, and Tesla emphasizes that it has to be checke(["" ~ ~ 

---
5 DecemlHr 

In this, as in earlier measurements, he found a "reduced inductance of the primary 
because of the reaction of the secondary". This interpretation of the functioning of the 
oscillator diverges from Oberbeck's the<lry(29). If the spark duration is relatively long 
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the oscillator starts to produce oscillations of two frequencic:s.. and when the sparle is 
broken it gives a third frequency which is determined. by the secondary oscillatory. circuit. 
With a third circuit ("elLtra coil") the osciUation of the system becomes even more compli. 
cated. the oscillations during break being determil\ed. by the CHiO°rlary circuit and the 
"extra CQil". Neglecting for the moment the "extra coil", the three frequencies which 
a Tesla oscillator with tight inductive couplingOl1 and equal natural resonant frequencies 
of the coupled circuits can be expected to produce are 

I 
~. - -";"L"'C 

I 
~ - -7:"'~=j"; , ";LC(I - k) 

I 

where k is the coupling coefficient. Thus (0), can be interpreted as the natural frequency 
of a circuit with capacity C and inductance L (I-k). For the primary inductance orTesla', 
oscillator (see 9 Novembrr) one obtains tbc"reduced" L. Le. L (1-k)-23,094 em; Tesla 
measured L~24,063 em. -

6 December 

The photographs of the inside of the laboratory show the lOO-turn "extra coil" 
raised above the floor in the center. With this coil Tesla apin got similar results for tbe . -
"reduced" induct.JVC of the primary. However, aware of tbe indetermioacy of this .. ~ 
duction", and hence -Iso of thlt oscillation frequency, he notes that the socondary should 
be broken at more points when the primary is "sed as a measurina; inductance , TItis would 
ensure monoc:hromatic OIcillatioa of the oscillator by leducing the coupling of the primary 
and secondary (Le. the circuit of the "extra coil"). The measurements with the s~oondary 
eliminated are morc reliable, and the accuracy with which the values sought are determined 
depends mainly on the accuracy to whicb tbe inductance and capacitance in the exciting 
circuit of the oscillator are known. 

I Januory 

Pbotograph XVII shows lamps connected into a resonant circuit consisting of one 
square turn. According to tbe data Tesla gives, one side of the square was about 1.3 m 
from the t ccondary coil of the oscillator. The capacity of the oscillatory circuit consisted 
of two condensers in parallel. Tbe lamps are paralleled. 

Tesla calculates the inductance of the square turn from the fo rmula for the induc
tance of two parallel conductors, as if there were two such pairs connected in series. The 
formula for a square coil (Aeming, p. ISS), 

... 
L - SI(ln ~ -0.714) 

yields a value 12.6% less than Tesla found . The calculated resonant frequency is therefo re 
somewhat higher than it sbould be, so tbat the inductance of the oscillator primary, as 
Tesla calculates it, is still less. In fact, because of the tight coupling of the secondary the 
oscillator must have been producing a complex spectrum, probably with its strongest 
component at tbe resonant frequency of tbe oscillatory circuit of tbe square coil. 

In connection with pbo tographs XVIII- XXI sbowing the secondary producing 
intense d ischarges, Tesla makes an interesting remark about signalling over great distances. 
Comparing this with other induction apparatuses he bad constructed, he concludes that 
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one cowd expect signals (0 be picked up at distances of a thousand mil~ or more, evcn
on the Earth's surface. The diary does not mention any ~easurements at great distances: 
but in an artic1e(411 he published soon after finislting work al Colorado Springs he stite-. 
that he oburved efTects at a distance of about 600 miles. _.- --

2 JOIIuary 

In this entry of 21 pages (the longest in the Notes) Tesla desaibcs 11 photographs. 
The explanation to Photograph XXII concerning the transmission of power from 

the excited primary circuit to tbe "extra coil" via the earth is similar to that M gavc in . , . 

~3(6). The experiment to which the photograph refers was made with the aim of esti-
matins the power of the oscillator from the thermal effect of the HF current. What Tesla 
calls the "total energy set in movemellt" would correspOnd to the total energy transferred 

I 
to condenser in the secondary (i.c. the power) i f an energy of TCY1 is transferred in 

each halfq'CIe. It can be shown that the active power dissipated in the circuit is much 
less than this and is inversely proportional to the Q-factor of the oscillating circuit. 

The nut few photographs sbow a movable coil whicb powers light bul~s by means 
of the high·frequency power which it picks up. One end of the coil is groun.i!led, the other 
frcc or just conDCCtcd to a sbort piece of wire. The bulbs are inductively coupled to the 
resonant coil via the auxiliary wmndary. Tesla gives no data about the distance of 
the resonant coil from the osciUator coil, 

Tesla's commentary on photo&raph XXVIII illustrates that he still retained a lively 
interest in the problem of electric lighting, even after a period of over ten yean. His earlier 
discovery of the luminesa:nce of thc gas and not only the filament with HF currents was 
here again confirmcdm. 

In photograph XXVIII the bulb is connected in series with thc tcrminal capacitive 
load. In the calculation Tesla does not usc the "total energy sct in movement" but as

I 
surnes that '2 CY2 of electrostatic energy is consumed in the bulb in each haJf-cyc1e. 

A similar comment applies to photograph XXIV, 

Several times Tesla remarks that the principle energy transfer from the oscillating 
to the receiving coil takes place via thceartb. He finds confirmation for this in tbe eApen· 
ment described on p. 363 (photograph XXX) . He found that the voltage induced 
in the receiving coil was greatly reduced if the ground connection was broken. It may be 
that such experiments led him to the conclusion that "transmission" through the earth 
was a more cfficient method of wireless transmission of power than the "inductive method". _ ... . ' . 

Photograph XXXI is an X-ray picture of a finger. Tcsla's comments on this experi· 
ment illustrate his interest in this type of radiation, already referred to (see tne commentary 
to 6 June 1899). 

3 January 

After describing some photographs of the laboratory, in the commentary to photo-
grapb XLI Tesla explains some transformation~ oCthe ~lf~ers .. He mentions tne ~plit· 
ting of streamen near the floor, splitting and reuniting, the phe~o";-enon of luminous 
parts on the streame"r~~(Whiallie iJienrefers to as sparks), and the breaking up of sparks 
into streamers and fireballs. His remarks concerning the genesis of fireballs arc particu· 

- -. 
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larly noteworthy. This phenome:l.on has been a source of interest sillce ancient times. 
Some references to it can be found on Etrurian monuments, in the ~or.ks of Aristotle , 
Lucretius and other old sources(6J). Fireballs are considered to be a form of electrical 
discharge generated during thunderstorms. They are rare in nature, but a fair.sizcd body 
of observations has nevertheless been assembled upon which several theories of theiT 
origin have been founded. Some hypotheses maintain that fircba1ls are an optical illusion 
(an opinion shared by Tesla until he produced them himself), others that they are the traces 
of meteors. The first genuine scientific approach to the problem was Arago's analysis 
of some twenty rcporu of fireballs in 1838. After the publication of his work they became 
a legitimate subject of scientific interest, but to this day have remained somc~~Jn~ ~~ an 
erugma. 

A fireball is a luminous sphere occurring during a thunderstorm. Fireballs arc usually 
red, but other colors have also been observed : yellow, green. white and blue. Their dj. 
mensions vary, a mean diameter being about 25 em. UnJike ordinary lightning, fireballs 
move slowly, almost parallel to the ground. They sometimes stop and change their direc. 
tion of motion. They can last for up to 5 seconds. Their properties vary greatly from case 
to case, so that it is believed that there are various types. According to Singer(61J it can 
be stated that as yet no single theory can explain the occurr~ce of fireballs in nature. 

Despite numerous attempts, only a few types of fireball have been created, and not 
entirely suCttSsfully, in the laboratory. These include the weakly luminescent fireballs 
generated when ordinary lightning strikes some object. Tesla mentions phenomena of 
this type several times as the result of sparks or streamers striking wooden objects (see 
e .g. photograph XL). According to recent theories, fireballs consist ofa plasma zone created 
by electrical discharge_ The latest research and calculations by Kapitsa(64J show that 
the lifetime of a fireball cannot be explained by the energy it receives at the time of genesis, 
but that it must receive energy from its surroundings. Kapitsa theorizes that this external 
energy is produced by a naturally created electromagnetic field. The small zone of ionized 
gao; created by the initial lightning or other electrical phenomenon during the storm sub-
sequently expands at the expense of the external electromagnetic field. Tho diameter of 
the plasma sphere is determined by the frequency of the external field, so that a resonance 
occurs. The usual dimensions of fireballs would require that the electromagnetic field 
have a wavelength of between 35 and 100 cm. According to this theory standing waves 
created by the reflection of natural electromagnetic waves from the earth would playa 
certain role. The theory has obtained partial experimental confirmation, but there arc 
still many points on which it is unable to give a satisfactory explanation. It has been found 
that to maintain a lump of plasma in air requires a power of theelectromagoetic field of 

• • 
a~ut !iOO W, which is much less than power which can be produced by an electrical di!t· 
charge. However, too little is known about natural electromagnetic waves to allow any 
reliable conclusions to be drawn. 

Tesla's hypolhc:sis on the origin and maintenance of fireball! includes some points 
which arc also to be found in the most recent theories, but it also bears the stamp of the 
time. For instance, like Kapitsa, Tcsla considen that the initial energy of the nucleus 
is not sufficient to maintain the fireball, but that there must be an extt-rnal source of energy. 
According to Testa this energy come~ from other lightnings passing through the nucleus, 
and the concentration of energy occurs because of the resistance of the nucleus, i.e. the 
greater energy-absorbing capacity of the rarefied gas than the surrounding gas through 
which the discharge passes. In nature the probability of other discharges passi ng through 
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the nucleus of a fireball is small, so Kapitsa's hypothesis that act via electromagnetic ' 
standing waves is more logical. It is possible that in Tes;a's experiments the "passage'" 
of a number of later discharges through the same nucleus was more frequent. -.-

7 Jmwary 

This is the last entry in the diary. Apart from the usual description of photographs. 
Tesls writes about experiments he intends to carry out on his return (where?). He qualifies 
the eXp',riments to date as satisfactory, considering that his aim was "to perfect the ap
paratus ' and make general observations". The apparatus which he was then envisaging 
for futUre experiments was to be an improved oscillator which would enable better results 
than any be had so far obtained. - ----- -

---
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